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PREFACE 

This book is devoted to the ki, one of the most significant categories applied by an
cient Egyptians to describe the world and man in the world Although the ki prob
lem is of great importance for Egyptology, from the very beginning I did not intend 

to address my work solely to Egyptologists, but also to the historians of antiquity, archae
ologists and anthropologists in general. There are two principle reasons for this. First of all, 
due to the specificity of the materials Egyptologists deal with, they approach the reconstruc
tion of the Weltanschauung under study much nearer than any other historian studying an
cient cultures can; thus an Egyptologist can give them a key to analogous reconstructions or, 
at least, provide them with comparative information of great importance. Assuming this task 
is a debt to be paid by Egyptology (that is still a highly self-isolated discipline) to other 
branches of history. I hope that this book could pay off some part of this debt, however little 
this part might be Second, it should not be disregarded that the book was primarily aimed at 
Russian readers Russia seems to be the last country where the process of specialization in 
humanitarian disciplines has not verged upon absurdity and where rather special works have 
a lot of readers among wide circles of intellectuals When preparing the English edition, I 
did not want to revise the text radically, since it would have meant affecting the unity of 
special and more or less popular aspects reached with so much labor. Hence the peculiari
ties of the book, where many problems are exposed with more details than would be re
quired for experts I believe it will help any person who has no Egyptological education to 
read it without consulting specialist literature. I also tried to do my best disclosing the actual 
procedure of investigation thus enabling any reader to familiarize himself with the method 
of working with rather specific Egyptian monuments On the other hand, some problems are 
discussed in less detail than Egyptologists would have liked (especially in Chapters 1 and 9). 

It should be noted that the problem of the ki is very complicated and requires 
analysis of different kinds of monuments in various aspects. Therefore most conclu
sions made in each separate chapter are not definitive and are complemented and de
fined more exactly in the subsequent chapters. Thus, the author's attitude becomes clear 
only upon reading the book entirely, the last pages included 

Spellings of Egyptian proper names used in the book must be considered here as well. 
Since it is quite impossible to vocalize Old Egyptian and there is no fixed tradition of spell
ing names of private persons, transliteration seems to be the only reliable method. The 
names whose meaning is clear or at least can be suggested, are given with their grammatical 
structure shown and with weak consonants reconstructed in brackets; in the cases when 
various reconstructions of weak consonants are possible, thus allowing us to interpret the 
name in question either as a phrase or as a word-combination, preference is given to the first 
of the two options (e.g., Mrr-w(j)-k?(-j), «My-Double-Loves-Me», rather than Mrrw-ki, 
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«Beloved-by-the-Double») Names of uncertain meaning or those I cannot interpret for sure, 
as well as abbreviated forms and diminutives are transliterated without bringing out their 
structures (eg., Jlzn - meaning uncertain, Mm' - not clear if Mrw, «Beloved», or Mr(j)-
w(f), «Loves-Me-/a certain god/» should be read; SSj, Mmj - diminutives). Names con-

structed after the pattern ^ X <o • ^ r e a c ^ ^ ~ # # 7 ( H ' ) > etc according to much later Jmn-
htp(-w) confirmed by the Greek transcription 'A|J£VCO8TI<;; however, the absence of the 
feminine ending of the Old Perfective compels us to interpret the seemingly analogous 

name ¥ „ m as Htp-s&t, not *S&-t-htp(-tf). 

The following symbols are used in transliterations and translations: 
( ) weak consonants, 
[ ] reconstructions of passages lost in the original texts; 
/ / words absent in the original text, but included in the translation to 

make it more comprehensive; 
passages omitted in text quotations, 
lost passages that cannot be reconstructed. 

Abbreviations adopted to designate museum inventory numbers and numbers of 
tombs are adduced in the list of abbreviations. 

When we refer to monuments' reproductions, only the most important publications 
or those complementing them in some way are usually cited The following signs are 
used in quotations: 

+ reproductions in different publications complement one another to 
some extent; 

= different publications offer the same or practically the same repro
duction, 

, reproductions are different, but have no details distinguishing them 
greatly from one another 

When discussing the datings of the monuments, the following symbols are used: 

^> after the date starting from (inclusive), 
•0- after the date and/or somewhat later, 

before the date earlier than, 
1̂ after the date later than, 

= approximately synchronous 

For example: 
Dyn. V ^ Dyn. V and/or later; 
N(f)-wsr-rc(w) Q reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) or somewhat later, 

1̂ Pjpj I before the reign of Pjpj I, 
Ttj 1̂ after the reign of Ttj, 
= No 16 approximately synchronous to monument No. 16 in 

the respective list. 
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* 

1 began my work on Old Kingdom monuments in ideological terms when I was 
still a student and then post-graduate under the guidance of Prof Yu. Ya. Perepelkin. 
Although I did not study with him for a long time and the work on the book was begun 
after the death of my teacher, it could never have been written without his great interest 
in my first steps I am also sincerely grateful to Prof O D Berlev who generously shared 
his knowledge with me, many theses of the book were conceived and put to the test in 
talks with him The late Prof E S Bogoslovski read the manuscript shortly before his 
untimely decease and suggested a number of comments and corrections generally re
lated to New Kingdom monuments. A. G Soushchevski kindly allowed me to use some of 
his felicitous remarks made in the course of our long discussions. A. S. Chetverukhin 
advised me on Afro-Asiatic linguistics which does not fall within the scope of my inter
ests and competence. Dr N. K. Kachalova was the best possible consultant on the problems 
of the Bronze Age of Eurasia 

I would also like to thank my foreign colleagues for their many kindnesses ren
dered to me In those cases when their particular opinions are used, respective refer
ences are given in the text. More important were, however, other contributions: offering 
a possibility to work with the museum collections, making available photographs of the 
monuments and literature absent in Russia, and - last but not least - friendly contacts. I 
would notably thank H Goedicke (John Hopkins University, Baltimore), K.-H. Priese, 
D. Wildung (Ägyptisches Museum, Berlin), J Settgast, B.Fay (Berlin), Ed Brovarski, 
R. Freed, T. Kendall, P. Lacovara, P. Der Manuelian (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), 
M. Baud (IFAO, Cairo), L Berman, A. Kozloff (Cleveland Museum of Art), R. Drenk-
hahn (Kestner-Museum, Hannover), A Eggebrecht, B Schmidt (Pelizaeues-Museum, Hild-
esheim), J -L Chappaz (Musée d'art et d'histoire, Geneva), K. Donker van Heel 
(Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden), E Blumental, R Krauspe (Ägyptisches Museum, Univer
sität Leipzig), G T. Martin (University College London), A Grimm, S. Schoske (Staatliche 
Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Munich), the late B V. Bothmer (Institute of Fine Arts, 
University of New York), Dorothea Arnold, C Roehng (Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York), R Fazzini, J Romano, D Spanel (Brooklyn Museum, New York), R. Bianchi, 
E. Russmann (New York), J. Leclant (Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, Paris), 
Ch. Ziegler (Louvre, Pans), D O'Connor (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia), 
B. Peterson (Medelhavsmuseet, Stockholm). Numerous books were granted to the 
Hermitage Museum and to my private library by F Rutzen and U de Reyes (Verlag 
Philipp von Zabern, Mainz), by Th. Halkedis (New York) and by G Ortiz (Geneva) 
The Cleveland Museum of Arts and the Brooklyn Museum co-sponsored my visit to 
America, while owing to financial support of R Homberg (Freising) and of Michela 
Schiff Giorgini Foundation (Lausanne) I had an opportunity to work in several muse
ums and libraries of Germany and France. Hieroglyphic and transliteration font Glyph 

for Windows was placed at my disposal by Prof D Van Der Pias (Centre for Computer-
Aided Egyptological Research, Utrecht University). I owe a great debt of thanks to 
R. Anderson (London), D Woodhams (Woodhams Associates, London), S Quirke and 
R. Hobbs (British Museum, London) for reading the manuscript and correcting my English 
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Expressing my sincere gratitude to all of them, I also do not forget all those who in 
different ways contributed with their concern to the completion of this work. 

* * * 

The Russian version of this book was sent to press in December 1989. At the same 
time an idea of publishing the English version appeared. I did my best to supplement it 
with references to works that had appeared or became accessible to me more recently, 
but only when it was highly imperative and when it did not affect the original text 
greatly. However, I seek consolation in the fact that in any case it is impossible to pro
vide a complete bibliography, since the subject of the book can involve practically any 
Egyptian monument. 

Publication of the English edition was possible due to the grant provided by 
Michela Schiff Giorgini Foundation and owing to kind encouragement of its President 
Prof. J. Leclant who displayed a keen interest in this project. It is also a great pleasure 
to express my deep appreciation to Prof. M. Gorg for accepting the book for the series 
«Agypten undAltes Testament». 



INTRODUCTION 

1 

One of the vital problems that the disciplines concerned with the Ancient Orient 
- Egyptology in particular - are facing nowadays, is that of formation, evolu
tion and functioning of the earliest Weltanschauungen. Since Egyptian and 

Near Eastern monuments are the earliest ones enabling us to interpret sophisticated 
ideological notions with any assurance, they prove to be priceless for studying historical 
and social psychology as well as history of social institutions, etc. However, in spite of 
certain significant achievements, the general state of things characteristic of this domain is 
still unsatisfactory While material culture and socio-economical history of the Ancient Ori
ent are already outlined, ideological phenomena have not been properly interpreted as yet. 

This situation reflects a serious problem. Ideology is a field where scholars come 
across manifestations of consciousness that was created by completely different life 
conditions and historical experience, thus inevitably being very different from our 
mentality Generally, it is in the habit to ignore this fact, tacitly supposing misrepresen
tations arising from such an approach to be negligible. However, they can be very 
grave, although often not too evident. Twenty years ago, M. I Steblin-Kamenski 
pointed out a typical error occurring in myth studies (and, in fact, in any study treating 
any aspect of ancient Weltanschauungen). «It holds true that whoever is studying myth, 
he does not believe in it. He cannot therefore help comprehending myth but as fiction. 
However, in this manner his own consciousness that considers myth a mere fiction, re
places the consciousness regarding the subject of the myth as reality. In other words, 
whoever is studying myth always deals with no myth, i. e., with no fiction realized as 
reality. ., but merely with something, that once upon a time has been myth, but, as a re
sult of replacing the mythic consciousness by the modern one, turned into something 
quite different from the myth and, moreover, contrary to it - that is to say, into fiction 
perceived as fiction» [Steblin-Kamenski, 1976, 5]. 

This approach which may be called ((hypothesis of identity» of modern and ancient 
consciousness [Steblin-Kamenski, 1984, 4-10], prevents us from coming to a complete 
and comprehensive interpretation of ancient Weltanschauungen and leads to poor and 
in the highest degree distorted schemes. Certainly, these schemes have a right to exist 
as any other scholarly abstraction does; moreover, they can be useful (we should not 
disregard the fact that most of the achievements were made just within their frames), 
but their domain is limited, so that outside this sphere they prove to be ineffective. It is 
safe to say that just because of constant modernizations the advancements in recon
structions of ancient Weltanschauungen still leave much to be desired 
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For this reason, another way should be preferred instead, more difficult, but prom
ising radically new opportunities. It is based upon a hypothesis qualified by Steblin-
Kamenski [1984, 4-10] as that of «unidentity» of ancient and modern mentality Run
ning contrary to the tradition that has taken a deep root, this hypothesis annoys advo
cates of the «identity hypothesis» who arm themselves against it with the Occam's ra
zor, for «unidentity», as compared with «identity», is an extra condition which is to be 
first introduced and the demand for which should yet be substantiated. We believe that 
numerous studies of the last two decades concerning primarily the Middle Ages have 
already proved «unidentity» to be inherent even in that epoch, so that there is no need to 
bring forward special evidence related to more ancient times. As to the «identity hy-
pothesis», it remains unproven and representing a fine example of how much persistent 
in the modern historical science are traditions sanctified by the authority of the past, but 
lacking any other substantiation. 

Still, if consciousness of ancient man is radically different from ours, how can we 
investigate it? Here, in the very beginning of our study, it should be defined precisely 
what this «unidentity» is. The most radical theory of «unidentity» is put forward by 
J. Jaynes [1976] He attempts to prove that the mind of ancient man was functionally 
split in two, each part functioning independently and neither each nor both being con
sciousness proper. That «bicameral mind» allegedly prevented him from rational acting 
and engendered his mentality with the main part played by hallucinations, internal 
voices and visions created by interaction of the two components. However, ancient man was 
most rational in his everyday life (how could he otherwise manage to construct pyramids or 
enormous irrigation systems?), while Jaynes' theory is based foremost on oversimplified in
terpretation of literary texts.1 The present writer has no doubt that the man of the epoch un
der study did not qualitatively differ from the modern one either anatomically or physiologi
cally, therefore extremist theories of «unidentity» appear misleading and dangerous 

If so, the basic psychological processes of both ancient and modern man are simi
lar, whereas what is different are their mentalities arising from this common basis. A 
very important difference between the ancient and modern mentalities resides in integ
rity of the emotional and logical spheres: «The world appears to primitive man neither 
inanimate nor empty, but redundant with life; and life has individuality, in man and 
beast and plant, and in every phenomenon which confronts man... Any phenomenon 
may at time confront him, not as 'It ' , but as 'Thou'. In this confrontation 'Thou' reveals 
its individuality, its quality, its will 'Thou' is not contemplated with intellectual de
tachment, it is experienced as life confronting life, involving every faculty of man in a 
reciprocal relationship. Thought, no less than acts and feelings, are subordinate to this 
experience... The whole man confronts living 'Thou' in nature, and the whole man -
emotional and imaginative as well as intellectual - gives expression to the experience)) 
[Frankfort et a l , 1946, 6 = 1951, 14]. 

Thus, unidentic proves to be only the logical aspect of consciousness which never 
existed in its pure state in antiquity, while emotions are a manifestation of psychical 

1 For detailed criticism of the bicameral theory see [Ivanov, 1979; Tobin, 1990J 
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processes being less than anything else intermediated by historical experience or life 
conditions. It is in the emotional sphere where we are close to people who lived several 
thousand years ago, and it is emotions that make it possible to draw nearer to their in
ward life and to penetrate into it. In the final analysis, this is the only way to understand, 
at least partly, the basis of ancient Weltanschauungen 

2 

It is much easier to postulate this approach than to sustain it consistently in re
search. Ancient monuments reveal to us (to the extent we know the respective lan
guages) only some outward manifestations of the notions fixed by them, whereas the 
very nature of these concepts remains uncertain, for it does not exist but within a system 
of categories that are alien to us, and vanishes when we try to convert them into the re
spective system of ours: we see merely a smile hanging in the air and do not know what 
the Cheshire cat itself looks like, or if it is a cat at all. Therefore, turning to a lengthy, 
cautious and thorough study of the most important categories of ancient Weltan
schauungen is the only way out; otherwise we take the risk of being an ignoramus in a 
society of experts discussing specific problems of theirs in a foreign language - some 
words seem to be clear, but the whole meaning of the conversation fails to be captured 

When studying categories of the past, we face a serious problem consisting in the 
fact that cultures of the Ancient Orient do not even try to explain themselves Under 
conditions of a more or less pronounced isolation characteristic of these cultures (that 
of Egypt in particular), the monuments created were supposed to serve only the bearers 
of these cultures having a definite cultural thesaurus that is quite different from ours 
and that was being acquired to a considerable degree through the non-written tradition. 
Therefore monuments do not expose in detail the notions we are interested in, often 
confining to allusions to some ideas which were quite clear to everybody then, but not 
to ourselves now Christianity, like other derivative religions, had a need in proving its 
effectiveness and superiority over the rest of religions among which it had originated 
and with which it was confronted, thus having produced vast theological literature de
voted to commenting and systemizing its dogmas. 2 The oldest religions never made it 
their aim, they never had to formulate dogmatically their credo, and this circumstance 
nonplusses those scholars who try to describe them by involving, purposely or uninten
tionally, categories of Christianity A very typical example of such an approach is the 
compromised long ago but still strong desire for treating numerous ancient categories 
describing human nature as different «souls» All kinds of modernization generally ap-

2 Of course, changes in the level of consciousness, which manifest themselves in appearance of sci
entific and philosophical knowledge tending to systematization, did play an important role by giving rise to 
theology, treating religious problems with the scientific approach proper of that time, that had been impossible 
in thf earlier epochs. When copying ancient texts, Egyptians explained at times some passages that had 
become incomprehensible (in the Book of the Dead); still their explanations were not religious commen
taries but brief notes reflecting the attitude of people who already did not always realize their ancient 
legacy. 
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pear as one of the most serious reasons preventing us from making progress in under
standing the early consciousness 

Mediaevahsts who were the first to begin studying the history of categories and still 
are setting the fashion in this domain, are much luckier, for they deal with manifesta
tions of the cultures that are incomparably closer to ours than those of the Ancient Ori
ent Accordingly, there are many brilliant works on mediaeval psychology that can and 
must be models of a methodological approach to such investigations (e. g. [Gurevich, 
1972, Steblin-Kamenski, 1971; 1976; 1984]). We cannot boast of any similar achieve
ments concerning materials of chronologically and typologically earlier cultures and the 
progress made here is appreciably less significant (e.g. [Klochkov, 1983]). Neverthe
less, if we want to understand ancient cultures in a proper way, we have no alternative 
but a long and painful study of categories 

3 

The state of affairs concerning investigation of Egyptian Weltanschauung is still 
the same as in other disciplines studying the Ancient Orient. Notwithstanding that 
studies of religion and Weltanschauung are one of the most important integral parts of 
Egyptology and that the number of such works is enormous, these are usually very tra
ditional, their general features having been shaped as long ago as the nineteenth cen
tury. These investigations are usually aimed at revealing mythological subjects and their 
reminiscences, at analyzing theological conceptions, at reconstructing and interpreting 
ritual actions, at establishing chronological and local peculiarities of the cult as well as 
at revealing their mutual influences, and so on. All these problems are no doubt of great 
importance, and no progress could be possible unless they are resolved. 

Thanks to excellent textological techniques, vast erudition and great experience 
gained by these research schools, significant results are often attained, however, quite 
evident limitations of this approach are coming in time to be a serious hindrance. Tra
ditional methods are but poorly oriented toward revealing the ontological basis of the 
notions under study which usually remains disregarded. In the final analysis, this tradi
tion goes back to the luminaries of the nineteenth century who were convinced that 
Egyptian culture had no qualitatively specific features and that even if it could not be 
interpreted proceeding from our modern common sense, it certainly could be appre
hended at best from the point of view of a Greek or Roman philosopher Of course, 
most of our contemporaries would indignantly reject such a reproach, but a certain con
tinuity, although subconscious, is evident, for methodological roots of the present lack 
of interest in Egyptian ontology are the same as those of the hundred-year-old opinion 
that it had no specificity. If formerly this might have been justified by insufficient level 
of awareness with ancient sources and by poor state of development of general prob
lems concerning Egyptian Weltanschauung, such arguments do not work anymore 

Thus, the problem of the categories is of greatest importance for modern Egyptol
ogy, but it is far from a solution as yet. Very typical are, for instance, the books devoted 
to categories hi, Swtlhijb-t and ih [2abkar, 1968, George, 1970, Englund, 1978], but 
not bearing upon ontological problems that should lie in the very centre of such stud-
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ies. 3 Meanwhile, when studying Weltanschauung, Egyptologists hold a much better 
position than scholars dealing with any other ancient culture and can make conclusions 
whose importance lies far outside the scope of Egyptology itself. This can be explained 
by the two following reasons. 

First, due to the peculiarity of its earliest development, Egyptian spiritual culture 
preserved its pristine substratum longer than other cultures did - than, for instance, that 
of Mesopotamia. Therefore, Egyptologists can research into the most archaic layers of 
notions that are most important for comprehending the subsequent processes, whereas 
elsewhere these layers are concealed under later strata. Accordingly, we are able to 
study Weltanschauung not as an already shaped system, but in its dynamics 

Second, the Egyptians, unlike other ancient peoples, left innumerable monuments 
reflecting very different aspects of their Weltanschauung and covering all periods of 
their history, the earliest ones included. Among these are the Pyramid Texts, the oldest 
great written monument of ideological nature in history. All this enables us to distinguish 
different chronological layers of notions and to interpret them adequately at all their stages. 

Thus, Egyptian monuments give us a rare opportunity to trace in detail and step by 
step the evolution of Weltanschauung during three millennia, from the earliest stage to 
the end of the Pharaonic history,4 the great interest the Egyptians took in these problems 
and their concern for creating monuments to embody abstract ideas allowing us to make re
constructions whose reliability is inconceivable in studies of any other ancient culture 

4 

It holds true for any Weltanschauung and ideology that they are focused on the no
tions concerning human personality and man's place in the world, closely connected 
with those treating the basic nature of the universe and determining them to a great ex
tent. As we confront for the first time the Egyptian categories describing man (as well 
as king and god), we cannot help noting their essential difference from everything that 
fall within European culture The sense attributed by the Egyptians to such basic terms 
concerning human nature as kl and by, still remains unrevealed, while the terms rn, jb, 
Swtlhljb-t partly correspond to «name», «heart» and «shadow», yet these refer only to 
outward manifestations of the above categories without concerning their very nature 
The Id category is the most important among them, especially in the Old Kingdom, 
when it was determining the essence of Egyptian culture Therefore it is of tremendous 
importance to study that category, and the present book is dedicated to this very aim 

3 An exemplary analysis of the dt category describing property and of the categories used in the so-
called Amarna «solar names» was made by Yu. Ya Perepelkin [1966= 1986; 1979, 258-294]. It must be 
a model for studies in Egyptian Weltanschauung, but it is very difficult to find works carried out at a 
similarly high level. 

4 Strictly speaking, this time boundary is also conventional, its definition being excused to a great 
measure by modern scientific specialization. Now, if we take into account the influence that Pharaonic 
culture exerted upon the early Christianity and Gnosticism, the line of continuity can be traced out much 
further than it used to be in Egyptology. 



2 0 INTRODUCTION 

The study of the ki, as well as of other similar categories, is rather specific. Due to 
the fact that during the whole history of Egypt ideas of posthumous existence took the 
central place in Weltanschauung,5 the categories describing the nature of the man were 
fixed mainly by funeral monuments. 6 Therefore, in order to understand Egyptian no
tions concerning the man and the world, the ideas on death and afterlife should be 
studied Let us define the scope of sources that are most comprehensive and useful for 
such a study of the ki. 

Since revealing the origins of one or another notion is of special importance, pref
erence should be given to the earliest materials However, the Predynastic period pro
vides us only with archaeological monuments, so any interpretation of these is insecure. 
Monuments of the Early Dynasties are more explicit although they also present a lot of 
difficulties related primarily to specificity of the most ancient hieroglyphic script 
fraught with numerous riddles For this reason, we have to proceed from somewhat 
later, but still archaic enough Old Kingdom materials. This option is the most promis
ing since Old Kingdom monuments do fix rather ancient notions and, on the other 
hand, are free of reinterpretations and fantasies characteristic of the later epochs. It is 
exactly the Weltanschauung of the Old Kingdom that is obviously the most harmonious 
in the whole history of Egypt.7 Furthermore, Old Kingdom monuments are very numer
ous and quite sufficient to solve our problem, at the same time, they can be well sur
veyed and are easy for systematization In conclusion, they form an independent group 
that can be interpreted without involving contradictory materials of the later epochs. 

The legacy of various periods of the Old Kingdom is far from having equal worth, 
whereas monuments are rather scarce in Dyn. Ill, VII and VIII, those of Dyn. IV, V and 
VI can be qualified as abundant. The ideological content of the monuments was not in
variable as well - the Weltanschauung had been evolving continuously, so that by late 
Dyn VI it was different from that of early Dyn. IV Nevertheless, this development had 
an evolutionary character and it never experienced such radical breaks as that of the 
First Intermediate Period Therefore, Old Kingdom Weltanschauung may be considered 
a whole massif, where stability of the ontological basis prevails over mutability. Of 
course, changes should be discussed as well afterwards. Thus, Old Kingdom materials, 
especially those of Dyn IV-VI, are the most valuable for us; however, when our 
sources are insufficient while the monuments of the later periods enable us to trace the 
original traditions, some recourse to the subsequent epochs will be required. 

Next, the group of monuments most suitable for our work should be defined. Op
tions are unlimited here, but all scholars have so far proceeded in their kl studies mainly 
from the most important and informative royal monuments. As applied to the Old 
Kingdom, these are the Pyramid Texts which can answer practically any question con
cerning ideology and Weltanschauung of the epoch preceding the First Intermediate 

? Of more importance was only the group of notions related to the long and to his role in the universe. 
6 As a result there is a trend to regard the above categories mostly or even exclusively as describing 

no man in general, including the dead one. but merely the deceased, thereby causing grave errors. This 
problem is examined in detail below (Chapter 10, § 2). 

7 Of course, it is not hannony as we see it today, with only one explanation of any phenomenon. 
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Period. However, such an abundance of information encoded has its problematic side, 
because of the manifold possibilities of interpretation The language and composition of 
the Pyramid Texts, as well as chronological order of their utterances and even their pur
pose remain enigmatic to a great degree, while all these aspects are so important that, 
without studying them properly and well, any usage of the Pyramid Texts as the main 
source might be compared with attempts to solve problems of higher mathematics 
without having learned arithmetic beforehand. 

Moreover, any analysis of the Pyramid Texts proves to be even more difficult due 
to our complete unawareness of the relation between the categories used and ancient 
Egyptian reality, for the above categories are applied as some entity given beforehand. 
Pyramid Texts are a thing in themselves, a whole world existing according to the laws 
of their own, and if we begin our studies without elucidating these, we shall be obliged 
to confine ourselves within an alien world, with no access to reality where the ancient 
Egyptians lived and where we can hold on to something known to us in order to use it 
as a starting-point. In other words, we should in some way link the ideological catego
ries to some practical activities of the Egyptians. Since anyway we have to deal with 
monuments of funeral or commemorative nature, this practice does bear a ritualistic 
character. In her time M. E. Matthieu [1947-1, 1958-2] who had always emphasized the 
relation of the Pyramid Texts to rites, had shown a possible way for making such a 
study, but for many years her idea failed to gain further development. In the last decades 
the way paved by Matthieu was used by many scholars knowing nothing about her pri
ority (see, for instance, the latest work on the subject [Allen, 1994]), but the decisive suc
cesses are still far off. It is obvious, therefore, that the analysis of the Pyramid Texts should 
be declined at this stage, and the monuments having a more evident relation to the cult 
practice must be taken into account, I. e., arithmetic should be studied prior to turning to 
higher mathematics. 

There is a great deal of such monuments; these are the tombs of dignitaries both 
surrounding royal pyramids and forming a number of necropoleis in the provinces Co
herent texts are scarce in them, mostly coming to offering formulae and (auto)biographical 
inscriptions But, on the other hand, walls of their cult chambers are entirely covered 
with murals (mainly carved in low relief) depicting everyday life of the country insofar 
as it was supposed to be projected onto eternity These murals are an important source 
for studying economic, social and everyday aspects of life in the Old Kingdom, but, un
fortunately, they have not yet become an independent source on Weltanschauung, being 
involved in investigations relative to this field merely as subsidiary material. Nonethe
less, since contents of the tomb murals are exclusively realistic, their meaning and pur
pose can be revealed in a quite clear way, the more so, as the ideas on the next world of 
the nobility were much simpler than those concerning the king. Therefore, the kl cate
gory appears here in a clearer context. 

Old Kingdom tombs are suitable for such treatment, for each of them contains vast 
information and scholars can dispose of it directly, without collecting it as odd frag
ments (that is in contrast to Middle Kingdom monuments). Of greatest importance are 
the necropoleis of the capital region, mainly Saqqara and Giza, where most of the Old 
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P A R T 1 

O L D K I N G D O M T O M B 

A S A S Y S T E M 

C onstruction of a tomb was the main task undertaken by every Egyptian of some 
wealth during his life. As a result, enormous necropoleis were being erected 
during millennia all along the Nile valley, thus making Egypt a country having 

the highest concentration in the world of ancient monuments per area unit. We still 
wonder why it was exactly in Egypt where the notions concerning the next world were 
so hypertrophically developed,1 but, anyway, they produced the decisive effect on the 
whole of the Egyptian culture 

In compliance with the principles of investigation postulated in the Introduction we 
are turning now to examining tombs of Old Kingdom officials located in the capital 
region near the present-day city of Cairo The first part of the book will be devoted to 
an analysis of their structure and decoration as a complex and rationally organised sys
tem. Only upon the system analysis of the tombs will it be possible to proceed to the 
notions embodied in these material remains of ancient culture 

1 The most convincing explanation was brought forward by I. M. Diakonoff [1977, 49-50 ; 1994, 
37J. In contrast to the rest of the world where the heaven was treated as a male deity and the earth as a 
female one. in Egypt the former was regarded as goddess Nw-t, whereas the latter was considered god 
Gbb In this phenomenon the specific natural conditions of Egypt are involved: while the earth fertility is 
usually a result of rainfall, that was interpreted as the heaven fertilizing the earth, in the Nile valley rams 
play but a very insignificant role, so that the source of fertility was supposed to reside in the earth itself. 
Since it is into the earth where the dead come down, the crops it yields depend entirely upon them -
hence the cult of the dead. This hypothesis may be a good starting-point for investigating the most ancient 
layers of Egyptian Weltanschauung that have not been properly studied yet. 



CHAPTER 1 

BRIEF R E V I E W OF THE T O M B E V O L U T I O N 
D O W N T O THE M I D D L E F O U R T H D Y N A S T Y 

Before starting our analysis, it is necessary to trace the evolution of the Egyptian 
tomb in the earlier periods, for otherwise many features characteristic of Old 
Kingdom burial edifices would remain incomprehensible. Of course, materials 

related to the period from Dyn. I to early Dyn. IV require a special investigation and by 
no means could be scrutinized within the confines of this book. However, thanks to the 
availability of a monumental work by G. A. Reisner [1936-1] devoted to early tombs we 
are not confined to just a brief review. Although Reisner's book is sixty years old now, 
it is still of utter significance as an important guide which no scholar dealing with the 
first three dynasties can ignore. 

Reisner thoroughly systemized all data available for him,1 but he did it following a 
formal approach, without even trying to relate changes in typology to evolution of Weltan
schauung It was a reasonable way for his purpose and time, but it is not sufficient any
more, and then we have to outline some points to help us in our further work Moreo
ver, Chapter 1 is supposed to acquaint non-Egyptologists who might resort to this book, 
with the structure and main features of the monuments treated below. 

§ 1. Components of Old Kingdom Tomb 

As any other funeral structure, the Egyptian tomb has two principal functions: it is 
a burial place for the dead body and, at the same time, a place where priestly services 
are carried out and sacrifices are made 2 In accordance with this functional dualism, the 
tomb is divided into two basic parts, i. e., the burial chamber usually hewn deep in rock 
(substructure), and ground cult chambers represented in the simplest case by one room, 
hereinafter referred to as a chapel 3 (superstructure) 

The burial chamber where the mummy and funeral goods were being kept was to 
be protected against robbers, its shaft and entrance tightly closed, so that penetration 

1 Since then, materials have considerably grown in number, but radically new ones come mainly 
from excavations of W.Emery at Northern Saqqara [Emery, 1949; 1954; 1958] and of Z. Y.Saad at 
Ezbet el-Walda by Helwan [Saad, 1947; 1951; 1957; 1969]. 

2 In degenerated form it manifests itself nowadays at our cemeteries in food left at the grave at relig
ious holidays (a relic of offerings) and in the relatives' eating food at the grave (relic of a funeral repast). 

3 Cf. Opferkammer, Kultkammer, chapelle, часовня, каплица, etc. 
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into it was possible only by violence requiring huge effort. Attitude toward cult cham
bers was quite the opposite, for they were opened to the priests officiating there every
day and festive services. As far as we can judge by the appeals appearing in the late Old 
Kingdom and calling passers-by to offer or to read out an offering-formula, everybody 
was allowed to enter cult chambers, no matter who these visitors might be - relatives of 
the buried person or strangers. Cult chambers were protected by morals, however, in 
order to prevent them from penetration by undesirable visitors, bolted doors were used 
and, probably, doorkeepers might have been engaged. 4 

This dualism is manifested with utter clearness in the main type of Old Kingdom 
tomb, the so-called mastaba, which is a rectangular in plan brick or stone superstructure 
with slightly inclined facades, over a subterranean burial chamber. We use the word 
«mastaba» in two different senses: the narrowest one to denote the ground structure (it 
was just this tumulus that was called so by the Arabs) and the broadest one to designate 
the entire tomb with such superstructure. Primarily, during Dyn. I and II, chapels either 
did not exist yet or were very small and primitive, as to the greater part of the super
structure, it housed magazines representing compartments which, upon being filled up 
with food stuffs and burial goods, were to be closed without any entrance left. Under 
Dyn III they gradually disappeared, while the cult chambers began to make rapid prog
ress 

The chapel - a room with one or several false doors arranged in the west wall -
was the most important of these chambers Being the main place of the tomb cult, the 
false door was a more or less volumetric counterfeit of a door made of stone blocks or 
carved in one slab In front of the false door an offering-stone was placed, on which 
food was laid and in which libations were poured during priestly services. 

Apart from the chapel, in the developed Old Kingdom the superstructure could 
have a series of other chambers, the record number of which amounts to thirty-two (in 
the early Dyn. VI mastaba of Mrr-w(j)-kl(-j")). These are storerooms, broad pillared 
halls, serdabs, corridors to connect them with one another, and so on Storerooms of the 
classical Old Kingdom were intended for keeping equipment and victuals priests made 
use of for officiating their services; thus, they were functionally quite different from the 
earlier magazines filled with items supposed to be used by the deceased himself, mainly 
food The purpose of pillared halls that are the largest tomb chambers, has not been 
explained for certain yet, relatives of the deceased could assemble there for festive rit
ual meals Serdab is an utmost specific chamber, the only one out of reach for visitors 
in the superstructure It was intended to protect statue(s) of the deceased and, according 
to its protective function, would be walled up, it was connected (although not always) 
with the next chamber only by a narrow aperture in front of the eyes of the statue(s) 
Due to this peculiarity, serdab may be qualified as the third integral part of the tomb. 
There was usually one serdab in a tomb, but sometimes it comprised several (the unique 
tomb of Rc(w)-wr(w) at Giza has twenty-five serdabs [Hassan, 1932, General plan]). 

4 Chamber A 2 in the mastaba of Mrr-w(j)-ki(j) [Duell, 1938, plan facing pi. 1] may be regarded as 
a room of a doorkeeper 
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As for the burial chamber, it would be disposed as deep as possible for safety rea
sons. In wealthy mastabas of the Old Kingdom, it often appears deepened up to 10 m, 
although it is not the maximum deepness yet recorded (the burial vault of queen Htp-
hrs I is 27m deep [Reisner, Smith, 1955, 14]). Access to the burial chamber was 
gained in the early mastabas by means of stairs; later vertical shafts and much less fre
quently sloping passages appeared. Upon burial, the stairs, shaft or passage would be 
closed with masonry or blocked with crushed stone and sand. The mouth of the shaft 
opened generally to the mastaba roof or, sometimes, to the chapel, while the sloping 
passage began in one of the cult chambers or in front of the mastaba facade Most 
commonly, each mastaba had one or two burial chambers (for the owner and his wife), 
and it is not till the late Old Kingdom that family mastabas came into existence, they are 
literally dotted with shafts whose number may amount to more than half a score. 

Mastabas are predominant in the capital region, although some of them are also en
countered in Upper Egypt. Yet in the South, where the valley is bounded by steep cliffs, 
there was usually no place for mastabas, and rock tombs prevail there. Giza has a cer
tain number of such tombs, some of them are hewn at Saqqara as well. From the func
tional point of view, rock tombs are also divided into two parts. Their cult chambers are 
not numerous because of technical difficulties of hewing, their number not exceeding 
one or two, rarely three. Burial chambers are generally similar to those lying under the 
mastabas, whereas shafts or sloping passages open into one of the cult chambers. 

§ 2. Origins of the Mastaba Tomb and its Orientation 

When constructing tombs, the Egyptians followed a number of rules, those of ori
entation being among the most important ones. They define to a great extent the evolu
tion of tomb pictorial decorations and have very deep historical roots that should be re
vealed here; otherwise we shall not understand properly many features of that evolution. 
Predynastic mound reinforced with stones is probably a prototype of the mastaba 
[Reisner, 1936-1, 1-5]. Elongated in form, this mound superposed a rectangular or oval 
grave and thus reproduced orientation of the buried body Predynastic funeral customs 
had local variants, so the dead lying in a flexed position might be turned head south
wards or northwards and face westwards or eastwards [Kees, 1956-2, 21-23], but in 
any case orientation along the north-south axis (with more or less evident deviations) 
was universal all over Egypt The earliest tomb superstructures survived at Tarkhan and 
Naga ed-Der exactly reproduce orientation of the body [Reisner, 1936-1, 11] The 
problem is in the meaning of that orientation. 

It can be solved convincingly. Comparison of orientation of both predynastic buri
als and dynastic mastabas located in different regions of the country proves that devia
tions from the north - south axis are rather variable. In the Memphite region deviations 
usually do not exceed more than a few degrees (Giza is especially precise in this re
spect), whereas in some cemeteries of Upper Egypt it may attain 45°. This is but natu
ral: due to specific geographical conditions in Egypt, its inhabitants often managed 
without astronomical orientation. In a country limited by the narrow valley of the Nile 
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following practically the same meridional direction with small number of bends, the 
river inevitably came to be the basis of space apprehension. It was exactly the Nile that 
the early burials and tombs were oriented along, this is most evident in the necropoleis 
where deviations from the true north are considerable. For example, royal tombs at 
Abydos and early dynastic mastabas at Naga ed-Der are oriented along the north-west -
south-east axis [Reisner, 1936-1, pi. 2; 1908, pi. 76-79, Mace, 1909, pi. 58], and it is in 
this very region that the Nile flows approximately to the north-west, so that the tomb 
axes coincide with this direction to a high accuracy 

It is well-known that even modern Egyptian fellaheen define cardinal points in ac
cordance with the direction of the Nile, a fact doubtless far more applicable to their an
cient ancestors. This fact is well reflected in the verbs hntj and hdj, initially meaning «to 
sail upstream» and «to fare downstream)), but in fact used to denote any motion respec
tively south- or northwards [Wb. Ill, 309, 354]. Thus, we can be sure that all the tombs 
oriented along the Nile were regarded by the Egyptians as having the north-south ori
entation, and they should be considered in accordance with that ancient understanding, 
leaving deviations from the true North out of account. In the Memphite region where 
the Nile flows in the meridional direction, the «Nile North» almost coincides with the 
true North, and this could be the reason why it was just this region where the astro
nomical orientation was first applied. Most probably it became important in the early 
Old Kingdom owing to construction of pyramids 

We can hardly say whether the special significance of the north - south axis was 
initially purely a consequence of the country's extension in this direction, or if it had as 
early as the Predynastic Period a more sophisticated interpretation. Anyway, Pyramid 
Texts do mention that the dead king abides among non-setting (=immortal) circumpolar 
stars (Pyr. 939-940) and architecture of dynastic tombs is no doubt influenced by this 
idea. When in Dyn. I stairs leading to burial chambers appeared (primarily only in the 
royal tombs and then in those of private persons as well), these were oriented north
wards, thus enabling the deceased to go forth directly toward the immortal stars This 
custom took the deepest root in the Memphite region, perhaps because the conventional 
«Nile North» and the astronomical one had coincided there; in the provinces the rule 
was kept less strictly. 

Side by side with this, tomb orientation had another trend that manifested itself 
rather early and was related to the east - west axis The buried person, lying on one of 
his sides, in compliance with local traditions could be faced either eastwards or west
wards. Usually we cannot catch the meaning of these traditions, but in a number of ne
cropoleis the deceased looks toward the side the living ones would come from to bring 
offerings [Reisner, 1936-1, 12] Since nearly all of the most important necropoleis of 
the Early Dynastic Period, especially those of the capital region, are located on the west 
bank, eastward orientation of the deceased's face became traditional.5 By that time as
tral notions started losing their original significance, while the solar ones, attaching ut-

5 The right bank necropolis at Ezbet el-Walda that had a great importance for the capital, is an ex
ception to this statement. Unfortunately, the relevant materials having not been properly published yet, they 
still cannot be used for practical purposes. 
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most importance to the east - west axis, began to prevail. As a result, eastward orienta
tion was reinterpreted as securing a possibility to see sunrise. The place of flexed lateral 
position was taken in Old Kingdom tombs by extended supine position, but the Egyp
tians did not give up the idea of the deceased looking eastwards. It remained latent for 
some time, but in Dyn. VI it manifested itself quite clearly - eyes began to be repre
sented on the eastern side of coffins 6 When sepulchres with stairs disappear by the end 
of Dyn III, a new tradition initiated in orientation of the entrance to the burial chamber, 
for now it was practically always arranged in the east wall. 

Opposition of the East, the land of life, to the West, the world of death where the 
Sun dies, is absolutely natural for solar notions. In Egypt this idea acquires a special 
importance, the West (Jmnt) becoming a general term for the abode of the dead. It is 
probable that, besides the semantic relation between the West and death, the very cultic 
practice also exerted its influence here, for most of the necropoleis being located on the 
left bank, the motion toward them meant moving westwards, thereby supporting the 
idea of the West as the other world. 

East - west opposition plays therefore a very important role in the arrangement of 
the superstructure People bringing offerings move toward it from the east, the final aim 
of their movement - the false door - is disposed in the most distant chamber, being the 
extreme western point which people could reach in the tomb. On the contrary, the tomb 
owner is supposed to go forth to receive offerings exactly from the false door in the op
posite direction, i.e., he moves eastwards. So the system of interior ground rooms 
proves to be extended between the extreme western and the extreme eastern points, that 
is, between the false door (the owner's exit) and the street door of the tomb (the en
trance for the living ones). This opposition greatly affected pictorial decorations of the 
ground chambers 

Thus, there is a historically motivated duality of tomb orientation throughout the 
Old Kingdom: on the one hand, the old north - south axis persists in orientation of the 
superstructure and of the corpse, while, on the other hand, the new east - west axis ap
pears to define the arrangement of the ground rooms along with the burial chamber. 

§ 3. Tomb as a House of the Deceased 

The Early Dynasties inherited from the Predynastic Period an ancient idea of the 
deceased living in the grave in his corporal form It suggests that he should be provided 
with purely material food offerings, drinks, garments, tools, etc. Hence interpretation of 
the tomb as his home, which we constantly come across in our research into archaic 
monuments [Scharff, 1947]. Among its manifestations are early dynastic «palace fa-
cade» decoration of mastabas and the even more ancient custom placing a house model 
in the grave [Kees, 1956-2, 21]. However, most evidently this notion is reflected in sev
eral mastabas of Dyn. II and III 

6 True, these are not human, but widtj eyes; nevertheless, their location just opposite the face of the 
deceased proves that they were used for ensuring vision, and not as a sacred emblem. 
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Instead of a traditional burial cham
ber, large systems of subterranean rooms 
are hewn under these mastabas, the most 
extensive one (QS 2302) consisting of 
twenty-three chambers of total area 
amounting to 123 m 2 (fig. 1). Unfortu
nately, J E Quibell, who had discovered 
the greater part of these tombs at Saqqara, 
published plans of only eight such systems 
(QS 2405 [Quibell, 1913, pi. 1], QS 2121, 
2302, 2307, 2337, 2406, 2407-F, 2429 
[Quibell, 1923, pi. 30]), while others 
(QS2309, 2313, 2315, 2452) still remain 
out of reach for scholars [Quibell, 1923, 
31, 32, 33, 41-42, Reisner, 1936-1, 143, 
160] Later C M Firth found several more 
tombs of a similar type at Saqqara 
(FS3030, 3031, 3042, 3043 [Reisner, 
1936-1, 145, 160]) and Z Y. Saad - at 
Ezbet el-Walda [Saad, 1951, pi. 1], but 
only two of them were published 
(FS3042 [Reisner, 1936-1, fig. 67]; 505 
H.4 [Saad, 1951, pi. 11]) For this reason, 
only some of Quibell's material may be 
used with confidence. 

As noted by Quibell [1923, 12], these 
substructures imitate the plan of Egyptian 
houses known from excavations at 
Amarna. Particularly, he distinguished 
servants' rooms (QS2302), storerooms 
(QS2171, 2302), unmarried men's quar
ters (QS 2171, 2302, 2307, 2337, 2406, 
2407F, 2429); the burial chamber was 
quite naturally identified as the master's 
bedroom. The latter, in one case (QS 
2407F) having a balcony (?), 7 is conncted 
with women's quarters of the house (QS 
2171, 2302, 2307, 2337, 2407F), bath
room (QS 2302, 2307, 2337, 2406, 2429) 
and lavatory (QS 2302, 2307, 2337). 
There are also chambers probably lmitat-

1. Entrance passage. 
2. Stalls. 
3. Doorkeeper's room. 
4. Storerooms. 
5. Servants' rooms. 
6. Central room. 
7. Unmarried men's quarters. 
8. Burial chamber = master's bedroom. 
9. Lavatory 

10. Bathroom 
F i g . 1 

Hypogean chambers under mastaba 
QS 2302 (after Quibell [1923, pi. 30]) 

7 Imitated by a passage round the chamber 
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ing stalls for cattle (QS 2171, 2302, 2337, 2429). 
Some identifications and details may be wrong, 8 but there is no doubt that in gen

eral dwellings were imitated by these substructures with a great measure of accuracy. 
Thus, the deceased had spacious apartments in no way inferior to those in his earthly 
house This is a fine example of both the hopes cherished by the Egyptians with respect 
to their future life and the way they secured it. 

In Dyn III similar mastabas appeared at Giza (Petrie's mastaba T) [Petrie, 1907, 
pi. 7] and in the provinces [Garstang, 1904, pi. 7, 18, 25], but they never became wide
spread, perhaps because of the difficulties of hewing numerous underground chambers. 
Moreover, a new epoch was approaching with much more refined and abstract ideo
logical ideas beginning to play the decisive part, representations coming to be the main 
element of the tomb decoration This turning point is marked by the mastaba of Hzjj-
rc(w) (QS 2405) still keeping a system of underground chambers, but for the first time 
having the walls of its chapel entirely covered with paintings. 

§ 4. Appearance and Initial Stage of Development 
of Tomb Murals 

The classical system of tomb representations took its definite shape only by middle 
Dyn. IV, but some components of pictorial decoration go back to the Early Dynastic Pe
riod and even to predynastic times 

The most ancient tomb with murals was found in 1898-1899 by F. Green at Kom 
el-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis) [Quibell, 1902-1, pi. 67]. The fate of this unique monument 
is sad, though unfortunately very common Only a few years before excavation the tomb 
was robbed and remains disappeared, as well as most of the burial goods Misadven
tures did not finish with that, for, being deprived of museum documentation, the objects 
found were lost among other predynastic materials. As a result, this complex of key im
portance for the early history of Egypt had no firm dating for a long time [Case, Payne, 
1962, 5]. Only modern museum and archive studies made it possible to reconstruct the 
set of objects discovered in the tomb and to identify it with that characteristic of the 
burials from the middle Naqada II period [Case, Payne, 1962, Payne, 1973, Kemp, 
1973; Brooklyn, 1984, 27]. It is likely that this tomb pertained to one of the predynastic 
Hierakonpohtan rulers of Upper Egypt 

The superstructure of the tomb has vanished in full, so that it is impossible to re
construct its original appearance now. Only the subterranean part has survived, being a 
rectangular chamber with plastered walls. Two of them were painted, thus distinguish
ing this monument from a vast group of similar edifices. 

Hierakonpolitan murals depicting certain military scenes and cult activities [Saleh J M , 
1987] are very close in their contents and style to synchronous paintings on pottery, on 
the other hand, some motifs are those directly surviving into dynastic times [Case, 

8 For instance, QuibelFs suggestion that bathrooms could have had curtains, would rather reflect 
his own ideas of comfort than a real archaeological fact. 
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Payne, 1962, 11-15]. It should be emphasized that representations are placed in the 
burial chamber, next to the body, as opposed to the later custom. 

Our awareness of pictorial decoration in predynastic tombs amounts to nothing more 
than the Hierakonpolitan murals In Dyn. I stelae first appeared at Abydos. Some of these 
rectangular or round-topped slabs bear the owner's name only, others comprise also his rep
resentation as a determinative to the name, its size not differing much from the rest of the 
hieroglyphs As a rule, the owner is shown sitting, sometimes standing [Petne, 1900-1, 
pi. 31-36, 1901-1, pi. 26-30; 1901-2, pl.29-a6, 30-a, 1902, pi. 13; 1904, pi. 1-75]. It should 
be noted that representation primarily appears in close relation to the name of the person to 
be immortalized, this circumstance being of much importance for our subsequent study 

The Abydos stelae are no doubt an element of decoration of the superstructure, but 
their exact original position remains uncertain A disagreement flared up apropos of 
their arrangement, but it did not clear up the matter - the available materials were too 
contradictory The state of things has not changed radically for the better since then 
The dispute arose because by the time of Petne's work at Abydos, the necropolis had 
already been badly damaged by time, robbers and amateur archaeologists, whereas his 
excavations and publications left much to be desired Therefore very little is known 
about the superstructures of Abydos tombs, all reconstructions being unreliable. Petne 
himself believed that the stelae were free standing [Petrie, 1900-1, 6:6, 23:20, 21:25, 
1901-1, 33:30] The excavator's assumption would have been decisive if we had known 
the way he had substantiated it, unfortunately, Petrie did not comment on it at all 
A. Scharff [1932, 356-357] also suggested that the stelae were not set in the mastaba 
facades, but stood near them G A Reisner [1932-2, 330-331] voiced a similar sugges
tion proceeding from two stelae found in situ near Old Kingdom mastaba of Spss-kl-f-
cnh(w) at Giza H Junker [1929, 25-27; 1934, 12-14] was of another opinion: he tried 
to prove (and convincingly) that the stelae had been walled into the mastabas. Several 
stelae found in situ incorporated into facades of mastabas at Naga ed-Deir [Reisner, 
1932-1, pi 45] seem to be very serious evidence in favor of this statement. Later, when 
the principal polemics had already subsided, material from excavations of P. Montet at 
Abu-Roash carried out in 1913 were published Among them were three stelae (two 
with representations and one bearing only a name) and two more fragments [Montet, 
1946, fig on pp. 180, 182, pi. 6] The very fact they were found in a necropolis of the 
capital region is of tremendous importance, for it confirms that the tradition of setting up 
such monuments was not a characteristic only of Upper Egypt However, since no descrip
tion of the circumstances of discovery is published, information is considerably depreciated. 

Thus, the location of archaic stelae cannot be established with absolute precision. It 
is probable, however, that they were never arranged in a universal manner Rectangular 
stelae could be set in the facade of the mastaba, while those with rounded tops might be 
free standing. In any case, the stelae were no doubt marking the offering place [Junker, 
1934, 14-15], that is, the east facade or somewhere in the vicinity. 

In spite of the importance of the Abydos stelae that gave rise to pictorial decoration 
of the tomb, the further evolution was unlikely to be initiated by them The point is that 
the essentially important table scene characteristic of all funeral and commemorative 
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monuments of the later epoch was never placed on the earliest stelae and for the first 
time it emerged in another place. 

It seems to be the time of Dyn. II [Quibell, 1923, 10; Junker, 1934, 4-6] when rec
tangular slabs bearing representation of the owner sitting at a single-legged table ap
peared at Saqqara. This scene was not invented in Lower Egypt, for it appeared on cyl
inder seals from Abydos dating back to the time not later than middle Dyn. I [Kaplony, 
1963, 353], but on funeral monuments it was first transferred at Saqqara 9 

Influence allegedly exerted by the Upper Egyptian seals on the Saqqara «slab-
stelae» may (and should) be discussed [Scharff, 1932, 356-357], but this problem is too 
vague and can hardly be solved bearing in mind the actual state of our sources (cf. [Junker, 
1934, 17]). In any case, A. Scharff [1932, 356-357] was quite right in asserting that de
spite all this, the Saqqara and Abydos monuments were initially two independent groups 

Saqqara slab-stelae were discovered by Quibell in mastabas with two niches in the 
east facade being the prototype of the false door. The only slab found in situ had been 
set in the upper part of the southern niche of QS 2331 [Quibell, 1923, 10, pi. 28-2], 
while another was unearthed near the southern niche of QS 2346 [Quibell, 1923, pi. 28-7]. 
Proceeding from this, Junker [1934, 9] came to a convincing conclusion assuming all 
Saqqara slabs to have been originally accommodated in the southern niches. This may 
seem to be still more plausible if we take into account that in the tombs of the devel
oped Old Kingdom, preference was also given to southern false doors. 

Along with this, there was another tradition of niche decoration with the striding 
owner depicted on its back wall. It holds true, however, that all the earliest samples are 
not older than Dyn. III. Especially well known and artistically perfect are carved 
wooden panels set into the niches in the chapel of Hzjj-rc{w) [Quibell, 1913, pi. 29-32, 
Borchardt, 1937, Bl. 25-27; bibliography: PM IIP, 438-439]. The panel of $pss-n(])-
swt dates back to about the same time [Garstang, 1904, pi. 21 ; Weill, 1908, fig. on 
p. 213] as well as a part of the niche of Zl(f)-mrjj [Garstang, 1904, pi. 28; Weill, 1908, 
fig. on p. 211], both from Raqaqna by Hermonthis. It was a combination of the striding 
tomb owner's representation on the back wall of the niche and the table scene on the 
slab disposed above that had led to the appearance of the false door to be in use during 
the millennia to come. This combination may be an argument in favor of the Upper 
Egyptian origin of the table scene - it seems that the initial type of Lower Egyptian 
monuments was that representing the striding tomb owner in the niche, whereas the ta
ble scene was combined with it in an artificial way and could even replace the latter as 
in one of the panels of Hzjj-rc(w) (CG 1426). There is another monument that could 
elucidate the significant processes occurring in the domain under study - the stela in 
Bankfield Museum, Halifax (Yorkshire) This had the traditional rounded top and 
combined it - perhaps for the first time - with the table scene [Gardiner, 1917-1, 
pi. 55]. Unfortunately, nothing is reported concerning the provenance of this stela, 
while its dating is controversial, thus, it should itself be subject to individual scrutiny. 

9 We intentionally do not touch upon the problem of the so-called «ceiling stelae» from Ezbet el-
Walda dating back to about the same time - it will be discussed in Chapter 6 
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§ 5. Appearance and Initial Stage of Development 
of Cult Chambers 

The false door was originally set in the east facade of the mastaba, but the desire to 
isolate it in some way was quite natural, for the offering place was sacred due to its very 
function, the world of the living being in touch there with the other world the tomb 
owner lived in. Moreover, rituals performed in front of the false door had to be con
cealed from strangers. As a result, the custom sprang up to isolate some area around the 
false door, thus giving rise to a chapel prototype. 1 0 

Practical reasons of safety were also responsible for the appearance of the chapel 
As the climate was much more humid in the third millennium B.C., rains fell rather 
frequently, meaning that the false door had to be protected from water with a roof over 
the niche [Reisner, 1936-1, 256]. Much more difficult was protecting it against the 
worst enemy of the Egyptian monuments - sand carried by wind and easily weathering 
soft limestone, then a closed protective structure was required. Appearance of vulner
able representations on the false door made the need in its protection still more impera
tive, thereby additionally stimulating the chapel development. And, finally, it should not 
be ignored that the valuable false door was to be protected against vandals, its arrange
ment in a closed chamber being the best means to achieve this. These simultaneously 
effecting reasons of an ideological and practical nature gave rise to the tradition of 
constructing cult chambers. 

The resulting chapels are very varied, but their detailed typology is not of great in
terest for us now, for we are concerned not with the early tombs as such, but only with 
the process leading to formation of the classical chapel types. It was Reisner who sys-
temized the early and Old Kingdom chapels thoroughly and in detail [Reisner, 1936-1, 
1942], but his typology, based mainly on architectural peculiarities, is too elaborate for 
our purposes. It would be sufficient therefore to point out only the main directions in 
chapel evolution 

1. A wall was constructed parallel to the east facade of the mastaba bearing the 
false door(s), to shape a narrow corridor which might be roofed This type of 
exterior corridor chapel is quite widespread (see list [Reisner, 1936-1, 259-262]). 

2. A small court was surrounded with a wall in front of the false door, sometimes 
it might be roofed, thus turning into a real chapel. This type is also frequent 
(see list [Reisner, 1936-1, 262-263]) 

3. A corridor chapel was deepened into the very body of the mastaba One chapel 
of this type is recorded, that of Hzjj-rc(w) [Quibell, 1913, pi. I ] . 1 1 

1 0 The suggestion that the offering place and the false door were originally open-air can be substan
tiated only by the ruins of monumental edifices. However, even in the most ancient times some reed 
structures might have been erected in front of the mastabas to vanish without any trace. Such combina
tion of different materials would not be surprising at all; for example, well known are numerous Old 
Kingdom stone mastabas with brick exterior chapels. 

1 1 For the reasons that brought forth different chapel types see the respective paragraphs by Reisner. 
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In Hzjj-rc(w) a great number of murals appear for the first time (see § 6 below), but 
the corridor chapel was not appropriate to house them. First of all, it did not provide an 
adequate field of vision, second, it was too narrow, visitors inevitably touching the 
walls with their shoulders and damaging unstable paintings. Therefore, representations 
involved the development of the chapels of other types, shaped as a result of the deep
ening of the niche in which the false door was located. This process led to the forma
tion of a whole room in front of the false door The following main types of such chap
els can be distinguished in the Old Kingdom 

1. True cruciform and modified cruciform chapels (according to Reisner's termi
nology) which arose due to the setting back of the false door into the tumulus. 

2. North - south chapels with two false doors, which seem to have originated 
from the cruciform ones Unlike the cruciform chapels especially common at 
Saqqara, this type is mainly characteristic of Giza 

3. Narrow east west chapels with one false door appeared as a result of elon
gation of the cruciform type. 

4. L-shaped chapels must have originated from the early corridor chapels due to 
a considerable deepening of the southern false door, however, it is not quite 
unlikely that L-shaped chapels could derive from those having two false doors. 

§ 6. Tomb Representations of the Third -
Early Fourth Dynasty 

The first tomb whose chapel is entirely decorated with representations is that of 
Hzjj-r((w). The niches in the west wall of the corridor chapel bear carved wooden pan
els representing the tomb owner, whereas the east wall is completely covered with 
paintings depicting furniture, tools, vessels, desk games, etc in front of Hzjj-rc(w) 
[Quibell, 1913, pi. 8-22]. Apart from the tomb owner, other people do not appear in 
these decorations. Thus, paintings in Hzjj-rc(w) represent the same goods that were kept 
in tomb magazines. It should be stressed that the mastaba of Hzjj-rc(w) already had no 
magazines and then, the real equipment was substituted with representations. The fur
ther progress could have been made toward expansion of the set of the articles repre
sented, but the Egyptians took another route. From pictorial enumeration of the goods 
they proceeded to pictorial narratives, i.e., they turned to representing production and 
delivery of these articles. This way evidently promised much more comfort in the future 
life, and so it became the only way possible in the Old Kingdom 

Dyn III is still very poor in terms of pictorial decorations Only marvellous false 
doors of H l(j)-blw-zkrlHts and of his wife Nfi~-htp-h(w)t-hr(w)/Tps (Saqqara A 2) can 
be mentioned in this regard [Murray, 1905, pi. 1-2, Borchardt, 1937, Bl. 10-11] The 
mastaba of Hzjj-r((w) is dated to early Dyn. Ill [PMlll2, 437], mainly due to the discov
ery of a sealing with the Horus name of Dsr in the burial chamber [ibid., 439], but this 
criterion is not reliable enough Chronology of H?(J)-b?-w-zkr and Nfr-htp-h(w)t-hr{w) 
is rather indefinite as well - they are traditionally dated to the second half of Dyn. Ill, 
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but J. Malek prefers to place them in early Dyn. IV [/ 'Mill 2 , 449]. Thus, we are unable 
to establish for sure the time when the Old Kingdom decorative tradition began as con
trary to the archaic one. However, it no doubt occurred under Dyn. I l l 1 2 

By late Dyn. Ill - early Dyn IV tomb representations began to make rapid progress. 
A number of chapels with their walls partly or completely covered with reliefs have 
survived from that time. 1 3 

1. >ht(j), Saqqara, location unknown, late Dyn. Ill - early Dyn. IV [PMlll2, 500]. 

Tomb owner's representations have survived on both entrance thicknesses 
[Weill, 1908, pi. 6], thus suggesting that there were some representations on in
ner walls of the chapel as well. 

2. FS 3078, late Dyn. Ill - early Dyn. IV [PMlll2, 443]. 

Representations of offering-bnngers [Smith, 1949, pi. 34-c] and the estates 
[Jacquet-Gordon, 1962, 331-332] have survived on an entrance thickness. 

3. lht-(j)-htp(w\ Saqqara A 1 = FS 3076 (?), early Dyn. IV [PMlll2, 453]. 

Representations of priestly service in front of the tomb owner have survived on 
an entrance thickness [Miinchen, 1976, Abb. an S. 43] and those of the owner 
and the estates inside the chapel [PMlll2, 453]. 

4. Mtn, LS 6, early Dyn. IV [PM III2, 493] 

Besides representations on the false door [LD II, Bl. 3], all the walls of the 
chapel are covered with reliefs Mtn is depicted standing [ibid., Bl 4, 5] and 
sitting [ibid., B1.6], animals being slaughtered and priests conducting service 
for him [ibid., B1.4]; servants are carrying his personal things [ibid., B1.4, 6], 
and personified estates are coming with tribute [ibid., Bl. l-bc\ In addition 
there are several representations of hunting in a desert [ibid , Bl 6] 

5. Ph(j)-r-nfr, Saqqara, no number, reigns of Snfr-w(j) - Hw(j)f-w(j) [PM III2, 502], 
cf [Reisner, 1936-1, 364] - early reign of Hw(j)f-w(j). 

Besides representations on the false door [PM III2, 502], the tomb owner and 
the estates are shown [ibid., 502]. 

1 2 The high quality of the panels of Iizjj-rr(w) and of the false doors ofH r ( i ) -biw-zkr and Nfr-htp-
h(w)t-hr(w) may seem surprising, for we do not know any private monuments similar to them at that 
time, these objects looking as if they appeared out of nowhere. That is how the tendency to date them 
back to a later epoch has arisen. Surely, such masterpieces could not have appeared without a rich artistic 
tradition. Junker [1934, 20-21] believed this tradition to have taken shape during decoration of some 
tombs that did not survive. However, another interpretation is preferable. Quality and stylistic similarity 
of the panels in Hzjj-rr(w) to stelae in subterranean Chamber III of the Step Pyramid [Firth et al. 1935-1, 
pi. 15-17] , as well as certain facts known from the later practice, allow us to suppose these panels to 
have been created by royal craftsmen and the tradition to have been formed not only in tomb decorations, 
but also in those of palaces remaining unknown to us. With this, several unique tombs could appear on 
the background of non-pictorial monuments, and there is no need to re-date them to later times. 

1 3 Besides false doors, such as those ofJj-nfr at Dahshur or ofNfrt at Meidum. 
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While the above tombs are dated rather arbitrarily, the three following chapels in 
two Meidum mastabas have much more exact chronological references. 

6. Nfr-mic-t, Meidum 16, southern chapel, second half of the reign of Snfr-w(j) 
[Bolshakov, 1991-2]. 

In this chapel all the walls are covered with murals The tomb owner is shown 
standing [Petrie, 1892, pi. 17-19] and in palanquin [ibid., pi. 21]; processions 
of offenng-bnngers [ibid., pi. 19] and of estates [ibid., pi. 19, 21] are approach
ing him. Representations of slaughtering [ibid., pi. 18], agricultural works 
[ibid., pi 18], fishing, bird catching [ibid., pi. 18] and hunting [ibid., pi. 17] are 
present as well. 

7. Jt-t, wife of Nfr-mV-t, Meidum 16, northern chapel, synchronous to No. 6. 

Nfr-mi(t who is depicted standing [Smith, 1937, pi. 4, 7, Petrie, 1892, pi. 22, 
23, 25] and hunting [Petrie, 1892, pi. 27] is the main personage of representa
tions in this chapel. There are also many household scenes: ploughing [Smith, 
1937, pi. 4, 7], cattle tending [Petrie, 1892, pi. 23], driving herds [ibid., pi. 27], 
bird catching [ibid., pi. 24, Smith, 1937, pi. 4, 7], marsh works [Petrie, 1892, 
pi 23, 25] and hunting [Smith, 1937, pi. 5, 6] 

8. Rc(w)-htp(w\ Meidum 6, late reign of Snfr-w(f), later than Nos 6-7 [Bolshakov, 
1991-2]. 

The tomb owner is represented four times standing [Petrie, 1892, pi. 9, 10, 12, 
14], with people catching birds, returning from marsh works [ibid., pi. 10] and 
driving herds [ibid , pi 9] in front of him, there are also representations of of-
fenng-bringers and of the estates [ibid., pi. 12, 14] 

This list of early murals demonstrates that they laid down the foundations of the 
later tomb decorations. Practically all groups of scenes in use in the Old Kingdom are 
already present in these chapels, whereas later only extra scenes were introduced. Nev
ertheless, differences from classical Old Kingdom tombs that allow us to regard these 
materials as a transitory group are also significant, for the above representations do not 
form a system yet In the first place it means absence of any strict rules of murals' ar
rangement in the chapel and, second, lack of thematically ordered groups of scenes 
Comparing these chapels with one another, we find only a few common features in the 
arrangement of murals (except those on the false doors which already had a longer 
evolution by that time) It seems that there is no pronounced intention to regulate or
ganization of pictures at this stage: the very fact of their presence in the chapel is so im
portant that it overshadows all other problems. As a result, scenes of quite different 
contents can be placed side by side, e. g , a ritual one, representing slaughtering and one 
of a household nature, such as ploughing [Petrie, 1892, pi 17]. At the same time, obvi
ous is an intention to create larger units of such separate scenes, thus giving rise to the 
decorative pattern characteristic of later epochs, i.e., an integration of all representa
tions on the wall It is provided by joining together a large representation of the tomb owner 
and certain scenes he looks at [Petrie, 1892, pi. 9, 10, 19, 21, 25, 27; Smith, 1937, pi. 4-7]. 
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§ 7. «StyIe of Hw(f)f-w(j)» at Giza 

Tombs of early Dyn. IV at Saqqara and Meidum mark the first stage of Old King
dom decorative pattern in the chapel. The main subjects of representations had been 
selected by that time, so that the basic scenes had acquired their refined appearance 
which later became classical, and relief techniques had been developed enabling artists 
to cover entire walls of rather spacious rooms with marvellous pictures. However, half 
a century of an almost complete renouncement of the use of pictorial decorations lies 
between that period and the golden age of Old Kingdom murals. 

Upon his ascending the throne, Hw(j)-f-w(j) transfers the main necropolis to Giza 
where a completely new artistic style springs up which may be called the «style of 
Hw(i)f-w{[)», for it prevailed only during his reign and that of Hc(j)f-rc(w)u 

Hm(w)-jwn(w), the Overseer of king's works under Hw(jyf-w(j), planned the 
complex of the Great Pyramid, thus creating the greatest architectural project of the Old 
Kingdom. Not only the pyramid itself with its temples, but also the whole necropolis of 
the king's relatives and courtiers arose according to one general plan There is nothing 
similar to this complex both in the earlier centuries or in the millennia to come 

Mastabas are arranged in regular rows eastwards, westwards and southwards of the 
pyramid, with some exceptions they have regular dimensions, and the streets between 
them are also of regular width [Junker, 1929, 82-85] As for the exterior of the masta
bas, this also changed and became more strict and laconic Instead of the earlier niches 
decorating facades, flat unbroken wall planes appeared, faced with large stone blocks 
which stressed the solidity and strength of the superstructures. Chapels were now brick 
structures built against the southern part of the east facade, whereas interior chapels 
were almost absent, especially at the early stage. Generally, all this looks rather mo
notonous, but actually is most imposing. The word «might» conforms best to render the 
impression produced by the necropolis of the Great Pyramid. 

Thus, the «style of Hw(j)f-w(J)» does not continue the earlier development but in
terrupts it [Junker, 1927-2, 13]. At one time it bewildered scholars to the extent that an 
evidently absurd attempt was made to relate the appearance of the new style to a certain 
Lower Egyptian component allegedly promoted to the foreground in the ruling kin 
(contrary to Dyn III and V) [Pfliiger, 1937] The reasons for these changes were adequately 
explained by H. Junker [ 1927-1,4-6, 1929, 74-80], his conception being as follows. 

Architectural forms of step pyramids of Dyn. Ill were substituted at Giza by the 
huge, smooth and shining planes of the Great Pyramid. The appearance of mastabas 
was to be brought into line with that of the king's tomb The absolute artistic intuition 
of the ancient architect, that made it possible to choose the only adequate new form, is 
astonishing Giza mastabas differ from the previous ones in the same measure as the 
Great Pyramid does from the Step Pyramid of Dsr Neither chapels decoration could 
have avoided radical changes, for numerous and vivid representations of the Meidum 

1 4 Since residence was transferred to Abu-Roash by Ddf-rr(w). no significant building activities 
were carried out during his reign at Giza (or at least they are untraceable). 
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type could not correspond to the laconic architecture of the mastabas anymore It be
came imperative to reject them, and pictorial decorations disappeared almost entirely.1 5 

Only a single detail should be adduced to complete these conclusions by Junker. 
The emergence of the new style was predetermined, in the first place, by the fact that 
the pyramid and necropolis of Hw(j)-f-w(j) were erected at a vacant spot without any 
previous artistic traditions (some earlier tombs [Petne, 1907, 2-8 , pi. 2-7 , Kromer, 
1991, 16-18] not counted), and, thus, the architect had freedom he was deprived of at 
Saqqara with its rich inheritance from Dyn I, II and III, with its pyramid complex of 
Dsr being one of the most impressive edifices in the whole history of Egypt. Radically new 
forms could have been created only when leaving Saqqara and getting rid of its influence. 

Aspiration for simplicity characteristic of Giza led to the renouncement of the false 
door in most of the tombs However, the table scene placed on the false door panel was 
too important to be rejected, and so it was transferred to the so-called slab-stela 
(«Opferplatte»), built into the eastern facade of the mastaba. 

Some tombs of the «style of Hw(f)f-w(J)» have another peculiar feature - «reserve-
heads» These stone heads, some of them conveying features of the persons represented 
with utmost exactness, are likely to be walled into masonry blocking the passage lead
ing from the shaft to the burial chamber [Junker, 1929, 57-65, Taf. 10]. 1 6 They must 
have appeared due to absence of murals and statues in the chapel as an attempt to com
pensate it - necessary representation was made, but it remained hidden from view and, 
thus, invisible, almost non-existent. 

At the same time, the «style of Hw(j)-f-w(j)y> should not be considered a break with 
any former tradition. Although rather specific, slab-stelae are typologically very similar 
to Dyn. II and III slab-stelae from Saqqara Slab-stela built into the facade of the mas
taba have proven to be placed in a niche formed by the walls of a brick exterior chapel 
erected around it (see, e.g. [Reisner, 1942, pi. \3-cde, 14-a, 16-/ Junker, 1929, 
Abb. 44], Thus a simplified counterfeit of the false door appeared, reminiscent of the ar
rangement of the Saqqara stelae. As to real false doors, they were not always set aside, 
for they did appear in several chapels, although bearing no representations (e g., Hm(n-)-
jwn(w) [Junker, 1929, Taf. 16], G4660 [ibid., Abb. 49], ihj [ibid , Taf. 38-6], etc.). And 
finally, the desire not to use representations cannot be regarded as absolute, since reliefs 
did exist in some chapels (e.g., Hm(w)-jwn(w) [Junker, 1929, Taf. 17, Abb. 23]), but, 

1 5 One more phenomenon which Junker failed to note should be considered here. Since neither rep
resentations in chapel can be seen from outside, nor the facade can be observed from the chapel, the need 
to bring the interior decoration of the mastaba into line with its exterior might have arisen, only provided 
that from the very beginning the Egyptians did appreciate the tomb as an integral whole with all its com
ponents interacting. This problem of critical importance will be treated in detail in Chapter 2, and the re
sults obtained will confirm the above assumption. 

1 6 Several works appeared during the last decades which brought forward some alternative interpre
tations and disposition reconstructions of the «reserve heads» [Kelley, 1974, Millet, 1981, Brovarski, 1988-1; 
Tefnin, 1991-1, 1991-2; Schmidt, 1991], but not a single one of these theories can be considered satisfac
tory and able to disprove Junker's opinion, though R. Tefnin might have made progress. The present 
writer has stated his understanding of the «reserve heads» in the paper read at the Cambridge Interna
tional Congress of Egyptologists [Bolshakov, 1995-1 ] and hopes to scrutinize it elsewhere. 
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unfortunately, they are too fragmentary to say how numerous they were and what was 
the importance attributed to them. 

Thus, there is no doubt that the «style of Hw(j)-f-w(f)» was a mere artistic phe
nomenon having no ontological roots. When this style leads to phenomena that never 
took place before or after it, this does not mean that new ideas sprang up, but rather that 
attempts were made to express old ideas in new forms in order to meet changing style. 
Therefore, the «style of Hw(j)-f-w(j)y> had a local character and was not to be found 
anywhere but around the Great Pyramid, it was not kept in the cemetery of the pyramid 
of Hr(J)f-rc(w) («Central Field») which was not so regularly organized and included a 
number of rock tombs, not to mention Saqqara with its continuous and uninterrupted 
evolution. The «style of Hw(f)f-w(j)» disappears under Mn-k$w-rc(w) to never emerge 
again, but although vanished, it had a pronounced effect (both direct and intermediate) 
on the further development of pictorial decoration in Giza tombs. 

When representations came into use again, influence of the «style of Hw(j)-f-w(j)v> 
manifested itself in much more strict selection of topics than at Saqqara. Selected reper
tory of representations grew traditional for Giza, and when new tombs with large cult 
chambers began to be built, this tradition influenced their decoration that remained 
much more laconic than at Saqqara - auxiliary scenes never became numerous, while 
the basic ones usually were not supplemented with unnecessary details. It was also 
compactness of the Giza necropolis that contributed to the tradition being preserved: 
the artists always had ancient examples to follow before their eyes, so that not only rep
resentations were archaized now, but epigraphy as well. 

Accordingly, decoration of Giza tombs built in the second half of Dyn. IV and un
der Dyn. V and VI had no insignificant details diverting attention from general regulari
ties, whereas evolution of the decorative system and its typology can be traced back 
easily. For this reason, we are starting our study of tomb representations proceeding not 
from Saqqara which is more plentiful and interesting in all respects, but from Giza 
whose materials are more suitable for the initial stages of such work. However, main 
methodological principles should be discussed first 



CHAPTER 2 

M E T H O D O F I N V E S T I G A T I O N 1 

The first feeling we encounter when proceeding to Old Kingdom tomb represen
tations is astonishment at the sight of the huge amount of material, which, in 
spite of its diversity, is very often paradoxically featureless and seeming to be 

but an enormous amorphous mass. Every scholar tries to systematize this material to 
meet specific tasks of his study, but as far as one can judge by works published all over 
the world, few are those taking into consideration the fact that murals are strictly or
dered and thus representing an integral whole in any tomb, apart from the organization 
we introduce for purely practical research purposes, a natural organization proves to 
exist as well and is an important feature of pictorial decorations 

Systematizers of tomb representations [Klebs, 1915, Montet, 1925, Vandier, 1964; 
1969] were following the way of distinguishing certain semantic units (separate scenes, 
groups of scenes, and so on) from the aggregate of the material. Although this approach 
allows all monuments to be taken into account, it has critical shortcomings. First, the 
study of all representations devoted to the same topic as a group, without examining the 
specificity of each tomb they came from, results in the fact that instead of working with 
whole complexes of representations, we have to deal with their heterogeneous medley 
inevitably having an averaged nature. Conclusions made in such a way are no doubt av
eraged as well. Second, since the topics are studied in isolation from one another, while 
in reality they are somehow interrelated within the tomb, only very particular questions 
of limited importance can be raised, answers to these questions being also inevitably 
specific. 

Due to this dominating approach, most of the scenes have been studied and sys
tematized quite adequately; their typology is generally elucidated and their evolution is 
traced back, but it holds true only for separate topics taken per se. Meanwhile, tomb 
representations can answer most diverse questions, including the utmost sophisticated 
and abstract ones - one should only know the right way of putting these questions. In 
order to succeed in it, one should realize what tomb representations are as a whole, how 
different scenes are interconnected, how the decorative system functions within the en
tire tomb, and so on In other words, a systems study is required 

All the representations in every tomb undoubtedly function as a system, this word is 
used here not in order to follow a modern scientific fashion requiring us today to search for 
«systems» and «structures» here, there and everywhere. The term «system» used for descnb-

1 Cf. [Bolshakov, 1985-3; 1986-1]. 
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ing all representations in a tomb and the tomb as a whole, is fairly substantiated and 
necessary, even though it has never been attributed to these materials in a consecutive way. 

As a system we recognize a multitude of elements with relations and interconnec
tions existing between them, forming a certain whole [Sadovski, Yudin, 1970, 18, Sa-
dovski, Yudin, 1969, 12, Sadovski, 1976, 463]. The basic attributes of a system are in
tegrity (irreducibleness of the system's properties to the sum of properties of its ele
ments and the impossibility to deduce the properties of the whole from these latter, de
pendence of each element, property and relation of the system on its place, function, 
etc. within the whole), structurability (possibility to describe the system by establishing 
its structure, i.e., the network of ties and relations within the system), and hierarchism 
(possibility of considering each system's component a system in its turn and that of re
garding the system under study as a component of a wider system) [Sadovski, 1976, 
464] The facts adduced below make it sure that these main system principles do mani
fest themselves in the organization of the Old Kingdom tomb 

System approach allows us to solve many otherwise hidden significant problems, 
for its methodological peculiarity consists in directing the study toward establishing the 
integrity of an object, revealing the diverse types of relations within a complex object, 
and representing them as a single theoretical picture [Blauberg, Yudin, 1976, 476] In 
this book an attempt is made to carry out a complex study of all representations in Old 
Kingdom tomb including also an investigation of their arrangement, orientation and 
correlations with the tomb planning, and so on Only such a method would enable us to 
regard murals as interrelated with the whole of the tomb complex 

The first Egyptologist to come close to system approach was H Junker who used its 
components in his study of Old Kingdom tombs at Giza [Junker, 1929, 1934; 1938; 1940-1, 
1941-1, 1943; 1944, 1947, 1950; 1951-1, 1953, 1955].2 His excavations discovered a num
ber of mastabas, though not very remarkable by themselves, but displaying instead almost 
the whole history of tomb development in Dyn IV-VI. Most of these mastabas followed a 
standard both in their construction and decoration, thus facilitating their comparison to a 
considerable extent. For the first time Egyptologists received an opportunity to study not 
only a separate monument (even the most important one), but an entire series of comparable 
and locally confined funeral edifices with their evolution easy to trace over a long period 

Junker was a scholar paying much attention to minor details most important for any 
study of Old Kingdom monuments where the so-called «tnfles» often play the decisive 
part. The decorative pattern of Old Kingdom tombs, including those of Giza, is stan-
dardizied; the greater part of scenes appears already in late Dyn IV - early Dyn. V 3 suf
fering later but minimal changes It had been well known before Junker, and his prede
cessors were convinced that the system of tomb representations remained practically 
unchanged during the Old Kingdom (this position was never expressed directly, but the 
very silence witnesses to the existence of a certain shared opinion). Junker was the first 
one to see that there had been very serious changes over the course of time, but they had 
involved not the topics, but the arrangement of representations over the chapel walls. In 

2 On Junkers contribution to Old Kingdom tomb studies see [Bolshakov, 1985-4]. 
3 As for the groups of scenes, their traditional set appeared even earlier, see Chapter 1, § 6. 
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other words, he turned from studying the system of merely pictorial elements to analyz
ing a system higher in order, including some spatial characteristics of these elements as 
well. Thus, it became clear that the whole chapel was an integral system, with important 
correlations of its elements never noticed before. 

This approach resulted in a new reliable criterion for tomb dating - the arrange
ment of mural reliefs. Junker's skills in using this method combined with other dating 
factors enabled him to create the most precise chronological scheme for the Giza ne
cropolis Dates established by Junker for a number of tombs support, to a great extent, 
our modern relative chronology of the Old Kingdom, concerning not only Giza, but all the 
necropoleis of the capital region and sometimes even of the provinces. Moreover, he came 
close to some important conclusions of an ideological nature, but his achievements were 
much less impressive in this respect. 

The most valuable of Junker's observations were made on the chapels, although he 
contributed much to the interpretation of other tomb chambers as well. From his un
derstanding of the chapel as a whole he managed to approach a similar rendering of the 
entire tomb, but his inconsistency prevented him from explaining the way in which the 
tomb functioned in its integrity. Having no interest in methodological problems - that 
was by no means his fault, but rather a result of general problems of science theory be
ing still undeveloped, - Junker could not turn from his progressive approach to a 
shaped method. He offered no consequent exposition of his research principles, having 
scattered brilliant ideas throughout all twelve volumes of «Giza». Thus, it should be 
taken into account that the largest part of methodological ideas rendered below can be 
found in Junker's works, but they are presented there in an embryo form, whereas they 
are shaped as a system only by the present writer. Terminology of the systems theory as 
applied to Old Kingdom monuments is also used here for the first time. 

Thus, employing elements of a system approach made Junker the most outstanding 
scholar among Old Kingdom oriented Egyptologists, but these components having been 
never brought together, often led to serious deficiencies That was why Junker's ap
proach remained unnoticed by his contemporaries, 4 and Egyptology remained deprived 
of a mighty instrument of investigation. 

This situation is still leaving much to be desired/ Only the last decade witnessed 
some works aimed at studying the tomb as a whole. N.Strudwick [1984] reviewed 
some regularities of the inscriptions arrangement in the chapel, the present author de-

4 Cf. reviews following the publication of «Giza». For instance, such an outstanding scholar as 
R. O Faulkner 11941 j paid much attention to minor problems when discussing «Giza 11» and «Giza 111» without 
even mentioning the elements of system approach employed in a full scale in these volumes 

s The system of tomb representations has been repeatedly mentioned (Bildprogramm, etc.), but it 
concerns only murals applied to separate walls, thus representing a step backwards as compared to Jun
ker (sec, for instance, [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1977]). Besides, no theoretical substantiation of such ap
proach has ever been given, which might (and did) lead to serious errors. So, e. g., W. Wood [1978] made 
an attempt to explain decoration of the chapel of Hzjj-rr(w) as a whole, but due to absence of any theo
retical starting point, a serious methodological mistake was made in trying to comprehend this unique 
monument regardless of the regularities traceable in other tombs. It resulted in a most fantastic recon
struction of a king"s representation quite impossible in Old Kingdom private tombs. 
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voted several articles to distribution of tomb murals [Bolshakov, 1982, 1985-3, 1986-
1]; finally, an extensive volume by Y. Harpur [1987] dedicated to the same theme ap
peared, being the most detailed study of the problem. 6 The aims of Harpur are different 
as compared with mine (ideological problems do not concern her at all), therefore it is 
quite natural that sometimes our conclusions are different as well, the two independ
ently carried out studies complementing one another. 

Thus, we are taking the way of working out an integral method proceeding from 
the elements of system approach applied by Junker and some modern authors 

If we consider an Old Kingdom tomb a wholeness, several hierarchical organization 
levels of its structural components can be distinguished.7 Within the system of each level 
certain interrelations exist between its components, transition to higher levels allowing us to 
reveal more interrelations, since «for each subsequent level characteristic are new emergent 
properties that . cannot be directly reduced to properties of its components)) [Takhtajan, 
1971, 271]. Researching at higher levels yields the best results if based on studying systems 
of the lower levels Since the bulk of information fixed by Old Kingdom tombs is embodied 
in mural pictures, it is reasonable to start with establishing and studying their inner systems 
and only then to switch to wider systems including non-pictorial components 

As has been stated above, the study of separate scenes isolated from the whole 
system of representations is traditional.8 Since there is nothing fantastic in Old King
dom tomb murals with everyday reality being their only subject, their interpretation 
based on common sense is quite possible One can easily understand that the scene de
picts a herdsman milking a cow, a carpenter at work, or a priest with a papyrus scroll 
Moreover, we can read cues for every personage written besides as a legend. At the 
same time, it still remains obscure what the functions of a certain scene were, why it 
had to be disposed in a definite chamber, in which way it was supposed to serve the 
tomb owner in his future life, etc 

The system approach can be applied to the study of both tomb representations and 
cemeteries as a whole, but methodically it can be employed only through combining 
several interrelated research levels, every subsequent level complementing the previous 
one. In this book «scene» is interpreted as the smallest fraction of pictorial material in 
which its sense is still not lost. We refer to such scenes as an element, 9 while the sim-

6 Her methodological principles are used also in a number of papers devoted to reconstruction of 
destroyed tombs [Harpur, 1985; 1986-1; 1986-2 j 

7 «Dividing the studied scientific reality into a number of horizontally and/or vertically intercon
nected system spheres» [Sadovski, Yudin, 1969. 17] is one of the principal methods of system research. 
These spheres may be called «system orders» [ibid., 1969, 12] or «structural levels» [ibid., 17], the latter 
term being more frequent (for detailed treatment see [Kremyanski, 1969, 195; Takhtajan, 1971, 271 ]). 

s Representation of a separate action or process is considered here to be a scene, whether it shows 
one or several persons. For instance, even a procession of offenng-bringers that may be extended be
tween the entrance to the tomb and the false door, is just one scene, for all the persons depicted are en
gaged in the same action. 

9 In its turn, a scene is also complex and so it can be considered a merely conventional matter of 
isolation. Further subdivision cannot result in the appearance of meaningless details; these details would 
be but less informative than required for the present study and so it is quite useless to distinguish them here. 
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plest system, the system of the Is' level, appears to be a group of scenes with a common 
meaning. So the above mentioned scenes belong to agricultural, handicraft and ritual 
groups respectively The most important property of the groups is the neighboring loca
tion of their scenes (it is very seldom that a group of scenes continues from one wall to 
another) 1 0 It should be taken into consideration that the principal tomb owner's repre
sentations that are not included in any group due to their size being larger than the rest 
of the figures, are functionally equal to systems of the 1 s t level, while the offering-list 
functions at the level of a separate scene (there is no real difference between the repre
sentation of a priest reading out the names of offerings, and registration of these names 
in the form of a list) 

The following main groups of scenes can be distinguished 

I. Principal representations of the tomb owner: 

I Tomb owner at a table (table scene), 
2. Tomb owner standing, 
3. Tomb owner sitting. 

II. Ritual scenes: 

4 Offering-list, 
5 Handing over / reading out the offering-list to the tomb owner, 
6. Handing over a lotus flower to the tomb owner, 
7. Priestly service, 
8. Slaughtering cattle, 
9 Ritual sailing, 
10 Statue transport to the tomb. 

III. Agricultural scenes and representations of food: 

II Field works (ploughing, sowing, reaping, threshing, etc.); 
12 Cattle tending, 
13 Marsh scenes (fishing, netting birds (clapnet scene), papyrus harvesting, etc.); 
14. Cooking (baking, brewing, roasting meat, drying fish, etc.), 
15 Food in storerooms and heaps of food 

IV. Handicraft scenes: 

16. Manufacturing household articles and burial goods 

V. Household administration: 

17. Scribes at work, 
18 Punishing negligent chiefs of courts 

1 0 A compact scenes arrangement within the 1 s t level system reflecting their semantic unity is very 
important for a scholar Should a system include a scene going out of its context, it will be imperative to 
reconsider the interpretation of the scene so that it could be included into this context. For example, 
boatmen jousting are always depicted among agricultural scenes and representations of food delivery; to
gether with some other facts it leads to reinterpretation of the scene formerly regarded as that of purely 
entertainment character, and makes us include it in the group of delivery scenes [Bolshakov, 1983-1; 1993-2]. 
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VI. Delivery scenes: 

19. Procession of offering-bnngers, 
20 Procession of personified estates, 
21. Cattle, animals and/or poultry being driven. 

VII. Everyday (complementary) scenes from the tomb owner's life: 

22 Palanquin scene, 
23. Fowling and/or spearing, 
24. Entertainments (music, dances, 1 1 games, etc.). 

VIII. Others: 

26. This section comprises uncommon scenes not forming self-dependent systems. 

Since in the system of the 1 s t level any scene is included in a certain context, its 
meaning is made more precise by this latter, but the sense of scenes and their groups 
can be ultimately revealed only within the frames of the 2 d level system. 

The system of the 2d level is a combination of all scenes and (heir groups on a 
separate wall. The wall as a system of the 2 d level is not an artificial unit as it may seem 
at first glance Each wall usually comprises a thematically complete combination of rep
resentations, exceptions being infrequent. The 2 d level system includes, as a rule, ® a 
large principal representation of the tomb owner (at a table, standing or sitting) being 
the system-forming factor for this level, because it amalgamates the scenes of people 
working for the owner, and ® pictures showing the process of producing various arti
cles and delivering them to the observing owner So the groups of scenes given above 
as examples are intended to supply the tomb owner with food stuffs and drinks, with 
articles for everyday life, and must ensure him with eternal priestly services Thus, rep
resentations forming the 2 d level system secure either several needs of the deceased or, 
at least, one single but obligatory need, that of food and drink. 

The order in which groups of scenes have been listed above, corresponds in general 
to their relative significance in the tomb A complete set of representations is available 
only in the richest chapels, people of more modest condition had to do without some 
groups, to say nothing of separate scenes. The most easily omitted were everyday life 
scenes not related directly to securing eternal existence, but only making it less mo
notonous, they were followed by household scenes whose importance could be trans
ferred to those dealing with delivery of offerings and to ritual scenes Those short of 
means could omit even the latter topics, but not the table scene which was absent only 
in the tombs having no representations at all On the other hand, there is no tomb lack
ing the table scene and at the same time having some other murals. 

The false door is another specific component of the 2 d level system Being a repre
sentation of a door, it is an element that can be equalled by its level to a separate scene. 
However, since a number of scenes is arranged on its surfaces, it should be regarded as 

1 1 Festive dances no doubt had a certain ritual meaning as well, for any festival was of a ritual na
ture, but. nevertheless, dances were usually depicted in an everyday context. It should not surprise us 
anyway, for the whole life of an ancient Egyptian was ritualized, everyday activities included. 
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a system of the 1 s t level. Representations on the west wall are oriented to the false door, 
which is, thus, another system-forming factor of the 2 d level. 

Almost no scholars went further than the 2 d level systems. 1 2 Systematizers of tomb 
representations dealt only with scenes and their groups (Klebs) or, occasionally, with 
their integrity on a wall (Montet and Vandier). Only Junker and in more recent years 
Harpur and the present author managed to proceed to an investigation of pictorial deco
ration of a whole chamber, which is considered here a system of the 3 d level. 

As a system of the 3d level we understand the whole complex of representations in a 
single chamber, first of all in the chapel. Now, not only surface positioning of represen
tations is taken into account, as in the 1 s t and 2 d level systems, but also their spatial 
placing: the lower level systems are two-dimensional, the systems of the 3 d and higher 
levels have three dimensions. 

In the chapel the false door is a system-forming factor not only of the 2 d , but also of 
the 3 d level, for besides representations on the west wall, those on other walls are ori
ented toward it as well. 

Each scene offered an artist a great number of ways to present it, even if varying 
only in details. In gradual accumulation of these minor changes consisted development 
of separate scenes. Besides, it was possible to introduce some new scenes not previ
ously employed, that also followed the main trend of evolution. Changes were being 
accumulated also in the systems of the 1 s t and 2 d levels, but the main line of evolution 
was determined by another factor, for the number of groups was limited and, unlike 
separate scenes, it could not grow. On the other hand, there was a huge possibility to 
combine components in this case, which was the main development tendency of these 
systems. The same holds true for the 3 d level systems, but here one must take into ac
count their spatial arrangement, since both separate scenes and their groups used to 
wander in the course of time from one wall to another, to change their orientation, and 
so on. These processes that are, of course, much less evident, remained unnoticed be
fore Junker 

Our methodological approach as applied to the first three levels is visually demon
strated by Tables 1 and 2 (see pp. 64-65, 76-77). Tombs richest in representations and 
most securely dated are set out vertically in their chronological order Scenes and 
groups of scenes placed on each wall and on the entrance thicknesses are listed horizon
tally We denote with the term feature the presence of a specific scene (a group of scenes) 
on a particular wall, it is indicated in these tables by blacking out the respective box. 

From analysis of Tables 1 and 2 it emerges that they can be read horizontally, verti
cally and diagonally. 

The number of features in each horizontal line reflects (if judged by the best pre
served tombs) the development degree of the decorative system on a separate wall or in 
a chapel as a whole at a certain given moment. Insignificant under Dyn. IV, it increases 
during Dyn V - early Dyn. VI, and diminishes again starting with middle Dyn. VI. 

1 2 Since the term «system» has never been applied to these materials, this statement means that the 
above scholars dealt with complexes of representations corresponding to our 2 d level system, but did not 
distinguish these complexes specifically. 
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Comparison of the number of scenes (group of scenes) on various walls offers some 
ground for conclusions concerning the role played by decorations of certain walls at 
certain moments. For instance, as early as middle Dyn VI most of the representations 
were accommodated on the west wall The tables allow us a qualitative analysis as well 
as a quantitative one: a scene (group of scenes) present or absent on a particular wall, 
characterizes the function of this wall in the chapel. And finally, the tables enable us to 
reveal scenes that are interrelated and almost inevitably appear together, i.e., the linked 
features. 

Reviewing a horizontal line, we deal with a single tomb, i.e., with a certain mo
ment in the history of tomb development, while vertical columns trace out the dynamics 
of both separate features and of the whole wall decoration. When the column is entirely 
or almost entirely blacked out, the feature in question is a constant characteristic of the 
respective wall (stable feature), but it cannot contribute anything of value for dating 
On the other hand, if the blackening out starts or breaks at a certain moment, it means 
that the feature has strict chronological frames, and then the tables can help in tracing 
its dynamics, determine its chronological range and allow for the tomb dating. 

Regarding the distribution of the features under study within the lines and columns 
of our tables, we obtain a way of dating other tombs and reconstructing the arrangement 
of reliefs in destroyed but well-dated tombs Let us illustrate the method of using our 
tables taking as example the two following reliefs from the Hermitage Museum. 

Dating. Relief Hermitage nl8123 from the tomb of a certain N(j)-m?c-t-[rc(w)\ 
most probably erected at Giza [Bolshakov, 1985-5, 8] comprises the table scene and 
representations of priestly service as well as slaughtering and delivering of food offer
ings [Loune, Matthieu, 1952, pi. 2, Matthieu, Pavlov, 1958, fig. 11, Bolshakov, 1985-5, 
fig. 1]. Having one of the false door jambs preserved [Perepelkin, 1936, 11-12], this re
lief no doubt was arranged on the west wall of a chapel. For the first time the table 
scene appears at Giza on the west wall in early Dyn V (in the chapel of Whm-kl(f) 13), 
while the priestly service - in middle Dyn V (in K$(j)-n(j)-n(j)-sw-t II). On the other 
hand, the relief of N(f)-mlc-t-[rc(w)] lacks an offering-list that can be found on the west 
wall for the first time under N(f)-wsr-rr(w) (?) (in Nfr-biw-pth) Thus, the tomb of N(j)-
m?c-t-[rr(w)] can be dated to middle Dyn. V, but before the reign of N(j)-wsr-r((w) (?), 
that is in full conformity with some other dating criteria of non-pictorial nature and also 
with the fact that the relief was copied in the chapel of Rc(w)-wr(w)II under Jzzj 
[Bolshakov, 1985-5, 9]. The dating proves to be strict enough, even though we do not 
know anything about the tomb of N(j)-ml(-t-[rc(w)]. 

Arrangement reconstruction. Relief fragment Hermitage al8233 from the un
known and most probably destroyed tomb of Mrjj-rc(w)-nfr(w)/Klr constructed at Giza 
[Bolshakov, 1983-2, 39] comprises an offering-list and a small part of the tomb 
owner's representation [ibid., fig. on pp.37, 38]. The relief should be dated to early 
Dyn VI [ibid , 39] Tbl. 1 clearly indicates that neither entrance thicknesses nor the east 

3 iht(j)-htp(w) is the only earlier exception 
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or south walls could bear an offering-list at that time at Giza. The possibility of the list 
being on the north wall was also negligible (there is only one single case in the very 
specific tomb of N(J)-htp-pth), while the west wall offers an almost uninterrupted col
umn of this feature starting from middle Dyn. V. Thus, it is most likely that the relief of 
Mrjj-rc(w)-nfr{w)/Kir was placed on the west wall of the chapel. 

These dating and arrangement reconstructions may seem unreliable, for the groups 
of monuments serving as models are rather small. Indeed, statistical methods usually 
require involvement of larger groups as compared with ours, but, on the other hand, it 
should be borne in mind that, primarily, each of our monuments offers numerous fea
tures and, secondly, that besides pictorial features included in our tables we can use also 
a few of the non-pictorial elements traditional for dating purposes, thus solidifying sig
nificantly the research basis. These reasons make it possible to treat relatively small 
groups of monuments using the method of processing of greater amounts of data 
Moreover, in certain cases our method can provide an accuracy higher than any other. 
For instance, dating based on epigraphic criteria is often hampered by deliberate archai-
zation of spellings, which is especially characteristic of Giza. Datings based on the 
scenes' arrangement prove to be reliable under the circumstances, for it was never ar
chaized. For example, the above mentioned relief of N(j)-m?c-t-[rc(w)] was copied for 
the second time more than a century later in the chapel of Ki(-j)-m-cnh(-w) [Junker, 
1940-1, Abb. 7], but it was placed there on the south wall, since the very type of the 
chapel had been changed together with its decorative pattern [Bolshakov, 1985-5, 10] 

Whereas the horizontal lines of the tables characterize the decoration of a certain 
chapel and the vertical columns show the development of separate features, the diago
nals trace the dynamics of the chapel decoration as a whole. Reading the tables diago
nally reveals the transference of scenes and their groups from one wall to another in the 
course of time, I . e., it brings to light functioning of the 3 d level system. So, for example, 
the table scene with the linked offering-list and representation of priestly service disap
pear at Giza from the entrance thicknesses in the first half of Dyn. V, emerging instead 
on the west wall of the chapel where they had never been placed before. Earlier, the 
same scenes had been located on the south wall of the chapel, but their transition to the 
west made it unnecessary to repeat them in the original place, as a result, the south wall 
became free of offering-lists and representations of the priestly service, and thus, festive 
scenes with musicians, dancers, etc. appeared on it. 

It turns out that all the scenes in the chapel were interconnected and that their rela
tions were subject to chronological changes, thereby giving us an extra possibility to 
date and reconstruct those chapels that cannot be properly dated in any other way or that 
are badly fragmented 

Let us turn to the systems of higher levels now. The 4th level system is the totality of 
all representations in the superstructure. It had been paid attention to but only when a 
certain tomb had to be described (e.g. [Duell, 1938, 18]), but nobody has ever investi
gated how this system functioned in general One of the reasons for this was the lack of 
two identically planned multiple-roomed tombs, their common features to be searched 
for among prevailing particularities. The system approach proves to be advantageous in 
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this case as well: distinguishing two 4 t h level system-forming factors, namely, the prin
cipal representations of the tomb owner and the procession of offering-bringers, allows 
us to understand how this system functioned as a whole. This problem is studied at 
length in Chapter 4, but we cannot envisage it in this work of rather limited scope as 
accurately as the 3 d level systems due to greater variety of the material to be studied. 
Therefore, we have to confine ourselves to the most important, decisive problems 

th 

The 5 level system comprises decoration of both the superstructure and the burial 
chamber. Discussing the system of this level makes it possible to realize the functioning 
of the tomb as an integral whole This comprehension has almost been achieved by 
Junker [1940-1, 50] as a result of his study of decorated Dyn. VI burial chambers in the 
context of the whole tomb, however, even he did not offer a complete picture. As far as 
I know, the only work researching into materials of the Early Dynastic Period and of the 
Old Kingdom at the 5 t h level is a short paper by the present author tracing some corre
lations of the chapel and the burial chamber decorations [Bolshakov, 1982]. This prob
lem is examined in more detail in Chapter 6 

Thus, at the 5 l h level we can see the tomb as a wholeness, which means that now 
we have exhausted its materials as a separate monument. However, it should not be dis
regarded that the tomb itself is a subsystem, a component of some systems of higher 
levels 

An entire necropolis in its whole, including all of its tombs, may be regarded as a 
system of the 6th level, while a group comprising several necropoleis should be consid
ered then a system of the 7th level (e.g., the group of the Memphite necropoleis). At 

th 

last, the total amount of all necropoleis over the territory of Egypt is a system of the 8 
level. Of course, systems of the highest levels can be distinguished also in some other, 
more fractional ways, depending on the needs of a particular study (for instance, groups 
of tombs lying within the same necropolis may be detached), but all these problems are 
already beyond the tasks of this work that is generally concerned with the systems from 
the 2 d to the 5 t h levels. 



CHAPTER 3 

P I C T O R I A L D E C O R A T I O N I N T H E C H A P E L S 
O F G I Z A A N D S A Q Q A R A 

§ 1. False Door 1 

Being the most important place in the tomb, the false door is a more or less spa
tial imitation of a door; this is stressed by denoting it as rw t7 the word gener
ally designating real doors [Jf7j.II, 404:7- /0] . It was usually disposed in the 

west wall of the chapel, exceptions to this rule are rare in Memphite tombs, and all of 
them can be explained by architectural peculiarities of the chapels [Junker, 1950, 
Abb. 34, 35, 55; 1951-1, 154 (?), Abb. 50]. 

Originally the false door had neither inscriptions nor representations, but as early as 
Dyn. IV (sometimes even Dyn. Ill) they were already covering it from top to bottom 
Without touching upon the contents of the inscriptions which should be subject of a 
special study, let us turn to the most important representations which could have been 
disposed at six following places (fig 2). 

A. Upper lintel. A representation of a standing or sitting tomb owner is usually ar
ranged at the left end of the upper lintel, being an enlarged determinative to his name 
terminating the inscription 

B. «Panel». The tomb owner is usually depicted at a table, this is the earliest represen
tation appearing on the false door. The «panel» is likely to be interpreted as a window with 
its shutters open [Firth, Gunn, 1926-1, 179, Kees, 1956-2, 121]. Such an interpretation is 
supported by the false door of Nfr-ss'm-pthlSs'i having a niche (= window) instead of the 
«panel» with the tomb owner's sculptured «bust» looking out [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 94-96, 
Maspero, 1912, fig.62, Capart, 1930, fig.307, bibliography: / W i l l 2 516:/-/]. Representa
tions on the «panel» are generally oriented to the right, i. e., northwards, I know only two ex
ceptions in the Memphite necropoleis - on the false doors of an unknown person from the 
pyramid town of queen Hnt(j)-k?ws at Giza [Hassan 1943, pi. 17-/2] and of a certain Ki(j)-
cpr(w) from Saqqara (?) (Archäologische Sammlung, Universität Zürich, L959) [Geschenk 

1 A good number of works are devoted to the false door, starting with an article by A. Rusch [ 1923], 
essentially supplemented by S.Hassan [1944]. Among recent works a book by N.Strudwick [1985] 
should be mentioned as some important dating criteria of Old Kingdom false doors are offered in it, and 
the first monograph entirely devoted to the false doors of the Old Kingdom |Wiebach, 1984J 
(unfortunately, it is too superficial and evidently inferior to the treatment by Strudwick). As for the 
monuments of the epochs to follow, G. Haeny [1984] has briefly traced their evolution down to the Late 
Period 

http://Jf7j.II
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Fig. 2. Arrangement of representations on the false door 

des Nils, 1978, Kat. Nr. 121] where the tomb owners are staring to the left.2 The advantage 
of the north orientation is stressed by the fact that the wife of the tomb owner, who is a sec
ondary personage here, either sits by her husband looking northwards (e.g., Kd(-j)-njr(-w), 
G1151 [Reisner, 1942, 335], G7521 [ibid., 335], HcQyf-rc(w)-cnh(yv), G7948 [LD U, 
Bl 10-«, 11] and others) or faces him (i.e., looks southwards, e.g., f3(j)-hr-jztf, Saqqara 

2 In provincial tombs wc can find two more exceptions - in Drw at Deir el-Gebrawi [Davies, 1902-2] 
and in N(i)-ki(j)-rnh al Tehne |Fraeser, 1902. pi. 3]. As a matter of fact, the first case is not a real ex
ception: the false door of Drw is placed in the east wall and therefore the left-oriented representations are 
looking northwards. The second case is more intricate, but. nevertheless, still explicable: the representa
tions in question are arranged on the false door of Hdt-hknw, the wife of the tomb owner, and, most 
probably, they are oriented toward his (southern) false door. Mention should also be made of a later un
published stela belongmg to a certain Mr(j)-rnhf and dating back to the I Intermediate Period (Philadelphia, 
University Museum 29.209.1. provenance unknown). 
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[Borchardt, 1964, Bl. 66], Nfrj, Giza [ibid., Bl. 87], Ditj, G 7810 [Reisner, 1942, 335], Htp-
sSU, G 5150 [LDII, Bl. 23, Junker, 1934, Abb. 28, Taf 15, 16-6]; N(j)-sw-t-nfr{-w), G 4970 
[Junker, 1938, Abb. 27], Snn-w(j)-B{-J)IKkj, G 2041 [Reisner, 1942, 335], Tntj, G4920) 
[LD II, Bl 30], Hw(jyf-w(f)-rnh(w\ G 4520 [Reisner, 1942, pi 65-6], K3(j)-njr(wl G2184 
[Smith, 1949, 335] and others), but never vice versa. The same occurs when a father and his 
son are represented (e.g., Pth-wis\w\ Saqqara D38 [Mariette, 1889, 268-271] and others). 
Such an orientation no doubt must be explained by a very archaic idea of the non-setting 
circumpolar stars as a realm of the dead This idea was embodied in the orientation of the 
mastabas and entrances to the burial chambers (see Chapter 1, § 2), so that its influence on 
the murals' orientation formed during Dyn. I—III is quite natural 3 

C. Lower lintel. Representations are identical to A 

D. Back wall of the niche. The back wall of the niche usually had no representations, 
but sometimes a closed folding door with bolts was depicted there (e.g., Mrr-w(j)-kl(j), 
Saqqara [Duell, 1938, pi. 107], Ddj-pjpj, in the mastaba of Hnt(j)-k{-f)IJhhi, Saqqara [James, 
1953, pi 42]; Ttijtj, Saqqara [Borchardt, 1937, B1.24], Snj, Saqqara [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, 
pi 23-2] and others) The architectural design of the false door reflected the appearance of 
the entrance to archaic structures where the doorway would be veiled with a mat Rolled 
upwards, this mat is represented in stone as a cylindrical drum above the niche Thus, the 
false door originally imitated an opened door. The closed folds pictured in the niche evi
dently appeared as a reinterpretation, and quite a reasonable one - if the false door had been 
considered opened, it would be necessary to show whatever was behind it. It is probable 
that the false door itself could have been closed with a wooden screen to be opened when 
priestly services took place [Kees, 1956-2, 129] More rarely the niche could bear a repre
sentation of a striding owner (e.g., Hm(w)-rc(n'), Saqqara C15 [Borchardt, 1937, Bl 9], 
N(J)-B-w-r%w) and Jht, Saqqara [ibid., Bl. 19], Srjj, Saqqara B3) [Maspero, 1912, fig. 50]; 
Jjj and Nfr-t, LS 20 [LD II, Bl. 100-6] and others). This tradition is as old as Dyn. Ill (Spss-
n(f)-swt, Raqaqna by Hermonthis [Garstang, 1904, pi. 28, Weill, 1908, fig. on p. 211]). All 
these representations are also oriented northwards, only on the false door of Tjj (Saqqara 
D22) and on that of his wife Nfr-htps they appear on both door folds, facing one another 
[Steindorff, 1913, Taf. 136, 140, 50, bibliography: PM\\\2, 471:27,475:40, 42] 

3 Line drawings of eight Saqqara false doors with representations A, B and C oriented southwards, 
are published by A. Mariette: ljr(j)-mrr-pth, C 4, CG57126) [Mariette, 1889, 118]; Kij, C 21 , JE15045) 
[ibid., 154-155], Pth-wiS(w), D 3 8 , Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet 5129 + BM 1278) [ibid , 268-271] , 
Ki(J)-rr(w)-pw, D 3 9 [ibid., 278-279] ; rnh(j)-m-r-rr(w), D 4 0 ) [ibid , 283-284] , Nn-hft(j)4ci(j), D 4 7 , 
CG1484) [ibid., 307-309] ; Sd-ibd, D 6 9 ) [ibid, 368-369] ; SibwIJbbj, E 1,2, CG1565) [ibid., 4 1 2 -
415]. So many exceptions concentrated in the same very inaccurate book make us doubt the reliability of 
these reproductions In fact, when it is possible to verify them using some other publications, it turns out 
that Mariette (or rather G. Maspero, the editor of his posthumous book) has erroneously reproduced these 
false doors as mirror images: Pth-wlS(w) [Mogensen, 1918, pi. 10, 11 + British Museum, 1961, pi. 2 1 -
2); Nn-hft(j)-kl(J) [Borchardt, 1937, B1.40; Maspero, 1912, fig 64] Jd-ibd [Borchardt, 1937, Bl .34-4]; 
SibwIJbbj [Borchardt, 1964, B1.65]. The same error is very likely to be made as concerns the rest of the 
monuments 
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A statue of the tomb owner could be arranged in the niche as well,4 but this practice 
was rather infrequent (e.g., Bcttj, BM 1165 [British Museum, 1961, pi.4-7], JttjlJr(j)-s{w)-
cnh(-w), Saqqara D63 [Murray, 1905, pi. 18-19; Maspero, 1910, fig.61; Vilimkova, 1977, 
fig. 206; cf. PMlll2, 598]; Ntr-nfii-w), Saqqara or Giza [Borchardt, 1937, B1.33], Hw(J)-
w(j)-wr, LG95) [LD II, B1.44]). The false door in the tomb of Jdw (G 7202) is especially 
remarkable: in its lower portion a deep recess was cut to house a half-length statue of the 
tomb owner emerging from the floor to waist height, with its hands extended to an offering-
stone in front of the false door [Reisner, 1925-1, fig. on p. 13, Reisner, 1942, fig.214; 
Smith, 1949, pi 57^r, Simpson, 1976-1, pi.29-30, fig. 40; Boston, 1988, frontisp.; Bol-
shakov, 1991-1, fig 3]. Full-length statues of the tomb owner may appear in the niches dis
posed on either side of the false door (e.g., Hc(jyf-rc(w)-cnh(w), LG75 [ZD II, Bl 11], Nfr-
sSm-pthl&$j, Saqqara [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 94-96, Maspero, 1912, fig 62, Capart, 1930, 
fig. 307; cf. PM I I I , 516:74]), moreover, they could even substitute the false door (Mrr-
Mfi-kKj), Saqqara [Duell, 1938, pi 1, 123, 147-148, bibliography: PM\\\2, 533]). 

In some exceptional cases the back wall of the niche bears the offering-list (all 
samples from Saqqara (bibliography: [Fischer, 1976, 3, note 3]). 

E, F. Side faces of the niche. False doors with deep niches, having space enough 
to house representations on the side surfaces, disappear by late Dyn. IV, therefore the 
data adduced here refer only to the earlier period 

The most common subject is the tomb owner striding outwards Sometimes, repre
sentations of offenng-bringers and processions of the estates making their way inside 
are also encountered Offering-lists and representations of vessels on stands may be 
found as well (see list [Reisner, 1942, 339-340, 342-344]). 

G, H. Jambs. Representations of the tomb owner facing the niche are usually pres
ent here One single exception to this rule is reported - Ntr-wsr(-w) (Saqqara D 1) is 
shown sitting with his back turned to the door [Murray, 1905, pi. 2 4 ] 5 Moreover, rela
tives of the owner are often represented facing the niche, as well as offering-bnngers mov
ing in the same direction (see the list of the Giza monuments [Reisner, 1942, 340-342]). 

Thus, taking into account the contents of representations in the niche and on the 
jambs, the false door was intended to enable its owner to «go forth» and to «come 
back» [Kees, 1956-2, 121] This function of the false door is emphasized also by its 
main designation ri-pr{w), «mouth of the house» (= of the tomb) - it is the place where 
the tomb «opens» to let its owner «go forth» The essence of this «going forth» is still 
uncertain, whereas its aim is quite clear - the receipt of offerings. The above mentioned 
false door of Jdw provides the most convincing evidence in favor of this assumption 6 

Representations of people with offerings whose function is to feed the owner provide 
another evidence testifying to it. 

4 As a matter of fact, it was not a statue but a pronounced, almost rounded, relief. 
5 Cf. also unpublished fragment of the false door of Ttj-hr-mnht (?) in Munich, Staatliche 

Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, G i l 18. 
6 Cf. also [Bolshakov, 1994-1]. 
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§ 2. Representations in the Chapels of Giza 

In our study we proceed from the material of the chapels with decorative systems 
preserved more or less completely This material is presented as a table (Tbl 1) de
scribed in Chapter 2. The following chapels are considered. 7 s 

1. Hnt(j)-kl(j), G 2130. 
Dating: Hw(i)f-wO) [Reisner, 1942, 307; Harpur, 1987, 269:194]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 74-75]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: no representations survived on the northern thickness, 
the southern one bears a fragment of the lower portion of a sitting 
tomb owner's representation (not at the table). 

West wall: false door survived only in part. 
East wal|: only some fragments of the lower register survived, the standing 

tomb owner might be shown. 
Other walls: representations are entirely destroyed if they ever existed at all 

2. Nfr, G2116. 
Dating: late Hw(j)f-w(j) - Hc{f).f-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 307], cf. [Harpur, 

1987, 267:124]. 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 12-1 A]. 
State of preservation 

North wall: never bore murals [Reisner, 1942, 423]. 
Other walls: somewhat damaged, but no single representation is com

pletely destroyed. 

3. H<(j).f-hw(jyf-w(j), G 7130 + 7140. 
Dating: late Hw(J)f-w(J) - Hc(jyf-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 115], cf. [Harpur, 

1987, 269:183], according to J Malek - late Dyn. IV [PA/III 2, 188]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 188-190]. 
State of preservation: Somewhat damaged, but no single representation is 

completely destroyed. 

7 In order to save space, here and in all the lists to follow we refer only to the ^Topographical Bib
liography^ by B Porter and R. Moss References are given only to some new publications which have not 
been included in \PM III*]. 

8 Our datmgs quite often differ from those offered by Y. Harpur [1987]. Although it would be 
highly desirable, these discrepancies cannot be avoided at the present stage. However, such a divergency, 
sometimes evoking serious doubts concerning the interpretation of a certain tomb, is not too significant 
when revealing the general evolutionary trends which interest us in the first place. Another detailed 
chronological study of the Old Kingdom tombs was recently published by N. Cherpion [1989]. Regretta
bly, the basic criterion used by the author, namely the presence of royal cartouches in the inscriptions, is 
good only for establishing termini ante quos non, therefore this work by Cherpion should be considered 
unfinished and not of great interest for our purposes. 
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4. ih-t(J)-htp(w), G 7650. 
Dating: Hc(f)-f-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 308]; cf. somewhat less definite datings 

by Malek [PMlll2, 200] and Harpur [1987 265:70]. 
Bibliography: [PMllf. 188-190]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: partly destroyed. 
West, wall: the only description does not elucidate the state of preserva

tion; it is also uncertain if other scenes could be present there 
[Reisner, 1942, 328:7]. 

East and north walls: only several fragments survived. 
South wall: neither the degree of preservation nor the possibility of other 

scenes to be originally present are reported [PMllf, 201]. 

5. Nfr-m?t, G 7060 = LG 57. 
Dating: Hw(f)-f-w(i) - Mn-kiw-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 309], cf. [PM III2, 183, 

Harpur, 1987, 267:737]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 183] 
State of preservation 

Entrancethicknesses..and.north wall: uncertain if there were originally 
some murals or if they are completely destroyed. 

West and.east walls: slightly damaged. 
South wall: the lower quarter of representations is destroyed (the table 

scene is reconstructed in Tbl. 1, but the sitting owner could be 
shown as well). 

6. Ddf-mn(w), G 7760 = LG 60. 
Dating: Hw(J)-f-w(j) - Mn-B-w-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 309], cf. [PM III2, 203; 

Harpur, 1987, 266:87]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 203-204]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance, thicknesses: representations on the northern thickness damaged, 
those on the southern one practically destroyed. 

West.wall: upper portion destroyed. 
Other walls: completely destroyed [LD Text I, 85]. 

7. Dw]-n(j)-hr(w), G 7550 = LG 58. 
Dating: Hw(f)-f-w(l) - Mn-k?w-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 309], cf. [PMlll2, 200]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 200]. 
State of preservation 

West.and.south walls: only the lower portion of murals preserved. 
Other walls: completely destroyed 

8. Hc(j)f-snfr-w(j), G 7070 = LG 56 
Dating: late Hw(J)-f-w(J) - Hc{f).f-rc(w) # [Reisner, 1942, 115-116], Malek is 

inclined to date the tomb more vaguely: middle Dyn. IV - early Dyn. V 
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[PM III2, 183], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 269:2/5]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 183-184]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: slightly damaged. 
Other walls: uncertain if there were any representations besides those on 

the false door. 

9. Dwi-n(j)-rc(w), G 5110 = LG 44 
Dating: Hw(f)f-w(f) - Mn-kiw-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 218], cf. [PM III 2, 148]. 

Harpur [1987, 271 294] dates the tomb to Spss-kif. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 148]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: partly destroyed. 
West.and.east walls: representations never completed 
North wall: destroyed 
South wall: uncertain from the description [Junker, 1938, 36]. 

10. G 7560 
Dating: middle to late Dyn IV [PMlll2, 200], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 271:377]. 
Bibliography: [PM 1112, 200]. 
State of preservation 

West and north walls: two lower registers incomplete 
Other walls: no data. 

11. Ki(f)-m-shm, G 7660. 
Dating: late 7 /H(/) / -W(/) - Wf(/>M»')* [Reisner, 1942, 115-116], according to 

Mälek the tomb should be dated to late Dyn IV [PMlll2, 201], according 
to Harpur [1987, 270:262] - to Hc(f)f-rr(w) - Mn-kiw-r%w). 

Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 201-202] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses representations badly weathered 
West and north walls, upper portions of representations destroyed. 
Other walls: no data 

12. Mrjj-jb(j), G 2100-1 = LG 24 (Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 1107). 
Dating: late Dyn IV - early Dyn V [Harpur, 1987, 261.93] or early Dyn V 

[Junker, 1934, 35], Reisner [1942, 214, 216] was inclined to date the tomb 
to Mn-kl'W-rc(yv) - Spss-ki-f. 

Bibliography: [PM I I I , 71 72] Now see also: entrance thicknesses [Priese, 
1984, Abb. an S.43, 46], west wall [ibid., Umschlag], east wall [ibid., 
Abb an S.32]. 

State of preservation: complete 

13. KKf)-nfr(w), G2150. 
Dating, early Dyn. V [PM III2, 77]; according to Reisner [1942, 311] a/V/r-_/r(/> 

ki-rc{w), cf. [Harpur, 1987, 270:268]. 
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Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 77-78]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: one of the thicknesses partly destroyed. 
West wall: the northern false door destroyed to a great extent. 
Other walls: slightly damaged 

NB East, wall: uncommon representation of coffins above the door 

14. Tntj, G 4920 = LG 47 
Dating: early Dyn V (^ |No 15) [Junker, 1934, 173], Harpur's dating is wider: 

Wsr-klf-Nfr-f-rc(w) [Harpur, 1987, 27'1:287]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2,141-142] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses and north wall: slightly damaged 
West.wall: preserved almost completely. 
East, and .south .walls: upper portions destroyed 

15. Htp-sBt, G 5150 = LG 36 
Dating: early Dyn. V (No. 1451) [Junker, 1934, 173], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 210 230]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 149-150]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: the northern thickness survived almost completely, 
the southern one has only its lower portion preserved. 

West.and east walls: upper register destroyed. 
North .wall: upper portion destroyed. 
South wall: completely preserved 

6. K3(J)-n(J)-swt-pw/K3j, G4651 
Dating: early to middle Dyn V [ / W i l l 2 , 135], cf [Harpur, 1987, 210:277]. 
Bibliography: [ / 'Mil l 2 , 135]. 
State of preservation: complete except the destroyed east wall 

17. N(j)-sw-t-nfr(-w\ G 4970. 
Dating: early to middle Dyn V (No. 15 1̂) [PM III 2, 143], according to Harpur 

[1987, 268:145] Wsr-Bf- Sch-w{j)-rc(w). 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 143]. 
State of preservation: complete 
NB Entrance thicknesses: (1) representations are copied from those in Htp-

sSi-t (No. 15), (2) representations on the northern thickness are only 
drawn, but not carved; (3) the scene of priestly service is recon
structed after No. 15. 

South wall: representations are copied from those in Htp-s&lt (No 15) 

18= KS(j)-n(j)-n(j)-sw-t I, G 2155 
Dating: early Dyn. V [Junker, 1934, 136-137, 1938, 15], according to Reisner 

[1942, 311] ^Nfr-jr(j)-ki-rc(w), cf [Harpur, 1987, 210:265]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 78-79]. 
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State of preservation 
South.wall: lower portion destroyed (a representation of slaughter might 

have been placed there - cf Nos. 15, 17, 19). 
Other walls: slightly damaged. 

19. Whm-kl(f), D 117 
Dating: early Dyn. V (= No. 18) [PM III 2, 114]. 
Bibliography: \PMlll\ 114]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: representations are only drawn, but not carved. 
Other walls, completely preserved. 

NB West, wall: an uncommon representation of parents and relatives of the 
tomb owner. 

East wall: an uncommon representation of the punishment of the negligent 
overseers of the courts. 

20. Pr(f)-sn, LG 20 
Dating: early Dyn. V [PM III 2, 48], *Njr-jr(f)-k]-rr(w) [Reisner 1942, 311; 

Harpur, 1987, 266:72] 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 48^19] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses and north no data. 
West, east.and south walls:, slightly damaged 

2 1 . S$m(j)-nfr(W) I, G 4940 = LG 45 
Dating: early Dyn. V [Junker, 1938, 14], Sih-w(j)-rc(w) - Nfi--jr(J)-B-rc(w) 

[PMU\\ 142]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 270:232]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 142-143]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: upper portion of representations incomplete 
[Reisner, 1942, 321:29] 

West wall: central part and false door partly destroyed. 
East wall: slightly damaged. 
North and south walls: completely preserved 

22. Nfr-bi-w-ptfi, G 6010 = LG 15. 
Dating: N(f)-wsr-rc(w) (?) [Reisner, 1942, 217, Harpur, 1987, 267:130], Malek 

widens the dating: mi ddle to late Dyn V [PM 1112, 169]. 
Bibliography: [PM IIL, 169-170]. Now see also: entrance thicknesses [Weeks, 

1994, fig. 16-17], west wall [ibid., pi. W-ab, fig. 21-23], east wall [ibid , 
fig. 20], north wall [ibid., pi. 1 \-a, fig. 24], south wall [ibid., fig. 20]. 

State of preservation 
West.wall: list of titles destroyed. 
Other walls and entrance thicknesses practically complete. 
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23. Jj-mrjj, G 6020 = LG 16. 
Dating: N(J)-wsr-rc(w) (?) (No. 2 2 ^ ) [Reisner, 1942, 314], Malek widens the 

dating: N(J)-wsr-rc(w)^ [PM III 2, 170]. Contrary to traditional under
standing, Harpur [1987, 289:22] considers Jj-mrjj not the son, but the father 
of Nfr-biw-pth and, respectively, changes the dating [ibid., 265:74]. 

Bibliography: [PM III 2, 170-174]. Now see also: west.wall [Weeks, 1994, 
pi. 30-31 , fig. 44^15], east, wall [ibid., pi. 26, 21-ab, fig. 39, 41^12], 
north wall [ibid., pi. 3\-b, fig. 40, 46], south, wall [ibid., pi. 29, fig. 43]. 

State of preservation 
Entrance thicknesses: no data 
Other walls: completely preserved 

24. S$m(f)-njr(w) 7/, G 5080. 
Dating: middle Dyn V [Junker, 1938, 14], Malek [PM III 2, 146] and Harpur 

[1987, 270:233] narrow the dating: N(j)-wsr-rc(w)-
Bibliography: [TWIII 2 , 146] 
State of preservation: the tomb being generally known by descriptions, preser

vation remains uncertain. 
NB Entrance thickness: uncommon representation of an oared boat. 

West wall: uncommon representation of the mother and children of the 
tomb owner 

25. Rc(w)-wr(w) I, G 5270 
Dating: middle Dyn. V [Junker, 1938, 14], probably, N(J)-wsr-rc(w) [Harpur, 1987, 

268:752]. 
Bibliography: \PM\\\\ 158]. 
State of preservation: all representations, except those on entrance thicknesses, 

are completely destroyed. 

26. KKJ)-n(j)-n(j)-swtII, G 2156 
Dating: middle Dyn. V [Junker, 1938, 15], probably N(f)-wsr-rc(w) [Harpur, 

1987, 270:266]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 79]. 
State of preservation: complete, only entrance thicknesses and west wall are 

decorated. 

27. K^j)-swdi, G 5340 = LG 37. 
Dating: middle Dyn. V [PM III 2, 159], Junker [1944, 162] attempted to prove 

that K>(j)-swdl was a grandson of K>(j)-nfr(w) (No. 13) and that his 
mastaba was later than Nos. 24 and 26. Harpur [1987, 286:3] regards 
K>(j)-swd> as a son (?) of Kl(j)-nfr(w) and dates the tomb back to N(j)-
wsr-rc{w) [ibid., 270:270]-

Bibliography: [TWIIl 2 , 159]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses and east wall: completely destroyed. 
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West.and.south walls:, completely preserved 
North wall: upper portion slightly damaged. 

28. S$m{j)-nfr{w) III, G 5150. 
Dating: late Dyn.V [Junker, 1938, 14], reign of Jzzj [PM III 2, 153], cf 

[Harpur, 1987, 270:234], Brunner-Traut [1977, 15] dates the tomb back 
to middle Dyn. V. 

Bibliography: [PM III 2, 153-154]. Now see also: west wall [Brunner-Traut, 
1977, Farbtaf. V-VI, Taf. 13-23, Beilage 3]; east wall [ibid., Farbtaf. II-
III, Taf. 1-6, Beilage 1]; north, wall [ibid., Farbtaf. IV, Taf. 7-12, Beilage 
2], south wall [ibid., Umschlag = Farbtaf I, Taf. 24-27, Beilage 4] 

State of preservation 
Entrance thicknesses: lost. 
Other walls: complete. 

NB West, wall: uncommon representation of the mother and relatives of the 
tomb owner 

29. Rc(w)-wr(-w) II, G 5470 = LG 32. 
Dating: late Dyn V [Junker, 1938, 15], according to Harpur [1987, 268:753] 

reigns of Wnjs - Ttj 
Bibliography: [PMlIl\ 162-163]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses and north wall:, completely destroyed 
West.wall: upper portion slightly damaged 
East.wall:, upper portion destroyed 
South wall: the whole surface damaged 

30. N(j)-htp-pth, G 2430 = LG 25. 
Dating: early Dyn. VI [ / W i l l 2 , 94]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 267: 111]. Altenmuller 

[1981] dates the tomb back to Wnjs. 
Bibliography: [PM 94-95]; now see also: entrance thicknesses [Badawy, 

1978, pi. 2, fig. 4]; west wall [ibid., pi. 3, fig. 2, 3, 5, 6], north wall [ibid , 
pi. 7]; south wall [ibid., pi. 8]. 

State of preservation 
Entrance .thicknesses: representations survived only on the southern thick

ness. 
West, wall: upper portion of the northern half destroyed, some fragments 

of the southern half survived, allowing us to reconstruct a palan
quin scene [Badawy, 1978, 3] 

East.wall: destroyed 
North.and .south .waljs: at the time of Lepsius only the upper portion was 

lost, nowadays decorations are entirely destroyed 

31. Nfr, G 4 7 6 1 . 
Dating: late Dyn. V - first half of Dyn. VI [Junker, 1943, 26-29], most proba-
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bly Wnjs - Ttj [Harpur, 1987, 267: 126], Malek widens the dating: late 
Dyn. V - Dyn. VI [PMlll2, 137] 

Bibliography: \PMlll\ 137]. 
State of preservation 

North wall: completely destroyed 
Other walls and entrance thicknesses: completely preserved 

32. Njw-tjj, G4611 = LG 50. 
Dating: late Dyn V - Dyn VI [PM III 2, 133], according to Harpur [1987, 

267.108] Wnjs-Ttj (?) 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 133]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: no representations 
West.and east, walls: well preserved 
North and south walls: seem to never have had any decorations. 

33. Ki(j)-hjf, G 2136 
Dating: second half of Dyn VI [Junker, 1943, 94-95]; according to Malek the 

tomb should be dated back to middle Dyn VI [PM III2, 76], according to 
Harpur [1987, 21X 278] - to middle reign of Pjpj 11, Reisner's dating is 
more vague: late Dyn V - Dyn VI [Reisner, 1942, 313] 

Bibliography: [PMlll2, 76]. 
State of preservation: slightly damaged. 
NB South waU: uncommon representation of the family of Kl(-j)-hj-f dining. 

34. (J)st-ki(j), no number. 
Dating: middle Dyn VI Harpur [1987, 210.240] prefers an earlier dating: Ttj -

Pjpj 1, Malek widens the dating: Dyn. VI [ / W i l l 2 , 160] 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 160-161] 
State of preservation: representations appear only on the west wall, its upper 

portion being damaged. 

35. Snfr-w(J)-htp(w), G 3008. 
Dating: middle Dyn VI, cf [Harpur, 1987, 269.214], Malek dates the tomb 

rather ambiguously: Dyn. VI [PMlll2, 96] 
Bibliography [PM III 2, 96] 
State of preservation 

Entrancethicknessesand north wall:, no murals 
Other walls: practically complete 

36. —w(j)-snb(w)ISnb-, no number. 
Dating: late Old Kingdom [Junker, 1941-1, 3], most probably second half of 

Dyn VI or still later, cf [Vandier, 1958, 137, Terrace, Fischer, 1970, 68, 
PMlll2. 101, Barnes, Malek, 1980, 163, Harpur, 1987, 269:212, Fischer, 
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1990, 90-91, footnote 1, Bolshakov, 1994-1, 10, footnote l ] . 9 

Bibliography: \PMlll\ 101-103]. 
State of preservation: upper portion lost 
NB All representations in the chapel are concentrated on the false door. 

Uncommon.representation (1) ritual sailing of the tomb owner, (2) tomb 
owner in papyrus thicket, (3) palanquin scene, (4) the owner award
ing female weavers. 1 0 

A. Representations on the entrance thicknesses. The table scene is one of the 
most important decorative components of the entrance in the tombs of Dyn IV - early 
Dyn. V [ChG 2, 8, 9, 11, 13—15, 17—18] The tomb owner is depicted sitting at a table 
on one or on both thicknesses, always facing outwards The table scene can be accom
panied by the offering-list [ChG 13, 18] or by the scene of the handing over (reading 
out) of the list [ChG 13, 18] as well as by priestly service [ChG 2, 15, 17(?), 18] and 
representations of food [ChG17—18[. Less frequent figures of the tomb owner standing 
[ChG 2, 4, 12] or sitting [ChG 1, 3, 6, 13, 15-16] are oriented like the table scene Al
though the offering-list is generally linked to the table scene, it can also be combined 
with these two kinds of the owner's representations [ChG 3, 12] and with the scene of 
the handing over (reading out) of the offering-list [ChG 3, 12-13] All these facts prove 
that originally the entrance decorations had in the first instance a ritual nature 

In early Dyn. V the table scene disappears forever from the chapel entrance 
(probably, starting from [ChG 19]). Accordingly, the offering-lists vanish (no case re
ported) together with the scene of the handing over (reading out) of the list (only in 
[ChG 31]), priestly service (no case) and slaughter (only [ChG 21]), the owner being 
given a lotus flower (characteristic of festive scenes) is represented only once [ChG 
26], this innovation having no further development With this, murals on the entrance 
thicknesses had a general tendency to decrease in number Representations of the tomb 
owner, standing [ChG 19, 25, 30, 33] or sitting [ChG 22, 26, 31], prevailed, but often 
pictures were absent completely So after the disappearance of the table scene, i.e., af
ter the moment when the entrance decoration had lost its ritual character, it began to be 
neglected, thus reducing significantly its share in the tomb decoration (cf Dyn IV and VI). 

As early as middle Dyn V when the entrance representations are the most abun
dant, a scene of cattle driving appears [ChG 12-13, 18, 21, 24-25], but later on it van
ishes as well, although it is a part of the scene arranged all over the chapel walls. Un
common representations in S£m(f)-nfr(w) 11 [ChG 24[ do not affect the general state of 
affairs 

9 Attempts were also made to date Snb back to Dyn. V [Smith, 1949, 57; Russmann, 1989, 39-41, 214-
215], and even to Dyn IV [Abou-Ghazi, 1980, 29; Aldred, 1980, 77; Cherpion, 1984; 1989, 89]. Nevertheless, 
Ac late dating seems to be much more substantiated, and the fact that the very decoration of the false door m 
Snb follows the trend of decoration development of Giza chapels (see below) makes us more certain of our sug
gestion. 

1 0 Hereafter we shall refer only to the tombs" numbers according to this list preceded by the ChG 
index («Chapels of Giza»). 
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B. Representations on the west wall. Before Dyn V the main topic of the west 
wall was the standing tomb owner [ChG 3, 5—6, 9, 11—18], as for the table scene [ChG 
4] and the sitting owner ]ChG 2], each of them is found only once Handing over of the 
offering-list appears once [ChG 14| Slaughter [ChG 2, 4, 6—7, 11], processions of of-
fering-bnngers [ChG 2—3, 6, 12—14, 18], estates [ChG 3, 6, 11, 15, 17] and cattle driv
ing [ChG 6, 9—10, 12, 14—15, 17] are shown in front of the owner. 

In early Dyn V, a radical change occurs in the decoration of the west wall: the table 
scene appears [ChG 19, 22—24, 26, 28—29, 31—34, 36] accompanied by the linked offering-
list [ChG 22—23, 26, 28, 31—34, 36] and by the scenes of the handing over (reading out) of 
this list [ChG 32—33, 36], of the owner being given a lotus flower [ChG 32], priestly service 
[ChG 22-23, 26, 29, 32, 34] and slaughter [ChG 20, 23-24, 28-29, 31-35] Representa
tions of offenng-bringers which originated under Dyn. IV, are still in use [ChG 19—20, 
22—23, 29—30, 32—36] along with those of the estates [ChG 36] and cattle driving [ChG 20, 
31—32, 34, 36] Representations of scribes at work come to be frequent as well [ChG 12, 
14—15, 17—18, 20, 36] (prior to early Dyn V only ]ChG 3]) Figures of the tomb owner 
standing [ChG 19-21, 26, 29—30, 32] and sitting [ChG 33] also persist, but usually together 
with the table scene (the only exception [ChG 30[), so that by early Dyn. IV the ritual nature 
of the west wall murals is beyond any doubt (cf. the number of food representations: under 
Dyn IV these appear only in [ChG 9], whereas later they can be found in ]ChG 22, 29, 31, 
33-35, 36(?)]) 

Apart from the fact that the west wall starts to bear the most important scenes - that 
of the meal and the linked ones - another tendency can be traced there: as early as 
middle Dyn V and especially under Dyn VI, the number of scenes on the west wall in
creases, it begins attracting representations typical of other walls, namely the palanquin 
scene showing the tomb owner inspecting the way how his estate is kept [ChG 30(7), 
36[ the ritual sailing of the owner [ChG 36], the pleasure boating of the owner in the 
papyrus thicket [ChG 36], and the awarding of female weavers [ChG 36] (three latter 
topics are included in Tbl. 1 under the heading ((uncommon scenes»). Under Dyn. VI it 
occurs against the background of a significant reduction of the murals on other walls 
and results in the emergence of the chapels in which all or nearly all representations are 
concentrated on the west wall. The chapel of the dwarf —w(j)-snb{w)ISnb ]ChG 36] is 
especially noteworthy in this regard, all of its murals being transferred not only to the 
west wall, but to the false door itself. Thus, in the second half of the Old Kingdom the 
west wall grows more important - primarily because the table scene appears on it, and 
then due to some other topics transferring to it and, partly or entirely, disappearing 
elsewhere 

C. Representations on the east wall. Comparing the east wall decoration with that 
of the west wall proves that these are antipodes. In the first place, the former never has 
either the table scene or representation of the priestly service, whereas the offering-list 
[ChG 13, 21[ and the scene of the handing over (reading out) of this list [ChG 19, 24] 
are very rare. Thus, the wall decoration has no ritual character, neither can some 
slaughtering scenes [ChG 12-13, 15, 18, 35[ attribute a ritualistic nature to it, since 
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Arrangement of representat ions in the chapels of Giza 

Availability of 
the scene 

Scene is de
picted twice H Reconstruction Quantity of 

false doors 

they may appear on any wall. Representations of the tomb owner's ritual sailing [ChG 
12, 15, 17-19, 21, 31] do not correspond to this context, but their arrangement on the 
east wall no doubt makes sense (see Chapter 3, § 4, B), moreover, they are always ac
commodated over the door, thus being separated from the principal wall composition 

The basic component of the east wall decoration comprises a picture of the tomb 
owner standing [ChG 1(?), 2-5, 9, 12, 15, 17, 19, 22-24, 28-29, 31, 33, 35], very 
rarely sitting [ChG 14—15, 20, 32] while looking at processions of offering-bringers 
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Table 1 

Three false doors occupy 
the whole west wall 

[ChG 3, 9, 12, 15, 17-23, 
28[ and of the estates [ChG 
12-14, 18, 21, 35] as well as 
of cattle and poultry being 
driven [ChG 1-2, 5, 9, 14-
15, 18-24, 28-29, 31, 35[ 
These scenes form the main 
contents of the east wall de
coration, especially before 
middle Dyn V. Later on, they 
are steadily ousted and re
placed by representations of 
field works [ChG 29, 31, 33, 
35[, marsh scenes (fishing, 
fowling, gathering papyrus, 
etc.) [ChG 20, 31, 33] (one 
single example is reported 
concerning earlier times -
[ChG 4]), cattle tending 
[ChG 22] Thus, the every
day and household nature of 
the east wall is brought out to 
the foreground Represen
tations of scribes at work 
]ChG 2, 20, 23-24, 28] fol
low the same line, for now 
we see not only a pure manu
facture, but also the activities 
of an administrative person
nel, the scene of punishing 
negligent overseers of the 
«courts» ]ChG 19] is also an 
integral part of the everyday 
life of his household. 

D. Representations on 
the north wall. It is quite 

evident from Tbl 1 that the north wall decoration is the least unified in the chapel Rep
resentations of the standing tomb owner are predominant [ChG 3^4, 13, 18-19, 21-22, 
33], although his sitting figures are also to be found [ChG 12, 15, 17, 27] as well as the 
table scene [ChG 14, 30[ which can be accompanied by the offering-list [ChG 30] and 
priestly service [ChG 30] The almost total lack of offering-lists is compensated by the 
scenes of the handing over (reading out) of the list [ChG 12, 15, 17-18, 22[ to either a 
standing or sitting master Comparatively frequent representations of food [ChG 12, 
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14-15, 17, 27, 30] are linked only to the table scene and to the sitting owner, but never 
to him standing. Representations of offenng-bnngers [ChG 4, 11, 15, 17, 23-24] and 
of cattle and poultry being driven are met practically over the whole period of Dyn. IV-
VI [ChG 4, 10, 16, 19, 22, 33], processions of the estates are not in use until middle 
Dyn. V when they vanish from the east and west walls [ChG 24, 28] A certain number 
of representations of slaughter [ChG 11—12, 14, 30], marsh activities ]ChG 10], scribes 
[ChG 18] and festive dances to music [ChG 27], I . e., of the scenes belonging to quite 
different scene groups, demonstrate the range of thematic variety of decoration. Overall, 
the north wall seems to be the most neglected in the chapel, and the number of representa
tions that was considerable only in the first half of Dyn. V, is substantially reduced in 
Dyn. VI. 

E. Representations on the south wall. Before early Dyn VI, the table scene [ChG 
3, 7, 13, 15—19] and the standing tomb owner [ChG 2, 4, 9, 12, 14, 20] were the most 
important representations on the south wall; however, in later times they were both re
placed by figures of the sitting master [ChG 21-24, 28—31] (cf. under Dyn. IV only 
[ChG 5[). Accordingly the whole wall decoration changed: offering-lists [ChG 3, 15-
19], priestly service [ChG 3, 15, 17-18] and slaughter ]ChG 9, 15, 17, 18(7), 19] al
most disappeared (see, however, [ChG 27, 29]). 

Instead of it representations of a sitting dignitary are in the center of the festive 
scenes: he is given a lotus [ChG 22—24, 28, 31], musicians are playing and women are 
dancing before him [ChG 23-24, 28-29, 31, 33[ (earlier only [ChG 5]), at the same 
time, there are representations of food [ChG 22—23, 28—29, 31, 33[ reminding us that 
festive scenes are nothing else but a solemn occasion of the feeding of the owner (cf 
earlier [ChG 5, 9, 13, 19]). To prove this once again are processions of offenng-
bnngers heading toward the owner [ChG 22-24, 28-29, 35] (cf earlier [ChG 14[) as 
well as those of the estates [ChG 30] An uncommon table scene showing family mem
bers on the south wall of K3(-j)-hjJ [ChG 33] is in full conformity with this context. 
What seems to be unexpected is a representation of field works in N(j)-htp-pth [ChG 
30], but this can be explained by the fact that scenes belonging to the same group ap
pear nearby on the east wall, besides, the chapel of N(j)-htp-pth is rather peculiar, rules 
of representations' arrangement being far from always observed there. Although during 
Dyn. VI the trend to transfer representations onto the west wall concerns also those of the 
east wall, at that time the number of scenes arranged on the latter is still not reduced to any 
considerable extent. 

§ 3. Representations in the Chapels of Saqqara 

The number of Saqqara chapels that can be subject of our study is much larger as 
compared to Giza. Unfortunately, many of them are published poorly, if at all, and the 
whole of the necropolis is studied insufficiently. However, given the present-day avail
ability of sources, the resulting picture, although incomplete, is still of great interest. 

The following chapels are considered: 
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1. Ph(J)-r-nfr, no number. 
Dating: Snfr-w(j) - Hw(f).f-w(J) [PM III2, 502; Harpur, 1987, 273.394]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 502]. 
State of preservation: rather complete. 

2. 3h-t(f)-htp(w), A 1. 
Dating: early Dyn. IV [PMlll2, 453], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 272:337]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 453]. 
State of preservation: only fragments survive. 

3. Hnm(w)-htp(w), D 49 
Dating: Wsr-kif [Smith, 1949, 186], according to Malek the tomb should be 

dated less definitely - Dyn V [PMlll2, 578], cf also a very late dating by 
Harpur [1987, 215.481]. N(f)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj. 

Bibliography: [ /Wil l 2 , 578-579]. 
State of preservation: only fragments survive. 
NB South wall: uncommon representation of ships 

4. Did](j)-m-cnh II (or Tp(j)-m-cnh II), D 11 
Dating: Sih-w(J)-rc(w) [Smith, 1949, 186], according to Malek the tomb should 

be dated back to middle Dyn. V [PM III2. 483], cf Harpur [1987, 277: 
541]. Nfr-f-rc{w) - N(J)-wsr-rc(w) (?). 

Bibliography: [PMlll2, 483-484]. 
State of preservation: rather complete 
NB East wall: uncommon market scenes 

S.Pr(J)-sn, D 4 5 . 
Dating: S?h-w(j)-rc(w) [PM III2, 577] or Slh-w(j)-rc(w) - Nfr-jr(J)-kl-rc(w) [Har

pur, 1987, 273.391]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 577-578]. 
State of preservation: quite good 
NB North wall: uncommon representation of the tomb owner's relatives 

6. Kl(j)-Cpr{w), no number 
Dating: early Dyn V [/'Mill 2, 501], cf [Harpur, 1987, 276: 521]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2.501] 
State of preservation: only fragments survive. 

7. Nn-hft(j)-k>(-j), D 47 
Dating: early Dyn V [Smith, 1949, 54], Harpur [1987, 275: 447] dates the tomb to 

N(j)-wsr-rc(w) (?). 
Bibliography: [ /Will 2 , 580-581] 
State of preservation: quite good 
NB North wall: uncommon representation of an oared vessel. 

8. Nfr-jr-t-nf, D 55 (Brussels, MRAH E.2465). 
Dating: Nfr-ir(i)-kl-rc(w)& [Smith, 1949, 187], Harpur [1987, 274:440] dates 
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the tomb to Jzzj - Wnjs. 
Bibliography: [PM III2, 583-584] 

State of preservation: somewhat damaged, but the set of scenes is clear 
NB North wall: representations of garden works are included in Tbl. 2 under 

the heading «field works» 

9. Wr-jr(t)-n(f)-pth, no number 
Dating: Nfr-jr(i)-B-rc(w) & [ Smith, 1949, 188], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 273:379]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 699-700]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: decoration lost or never existed. 
VVest wall: practically complete 
East. wall:, damaged, but the set of scenes is clear. 
North wall: representations are completely destroyed now, the old publi

cation shows some traces of them 
South wall: practically ruined, but no scenes are completely lost. 

10. /7/, D 22 
Dating: N(j)-wsr-rc(w)[PMlll2, 468]; according to Harpur [1987, 211.543] 

Jzzj - Wnjs. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 472-477]. 
State of preservation: practically complete. 

11. Family chapel of Nfr, no number 
Dating: N(f)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj [Moussa, Altenmiiller, 1971, 18], cf. [Harpur, 

1987, 214.439]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 639-641] 
State of preservation: complete except badly damaged representations on the 

north wall 
NB West wall: uncommon representations of the tomb owner's relatives 

dining (repeated thrice). 

12. N(j)-(nh-hnm{w) and Hnm(w)-htp(w), no number. 
Dating: N(J)-wsr-rc(w) - Mn-kiw-hr(w) [Moussa, Altenmiiller, 1977, 44-45, 

Harpur, 1987, 214:431]. 
Bibliography: [PA/III 2 .643-644]. 
State of preservation: complete. 

13. Ki{;j)-m-nfrt, D 23 (Boston, MFA 04.1761 + 07 1005). 
Dating: N(j)-wsr-rc(yv)$, [Smith, 1949, 194], according to Harpur [1987, 276: 

522] Jzzj - Wnjs. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 467^468]. Now see also: west wall [Simpson, 1992, 

fig B, C, D, pi. 7-15], east wall [ibid., fig.F, G, pi. 19-23], north wall 
[ibid., fig. A, pi. 3-6] , south waii [ibid., fig. E, pi. 16-18]. 

State of preservation 
Entrance thicknesses: decoration lost or never existed. 
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West.and north walls: complete 
East.wall: two upper registers destroyed 
South wall: lower portion badly damaged 

14. Htp-hr-lht(j), D 60 (Leyden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden F 1904/3 1). 
Dating: N(j)-wsr-rc(w) fl, [Smith, 1949, 193], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 275:467]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 593-595]. 
State of preservation: practically complete 
NB Entrance thicknesses: uncommon representations of (1) a funeral procession 

and (2) cattle and food being delivered by ships 

15. Dwl(j)-hp, D 59. 
Dating: = No. 14 [Smith, 1949, 194]; according to Malek [PM III 2, 595] and 

Harpur [1987, 211:557] the tomb should be dated to Dyn VI. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 595]. 
State of preservation: only fragments survive 

16. Ntr-wsr(-w), D 1 = QS 901 
Dating: N(j)-wsr-rc(w)-Jzzi [PMIII2, 485; Harpur, 1987, 215:451]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 485]. 
State of preservation: practically complete 

17. Shm-cnh-pth, D 41 (Boston, MFA 04 1760 + 1971 296) 
Dating: middle Dyn. V £ [Smith, 1949, 192], Harpur [1987, 216:504] dates the 

tomb to Jzzj - Wnjs 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 4 5 4 ^ 5 5 ] . 
State of preservation: practically complete 

18. Pth-htp(w), D 62. 
Dating: Jzzj [PMlll2, 596; Harpur, 1987, 273 398]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 591]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: decorations drawn 
West.wall: upper portion of the false door lost 
East.wall: upper right portion destroyed 
North and south walls: only two lower registers survive (reconstructed on 

the basis of the closest analogies) 

19. lh-t(j)-htp{w), D 64. 
Dating: Jzzj-Wnjs (No 1 8 ^ ) [PMlll2, 599; Harpur, 1987, 212:338]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 599-600]. 
State of preservation 

North and south walls; upper portions considerably destroyed. 
Other walls: practically complete 

20. Pth-htp(w)ITfj, D 64 (chapel in the mastaba of his father iht(j)-htp(w), No 19) 
Dating: Jzzj-Wnjs (No 19*1) [PMlll2, 600] or Jzzj [Harpur, 1987, 214:400]. 
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Bibliography: [PMlll2, 600-604]. 
State of preservation: practically complete 

NB East, wall: uncommon representation of hunting in the desert 
North wall: uncommon representations of (1) the tomb owner's toilet and 

of (2) dwarf jewellers at work. 

21. Ki(j)-rf(w)-pw, D 39 (Philadelphia, University Museum E 15729). 
Dating: Jzzj& [ /Wi l l 2 , 455], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 276:533]. 
Bibliography: [ /Wi l l 2 , 455-456] 
State of preservation: practically complete. 
NB Entrance thicknesses: uncommon representations of big and small ships, 

oared and under sail 

22. N(j)-kl-w-hr(w), QS 915. 
Dating: late Dyn. V [PMlll2, 498], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:435]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 498]. 
State of preservation upper portions of all the walls lost 
NB West, wall: uncommon representation of playing «draughts» (among fes

tive scenes) 
North wall, uncommon representation of mat making. 

23. Queen Nbt, wife of Wnjs, no number 
Dating: Wnjs [PM III2, 624, Harpur, 1987, 274:438]. 
Bibliography: [PM 111% 624-625]. Now see also: entrance thicknesses [Munro, 

1993, Taf.25-tf], west wall [ibid., Taf. 39], east.wal.l [ibid., Taf. 28], 
north wall [ibid , Taf 27], south wall [ibid , Taf. 26] 

State of preservation, badly destroyed. 

24. iht(j)-htp(w)IHmj, usurped by a certain Nb(w)-ldw-hr(w)/Jdw, no number. 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13, Harpur, 1987, 274:437]. 
Bibliography [PM 1112, 628-629] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses and east wall: only two lower registers survive. 
West wall: small fragments of the false door preserved. 
North and south walls: badly fragmented 

25. Jhjj, usurped by princess Zfcs'tlJdwt, no number. 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13, Harpur, 1987, 275:487], according to 

Malek the tomb should be dated to Dyn VI [ /Wil l 2 , 617] 
Bibliography: [PM III2, 618-619]. 
State of preservation: almost complete. 

26. Jj-nfrt, no number 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13, Harpur, 1987, 272: 435], according 

to Malek the tomb should be dated to Dyn VI [ /Wil l 2 , 616]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 616]. 
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State of preservation: uncertain from the available description 

27. Rc(w)-m-kl(-j), D 3 = QS 903 (New York, MMA 08.201.1). 
Dating: late Dyn. V [PMlll2, 487], Harpur [1987, 215.453} prefers somewhat 

earlier dating - N(j)-wsr-rc(w) (?). 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 487-488] 
State of preservation: practically complete. 
NB Entrance thicknesses: uncommon representation of a moving boat 

West.wall: uncommon clapnet scene. 
South wall: uncommon representations of (1) hunting in the desert and 

(2) of an oared boat 

28. Ki(j)-m-rhw, D 2 = QS 905 (Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek JE. I. N. 1271) 
Dating: late Dyn. V [PMlll2, 485], probably Jzzj [Harpur, 1987, 216:523]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 485-487]. 
State of preservation: practically complete 
NB West.wall: uncommon representations of (1) boats, oared and under sail, 

and (2) of music and dances. 

29. Pr(j)-nb(wj), QS 919 (New York, MMA 13.183.3). 
Dating: late Dyn. V [ /Wil l 2 , 497], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 213:390]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 497-498]. 
State of preservation: practically complete 

30. lht(j)-htp{w), no number (Paris, Louvre E l 0958) 
Dating: late Dyn. V [PMlll2, 634], N{j)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj [Harpur, 1987, 272: 

340]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll1, 634-537]. Now see also: entrance.thicknesses [Ziegler, 

1993, 106-119], .west wall [ibid., 64-65], east wall [ibid, 126-143], north 
wall [ibid., 156-161], south wall [ibid., 164-169]. 

State of preservation: practically complete. 
NB Entrance thickness: uncommon representation of the awarding of weav

ers 

31. Pth-htp(w)/Jj-n(-j)-cnh(-w), no number. 
Dating: late Dyn V - early Dyn VI [PMIII2, 606], cf [Harpur, 1987, 274: 399]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 607] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: northern thickness lost, the southern one damaged 
West.wall: well preserved. 
East.wall: some representations damaged, but their set is clear 
North wall: upper portion badly destroyed 
South wall: badly damaged 

NB East, wall: uncommon representations of (1) a servant making up a bed 
and (2) of a naoform structure. 
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32. Mi(ij)-nfr(w\ LS 17 = H 2 (Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 1108). 
Dating: late Dyn. V - early Dyn. VI [PMlll2.575], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:406]. 
Bibliography: [PM III2. 575-577] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: some representations on the east thickness are lost. 
Other walls: completely preserved 

33. Didi(-j)-m-cnh I (or Tp(j)-m-(nh / ) , D 10 
Dating: late Dyn V - early Dyn. VI; Mälek dates less definitely: late Dyn. V -

Dyn VI [PM III2, 483] Harpur's dating is much later: middle to late Pjpj II 
[Harpur, 1987, 277:540] 

Bibliography: [PMlll2, 483-484] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses and north wall: no data (most probably completely 
lost). 

West walj: only the lower register survives. 
East and south walls: two lower registers survive. 

34. N(J)-s(w)-kd, E 10. 
Dating: late Dyn V - early Dyn VI, cf [Harpur, 1987, 276:519], Mälek's dat

ing is less definite: late Dyn. V - Dyn VI [PM III 2, 585] 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 585] 
State of preservation 

North wall: no data 
Other walls: rather complete 

35. Htp-ki(f), FS 3509 
Dating: late Dyn. V - early Dyn VI [Harpur, 1987, 275:469], Mälek's dating is 

less definite: late Dyn V - Dyn VI [PM III 2, 447] 
Bibliography: [ /Wi l l 2 , 447-448] Now see also: west wall [Martin, 1979, pi. 14], 

east wall [ibid , pi. 12]; north wall [ibid., pi. 15], south wall [ibid , pi. 13] 
State of preservation: only fragments survive 

36. KKj)-gm(w)-n(j)/Mmj, LS 10 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-25], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 276:534] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 524] 
State of preservation: upper portions of all walls destroyed. 

37. Mrr-w(f)-k>(f)IMrj, chapel A 8, no number. 
Dating: 77/(No. 3 6 ^ ) [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-26], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:420]. 
Bibliography: [PM 1112, 529-530]. 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: two lower registers preserved. 
West wall: upper portion of the false door lost. 
East wall: one small fragment survive. 
North and south walls: fragments only 
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38. cnh(-j)-m-c-hr{w)IZzj, chapel 7, no number. 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27] or late Ttj - early Pjpj I [Harpur, 1987, 

213:374]. 
Bibliography: [PMIII2, 513-514]. 
State of preservation: upper halves of all walls completely lost (reconstructed on 

the basis of the closest analogies) 

39. Hnt(j)-kl(j)IJhhj, chapel 7, no tomb number 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27], according to Harpur [1987, 275:479] 

the tomb dates to middle reign of Pjpj I 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 513-514]. 
State of preservation: upper portions of all the walls practically destroyed 

40. Nfr-sSm-pthl^Sj, no number. 
Dating: late Ttj - early Pjpj I, according to Malek the dating should be wider: 

early Dyn. VI [ /Will 2 , 515], Harpur [1987, 214:443] prefers an earlier dat
ing: Wnjs - Ttj. 

Bibliography: [PM III2, 515-516] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: completely preserved. 
Other walls: upper portions completely lost (reconstructed on the basis of 

the closest analogies) 

41. SibwIJbbj, E 1,2 + H 3 . 
Dating: Ttj [ /Wil l 2 , 460], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 216:491]. 
Bibliography: [ /Wi l l 2 , 460-461]. 
State of preservation 

South wall: never decorated 
Other walls: practically complete 

NB North wall: uncommon palanquin scene 

42. Spss-ptb,E 1.2 + H 3 . 
Dating: Ttj # [ /Wi l l 2 , 460], Harpur [1987, 274:404] dates the tomb to Mr(j)-

n(j)-rc(w) - early Pjpj II. 
Bibliography: [ /Wil l 2 , 461] 
State of preservation 

Entrance thicknesses: left thickness badly destroyed 
East.wall:, never decorated 
Other walls: practically complete 

43. Mhw, no number. 
Dating: Pjpj I [Kanawati, 1980-2, 34], cf [Harpur, 1987, 214:424]. 
Bibliography: [ /Wi l l 2 , 621 19-23]. 
State of preservation: rather complete 
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44. Mrjj-rc(w)-rnh(w), (chapel in the mastaba of Mhw, No 43 of our list), no number 
Dating: Pjpj I $ [PM III2, 621]; Harpur [1987, 274:412] dates the tomb to PjpjII. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 621-622, 24-28]. 
State of preservation: rather complete. 

45. N(J)-(nh-pth, no number 
Dating: PjpjI Malek [ /Wi l l 2 , 627] and Harpur [1987, 274:428] widen the 

dating: Dyn. VI. 
Bibliography: [ /Wi l l 2 , 627]. 
State of preservation: uncertain 

46. MrwfTtj-snb(w), no number 
Dating: PjpjII [PMlll2, 520], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:417]. 
Brief description: [ /Wil l 2 , 520] 
State of preservation: uncertain. 

47. Mrrj, no number 
Dating: middle Dyn VI [/'Mill 2, 518], Harpur [1987, 274:418] prefers another 

dating: early reign of Pjpj I 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 518], now see also: west wall [DaviesW. et al., 1984, 

pi 11], east .wall [ibid., pi. 15], north wall [ibid., pi. 12-13], south wall 
[ibid., pi. 14]. 

State of preservation 
Entrance thicknesses: decorations lost or never existed. 
West and.north walls: practically complete 
East wall: unfinished fragments only. 
South wall:, partly damaged, but reconstruction is reliable enough 

48. &pss-pth, no number. 
Dating: middle Dyn VI [PMlll2, 518], cf [Harpur, 1987, 274:402]. 
Brief description: [ /Wil l 2 , 518] 
State of preservation: uncertain. 

49. Wr-nw, no number. 
Dating: middle Dyn VI £ [PM III2, 519]; according to Harpur [ 1987, 273.380] 

Mr(J)-n(J)-rc(w) - early Pjpj II (?) 
Bibliography: [PM III , 519]; now see also: entrance thicknesses [Davies W , 

et al., 1984, pi. 24], west wall [ibid , pi. 26-29, 39], east wall [ibid , 
pi. 25]. 

State of preservation 
Entraiicejhicknesses and .west, wall: preserved rather completely 
East.wall: only the lower portion preserved. 
Other walls: completely destroyed 

NB West wall: uncommon representation of two statues in naoses 
East wall: uncommon representation of offerings transport by boats. 
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50. Rc(w)-wr(w), no number. 
Patina: late Dyn. VI [PM III 2, 588], El-Fikey [1980, 44] and Harpur [1987, 

215:452] are inclined to date the tomb back to Pjpj I, but cf. [Bolshakov, 
1984, 157]. 

Brief description: [PM III 2, 588], now see also: entrance thicknesses [El-Fikey, 
1980, pi. 1, \9-ab], west wall [ibid., pi.4-9, 21-22]; east, wall [ibid , 
pi. 11-14,20-6], north wall [ibid., pi. 10], south wall [ibid., pi. 3, 20-a], 

State of preservation 
Entrance thicknesses: practically complete 
Other walls: upper portions lost. 

5 1 . lh-t{j)-htp(-w), E 17. 
Dating: late Dyn VI [PMllf, 633], middle reign of Pjpj II [Harpur, 1987,272:339] 
Bibliography: [ /Wil l 2 , 633-634]. 
State of preservation: rather complete. 

52. Ttw, no number 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [ /Wi l l 2 , 537], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 277: 554] 
Bibliography: [ /Wi l l 2 , 537] 
State of preservation 

Entrance and east wall: the chapel being but a deep recess in the mastaba 
facade, has neither entrance thicknesses nor east wall. 

Westwall: well preserved. 
North wall: badly damaged 
South wall: one single fragment survives. 1 1 

A. Representations on the entrance thicknesses. The number of representations 
on the entrance thicknesses is very scarce at Saqqara. The first thing to catch one's eye 
is the insignificant role the pictures of the tomb owner play. As a rule, he is shown 
standing (most frequently under Dyn. VI [ChS 40-43, 49-50] (earlier [ChS 2, 10, 25, 
30]), and only once sitting [ChS 30]. However, the latter chapel, belonging to Sh-t(j)-
htp(w) (now in the Louvre), is remarkable for having the largest set of murals on the 
entrance thicknesses, involving nearly all possible scenes. 

Among the scenes, directly related to rituals, there are those of the handing over of 
the offering-list [ChS 30(!)], slaughter [ChS 24, 27-28, 30(!)\ and transport of the stat
ues to the tomb [ChS 8, 14, 27, 30(1)] Representations of food [ChS 14, 30(!)\ and 
cooking [ChS 14] are extremely rare 

Scenes of proffering, such as offering-bringers [ChS 2, 16, 18, 20, 23—24, 27, 
30(!)-33, 36-40, 42^/3] and cattle driving [ChS 12, 14, 20, 26, 31, 44, 51] are the most 
important in decoration of the entrance (both being stable features), the estates (till the end 
of Dyn. V) are also of key importance, but they are not in use after Dyn. V [ChS 8, 29]. 

1 1 Hereafter we shall refer only to the tombs" numbers according to this list preceded by the ChS 
index («Chapels of Saqqara»). 
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Arrangement of representat ions in the chapels of Saqqara 

Availability of FJI 
the scene 

Scene is depicted 
twice (thrice, etc.) 

H Reconstruction Quantity of 
false doors 
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IH Single false door occupies 
the whole west wall 

T a b l e 2 
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Some uncommon representations appear in late Dyn. V: marsh scenes [ChS 31], 
the ferrying of cattle and food [ChS 14], funeral processions [ChS 14], ships sailing 
[ChS 21, 27], the awarding of female weavers [ChS 30(!)] Later on, all these topics 
disappear forever. Thus, as distinct from Giza, the purpose of the entrance decoration is 
determined at Saqqara, first and foremost by the proffering scenes - not by the tomb 
owner's representations 

B. Representations on the west wall. Characteristic of Saqqara as contrary to Giza 
is the type of the chapel with the false door occupying the whole of the west wall, pri
marily the East - West chapels (30 out of 52 chapels recorded here, i. e., 58%) - a fact 
that cannot fail to leave its print upon the decoration as a whole 

When the west wall bears decorations alongside the false door, the table scene, which 
is in use since early Dyn. V, proves to be the most important [ChS 8, 11, 20—21, 25, 28, 34, 
46, 50] Representations of the tomb owner standing [ChS 4, 6, 11—12, 19, 49] and sitting 
[ChS 9, 27] are less frequent. It should be noted that all of these scenes do not appear in the 
same chapel except those in Nfr ]ChS 11] whose tomb is unique in many respects because 
of its character of a family cult place Among the major representations are offering-lists, 
both linked to the table scene [ChS 20-21, 46[ and independent [ChS 13], as well as 
priestly service ]ChS 20, 25, 28] and slaughter [ChS 9-10, 21-22, 25, 27, 33] 

More widespread are representations of food [ChS 8—11, 13, 20—21, 25, 27, 50[ 
(the subject is once replaced and once extended by cooking [ChS 4, 27[) and proffering 
scenes: offenng-bnngers [ChS 9-11, 20-22, 25, 27-28, 46, 49-50], estates ]ChS 4], 
cattle driving [ChS 4, 19, 28, 49] Dyn. V also provides a series of uncommon scenes: 
music and dances [ChS 8-9, 22, 28], relatives of the tomb owner at a ritual meal [ChS 
11 (represented thrice)], playing «draughts» [ChS 22], netting fowl (from the repertory 
of marsh scenes) [ChS 27], ships [ChS 28], and statues in naoses [ChS 49] At other 
times these scenes are absent. Thus, decoration of the west wall is intended to provide 
the owner with food (table scene, offering-list, priestly service, slaughter, food stuffs, 
the proffering of food). Material of Dyn. IV is very insignificant, but, nevertheless, the 
table scene does not seem to have been brought onto the west wall before early Dyn V; 
the offering-list was introduced still later - in the middle or in the second half of 
Dyn. V, while the priestly service representations appeared in late Dyn. V. 

C. Representations on the east wall. Representation of the standing owner [ChS 
1-2, 4, 8—9, 11-13, 20—22, 25, 27, 30, 34, 46] is the system-forming factor for the east 
wall; murals showing him sitting are very rare and appear only before the end of Dyn. V 
[ChS 6, 10, 19] The table scene is met only once [ChS 40] However, in most of the 
chapels the east wall has no figures of the owner at all [ChS 3, 5, 7, 14—18, 23—24, 26, 
28-29, 31-33, 35-39, 41^/5, 47-52] (a total of 32 chapels out of 52 recorded, i. e , 
62%), this phenomenon being typical mostly of the narrow East - West chapels having 
no space to accommodate them Accordingly, since late Dyn V the number of the 
chapels without the tomb owner represented on the east wall is increasing (29 out of 39 
recorded chapels of that time, I . e., 72%). Other scenes which are usually looked at by 
the owner, are available even in the cases when his representations are absent. 
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Slaughter (since the reign of N(j)-wsr-r%w) [ChS 13, 17-18, 21, 23-26, 29, 32, 35^/0, 
43-45, 47-51]), food (since the reigns of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj ]ChS 11, 16, 23-25, 29, 36, 
39—40, 43—44, 48, 50]) and cooking (since the reigns of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj till the early 
Dyn. VI [ChS 11, 20, 28, 31—32]) are very frequent Proffering scenes are also of great im
portance: offenng-bringers (since early Dyn. V [ChS 7, 14, 18, 21, 25—26, 32—33, 35—36, 
37(7), 39, 43-^4, 50]), estates (since the early Dyn V [ChS 7,19, 21, 27, 45, 57]) and cattle 
driving (since the reign of NQywsr-^iw) [ChS 13,16-17, 20-22, 25, 27, 29, 33]) 

In early Dyn. V, household scenes appear on the east wall, they are particularly nu
merous under late Dyn. V, but in the beginning of Dyn VI their quantity sharply falls. 
These are field works [ChS 8-11, 13,18, 20, 22(7), 27-28, 30, 34[ (after the turn of the 
dynasties only [ChS 46]), cattle tending [ChS 11, 13-14, 17, 19-20] (at the turn of the 
dynasties only [ChS 32]), various marsh activities ]ChS 4-6, 8, 10(?)-11, 13, 18-20, 
22, 30] (after the turn of the dynasties only ]ChS 46, 49]), and handicraft works [ChS 4, 
9—11, 28] (absent under Dyn. VI) Related to household supervision are scribes at work 
]ChS 9, 13, 28] (not in use after late Dyn V) and the punishment of negligent overseers 
of the «courts» [ChS 13(7), 28] 

Thus, manufacture and proffering of material goods are mostly represented on the 
east wall. As stated above, representations of manufacture were omitted more readily 
than scenes of proffering In fact, the former are frequent on the east wall only during 
Dyn. V, while the latter appear in a number of cases as stable features. As a result of the 
household character of the east wall decoration, the owner is shown here standing and 
supervising the production and proffering of goods, but not at a meal. All these scenes 
run mostly under the open sky, and thus, it is logical to situate here some other scenes 
in the open: spearing and fowling in the marshes [ChS 5, 10, 22, 49, 51], hunting in the 
desert ]ChS 20], offerings proffered by boats [ChS 49] and market [ChS 4] (three latter 
topics are included in Tbl 1 under the heading ((uncommon scenes») 

Ritual scenes are very rare on the east wall Offering-lists appear twice [ChS 3, 40], 
while the representation of the handing of the list is available only once [ChS 9]. The 
table scene [ChS 40] and priestly service [ChS 46] are also present once each. Repre
sentations of ritual sailing can be found as well (like at Giza) [ChS 9, 11], but they 
never became traditional. It is obvious that the household subjects were forcing out the 
ritual ones on the east wall and finally ousted them. 

D. Representations on the north wall. In the narrow East - West chapels prevail
ing at Saqqara, the north and south walls were the principal places for accommodating 
murals In such chapels decorations of these walls are nearly mirror images, although 
there can be some differences between them. Since there was either no space for the table 
scene on the west wall, or it was insufficient, they passed over to the chapel's lateral walls. 

On the north wall of the registered chapels the table scene appears, starting from 
the late Dyn.V, 26 times [ChS 12, 16-17, 18(7)-19, 23-24(7), 25-26, 29, 31(?)-32, 
35—37, 38(7)-40, 42—44, 46—48, 51-52], its frequency sharply increasing in early 
Dyn VI when it can be found almost in every chapel. Representations of the tomb 
owner standing [ChS 6, 10-11, 15, 32, 50-51] and sitting [ChS 5, 14, 20, 30, 41, 45] 
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are less frequent. The table scene is accompanied by the offering-list [ChS 12, 16-17, 
18(?)-19, 23-24, 29, 31-32, 36-38(7), 39(?)-40, 42-44, 47, 51-52(?)\, priestly serv
ices [ChS 16, 18(?)-19(7), 23-24, 29, 31, 36-37(7), 38(?)-40, 43-44, 47-48], slaugh
ter [ChS 4, 7, 12, 14, 16-17, 20, 30-32, 35, 41[ (not in use after the reign of Ttj), as 
well as by food representations [ChS 12, 16-17, 18(?)-19, 24(?)-25, 30, 32, 36-38(7), 
39^0, 42-44, 47, 51-52[ (rarely apart from the table scene [ChS 30, 50], twice ex
tended by representation of cooking [ChS 22, 27\). 

As to the proffering scenes, offenng-bringers are very common, in total 32 times, 
thus being the most frequent topic [ChS 7-8, 12-13, 16-20, 23-27, 30-32, 36-44, 46-
48, 50—52]; representations of the estates are more rare [ChS 1-2, 5, 10, 18, 30, 41] 
(not in use after the reign of Ttj) as well as cattle driving [ChS 4, 8, 13, 22] (not in use 
after Dyn V) 

With this, the principal topics of the north wall are exhausted. Under Dyn. V some 
additional household and entertainment scenes are introduced Among them there are 
field works [ChS 8, 10, 15], cattle tending [ChS 14, 19, 27], marsh scenes [ChS 9-10, 
13—14, 28[, scribes at work [ChS 20, 41], music and dances [ChS 5—6, 20, 30], and the 
owner spearing and fowling [ChS 10, 13, 15] Some uncommon topics are also to be 
found By late Dyn V all these scenes vanish, so that under Dyn. VI they are practically 
absent 

E. Representations on the south wall. The south wall with its decoration very 
similar to that of the north one, has a more distinct concept of decoration In the regis
tered chapels the table scene is met 29 times, starting from early Dyn. V to late Dyn. VI 
[ChS 5, 7-8, 10-12, 14-16, 18-21, 23-24(7), 26, 29, 32, 36-44, 47, 51] Representa
tions of the tomb owner standing [ChS 10, 13-14, 17, 32, 46, 50-51[ or sitting [ChS 9-
11, 28, 31, 34, 45, 48[ are rare 

The table scene is accompanied by the offering-list [ChS 10—12, 16, 18(7)—19, 21, 
23-24, 27, 29-30, 32, 36-37(7), 38(7)-39(7), 40(7)^1, 43^t4, 47, 51] (twice also 
apart from the table scene [ChS 3, 45[), priestly service (starting from late Dyn. V [ChS 
16, 18(?)-19, 21, 23-24, 29(7), 36-37, 38(7)-39(7), 40(?)-41, 43-^4, 47[), slaughter 
[ChS 5, 8, 10-12, 14-16, 20-21, 42] (apart from the table scene [ChS 4, 25, 33, 35]), 
and food [ChS 8, 10-12, 14, 16, 18(?)-21, 24, 32, 36-44, 47, 51(7)[ (apart from the 
table scene [ChS 9, 48, 50], once extended by cooking representations [ChS 10[). 

A procession of offering-bringers is the most common scene in the proffering 
group as well as in the whole wall decoration (in total 35 times [ChS 4—5, 7, 9—12, 15-
16, 18-19, 21-24, 26, 28-31, 33, 35-39, 41^t4, 47-48, 50-52]), representations of the 
estates are much more rare [ChS 1—2, 11, 18, 20, 34[ (not in use after late Dyn. V) as 
well as rather infrequent are those depicting cattle driving [ChS 9—11, 13—14, 17, 25, 
28, 30, 32[ (not in use after late Dyn V) 

Like the north wall, this one begins to bear under Dyn. V a series of household and 
entertainment scenes, but their number is significantly smaller, these are field works 
[ChS 3, 14, 17], marsh activities [ChS 17, 31, 46], handicraft works [ChS 10], working 
scribes [ChS 13, 17, 32], music and dances [ChS 7, 11, 14, 22, 31, 34], tomb owner 
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spearing and fowling [ChS 15], and uncommon scenes [ChS 27] (earlier [ChS 3\) All 
these representations disappear at the turn of Dyn. VI (the chapel of MrwlTtj-snb(w) 
[ChS 46] being the only exception). Thus, the north and south walls of Saqqara chapels 
bear the table scene together with the relevant topics, a certain extension of the murals 
repertory under Dyn. V was but a temporary phenomenon. 

§ 4. Conclusions 

A. Chronology. The above study has demonstrated that the arrangement of repre
sentations on the walls of Old Kingdom chapels was subject to strict rules changing 
over the course of time. A great number of features that are either stable or unrepresen
tative because of the lack of information, do not contribute at all to the chronology, 
however, other features having exact time boundaries, are quite reliable chronological 
indicators. The sets of these features are radically different for Giza and Saqqara The 
most reliable chronological indicators are as follows 

G i z a 

Entrance thicknesses: 

a) table scene prior to early Dyn V, 
b) offering-list: prior to early Dyn. V, 
c) priestly services: prior to early Dyn V 

West wall: 

a) table scene: beginning from the early Dyn V (available only once in the earlier 
times and only at the East Field of / / H ' ( / ) / - H ( / ) ) , 

b) uncommon scenes: beginning from early Dyn. V, 
c) handing over (reading out) of the offering-list: beginning from Dyn V (more 

probable since late Dyn. V), 
d) offering-list: beginning from the reign of N(f)-wsr-rc(w); 
e) priestly service: beginning from the reign of N(f)-wsr-rc(w), 
f) palanquin scene: Dyn. VI 

East wall: 

a) offering-list: the most probable in early Dyn V, 
b) handing over (reading out) of the offering-list: the most probable in early to 

middle Dyn. V. 
c) tomb owner standing: beginning from early Dyn. V, 
d) slaughter: beginning from early Dyn. V, 
e) ritual sailing: beginning from the early Dyn. V, 
f) field works: beginning from late Dyn. V. 

North wall: 

a) tomb owner sitting: the most probable under Dyn. V, 
b) handing over (reading out) of the offering-list: Dyn. V. 
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South wall: 

a) tomb owner standing: prior to early Dyn. V; 
b) tomb owner sitting: the most probable beginning from early Dyn. V, 
c) offenng-bnngers: beginning from early Dyn V, 
d) tomb owner being given a lotus flower: beginning from the reign of N(j)-wsr-

e) music and dances: the most probable beginning from the reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(n'). 

S a q q a r a 

Entrance thicknesses: 

a) uncommon scenes: the most probable in late Dyn. V. 

West wall: 

a) music and dances: Dyn. V, 
b) uncommon scenes: Dyn V. 

East wall: 

a) tomb owner sitting: prior to late Dyn. V; 
b) handicraft works: middle to late Dyn. V, 
c) ritual sailing: reigns of Nfr-ir(j)-kl-rc{w) - Jzzj, 
d) music and dances: reign of N(J)-wsr-rc(w) - late Dyn. V, 
e) cooking: reign of N(j)-wsr-rr(w) - early Dyn VI; 
f) cattle tending: reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) - early Dyn. V I , 
g) slaughter: beginning from the reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(w); 
h) table scene: the most probable beginning from the first half of Dyn. VI; 
1) priestly service: the most probable in middle Dyn. VI 

North wall: 

a) cattle driving: not later than the end of Dyn. V, 
b) tomb owner spearing and fowling: reign of N(f)-wsr-rc(w) or somewhat later; 
c) household scenes: Dyn. V; 
d) music and dances: Dyn. V, 
e) uncommon scenes: Dyn V; 
f) cooking: late Dyn. V, 
g) slaughter: not later than early Dyn. V I , 
h) estates: not later than the reign of 77/, 
1) table scene: beginning from the reign of N(f)-wsr-rc(w), 
j) offering-list: beginning from the reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(w); 
k) priestly service: beginning from the reigns of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj 

South wall: 

a) household scenes: Dyn. V, 
b) music and dances: Dyn V - early Dyn V I , 
c) estates: prior to the turn of Dyn. V and VI; 
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d) cattle driving: prior to the turn of Dyn. V and VI; 
e) slaughter: prior to the reign of Ttj or somewhat later, 
f) priestly services: prior to the reign of Pjpj I or somewhat later 

Application of these chronological indicators is useful both for dating monuments 
and for reconstructing the arrangement of representations, as well as for establishing the 
provenance of certain well dated reliefs whose location in the tomb is known for certain 
- task that is rather frequent in a museum practice. This method is most effective with 
the inclusion of some epigraphic, artistic or textological features (among them, changes 
of the offering-formula and the offering-list are to be distinguished in the first place). 
Moreover, it proves to be acceptable even when no more information is available, 
sometimes it is the only applicable method (for instance, when the description at hand 
only reports that there are such and such representations on a certain wall). 1 2 

B. The sense of the representations' arrangement in the chapel 1 3 The false door 
whose decoration allows the owner to «go forth» and to «come back», plays the pre
dominant role in the chapel and, therefore, the whole of the west wall decoration also 
prevails 

Representations on the west wall are intimately associated at Giza with decorations 
on the entrance thicknesses. Until early Dyn V, the table scene is accommodated on the 
thicknesses, but never on the west wall, while afterwards - vice versa. At Saqqara we 
can see nothing similar. This phenomenon should obviously be interpreted as a relic of 
the first half of Dyn. IV when there were no interior chapels at Giza, and the slab-stela 
with the table scene was walled up into the mastaba facade exactly at the place where in 
the later tombs the entrance to the interior chapel appeared. At Saqqara, where the pe
riod of the chapel evolution was longer than at Giza, any memory about the table scene 
as related to that place vanished without trace. 

Decoration of the west wall is most intimately related to provision of the tomb 
owner with food It is ensured by the table scene and relevant representations, namely 
offering-lists, priestly services, slaughter, and the delivery of victuals. Even in the cases 
when there is no table scene, as happens in Giza chapels of Dyn. IV - early Dyn. V, the 
west wall keeps this character due to the scenes of slaughter and proffering, as well as 
owing to the fact that the table scene, although small in size, is usually arranged on the 
panel of the false door 

In Dyn VI the importance of the west wall increased at Giza with the appearance 
on it of some everyday and household scenes typical of the east wall. This trend 
reached its height in the chapel of the dwarf —w(j)-snb(w)ISnb [ChG 36\ with all 
representations concentrated on the false door. At Saqqara this process never took 
place, for during Dyn VI the type of chapel prevailed wherein the west wall was en
tirely occupied by the false door It does not imply, however, any exclusiveness of 

1 2 Since these chronological indicators have been defined just by proceeding from the material sys
tematized in our Tbl. 1-2, the chronological boundaries of existence of the above-mentioned features can 
be somewhat less definite in reality, and this should be considered when using the method proposed. 

1 3 Cf. [Harpur. 1987,226-229] . 
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Saqqara, because the transfer of representations to the west is but an integral part of 
certain general changes in the arrangement of representations that were occurring in the 
chapel, below we shall see other manifestations of this process at Saqqara. 

However, when explaining the concentration of murals on the west wall, we should 
not proceed from a one-sided viewpoint. It is likely that several factors have acted there, 
such as shortage in the means for decorating the chapel in full resulting in decoration of 
its main part only, and the preoccupation that the tomb owner could not see the remote 
scenes 1 4 leading the creators of the decoration concept to draw pictures nearer to the 
false door 

When there are household or everyday scenes in the chapel, with some rare excep
tions they are located on the east wall. 1 5 For this reason the table scene was never 
placed there, while the tomb owner was depicted watching the production and proffer
ing of food. This holds true for both Giza and Saqqara, although evolution of these two 
necropoleis was quite different. 

At Saqqara household scenes appear on the east wall in early Dyn. V, but in the 
second half of the same dynasty a new decoration pattern springs up in Ntr-wsr(w) 
[ChS 16] reducing decorations on the east wall only to food and cattle driving; a similar 
set of representations is found in the tomb of queen Nbt [ChS 23] However, this la
conic decoration co-exists for some time with the traditional one At the turn of Dyn. V 
and VI the number of household scenes is reduced and brief versions prevail, generally 
coming to nothing more than slaughter, victuals and proffering Finally, in early Dyn. VI 
the table scene and the offering-list emerged in Nfr-s§m-pth [ChG 40] 

At Giza representations of delivery were prevailing for a long time on the east wall, 
and only by early Dyn. VI the household scenes became predominant and steadily re
placed even offering-bringers which had been so frequent in the earlier periods 

It may seem that the purpose of decoration of the east wall is quite opposite at Giza 
and Saqqara However, in spite of the apparent differences, these purposes were the 
same for the two necropoleis, though we can reveal them only within the 3 d level sys
tem. In Saqqara tombs of Dyn V, it was possible to arrange household scenes on the 
east wall, since the west one bore the table scene; the disappearance of the latter in the 
narrow chapels of Dyn VI made it imperative to omit the household scenes when deco
rating the east wall At Giza, where there was originally no table scene on the west wall 
(which, in its turn, should be explained by the presence of the former on the entrance 
thicknesses), the east wall was decorated with proffering scenes, seen as more impor
tant than those of household activities. Appearance of the table scene on the west wall 
allowed the introduction of household representations on the east one by rejecting those 
of delivery Notwithstanding the apparent differences, the general purpose of these 
changes was the same and consisted in a more reliable provision of the tomb owner 

1 4 Under Dyn. VI the Egyptians had serious doubts about the effectiveness and sufficiency of their 
attempts to ensure eternal life (for example, murals appeared in the burial chamber), and changes in ar
rangement of representations follow this trend (see Chapter 13). 

1 5 In early Dyn. V attempts were made at Saqqara to transfer these scenes to the west, but the east 
soon won out. 
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with food. Thus, the East - West opposition so typical of the Egyptian funeral monu
ments manifests itself in the chapel pictorial decoration 

Opposition of the east and west walls consists also in the fact that the west one 
bears the table scene occurring indoors, whereas practically all the events shown on the 
east wall, near the exit, are happening outdoors. So the chapel pictorial decoration cov
ers the entire household of a nobleman, from the dining-room and store-rooms (west 
wall) to the most remote of his domains (east wall). 

As to the north and south walls, these are not so radically counterpoised This is 
quite natural for, not falling in the principal chapel's axis, these walls have no specific 
functions and only attract some scenes from the west and east walls to suit the current 
needs. Thus, in the narrow chapels without murals on the west wall, the north and south 
walls borrowed traditional ritual topics, i. e., the table scene and the linked subjects. On 
the other hand, in the wide chapels of Giza with the table scene arranged either on the 
entrance thicknesses or on the west wall, it was almost always absent on the north wall, 
whereas on the south wall it acquired a complementary aspect of a solemn feast with 
extra representations of the tomb owner being given a lotus flower, of music, dances, etc 

Therefore, we have right to claim that all representations in the chapel are an integral 
whole, a system. There is no doubt that the above facts are not accidental, that all the 
changes in the chapel pictorial decoration are caused by alteration of the appropriate 
concepts. These concepts are the subject of a special scrutiny (see Part 2), meanwhile 
we will turn to the systems of the 4 t h and 5 levels, otherwise study of the source base 
of an investigation like this cannot be regarded as complete 



CHAPTER 4 

R E P R E S E N T A T I O N S I N T H E S U P E R S T R U C T U R E 
O F M U L T I P L E - R O O M E D T O M B S 

§ 1. Sources Used 

the previous chapter we have discussed the chapel decoration as a system 
of the 3 d level. In principle, each of the remaining chambers should be an 

IN object of an analogous study. However, it is more of a problem because, 
unlike unified chapels, the multiple-roomed tombs vary to a great extent both in what 
concerns their plans and decorations. 

We have, therefore, to study in general terms the entire decorative system of the 
superstructure, the system of the 4 t h level. We are entitled to deviate from our consistent 
method here, because representations in the ground chambers have in the final analysis 
a complementary nature as compared with those in the chapel and serve to specify and 
widen their contents 

Thus, we proceed to a consideration of the murals' arrangement in the ground 
chambers as a whole, not in separate rooms Decoration of the following tombs will be 
discussed in §§ 2-6 of this chapter: 

S a q q a r a 

1. 7)'/', D 22 
Dating: N(f)-wsr-rc(w) # [PMlll2, 468^178], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 277:543]: Jzzj 

- Wnjs. 
Bibliography: [PM III2, 468^178] 

2. N(j)-cn[i-hnm(w) and Hnm(w)-htp(w), no number. 
Dating: N(j)-wsr-r(w) - Jzzj [Moussa, Altenmiiller, 1977, 44-45] or N(j)-wsr-

rc(w) - Mn-klw-hr(w) [ /Wil l 2 , 641] 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 641-644]. 

3. Phn-w(j)-kKf), LS 15 = D 70. 
Dating: Jzzj [Kanawati, 1977-1, 10-12], cf [Harpur, 1987, 273:593]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 491-492]. 

4. Pth-htp(w), D62 
Dating: Jzzj [Kanawati, 1977-1, 10-12, Harpur, 1987, 213:398]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 596-597]. 
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5. $pss-rc(w), LS 16 = QS 902. 
Dating: Jzzj [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-12], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 215:456]. 
Bibliography: [ / 'Mil l 2 , 494-496]. 

6. Pr(j)-nb{w-j), QS913. 
Dating: late Jzzj [Kanawati, 1977-1, 21-21], cf [Harpur, 1987, 273:390]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 497-498]. 

7-8. Complex of queens Nb-t and Hnwt, no number 
Dating: Wnjs [PM 1112, 623, 624]. 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 623-625]. Now see also [Munro, 1993]. 

9. iht(J)-htp(-w)/Hmj, usurped by Nb(w)-kl-w-hr(w), no number. 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13, Harpur, 1987, 274 437]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 627-629]. 

10. Jhjj, usurped by princess ZhS-t/Jdw-t, no number 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13; Harpur, 1987, 215:487]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 617-619]. 

11. Jj-nfrt, no number. 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13, Harpur, 1987, 212:345], Malek's at

tempt to date the tomb to Dyn. VI [PMlll2, 616] is not convincing 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 616]. 

12. Wnjs-cnh(-w), no number 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1980-2, 144, note 26, Harpur, 1987, 213:378]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 616-617] 

13. Kl(j)-jrr (?), no number. 
Dating: Wnjs [PMlll2, 631-632]; Harpur [1987, 276:520] dates the tomb to 

the reign of Pjpj I 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 631-632]. 

14. Ki(j)-gm(-w)-n(j), no number 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-25; Harpur, 1987, 216:534]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 521-525]. 

15. Mrr-w(j)-k}{-j), no number. 
Dating: 7ty, = N o . 14 [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-26, Kanawati et.al., 1984, 8], cf. 

[Harpur, 1987, 214:420]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 525-534] 

16. Hnt(j)-B(j)/Jhhj, no number 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27] , Harpur [1987, 215:479] dates the tomb 

to middle reign of Pjpj I. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 508-51 1]. 
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17. <nh(j)-m-c-hr{w), no number 
Dating: Ttj, No 15il [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27, Kanawati et al., 1984, 8], Harpur 

[1987, 273:374] dates the tomb to late reign of Ttj- early reign of Pjpj I. 
Bibliography: [PMIU2, 512-515] 

18. Nfr-sSm-pth, no number, 
Dating: late reign of Ttj - early reign of Pjpj I [Harpur, 1987, 273:384], 

Malek's dating is rather vague: early Dyn. VI [/"Mill 2, 515]. 
Bibliography: [ibid , 515-516] 

19. Mhw, no number 
Dating: № / r K a n a w a t i . 1980-2, 34], cf [Harpur, 1987, 274:424]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 619-622]. 

20. Mrjj-ttj, an annex to the mastaba of Mrr-w(j)-ki(j). 
Dating: Pjpj I [Kanawati. 1980-2, 35], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:415]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 563] 

21. MrwlTtj-snb(-w), no number 
Dating: Pjpj I [PM III2, 520], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:417]. 
Brief description: [ / W i l l 2 , 520] 

22. Mrrj, no number. 
Dating: middle Dyn VI [PM III 2, 518], Kanawati dated the tomb either to the 

reign of Pjpj I [Kanawati, 1977-1, 14] (cf [Harpur, 1987, 274:418]) or to 
that of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1980-2, 34]. 

Bibliography: [PM III2, 518-519]. 

G i z a 

23. Nb(wj)-m-iht, LG86 
Dating: late reign of Mn-kiw-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 247] or Spss-ki-f- Wsr-kif 

[Harpur, 1987, 267:722]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 230-232] 

24. cnh(.j)-m-c-rc(w), G7837+7843. 
Dating first half of Dyn V [PM III 2, 206], Harpur [1987, 266:42] dates the 

tomb to the reign of Wnjs. 
Bibliography: [PM III2, 206]. 

25. Jj-mrjj, G6020. 
Dating: N(i)-wsr-rc(w) [Reisner, 1942, 314], Harpur [1987, 265:14] dates the 

tomb to late reign of Nfr-jr(j)-k>-rr(w). 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 170-174]. Now see also [Weeks, 1994]. 

26. Ki{j)-m-nfrt, no number 
Dating: middle Dyn. V £ [PM III2, 263-264], Harpur [1987, 270:25/] dates 
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the tomb to the reigns of N(f)-wsr-rc(w) - Jzzj 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 263-264]. 

27. Sndm-jb(j)/Jntj, G2370 = LG27. 
Dating: late reign of Jzzj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 13-15, Harpur, 1987, 269:279]. 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 85-87]. 

28. Sndm-jb{-j)IMhj, G2378 = LG26 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13; Harpur, 1987, 269:220]. 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 87-89]. 

29. N(j)-m?ct-rc{w), no number. 
Dating: late Dyn. V [PMIII 2 , 282-284]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 261.110]. 
Bibliography: [PMIII 2 , 282-284]. 

30. Hw(f)-w(j)-wr, LG95. 
Dating: late Dyn. V [PMIII 2 , 254], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 268:750]. 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 254-255]. 

31. Mrjj-rc(w)-ntr(w)/Klr, G7101. 
Dating: Pjpjl& [Reisner, 1942, 314, Simpson, 1976-1, 1-2]; cf. Harpur [1987, 

267:90]: early reign of PjpjII. 
Bibliography: \PMIII2. 184-185]. 

32. Mrjj-rc(w)-mrj-cnh-pth/Nhbw, G2381. 
Dating: PjpjI-Mrn-n(i)-rc(w) [PMlll2, 90-91, Harpur, 1987, 267:<SP] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 90-91]. 

33. SSm(j)-nfr(-w) IV, LG53. 
Dating: late Dyn. V - Dyn. VI [PMllf, 223-226], Harpur [1987, 270:235] nar

rows the dating: Wnjs - Ttj. 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 223-226]. 

34. S^m(j)-njr(-w)/Ttj, no number. 
Dating: Dyn. VI [PMllf, 227]; Harpur [1987, 270:239] dates the tomb to the 

reign of Ttj. 
Bibliography: [PMllf, 227].1 

§ 2. Procession of Offering-Bringers Heading to the Chapel 

A procession of people bearing offerings to their master is an obligatory element of 
the tomb decoration, characteristic of any chamber in the superstructure. The head of 
the procession represented in the chapel and on the false door(s) has already been suf
ficiently treated above, now we are turning to its route in the preceding rooms. It starts 
at the tomb entrance [Sup 1, 3—4, 14], comes into the antechamber [Sup 7-8, 11, 14— 

1 Hereafter we shall refer only to the tombs' numbers according to this list preceded by the Sup in
dex («Superstructures»). These numbers should not be confused with those used in Chapter 3. 
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16, 18-19, 25-26], and then heads to the chapel through a series of rooms [Sup l,2 2, 3 

7," 9,5 10," 14,1 15,* 16," 17,'° 18,n 19,'2 25," 26"] Thus, the movement of the pro
cession can be clearly traced back from the tomb entrance to the false door which is its 
final destination. The same way was followed by actual visitors to the tomb (there was 
simply no other route), and, thus, the murals are exactly reproducing their activities. 

§ 3. Representations Related to the Storerooms 

However, the procession of offering-bringers was heading not only to the chapel, 
some part of it could also come into a storeroom [Sup 7,15 9,]" 14,]115,18 17]g] in order to 
«leave» there some of the burden Representations are not very frequent in storerooms, 
but if they are present, the procession is also shown there [Sup 1, 4, 7, 9—10, 14, / 5 , 2 0 

17, 20] Besides, representations of various food articles are sometimes to be found in 
the storerooms as well [Sup 4, 7, 9, 14—15] Of special importance are murals in the 
storeroom of Tjj [Sup 1], where one of the walls bears the scenes of baking, brewing 
and making beer vessels [Steindorff, 1913, Taf 85—86, Wreszinski, 1936, Taf. 70; 
Epron et a l , 1939, pi 66-68, 70—71]. The titles of the persons supervising these works 
prove that we are dealing here with a particular department of the nobleman's house
hold, the so-called «&? rhouse» Its functions, which consist in the preparation and pres
ervation of the food to be proffered to the master, are quite clear today thanks to the 
studies by Yu. Ya. Perepelkm [1988-1, 210-228, cf. I960]. 2 1 

Representations of the <dnr house» with the respective legends can be found in three 
more tombs [Perepelkm, 1988-1, 210-212]: of Jj-nfrt [Wiedemann, Portner, 1906-1, 
Taf. 4-6, Schurmann, 1983, Taf 12-17, 21], of cnh(f)-m-c-hr(w) [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 25; 

2 Through corridors 2 and 3. 
3 Through chambers II, III and IV. 
I Through chambers II, III and IV. 
II Through chamber III 
" Through chambers II and IV. 
7 Through chambers III, IV and V. 
8 Through chambers A3 and A 4 to chapel A 1 1 ; the other part of the procession moves from cham

ber A 4 to chapel A 8 through chamber A 6. 
9 Through chamber VI to Chapel VII 
1 0 Through chambers II and III. 
1 1 Through chamber II. 
1 2 Through chambers II and III. 
1 3 Through chamber II. 
" Through the sloping passage 
1 5 From chapel IV to storeroom VII. 
1 0 From chapel IV to storeroom V. 
1 7 From chapel VII to storeroom VIII 
1 8 From chamber A 1 to storeroom A5; from chamber A8 to storeroom A 9 
1 9 From chamber III to storeroom V. 
2 0 Storerooms A 9 and A12. 
2 1 Cf. |Andrassy. 1993]. 
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Wreszinski, 1936, Taf. 72, Badawy, 1978, pi. 32, fig. 29 (inaccurate)], and of an unknown 
person [Berlin, 1899, 57]; in addition, there are a great number of similar scenes without 
legends, but of quite clear contents [Perepelkin, 1988-1, 212—213]. They can be placed in 
various chambers, but the evidence of Tjj should be regarded as playing the decisive part 
and we are entitled to suppose that not only in his mastaba, but also in other tombs just the 
storeroom was associated with the <dnc house», no matter whether representations were pre
sent there or not. Inscriptions over the entrances to storerooms A15, A17, A18, A19 and 
A 20 in the mastaba of Mrr-w(j)-kl(-j) [Sup 15] designate each of them as a «MC house» for 
a certain phyle of priests [Duell, 1938, pi. 199], storerooms in iht(j)-htp(w)/Hmj [Sup 9] 
[Hassan, 1975—1, pi. 4%-d] are also qualified as «$nc houses». Such a designation is quite 
reasonable because storerooms were intended for keeping and perhaps for preparing food 
offerings, and so they had the same functions in the tomb as the «£nc house» in the noble
man's household. 

In full compliance with this people are sometimes pictured carrying food out of the 
storerooms and bringing it to the chapel [Sup 14,22 / 5 " ] The owner himself can enter 
the storeroom to watch what is happening there [Sup 9, 14—7, 20], and then to go back 
[Sup 1, 4, representations on the entrance thicknesses]. 

Thus, although the chapel decoration did provide the tomb owner with everything 
necessary - food in the first place, - the storerooms made provision more secure: as 
long as the «£nc house» exists, the food manufacture is guaranteed. 

§ 4. Representation of the Tomb Owner Receiving Offerings 

This topic, which has already been considered at length in Chapter 3 as regards the 
chapel, could be located practically in any chamber The general meaning of these rep
resentations is clear, however, the question arises, does their disposition and orientation 
reflect a deeper semantic layer, as in the case of the chapel? 

The first impression these representations produce is the complete lack of any order 
within the systems of the 3 d level. Indeed, if they keep to certain rules on a separate 
wall, within the 2 d level system [Duell, 1938, 18], in the whole of a chamber they seem 
to be subject to no regulations whatsoever Nevertheless, this lack of order disappears at 
once within the system of the 4 t h level: the absence of orientation to the cardinal points 
becomes a precise orientation according to some other rules, the main part being played 
by orientation toward the tomb entrance. 

In multiple-roomed mastabas, the entrance arrangement can vary, besides the tradi
tional location in the east facade, it can also be placed at the north [Sup 1, 2] or at the 
south [Sup 4, 7-13, 15], deviations from the tradition can be explained by merely archi
tectural reasons - i. e , by the impossibility of accommodating the entrance at the east. 

Two large and well-preserved mastabas, those of Tjj [Sup 1] and Mrr-w(j)-ld{j) [Sup 
15] give the best indication of orientation principles within the 4 t h level system All represen-

2 2 From storeroom VI through chamber V. 
2 3 From storeroom A 1 2 to chapel A l l . 
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tations in Tjj (except those on the entrance thicknesses of the storeroom) are oriented to the 
tomb entrance. The complicated plan of one of the largest Old Kingdom tombs belonging to 
Mrr-w(j)-ld(j) makes the orientation of the murals more intricate, although no less definite. 
It should be taken into account that the entrance to his mastaba had been originally arranged 
in the east facade, in chamber A10, which was at that time an open portico; only later was it 
transferred to the south [ibid., 9]. The entire plan proves the East -West axis to be predomi
nant (chapels A 8 and A11 as well as the burial chamber are placed on it, as to the present-
day disposition of the entrance, A 8 is placed aside the principal route of the visitors); the 
same is also reflected in the orientation of some murals. Representations of Mrr-w(j)-ld(-f) 
in chambers A8, A6, A1 and A4 are turned toward A10, I. e., toward the original entrance 
to the mastaba. Such a lack of correspondence between the plan of the tomb and its pictorial 
decoration was partly compensated by the setting up of a large statue of Mrr-w(j)-k3(-j), 
which seems to be the main cult place in the tomb, on the axis of the new entrance, in the 
niche in the north wall of hall A 13, although we would rather have expected it to be arranged 
somewhere at the west. Thus, murals are arranged all over the walls with a certain intention, 
the decoration of hall A10 with no regularities being the only exception. However, it was 
made later than the main portion of murals and by another team of artists [ibid., 9]. 

In other tombs no such rules seem to be followed, representations of the owner 
being arranged in them in an arbitrary manner. This is but an illusion, though. Pictures 
of the tomb owner do not exist by themselves, but together with those of the procession 
of offenng-bringers: the owner is shown receiving gifts from his servants and, thus, he 
must be facing them So the orientation of the procession predetermines to a great ex
tent that of the owner's representations. In this event, although the general direction of 
the procession toward the chapel(s) and the storeroom(s) is always the same, in each 
separate case it may be expressed in a different manner depending on the plan of the 
tomb: in some cases the procession takes the shortest way (representation on one wall), 
in other cases it goes around the chamber (representations on three walls), and the tomb 
owner's figures are turning with it as well. As a result, although they are always facing 
the offerers, their orientation can be greatly dissimilar. 

Then, how the strict orientation in Tjj and Mrr-w(J)-kl(-j) could appear, if their pro
cessions were following no straight way as well? It is evident that, unlike in other 
tombs, representations of the offering-bringers and of the tomb owner are separated 
there in some way: Tjj is depicted on the doorways' thicknesses, while the procession is 
shown on the corridor walls, in Mrr-w(j)-ki{j) the thicknesses bear the images of offer
ing-bringers, whereas the owner himself is shown on the walls of the chambers. The 
first method indicates best the movement direction of both the procession and of the 
dignitary, but it requires the covering of considerable surfaces with monotonous rows 
of offering-bringers, thus, it was reasonable only in the narrow corridors of Tjj, where 
other scenes would have been useless because of the limited field of view. The second 
method is more universal, but in spite of its rather wide application, there is no tomb 
where it is used so distinctly as in Mrr-w(j)-kl(-j), for besides the procession some other 
scenes would be accommodated on the thicknesses. The reason for the unusual consis
tency of the masters who worked for Mrr-w(J)-kl(j) can only be guessed at. 
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§ 5. Representations of the Tomb Owner 
not Related to the Delivery of Offerings 

As has already been demonstrated in Chapter 3, everyday scenes disappear from the 
chapels in the beginning of Dyn. VI. While in the earlier periods the chapel - usually being 
the only chamber in the tomb - imitated the entire household of a nobleman, now it practi
cally becomes a dining-room. People whose means were enough only to erect a tomb with a 
sole chapel had to resign themselves to the unilateral character of its decoration, whereas 
those who were able to build a multiple-roomed tomb had much better opportunities, for 
everyday scenes could be easily accommodated in some other spacious chambers. 

The fact that the distribution of the everyday scenes in the ground chambers keeps 
to certain rules is most evident when we deal with those depicting outdoor events: if 
they are placed not in the chapel but elsewhere, the chambers closest to the entrance or 
even the facade are preferred to accommodate these scenes. 

A. Palanquin scene: [Sup 1-2, 5-6,14, 20-21, 24-25, 27-29, 31, 34] 

B. Tomb owner spearing (usually together with C): ]Sup 2, 7, 11, 13—15, 19, 22, 27— 
18,32-33] 

C. Tomb owner fowling (usually together with B): [Sup 2, 5, 9, 11, 13-15, 19, 21, 23, 
25, 27-28, 30] 

D. Tomb owner hunting with a lasso: ]Sup 33] and yh-mr-wt-(nj)-sw-t (G 2184, MFA 
13.4352) [Boston, 1988, 84, fig 49] 

Those outdoor scenes where the tomb owner does not appear also tend to be placed 
in the antechambers or on the facade. This holds true primarily for various marsh works 
(at Saqqara [PMIII2, 904-905:5 and the respective references], at Giza [PM 1112, 356:5 
and the respective references]), and for hunting in the desert (at Saqqara [PM III2, 
907:75 and the respective references]). 

Thus, the tomb decoration not only represents the household of a nobleman, but 
also conveys some of its spatial characteristics. 

§ 6. Decoration of the Entrance to the Tomb 

The tomb owner facing outside is the most frequent topic on the entrance thick
nesses 2 4 (except the above-mentioned cases where the procession of people coming in 
is depicted) If the facade is also decorated, the owner (standing, or more rarely sitting, 
e g [Sup 16]) is usually shown on either side of the entrance facing it These two pairs 
of figures are likely to be interpreted - as those on the false door - as representing the 

2 4 The only representation of the owner entering the multiple-roomed tomb was made for princess 
ZSzStlJdwt [Sup 10] in the course of re-decoration of the usurped tomb oiJhjj. The original representa
tion is entirely destroyed Another picrure of similar orientation is placed on an entrance thickness of the 
Louvre chapel of iht(jyhtp(w) [Ziegler, 1993, 106-109]. 
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deceased going forth from his tomb and returning to it.25 

If this interpretation is correct, we are dealing here with the idea similar to the New 
Kingdom notion of the dead man spending the day outdoors and staying overnight in 
the tomb This at least is not impossible: indeed, the false door could be accommodated 
openly on the facade (e. g. [Sup 14], to say nothing of the early mastabas having no in
ner chambers at all); moreover, under Dyn VI open portico chapels appeared, separated 
from the outer space only partly (e.g., Kdfjj [Junker, 1943, Abb.21]). The presence of 
the owner's representations far from the entrance, on the corners of several Dyn. VI 
mastabas [Sup 14—16] also testifies to the same interpretation. 

Representations on the facade had another function as well, this time of an «applied» 
character - they had to attract visitors and potential offerers. Just owing to this function, fa
cades began to bear (auto)biographic inscriptions (e. g. [Sup 14-16]) in which real episodes 
from the life of the tomb owner are rare, but instead a circumstantial description of his 
readiness for death and eternal life is given. For example, «[There is nothing sec]ret 
from me in any writing of the House of the God's books. I am a keeper of secrets — And I 
know everything that any excellent Light One (?/i) knows, who travels [along the 
goodly roads (?)] — ...» [James, 1953, pi 5, A 6~A8], «[And I know] every excellent secret 
office — of every excellent lector priest. And I am initiated into every secret of the work of 
embalming...» [ibid., B11-B12], etc. All this not only grants to the deceased the right to the 
well provided for eternal life, but also enables him to revenge on everybody daring to make 
a sacrilege in his tomb: «As for all men who will enter this my tomb [of the Necropolis in 
their state of impurity, having eaten] those [abominations] which the excellent Light One 
who has gone [to the West] abominates., [there will be judgement with them] concerning it 
in that western [desert], in the Council [of the Elder God] — ... An end will be made [for 
him] concerning it in respect of [that] evil. And I shall seize his neck like a bird... And I 
shall cast the fear of myself into him [in order that] the living who are upon earth may see 
[it] and may fear the excellent Light Ones who have gone 2 6 to the West» [ibid., B4-B10] 
Only one thing can be inferred from these praises and menaces - the offering-formula must 
be read out for such a worthy and mighty dead man: «Shall you say with your mouths and 
offer with your hands 2 7 — 1000 of incense, (1000) of alabaster vessels, 1000 of clothings, 
(1000) of geese, — [1000] of pigeons, 1000 of every sweet thing, all year offerings, birds, 
oxen, oryxes, joints of meat —» [James, 1953, pi. 6, C6-C8]. 

In the periods of flourishing when the cemeteries were kept in order, these appeals 
to the living ones (see [Garnot, 1938]) remained a mere overcautiousness, but in the 
conditions of political and economic decline, they acquired a great importance as secur
ing a reliable substitution of the cult impossible to maintain in the hard times 

Thus, the decoration of the facade had to enable the tomb owner to go forth and to 
come back, it attracted offerers, and was supposed to scare away the sacrilegious. 

2 5 Cf. also [Junker, 1954] 
2 6 Strange as it may be in this context, the sdmtjfj form is used. 
2 7 The latter is no doubt but a fiction. 
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§ 7. Representations of the Funeral Procession 2 8 

As it has been repeatedly stated, Old Kingdom murals represent only events of the 
earthy life of the tomb owner and do not touch at all upon the topics concerning his 
death Of course, the scenes of the ritual group (feeding, handing the offering-list, etc.) 
are rather far from his lifetime reality, but nonetheless, their prototype resided in the 
earthly life: when alive, the dignitary was fed exactly with the same dishes; after his 
death, only the manner of feeding changed from real to ritual. Thus, the rule of repre
senting only lifetime scenes is always strictly kept to in the Old Kingdom, there is a 
single exception to this rule being therefore of key importance - the funeral scenes. 

A valuable contribution to the study of funerals was made by H. Junker [1940-3] who 
found the prototype of the depicted rituals in the burial rites of the earliest Lower Egyptian 
kings of Buto («Butische Begräbnis»). However, in spite of certain important advances, his 
concept is too speculative and unable to provide an explanation of all known facts. 
B. Grdseloff [1941] devoted a special book to the structure called jbw which had been vis
ited by the funeral procession. His study contains a number of brilliant ideas concerning the 
funeral rites and their successive order, but for many years it did not attract due attention.29 

S. Hassan [1943, 69-102] made an attempt to reconsider GrdselofFs conclusions and to re
late the funeral rites represented in mural compositions to strange remains of some cult 
structures discovered during his own excavations The idea was not devoid of interest, but 
Hassan's analysis was so disorderly and chaotic that nothing but utter confusion was 
achieved, different scenes getting mixed together, the reconstruction of the procession going 
all wrong, the author's unawareness of Junker's study (although quite natural in the wartime 
conditions) keeping low his level of comprehension of the problems under consideration 

H K e e s [1926, 176-177, 1956-2=1977-2=1980-2, 111-119] also made several use
ful remarks, as always exact and reliable yet too brief to change radically the state of 
things. Lastly, the study by J. Settgast appeared dealing especially with representations 
of burials, and providing a detailed analysis of funeral scenes from Old, Middle and 
New Kingdom tombs. The author succeeded in distinguishing the main chronological 
groups and in tracing back the general trends of their evolution [Settgast, 1963]. Unfor
tunately, although his book is a good introduction to the problem, it did not reveal the 
ideological aspect of the ceremonies represented, and neither was the author inclined to 
establish the place of the funeral scenes in the system of tomb decoration. 

Thus, the treatment of the problems concerning funeral scenes still leaves much to 
be desired, 3 0 and we intend to examine them as thoroughly as the Old Kingdom mate
rial allows although of course, without delving deeply into the specific domain of 
Egyptian rites that is too remote from our tasks in the present book. 

The earliest and most specific representation of a burial appeared under Mn-ki-w-
rc(w) in the rock-cut tomb of Dbh-n(f) at Giza. After a long interval funeral scenes 

2 8 See also [Bolshakov, 1991-3] 
2 9 Cf. [Hoffmeier, 1981]. 
3 0 Cf. the paper on the burial rites in «Lexikon der Ägyptologie» [Altenmüller, 1975-3] - although 

exact and complete, it does not offer new ideas and interpretations as compared with Settgast's book. 
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emerged in the Saqqara - Abusir region under N(j)-wsr-rc(w), and at Giza still later, 
under Pjpj I. The only representation at Dahshur cannot be dated, while in the provinces 
these scenes came into use in the reign of Pjpj I. Provided below is a complete list of all 
available Old Kingdom funeral scenes in their chronological order.3 1 

1. Dbh-n(j), LG 90. Reign of Mn-kiw-rc(w) [PMIII2, 235, Harpur, 1987, 211.297]. 
Representation of the burial [LD II, Bl 35 (incomplete) + Hassan, 1943, pi. 1, 
fig. 122] on the south wall of the inner chamber (see plan [LD I, B1.27, Re
isner, 1942, fig. 126, Hassan, 1943, fig. 113]). 

2. N(j)-rnh-hnm(w) and Hnm(w)-htp(w), Saqqara, no number Reigns of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) -
Mn-klw-hr(w) [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1977, 44-45, Harpur, 1987, 21A.431]. 

a. Representation of the burial of Hnm(w)-htp(-w) [Moussa, Altenmuller, 
1977, Taf. 6, 8-11] on the east wall of the entrance portico (see plan 
[ibid., Abb. an S. 17]). 

b. Representation of the burial of N(j)-cnh-hnm(w) [ibid., Taf. 7, 12-15], 
analogous to (a) and mirroring it, but preserved not so well, on the west 
wall of the entrance portico. 

3. Htp-hr-lht(j), Saqqara D60 Reign of N(J)-wsr-rc(w) § [Smith, 1949, 193], cf. 
[Harpur, 1987, 215:467]. 

Representation of the burial [Holwerda et al., 1905, Taf. 9] on the northern 
thickness of the entrance to the chapel (see plan [ibid., 12]). 

4. Pth-htp(w), LS31 . Middle Dyn. V £ [PM III2, 653]; Harpur [1987, 213:397] is 
inclined to a much later dating: reign of Pjpj I 

Representation of the burial [LD II, Bl. 101-b + LD Erg., Bl.43-6] on the west 
wall of the pillared hall (see plan [LD I, Bl 42]). 

5. Relief fragment [Junker, 1940-3, Abb 3, Hassan, 1975-2, fig. 28] found near the 
mastaba of Pth-htp{-w)ITfj, Saqqara D64, and probably coming from that 
tomb If so, it should be dated to the reigns of Jzzj - Wnjs [PM III2, 599-600], 
cf. [Harpur, 1987, 214:400]. It is impossible to reconstruct the original location 
of the fragment in the tomb 

6. >ht(j)-htp(w)/Hmj, Saqqara, no number, usurped by Nb{w)-kj-w-hr{w). Reign of 
Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13; Harpur, 1987, 214:437]. 

Representation of the burial [Hassan, 1975-1, pi. 14-a, 15-18, fig. 3-5, 8-11] 
on the north wall of the pillared hall (see plan [ibid , fig 1]) 

3 1 Referring to still unpublished work by P.Munro on the Saqqara mastaba of Jj-nfrt M.Eaton-
Krauss [1984, 180] presents a brief description of the funeral scenes in the antechamber of the tomb. It is 
insufficient for our study and nothing remains but to wait for the book by Munro. However, the scenes in 
question seem (as far as one can judge according to information at hand) not to differ significantly from 
other synchronous representations. 
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7. Jhjj, Saqqara, no number, usurped by princess Zh&tlJdw-t. Reign of Wnjs 
[Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13; Harpur, 1987, 215:487]. 

Representation of the burial [Macramallah, 1935, pi. 8 + Lauer, 1956, pi. 5-6] 
on the east wall of chamber B (see plan [Macramallah, 1935, pi. 2]). 

8. Didj{j)-m-cnh (or Tp(j)-m-cnh), Abusir, no number. Reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) to late 
Dyn. V [PMlll2, 343, Harpur, 1987, 212:328]. 

Representation of a burial on the relief fragment [Borchardt, 1907, Abb. 104-c] 
of uncertain location 

9. Mrr-w(j)-kl(-j)IMrj, Saqqara, no number Reign of 7ty [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-26]; 
cf [Harpur, 1987, 214:420]. 

Representation of the burial [See Duell, 1938, pi. 130] on the south wall of hall 
A 13 (see plans [ibid., facing pi. 2, facing pi. 105]). 

10. cnh(j)-m-r-hr(w)/Zzj, Saqqara, no number. Reign of Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27] or 
late Ttj - early Pjpj I [Harpur, 1987, 273:374]. 

Representation of the burial [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 70-72; Badawy, 1978, pi. 71, 
fig. 56] on the south wall of the pillared hall VI (see plan [Capart, 1907-2, 
pi. 18, Badawy, 1978, fig. 16]). 

11. Mrjj-rc(w)-nfr(w)IKlr, G7101. Reign ofPjpj I § [^MIII 2 , 184, Simpson, 1976-1, 
1-2], Harpur [1987, 267:90] dates the tomb to early reign of Pjpj II. 

Representation of the burial [Smith, 1949, fig. 84-a, Simpson, 1976-1, fig. 2 3 -
24] on the north wall of the court C (see plan [Simpson, 1976-1, fig. 1]). 

12. Jdw, G7102. Reign of Pjpj I Q [PM III 2, 185, Simpson, 1976-1, 1-2]; Harpur 
[1987, 265:38] dates the tomb to the reign of Mr(f)-n(jyrc(w) - early Pjpj II. 

Representation of the burial [Smith, 1949, fig. 84-6, Simpson, 1976-1, fig. 35] 
on the north wall of the chapel, near the entrance (see plan [Simpson, 1976-1, 
fig 1]) 

13. JnO>snjr-w(j)-jHw)t-f, Dahshur. Dyn. V - VI [PM III2, 891], most probably the 
second half of Dyn V - first half of Dyn VI, Harpur [1987, 219:614] dates the 
tomb to the reign of Ttj. 

Location of the funeral scenes (CG 1776 [Morgan, 1903, pi. 22, Borchardt, 
1964, Bl. 105] inside the tomb is uncertain. 

14. Jbj, Deir el-Gebrawi 8. Early reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1977-1, 51; Harpur, 1987, 
280:645]. 

Representation of the burial [Davies, 1902-2, pi. 7] on the west wall of the 
chapel (see plan [ibid., pi. 2]). 

15. Pcw/$mlj and his son Dcw, Deir el-Gebrawi 12. Middle reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 
1977-1, 51]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 280:647]. 

Representation of the burial [Davies, 1902-2. pi. 7] on the west wall of the 
chapel (see plan [ibid., pi. 2]). 
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16. Pjpj-cnh(w)/Hnjj-km, Meir A-2. Middle reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1977-1, 5 3 -
54], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 2*0:649]. 

a. Representation of the burial [Blackman, 1953, pi 43] on the west wall of 
the chapel (see plan [ibid., pi. 1]). 

b. Representation of the burial [ibid., pi 42] on the east wall of the chapel 3 2 

The number and repertory of scenes in the group of funeral representations do not 
tally in most tombs, no ensemble reflecting all of the successive performances, yet the 
total of them can be reconstructed once the bulk of available monuments is taken into 
consideration. The data can be brought together in a table (Tbl. 3) made after the same 
pattern as Tbl. 1 and 2. 

The funeral procession starts from the house of the deceased where his family and 
servants are mourning \FP 9—10, 12] In cnh{-j)-m-c-hr(w) [FP10] this scene is entitled 
«Going forth from /his/ own house toward the goodly West». The body in a wooden 
coffin set on a bier is conveyed to the river or canal bank [FP 9—10, 12] Here, as well 
as in other scenes to follow, the regular participants are two female mourners, lector 
priests and embalmers; all of these will not be mentioned below. 

The next scene, that of ferrying the coffin by ship, is a favorite theme in the repre
sentations of the funeral [FP 3—4, 7, 9, 12-15, 16ab] A ship bearing the coffin is either 
towed by barges propelled in their turn by oarsmen [FP 9, 13] or hauled by a group of 
men trudging along the shore [FP 16a], both methods can be used together [FP 3-4, 7, 
16b] This clearly implies that ferrying did not mean navigating across any considerable 
water expanse, but represented a purely ritual cruise. 3 3 In Pjpj-cnh(w)/Hnjj-km [FP 
16a] the legend is «Escorting toward the forepart (?) of the jbw 34», Jdw [FP 12] entitles 
the scene «Ferrying toward the forepart (?) of the jbwy>, while Pth-htp(w) [FP 4] men
tions «Ferrying from the house of weavers 3 S toward the goodly West before the Elder 
God». 

3 2 Hereafter we shall refer only to the monuments' numbers according to this list preceded by the 
F P index («Funeral Processions»). 

3 3 Representations in Jbj [FP 14] and in DrwlSmij and Drw [FP 15] are an exception, showing the 
barge with the coffin hauled by a ship under sail and escorted by sailing-ships, thus denoting a much 
more protracted voyage. However, the exceptional character of the representations in both tombs has a 
very natural explanation. Jbj, DcwlSmlj and Drw were nomarchs of the Twelfth and the Eighth Upper 
Egyptian nomes with their centers at Deir el-Gebrawi and Abydos. The family practised a unique joint 
government: the father stayed at Abydos and handed down the Twelfth nome to the son [Martin-Pardey, 
1976, 118-119]. So when the father died in Abydos, his son had to ferry the corpse northwards to the 
family cemetery at Deir el-Gebrawi, and that is reproduced in the tomb decorations [FP 14-15]. It 
should be noted that sails were generally resorted to only in navigating upstream, southwards. In [FP 14-
15] the ships were shown going under sail northwards, as it was necessary to hurry in taking the still un-
embalmed body across a distance of some 190 km. This is another fine example of realistic reproduction 
of details in Old Kingdom tombs - to be true to life the artist had to set aside the traditional standards 
proceeding from the capital 

34 Tp jbw. 
3 5 On the «house of weavers» - a weaving workshop - see [Junker, 1941-1, 55-58] 
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Table 3 
Main features of representations of the funeral procession 

Availability of the scene 

Representation of the statue 
or statue naos 

Hp Representation of the coffin 

X Destroyed 

The interpretation of the scene (evidently inspired by the word «West» and going 
back to Hassan [1943, 71]) as crossing to the western shore of the Nile («Überfahrt 
zum Westufer» [Settgast, 1963, 8-9]) is undoubtedly incorrect. First, it was not cross
ing a water obstacle, but as noted above, coursing along the shore that was repre-
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sented;3 6 second, both the house of the deceased and the necropolis to which the corpse 
was being brought were located on the western side of the Nile in the capital region as 
well as at Meir, so that there was no need to cross the river. In the inscription of Pth-
htp(w) the word «West» denotes the necropolis where the procession headed 

The next step is carrying the coffin on a bier [FP 11, 16ab\. In the inscription of 
Pjpj-cnh(w)/Hnjj-hn [FP 16a], this scene is entitled «Escorting toward the forepart (?) 
of the jbw on the first day /after/ the very good old age before his God», 3 7 which estab
lishes both the time of the event (the day following the decease) and the destination of 
the procession (jbw, a structure where purification rituals took place [Grdseloff, 1941, 
Hassan, 1943, 69-72]). Pictures of the jbw itself are frequent enough [FP 9, 11—12, 
16ab], but the rites performed within or in front of it are represented only once [FP 11] 

Following purification, the body was taken to the embalming workshop wcb-t38 [FP 
9—12, 16ab]. The legend reads either «Carrying toward the wcbt for the embalmer» [FP 
12] or «Escorting toward the wcb-t of the embalmers» [FP 16a] In Mrjj-rc(w)-
nfr(-w)IKir [FP 11] this scene is followed by a picture of the coffin being conveyed to
ward the wcbt in a ship tugged by two groups of men pacing along both banks of a nar
row channel. In several cases we see the wcbt itself and some of the rituals performed 
in front of it or within it [FP 9, 11,16ab], but never the process of embalming. 

That was the end of the primary stage of the funeral procession as the corpse was 
left in the wcbt to be mummified for 70 (?) days 3 9 Representations do not contain any 
reference to the interval, we just observe pictures of what occurred after the embalming 
on the day of the mummy's interment There is one picture of the coffin carried on a 
bier out of the wcbt [FP 16a], and twice (in the same tomb) the ferrying back is shown 
[FP iaA]. 4 0 The legend [FP 2a] suggests that the barge was hauled not by workmen, 
but by hm(w)-w-ki priests, which means that the towing was quite short That episode 
seems to have served as a link between the preceding events and the most important 

3 6 On the canals at Giza see [Hawass, 1988,405^115] 
3 7 Variants: «Escorting toward the jbw» and «Escorting toward the jbw /after/ the very good old age 

among the revered ones before the Elder God, Lord of the West». 
3 8 The function of the wrbt included besides embalming many kinds of handicraft manufacture 

having nothing to do with the mummies [Perepelkin, 1988-1, 247-264] Unfortunately, the correlation of 
the two aspects of the wrbt is still uncertain, this book treating only those functions that are directly re
lated to funerals. 

3 9 There, in the wcb t, the mummy might be kept for some time in case the tomb was not ready 
Thus, the tomb of queen Mr(f)-s(i)-enh(-w) / / / w a s not constructed by the time of her death and her body 
remained in the wrbt for 273 or 274 days [Dunham, Simpson, 1974, pi. 2-ab, fig. 2]. 

4 0 The legend reads «Ferrying on the lake from the embalming workshop (pr-nfr, a synonym to 
wrb t) - in peace, in peace - toward his tomb of the necropolis». The vagueness of the term i - «lake» 
does not give us any exact idea of the waterways near the w'bt, but the «lake» no doubt must have been 
an artificial and rather small reservoir. Alongside with the above representation in Mrjj-rr(w)-nfr(w)/Kir 
[FP 11], this scene presents conveying the coffin by water to the wrb t and backwards. Formerly, before 
the tomb of N(j)-rnh-hnm(w) and Hnm(w)-htp(w) \FP 2] became known, the representation [FP 11] 
was considered the anomalously located scene of ferrying toward jbw [Settgast, 1963, 8]. Now, when its 
meaning is clear, the problem of the location of the wrbt seems not so involved as it was. 
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activities of the last day of interment - the ritual ferrying to Sais («Saisfahrt») and 
ceremonies conforming to the tradition of the Buto kings [FP 2ab, 5 4 1 , 4—7, 13] A 
chapel symbolizing Sais, one of the earliest Delta religious centers, was constructed on 
a shore of the canal designated as the Great Canal [FP 2ab, 4, 13] The barge was 
hauled as a rule by men on the shore [FP 4-7, 13], one tomb only shows oarsmen [FP 
2ab]. This is another proof that the area within which the funeral rites occurred was 
rather circumscribed, and all the transfers within it met exclusively ritual requirements 
and not real transportation needs. 

After ferrying to «Sais» comes the most frequent funeral scene of the coffin or naos 
with the statue being dragged to the tomb on a sledge drawn by oxen («Sargschhtten-
zug») [FP 2ab, 3—4, 7-8,12—15]. The procession approaches the tomb [FP 1, 2ab] and 
concludes with dancing [FP 1] and the bringing of offerings on the roof of the mastaba, 
near the opening of the shaft [FP 1, 2ab] The last scene is designated as «Standing on 
thetomb» 4 2 [FP 2ab] 

These are, in brief, the themes of funeral scenes in Old Kingdom tombs Later 
monuments, New Kingdom tombs of private persons in particular, present a greater 
number of rites [Settgast, 1963, 26-65, 75-111]; Old Kingdom royal funerals, if judged 
from the Pyramid Texts [Altenmuller, 1972], also greatly exceeded in the abundance of 
rites the subjects found in synchronous tombs of high officials. Real life was no doubt more 
diverse than its reflection in murals, sundry stages of private persons' funeral processions 
being omitted due to the laconicism of Old Kingdom art.43 Still we may state that the main 
stages of funerals were represented correctly and truthfully enough in Old Kingdom tombs. 

The arrangement of funeral scenes is subject to certain regularities, and sometimes 
it is even correlated with reality to a great extent The chapel was better to do without 
them, so they penetrated there only in exceptional cases and were placed not deep in the 
chamber, but only on an entrance thickness [FP 3] or near the door [FP 9] Preferably 
they were disposed in the pillared hall ]FP 4, 6, 9-10], in the open court [FP 11], or in 
the entrance portico [FP 2ab], that is, in those precincts where open air scenes were the 
favorite themes of decoration. Only once and for reasons unknown the funeral scenes 
decorated an inner chamber [FP 7] The rule could not, of course, be observed in rock-
cut tombs, and funeral procession was to be represented there in the chapel [FP 1, 14— 
15, 16ab] It should be noted that both in Jbj and Dcw [FP 14-15] the ships of the fu
neral procession represented on the west walls sail northwards, exactly reproducing the 
direction of real ships going from Abydos to Deir el-Gebrawi (see footnote 33). There 
were also some other attempts to indicate the real direction of the procession In the 
mastabas with stairs leading to the roof, funeral scenes are attracted toward these stairs, 

4 1 In Htp-hr-iht(f) [FP 3] the legend usually accompanying representations of ferrying to «Sais» 
[Settgast, 1963, 67] is inscribed above the scene of (as judged by the iconography) ferrying toward the 
jbw. Probably, the artist lacking space tried to combine two different scenes, both pertaining to ferrying 

42 rhr m-tp jz; however, H. Altenmuller doubted for some reason the meaning of the legend and 
translated it as «Stehen vordem Grab» [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1977, 51]. 

4 3 E.g., the rites of the opening of the mouth (see Chapter 9, § 4) never appeared in Old Kingdom 
tomb murals 
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1. e., they are disposed either in the chamber where the stairs have their footing [FP 6, 
10] or in the room next to it [FP 7]. With this, the procession [FP 6] is heading toward 
the stairs just as the real procession would do going up to the roof.44 

In a strange contrast to this realism is the phenomenon that has long been troubling 
those studying the problem in question: while most representations of funeral proces
sions depict the carrying and ferrying of coffins, in a number of tombs the place of the 
coffin is occupied by a statue or a tall naos. Junker [1940-1, 57] supposed that the 
Egyptians considered corpses «ritually impure», and thus, that they must have substi
tuted the coffin with a mummy for a statue in a naos [Junker, 1938, 70], Settgast supported 
the idea wholeheartedly [Settgast, 1963, 18, 20, 23]. Accepting their supposition means as
serting that Egyptian representations, true to life in great detail as they are, distort reality as 
regards the central object of the funeral. True, distortions are possible and not even particu
larly rare in the pictorial decoration of tombs (see Chapter 12, §2), but they never concern 
the matters of principle, so the accuracy of Junker's theory must be carefully checked. 

To do this, let us consider the specificity of funeral scenes as included in the tomb 
decorative system. Most of the topics picture pleasant and desirable events, thus ensur
ing their continuous recurrence. Funeral scenes are of a different nature: the burial is a 
single action which cannot be reiterated due to its very essence, and, thus, its represen
tation could have only one purpose - to attest obviously and permanently that the de
ceased was interred properly and correctly, with all the rites and ceremonies accom
plished. On the other hand, it would have been impossible to reproduce the reality ex
actly: representing the corpse would have run contrary to the general cheerfulness of 
Old Kingdom tomb decorations and, in particular, to the custom of the tomb owner 
being always shown alive 

Thus, it was imperative to renounce the unacceptable representations of a corpse, 
and indeed, they never occurred in the Old Kingdom. 4 5 In this manner the Egyptians 
managed to introduce the required series of scenes into the system of tomb decoration 
and at the same time to repudiate undesirable details. Funeral scenes are a good exam
ple of the ancient Egyptians' persistent struggle against death which was ejected even 
from the tombs, its most natural abode. 4 6 

Let us return to Tbl. 3. It demonstrates most clearly the main trend of the develop
ment of the funeral representations. In the earliest tombs only the last stages of the bur-

4 4 In rnh(f)-m-r-hr(w) ]FP 10] the procession was depicted in a boustrophedon; the upper registers 
being destroyed, it is impossible to determine what was its final direction. 

4 5 Much later, the practice of tomb decoration having changed, representations of mummies became 
permissible; the earliest picture of a mummy is found in Dyn. XI tomb of an unknown person at Barnugi 
[Edgar, 1907, fig. 151. 

4 6 Strife against death by means of representations affected the attitude toward the body of the de
ceased as well. A mummy wrapped in bandages and with a mask on its face had been rid of the repulsive 
appearance of the dead body, i.e., it was not a corpse anymore, but rather a likeness of a living person. 
Although always making comment upon the ugliness of death [Zandee, 1960], in practice the Egyptians 
beautified it. The aesthetic approach must have greatly contributed to the stability of their culture largely 
oriented toward the problems connected with death, debarring it from pathological necrophilia and help
ing the Egyptians to preserve their mental health 
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ial are shown: transferring the body toward the tomb, the mastaba itself and the rites 
performed on its roof [FP 1, 2ab].47 In N(J)-cnh-hnm(w) and Hnm(w)-htp(w), the 
scenes of ferrying from the wcbt and ferrying to «Sais» [FP 2ab] are also depicted. All 
these events took place on the last day of the funeral, after the body had been em
balmed. In the later tombs of Dyn. V, neither the mastaba nor the rites on its roof are 
represented, rather transport scenes prevail, both ferrying to «Sais» [FP 3-7] and drag
ging the sledge toward the tomb [FP 3-4, 7—8], for the first time there also appears the 
scene of ferrying to the jbw [FP 3—4, 7] preceding the embalmment, the three scenes 
referring to various stages of the funeral procession presenting only a brief and conjec
tural hint to it In Dyn. VI funeral scenes are represented more frequently, and the center 
of attraction is transferred to the first day of the funeral depicted in great detail and 
quite realistically, while the scenes following the embalmment (bearing-out from the 
wcbt [FP 16a], ferrying to «Sais» ]FP 13] and transferring the body to the tomb [FP 
12-15]) occur rarely, the last of these being used mainly in the provincial necropoleis 
(three out of the four cases). Thus, three stages of development are on hand: in the ear
liest one, only the ceremonies related to the tomb were depicted [FP 1, 2ab[, in the 
transitional one three chosen scenes prevailed [FP 3—8], and in the last the initial stage 
of the procession was shown in detail [FP 9—12, 16ab] (the contracted epitome follow
ing the pattern of Dyn V coexisted with the third stage [FP 13-15])** 

Of most importance is the fact that it was a statue which was depicted in the earlier 
tombs ]FP 1, 2ab, 3—4], while in the later ones it was a coffin This is easy to under
stand In trying to show the «correctness» of the burial and to prove that all the rites had 
been accomplished to ensure the eternal life for the deceased, the Egyptians originally 
preferred to have the scenes by the tomb At the same time, it was desirable to omit im
ages too close to death, and the way out of the involved situation was prompted by life itself 

In the tomb of Dbh-n(J), above the famous scene of ceremonies performed in front 
of the statue on the roof of the mastaba [FP 1] there is a badly damaged picture 4 9 of a 
statue being conveyed,5 0 with the legend —jrw n-fm wcbt r jz [$m]s [twt jn] 51 jz-t nt 
pr \mr\h\_-i\ 5 2 - «[Bnnging the statue] 5 3 which was made for him in the wrbt to the 

4 7 When the scenes [FP 2ab] were still unknown and the representation in Dbh-n(f) [FP 1] was 
considered unique, Hassan [1943, 74-75, 84, fig. 40] did not recognize a mastaba in it and interpreted 
the structure as the wrbt. Legends to [FP2ab] leave no space for doubt anymore. 

4 8 Settgast [1963, 16-18] noted some of the trends quite correctly, but he distinguished only two 
chronological groups, the concise variant of Dyn. V and the detailed one of Dyn. VI. That happened be
cause the scenes [FP 2ab] had not been discovered yet, and he could not presume making an independent 
group of the single representation in Dbh-n(f) [FP 1] Accordingly, the entire line of development, from 
picturing only the scenes by the tomb to representing events in the house of the deceased, was not revealed. 

4 9 Unnoticed by Lepsius. 
5 0 Two registers of representations have survived, each containing a statue. Since the registers are 

ordered in a boustrophedon, they do not seem to show the simultaneous transport of two statues, but dif
ferent steps of conveying the statue which is depicted on the mastaba roof. 

5 1 Junker's reconstruction [Junker, 1944, 122, Anm.2]. 
5 2 Junker's reconstruction [Junker, 1944, 122, Anm.2]. The «house of mrhr» is mentioned in con

nection with statue delivery also in the tomb of queen Bw-nfr [Hassan, 1941, fig. 151 ]. On the «house of 

file:///mr/h/_-i/
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tomb M [Esc]orting [the statue by] the crew of the house of mrht». The inscription is of 
paramount importance for comprehending the funeral scenes. It proves for certain that 
on the last day of the funeral, at least one statue of the deceased accompanied the 
corpse all along the route from the wcbt to the tomb. According to the pars pro toto 
principle, the statue transport could be represented to indicate the whole of the proces
sion. In that manner both the image of the deceased was properly fixed (for the statue 
was fashioned after it), and the undesirable representation of the coffin was avoided: 
even without it the sense of the scenes was clear due to the picture of the tomb. 

It is difficult to say why representations of the tomb disappeared in funeral scenes 
under Dyn V and the abbreviated version came into use. Anyhow, as soon as it oc
curred, the meaning of the scenes with the statues, now being devoid of their conclud
ing episode, became less evident [FP 3\, so that for clarity it grew necessary to show 
the coffin [FP 6-7\ (also [FP 5, 8], both destroyed). 

The development of the multiple-roomed mastabas and the extension of the wall sur
face in late Dyn. V led to the augmentation of murals, to the introduction of new scenes, and 
to a more detailed treatment of those already in use Funeral scenes developed in accordance 
with this trend, although somewhat slower than the main part of the tomb decoration The 
radical change occurred only in early Dyn. VI. At that time detailed representations of fu
neral processions appeared with some new episodes, such as mourning over the deceased, 
conveying the coffin from the house, and scenes related to the jbw and the wcbt. Detail con
cerned only the first day of the funeral, while the number of the scenes following the em
balmment diminished " Statues could not take part in the initial stage of the procession 
(from the house of the deceased to the wcbt) as they were not kept at home, so the represen
tations of coffin had to be maintained as a matter of necessity Having once been included in 
the system of tomb decoration, coffins stopped being considered impermissible, which fa
cilitated the appearance of the mummies' representations in the Middle Kingdom. 

Thus, all the scenes of funerals, irrespective of their including pictures of coffins or 
of statues, did reflect reality, although different aspects of it Only one real distortion of 
reality, although slight and infrequent, should be mentioned In four cases [FP 3—4, 12— 
13\ a naos appears in the scene of ferrying toward the jbw, although, as noted above, 
statues were in fact carried only from the wcb-t to the tomb. 5 6 In three cases out of the 

nwht» as a certain workshop sec [Cerny. 1936, 113; Janssen J. J., 1975. 244-245]. 
" Conjecture based on the context only 
M The passage was translated by Eaton-Krauss [1984. 143] as «— which was done for him from 

the wrbt to the tomb». but her interpretation renders senseless the definition «which was done for him», 
since any statue was carved for its owner. Now, when it is proved that some items of the tomb equipment 
including statues were produced in the webt [Perepelkin, 1988-1, 252-264] , the preposition m should be 
translated as «in», the determination «made for him in the wrbt» being much more intelligent. 

s s Although not all the scenes survived in such important tombs as Mrr-w(j)-kl(j) and rnh(f)-m-r-
hr(n) [FP 9-10]. the general trend is quite clear. 

Of course, not all the statues were made in the wrbt, but even if manufactured in other work
shops, they obviously were not kept at home, and so they could not participate in the initial stage of the 
funeral procession. 
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four [FP 4, 12—13] the coffin is shown in the scenes next to that with the statue The 
reason for that distortion can be explained by the representations in Jdw ]FP 12] In 
that tomb all the funeral scenes are disposed on the narrow piers on both sides of the 
entrance. The space was manifestly insufficient, so that the artist had to diminish the 
number of the participants — only three figures are represented (instead of large groups 
of men) in the scenes of carrying the coffin. As for the scene of ferrying to the jbw, the 
coffin could not be accommodated aboard at all, and a tall narrow naos took its place 
In other tombs the narrowness was not so bad, still it is characteristic that the naos ap
pears in the ferrying scenes, the space on board always being limited, but not in those of 
going over the land, where there is enough space for a coffin. Depicting a coffin in the 
neighbouring scenes made this distortion non-essential, for the meaning of the complex 
of funeral scenes was clear in any case. 

It should be stressed in conclusion that in spite of their specificity, funeral scenes 
are well blended with the system of tomb pictorial decoration. Only three scenes of 
mourning [FP 9-10, 12] stand out against its background, being the only occasions 
when the Old Kingdom Egyptians renounced their habitual restraint and disclosed the 
grief of the living for the dead, making good use of all the expressiveness their art was 
capable of. That grief was reflected as well in the unique legend «Going forth of his 
servants in tears» in Jdw [FP 12]. In any case, these are but minor scenes which cannot ap
preciably impair peace and cheerfulness prevailing in the world of the tomb representations. 



CHAPTER 5 

S T A T U E S A N D T H E S E R D A B 

Sculpture played a most important role in the tomb decoration, yielding nothing 
in significance to that of the murals. This is to be expected - volumetric statues 
are closer to reality than two-dimensional pictures, and that was of great sig

nificance for the Egyptians who created images to retain forever the essence of repre
sented objects For safety reasons statues were often walled in the serdab, a special 
chamber isolated from the rest of the tomb. 

Although numerous studies are devoted to various aspects of Old Kingdom sculp
ture, the serdabs have never been treated in a proper manner. 1 Meanwhile, many essen
tial problems are tangled up here, for the serdab of course is not a passive receptacle for 
statues, but a chamber functionally related to certain ideological notions. 

Unfortunately, very little is known about the initial stage of sculpture evolution 
[Smith, 1949, 1-12], and the functions of the earliest statues in the tomb complex can 
be reconstructed only if proceeding from the later data. Several samples of royal and 
private statues from the Early Dynastic Period, as well as the subsequent rapid quanti
tative and qualitative growth of their manufacture lead us to suggest that a deep and 
powerful tradition existed which remains almost entirely concealed from us. The first 
statue found in sitid in a serdab and providing reliable information on the cultic function 
of sculpture portrays Dsr and comes from his pyramid complex. The serdab of Dsr is a 
closed exterior structure adjacent to the north side of the Step Pyramid [Firth et al., 
1935-2, pi. 28, Lauer, 1936-2, pi. 23], it seems to have given rise to serdabs in later pri
vate tombs, starting from Hc(j)-blw-zkrlHts and Nfi--htp-h(w)-t-hr(w)/Tps (Saqqara A2) 
[Marietta, 1889,71]. 

The serdab was never a compulsory component of the tomb In the Giza mastabas 
built in the «style of Hw(j)f-w(j)», serdabs were rather infrequent (e. g., Hm(w)-jwn(w), 
G4000 [Junker, 1929, Abb. 18], Ihj, G4750 [ibid, Abb. 55], cnh(w)-hl-f, G7510 
[Reisner, 1942, fig 8], and others), while statues stood openly in the chapels (e.g., 
KK-j)-wcb(w\ G7110+7120; Hc(J)-f-mnw, G7430+7440 [Smith, 1949, 30], cnh(-w)-
h?f, G7510 [Reisner, 1925-2, 28], and others). Expansion of rock-cut tombs starting as 
early as the reign of H%f)f-rc(w) was another factor which hindered the development of 
serdabs at Giza, and it marked instead the introduction of statues hewn in the walls of 
the cult chambers (e.g., Mr(J)-s(J)-cnh(-w) III, G7530+7540 [Dunham, Simpson, 1974, 
pi. 6, 11]). At Saqqara, serdabs were more common under Dyn IV, but nonetheless, 

Sec recent reviews [Brovarski, 1984; 1988-2]. 
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free standing statues remained widespread as well (e.g., Ihj, B 14 [Mariette, 1889, 106— 
107]; Kl{-j)-cpr(-w), C 8 [Capart, 1920, 232]). Rock tombs sprang up at Saqqara later 
than at Giza and acquired no great importance, but their walls are also decorated with 
the engaged sculpture (e.g., Jr(J)-w(J)-k?-pth, Saqqara, no number [Rachewiltz, 1960, 
pi. 4 -5 , 8-11,21-7,24-25]) . 

Regrettably, available information on free standing statues is far from sufficient, for 
very few of them were found in situ. The situation is aggravated at Saqqara by the inaccu
racy of excavations carried out in the nineteenth century that unearthed numerous 
monuments of greatest importance. In any case, the primacy of statues as compared 
with the serdab which came into existence to protect them is beyond any doubt. 

The serdab is a tightly closed chamber inaccessible after the accommodation of the 
statue(s). In most cases, statues are likely to have been introduced through an opening 
in the roof which was closed afterwards; exceptional are relatively rare serdabs con
structed by means of walling a part of the chapel - they were entered from the latter 
(e.g., Bb-jb(J), Saqqara B13 [Mariette, 1889, 105]). The dimensions of the serdabs 
were a function of the statues' size, but they were never roomy, sculpture being 
squeezed into a rather restricted space Serdabs were often connected with the next 
chamber by means of a narrow widening inwards slot («serdab squint») arranged opposite 
the eyes of the statue(s). However, completely isolated serdabs are widespread as well. 

All the regularities relating to the serdabs and statues are far less strict as compared 
with those of the murals' arrangement. This applies both to the number of statues in the 
serdab and their total in the tomb, as well as to the number and location of the serdabs 
themselves. In the simplest case there is one single statue in the serdab, but it is by no 
means a universal rule. Intact serdabs are few, but we know, however, that some of 
them contained more than half-a-score of statues (e.g., eleven in Mjtrj, Saqqara, no 
number [Peterson, 1984, 10]; twelve or fifteen in Jhjj, Saqqara, no number [PM IIP, 
651], twenty-one in Tttj [Peterson, 1985]). In total the tomb with several serdabs could 
have a great deal of sculptures (e. g., from thirty to fifty in Bif-b?, G 5630 [Smith, 1949, 
50]); if taking into account also free standing statues, this number could be still more 
considerable - exceeding one hundred in the tomb of Rc(w)-wr(-w) at Giza which set up 
a record in this respect [Hassan, 1932, 1]. This burial edifice with comparatively few 
murals in the cult chambers is a good illustration of the fact that tomb decoration could 
be based mainly on sculpture. Another tomb whose decoration is dominated by scuplture 
(mainly by the engaged statues) belongs to Ki(j)-hr-pth, G7721 [Kendall, 1981]. 

The need for the large number of statues in the tomb remains a problem still: in
deed, it was quite possible to manage with one statue only, and most people complied 
with this. One might suppose that the augmentation of the number of statues aimed to 
provide another guarantee of their survival. This explanation should not be disregarded, 
but it does not settle the matter in general. The cause no doubt lies in some cultic speci
ficity of various statues we cannot now understand (cf, however, Chapter 11, § 3). 

In order to house numerous statues, the need arose to construct several serdabs in 
the same tomb, which is especially typical of the multiple-roomed mastabas. The great
est number of serdabs is twenty-five in the above mentioned tomb of Rc(w)-wr(w) 
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[Hassan, 1932, frontisp]. Although being an exception, the complex of Rc(w)-wr(-w) 
demonstrates how great the variability of the serdabs' number could be 

It is a common assumption that there are no regularities in the arrangement of the 
serdabs [Vandier, 1954, 276, Junker, 1955, 54]. This statement is far from being true, and 
certain rules prove to be existent, at least in mastabas with a single cult chamber. For 
some yet unexplained reason serdabs located behind the south wall of the chapel are 
predominant at Saqqara; far more seldom they are placed to the west of the chapel, 
while other arrangement variants are extremely scarce. In contrast to Saqqara, serdabs 
behind the west wall prevail at Giza, whereas location at the south is not frequent there; 
other options are even more rare. In multiple-roomed mastabas the arrangement of the 
serdab(s) is free. The serdab is not always related to the chapel, and its slot(s) can be 
opened into any other chamber Nevertheless, certain tendencies can be traced back 
even here. So in the mastabas with pillared halls and courts, serdabs are frequently 
placed behind their walls (e.g., Jttj/Jr(f)-s(w)-cnh(-w), Saqqara D63) [Mariette, 1889, 
357]; Phn-w(f)-k?(j), Saqqara D70) [ibid., 370], Pth-htp(w), Saqqara D62 [Hassan, 
1975-2, fig 12], Tjj , Saqqara D22 [Steindorff, 1913, Bl. 1]; Nb(w)-kl-w-hr(w)/Jdw, 
Saqqara, no number [Hassan, 1975-1, fig. 1], and others). 

However, let us return to the most representative cases when the serdab is located 
to the west of the chapel. It is often situated beyond the false door and sometimes 
(although not usually, as Junker [1955, 54] states) its slot is even cut through above or 
below the drum (e.g., K3(j)-n(j)-n(j)-swtI, G2155 [Junker, 1934, Taf.6-6]; N(J)-cnh-
rc(w), LG55 [Junker, 1953, Abb. 45]; Nfr-hr-n(j)-pthlFfi, Giza, no number [Hassan, 
1944, 282] and others). Thus, the rites carried out in front of the false door were also in
tended to serve the statue in the serdab, emphasizing its role as the second object of the 
tomb cult It is quite evident from the cases when a statue was incorporated in the false 
door (see Chapter3, § 1) which thus became a universal cult place. It is also obvious 
that in the numerous cases when the serdab was not related to the false door, perform
ing of the rites in front of it was obligatory as well. 

Representations on the wall behind which the serdab is placed usually neither re
flect this fact nor contradict the decorative pattern characteristic of this chamber; how
ever, this rule was twice infringed. S§m(-j)-nfr(-w)IV(LG 53) placed a representation of 
censing and offering before the statue (PelM 3190) [Junker, 1953, Abb. 89, Taf.23] 
near the serdab squints [ibid, Abb. 49]. A similar scene of censing in front of two stat
ues [ibid, Abb.99, Taf. 24-c] in the tomb of S£m(j)-nfr(-w)/Ttj (Giza, no number) is 
also accommodated near the place where the slot could be opened [ibid., Abb. 50]. 2 

These scenes evidently depict performances carried out in front of the already 
closed serdab and not during statue transport, since otherwise statues would have been 
shown standing on a sledge. Statues were represented free standing just because it was 
quite impossible to depict sculptures hidden in the serdab within the system of conven
tionalities used by Egyptian art. Thus, the above scenes should be interpreted as censing 

2 A fragment of a similar scene (BrM 37.35E) came from the mastaba of Smnh-w(j)-pthlJtw$ 
(Saqqara D43) [Smith, 1949, pi. 48-#], but nothing can be said concerning its location 
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through the serdab squint, which is confirmed also by the legend placed under the slot 
in the mastaba of Mtn (LS 6) and concerning the smoke of incense: «For the statue» 
[LDII, Bl.5]. 

The specific role of the serdab as the second cult place is strikingly manifested in 
those cases when it is turned into a separate structure attached to the mastaba. It was 
Bi-f-bi (G 5230) who made the precedent in late Dyn. IV His mastaba has no chapel 
(three false doors are placed on the facade), but two outhouses are constructed instead 
to the east of it, each of them having an accessible narrow corridor and four serdabs 
with their slots opening into the corridor and into the passage between the mastaba and 
these structures [Reisner, 1942, fig. 153]. After a long interval, the idea was revived in 
the tomb of S£m(j)-nfr(w) II (G 5080) where it was expressed in the most pronounced 
manner South of the mastaba, an outhouse is situated with its entrance leading to a nar
row east -west chamber with nine serdabs behind its three walls [Junker, 1938, 
Abb 33] The south wall of the corridor is decorated with four realistic relief represen
tations of bolted folding doors [ibid., Abb. 34], while the north wall has a palace facade 
panelling [ibid., Abb. 33] On the end west wall there is a representation of a table with 
food stuffs flanked by vessel stands [ibid., Abb. 35]. South of the mastaba of S£m(-f)-
nfr(w) III (G 5170), the son of S£m(:f)-nfr(-n') II, there is a similar outhouse with three 
large serdabs [ibid., Abb 36], the walls of the accessible chamber are not decorated 
[ibid , 199] In a rather degraded form such outhouses are attached to the mastabas of 
Rc(w)-wr(w) I and / / [ibid., Abb. 40, 44] who were members of the same family, they 
contain only one serdab each and no accessible chambers; the slots open into courts in 
front of the mastabas. 

In the cases of B>-f-bl, S$m(j)-nfr(-w) III and especially of S$m(-j)-nfr(-w) II it is 
quite evident that the accessible chamber of the outhouse is constructed after the pattern 
of the chapel Moreover, being intended to serve cult purposes, it is a real chapel ar
ranged in a specific way due to the specificity of the cult. 

Rituals in front of the serdab were the only link connecting statues with the outer 
world, their isolation being absolute in other respects (at least, they were excluded from 
the world of the murals which played a decisive part in the functioning of the tomb). 
The mastaba of Tjj provides us with two representations of these rites. Near one of the 
serdab squints ten priests are depicted heading toward it with offerings [Steindorff, 1913, 
Taf 14-15, Epron et al., 1939, pi. 15, Kamil, 1978, fig. on p. 101] On both sides of 
another slot, two priests with censers are shown, in front of each man there is a legend: 
«Burning incense for 7))'» [Steindorff, 1913, Taf. 132, Wild, 1966, pi. 17]. The same 
scene can be seen in the tomb of Sndm-jb(-j)IJntj (G2370) [LD Erg., Taf. 22-/)]. Of in
terest is also the case with the engaged statue in the provincial rock tomb of MrwIBbj at 
Sheikh Said (No. 20). The statue is carved in the back wall of a niche [Davies, 1901-2, 
pi. 17] whose lateral wall bears a representation of a man offering a bird [ibid., pi. 21]. 
Thus, flat representations of servants could serve the statue of their master, proving that 
all the images were equivalent in the tomb, no matter what technique was used. 

One might suggest that the most logical way of providing statues with everything 
necessary could have consisted in the decoration of the inner walls of the serdabs with 
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representations similar to those in the accessible chambers. However, it never hap
pened, perhaps because statues had to be isolated from the world of the chapel and 
thus, the walls of the serdabs remained bare. As an exception to this rule the serdab of 
the Meir nomarch Pjpj-cnh(w)/Hnjj-km should be mentioned: its walls are divided into 
squares, each of them bearing a representation of a statue; the total of such squares 
surviving in this badly damaged serdab amounts to 219 [Blackman, 1953, pi. 32^40]. 
Little fragments of similar representations came also from the serdabs of Nhbw 
(G2381; Boston, MFA13 4339ab; Cairo, JE44621) [Fischer, 1963-1, frontisp., p f .2 -
3], Slbw-pthlJbbj (G2381+2382; Boston, MFA 13.4345) [Eaton-Krauss, 1984, pi. 31, 
Cat.Nos. 146, 147] and $pss-pth/Jmpj (G2381+ 2382) [ibid, 1984, 182, note 902]. 
This decoration does not contradict the isolation of the serdab, for they depict nothing 
but statues, thus increasing their number; moreover, all the four decorated serdabs date 
back to the late Old Kingdom when all the rules had become less strict. 

However, images did penetrate into the serdab, but only as servants' statuettes and 
models of food offerings, boats, etc (e.g., Jttj'/Jr(j)-s(w)-cnh(-w), Saqqara D63 [Mariette, 
1889, 358], G2385 [Smith, 1949, p. 93], Jdw II, Giza, no number [Junker, 1947, S 92], 
DiSi (Giza D.39/40) [Smith, 1949, 97-101 + PM III2, 111-112], —w(f)-snb(w)/Snb 
[Junker, 1941-1, 105-107]) In ?hw (Giza, no number) a real censer full of coals stood 
near the statues [Abu-Bakr, 1953, pi. 49-/)] It is difficult to say why models and real ob
jects were more admissible than murals. 

This brief review does not pretend to provide a solution to any of the great prob
lems related to the serdabs which should be the subject of a special (and voluminous) 
study. Nevertheless, it demonstrates for certain that although rather isolated and specific, 
the serdab and the statues arranged in it are a part of the system of tomb decoration and 
that if we still do not understand all the regularities of their functioning, this does not 
mean that such regularities do not exist at all 



CHAPTER 6 

B U R I A L C H A M B E R A N D I T S D E C O R A T I O N 

Burial chamber is a crypt which, because of its function, is secured by a deep 
shaft filled with rubble and blocked with monolithic stones, and thus, sepa
rated from the rest of the tomb For this reason, scholars are inclined to study it 

as if it was quite independent from the superstructure and was not a subject of general 
regulations of the tomb structure. It was G. A. Reisner who developed a detailed ty
pology of the burial chambers, shafts, stairs and sloping passages in the tombs dated to 
the period before Hw(J)f-w(j) [Reisner, 1936-1], he also offered a typology of the Giza 
material of Dyn 1V-VI [Reisner, 1942] Some even more important but regrettably un
systematized observations are spread all over the twelve volumes of «Giza» by 
H Junker All this entitles us to pay special attention only to some still neglected prob
lems significant from the ideological point of view At the same time, it should not be 
forgotten that the material of the burial chambers cannot be taken into account exhaus
tively, since too many of them containing no inscriptions, representations or attractive 
finds have never been published in a proper manner. 

§ 1. Arrangement and Orientation of the Burial Chamber 

In the earliest mastabas having no chapels yet, the burial chamber was the only 
room besides the magazines, and thus, special attention was paid to it. At Saqqara it re
sults in the emergence of the extensive systems of hypogean rooms obviously imitating 
the house of an Egyptian nobleman (Dyn.II-III) [Quibell, 1923, pi.30], the largest of 
them was placed under the mastaba QS 2302 (fig. 1). This type of substructure had no fur
ther development and except several cases (e.g. [Hassan, 1941, fig 36, 66]) the tombs 
with one burial chamber per each shaft (sloping passage) prevail in the Old Kingdom. 

In the mastabas of the Early Dynastic Period, the entrance to the burial chamber (no 
matter whether from the shaft or stairs) was always located to the north of the chamber 
or of the whole system of subterranean rooms We certainly deal here with a manifesta
tion of the archaic astral notions (see Chapter 1, § 2) which greatly influenced the orien
tation of tombs, of their separate chambers and of some representations (see Chapter 3, 
§ 1) The same orientation prevailed in the Giza mastabas erected under Hw(j)f-w(f) 
and somewhat later However, already in the Meidum mastaba No. 17 (reign of Snfr-
H(/)) the first deviation from the original orientation appeared: the sloping passage was 
arranged to the east of the burial chamber [Petrie et a l , 1910, pi. 12]. Then, until middle 
Dyn. VI, such an arrangement was a general rule; some rare exceptions (e. g. [James, 
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1953, pi. 4]) can be explained by architectural peculiarities of the respective tombs 
Thus, the burial chamber was reoriented according to the solar notions, its entrance 
being opened toward the sunrise. 

In the earliest tombs, there was no correlation between the false door and the burial 
chamber ( e g [Quibell, 1923, pi. 1-2]); however, in the Meidum mastabas, the burial 
chambers were already located to the west of the false door [Petne, 1892, pi 5, Petne et 
al 1910, pi. 3], although this did not become a rule yet It became a general regulation 
somewhat later and persisted down to the late Old Kingdom. Most obvious this is in the 
multiple-roomed mastabas (e.g., JttjlJr(j)-s{w)-cnh(-w) [Mariette, 1889, 375], cnh(f)-m-c-
hr(w) [Badawy, 1978, fig. 1], Nfr-sSm-rc(w) [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 31]). 

Since middle Dyn. VI, the location of the burial chamber relative to the shaft came to 
be free [Junker, 1941-1, 136-137, 1953, 8, 23], the entrance being arranged not only to 
the east, but also to the north, south, and even west (see the review of the Giza material 
[Junker, 1955, 241]). This change follows the general slackening of such rules in the 
late Old Kingdom. 

§ 2. Pictorial Decoration of the Burial Chamber 

In a number of Dyn. II tombs at Ezbet el-Walda (by Helwan) 1 the so-called 
«ceiling stelae» were placed in the burial chambers. A narrow shaft «reached from the 
ground level to the ceiling» [Saad, 1947, 172] 2 and its lower end was blocked with a 
rectangular slab bearing the table scene walled up into the ceiling [Saad, 1947, 172-
173; 1951, 16, pi. 2; 1957, passim, Miiller-Karpe, 1968, Taf. 53]. These «ceihng stelae» 
cause a number of still unsolved problems, but for the present author it is obvious that 
we are facing here the formative stage of some local line of development of pictorial 
decoration in the burial chamber. 3 However, another tendency won - that of a complete 
avoiding of representations in the substructure, their absence being the strictest rule 
which was never infringed. 

This does not mean, however, that during such a protracted time no other trends 
existed in the decoration of the burial chamber. After the «ceiling stelae» and the systems 
of underground rooms were given up, the burial chambers began to be neglected. As a 

1 Ezbet el-Walda was no doubt one of the most important archaic cemeteries of the Memphite re
gion and the rival of Saqqara, but unfortunately its relation to the capital and other necropoleis remains 
uncertain. 

2 The material of excavations at Ezbet el-Walda was published by Z. Saad in the worst possible 
manner, almost without any plans being reproduced. As concerns these shafts, Saad's description [1947, 
172] contradicts the plan [ibid., pi. 65], and so it is uncertain where their upper end opened. Could they 
connect the offering place with the burial chamber, thus being a kind of symbolic «line of communication))? 

3 An attempt of G. Haeny [1971] to interpret the «ceiling stelae» as re-used slab-stelae having once 
decorated the superstructures is unconvincing in my opinion for numerous reasons. Looking forward to 
discussing the problem elsewhere, I would like to state here that the fact of the discovery of nine stelae in 
situ is in spite of all Haeny's objections the decisive argument for considering them an element of the 
decoration of the substructure. 
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rule, they were roughly hewn in the rock, 4 the main attention being paid not to the sub-
but to the superstructure. The «style of Hw(j)-f-w(f)» gave rise to an absolutely new 
mounting of the burial chambers at Giza. In accordance with the laconic stylistics of the 
superstructures, the shafts and burial chambers were lined with perfectly polished 
limestone blocks, thus acquiring that reserved and noble appearance which was never 
transcended in the periods to follow. The stone sarcophagi - usually undecorated paral
lelepipeds with smooth surfaces - were a match for the lining. 

Tombs of the traditional style with the burial chambers without lining and rather fre
quently having irregular forms coexisted in other necropoleis with those of the «style of 
ffw(j)f-w(j)» at Giza. When the «style of Hw(J)f-w(j)» vanished, they remained the 
only type in use till late Dyn. V. 

In the end of Dyn. V the most important turning point took place in the tomb deco
ration: for the first time after the Ezbet el-Walda experiment, representations appeared 
in the substructure 5 The following decorated burial chambers are known in the Old 
Kingdom. 6 7 

C e n t r a l S a q q a r a 

1. N(j)-cnh-bj, no number. 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13; 1980-2, 16]. 
Bibliography: [PMIII 2 , 629] 

2. Jhjj, usurped by princess Zhft/Jdwt, no number, 
Dating: Wnjs [Kanawati, 1977-1, 12-13, 1980-2, 16; Harpur, 1987, 215:487]. 
Bibliography: [ / 'Mil l 2 , 619]. 

3. Pth-htp(-w)/Jj-n(-j)-cnh(-w), no number. 
Dating: late Dyn. V - early Dyn VI [PMlll2, 606], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 214:399]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 606-607]. 

4. Kl(-j)-gm(w)-n(j)IMmj, LS 10, 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-25], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 216:534]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 525]. 

4 Before the reign of Hw(j)f-w(f), in the period of formation of the building technology, several 
burial chambers were constructed of large monoliths in open pits filled up afterwards with rubbish and sand, 
e.g. [Petrieetal., 1910, pi 4; Reisner, 1936-1, fig. 100-101, 103]. 

5 It is remarkable that this happened under Wnjs, synchronously with the first record of the Pyramid 
Texts. 

6 Tombs of the late Old Kingdom at Saqqara South (Nos. 10—40 according to our list) which can 
hardly be dated exactly, are listed not in chronological order but according to the ((Topographical Bibliog
raphy. The burial chambers containing some inscriptions but no representations are not included to the list. 

7 Although we usually do not consider the material of the provincial cemeteries, one tomb at Sheikh Said 
is included in this list: first, it has the only decorated burial chamber in the provinces; second, its murals are 
most interesting from the viewpoint of typology. 
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5. Mrr-w(j)-ki(-j)IMrj, no number. 
Dating: 7 $ (No. 4 a ) [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-26], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 274:420] 
Bibliography: [PM III 2, 534]. 

6-7. Hnt(J)-kl(j)IJhhj, no number, two chambers 
Dating: Ttj» [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27], Harpur [1987, 215:479] dates the 

tomb to the middle of the reign ofP/pjI 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 511]. 

8. cnh(J)-m-r-hr(w), no number. 
Dating: Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27]; or late Ttj - early Pjpj I [Harpur, 1987 

273:374]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 515]. 

9. Mrrj, no number 9 

Dating, late Dyn. VI [PMlll2, 607], Harpur [1987, 274:419] dates the tomb to 
the reign of Mr(f)-n(j)-rr(w) - early reign of Pjpj II 

Bibliography [PMlll2, 607] 

S a q q a r a S o u t h 

10. Jfrjj, no number, 
Dating: Mr(i)-n(-i)-rc(w)x [PMlll2, 673]. 
Bibliography: [PM I I I 2 , 673]. 

11. Dirj, no number, 
Dating: FIP [PMlll2, 673]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 673]. 

12. Pjpj-Cnh(w)/Ztw, no number 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [PM I I I 2 , 672] 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 672]. 

13-14. ihj (usurped by a certain Bjw) and Pjpj, N IV 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [PM I I I 2 , 677] 
Bibliography: [PM I I I 2 , 677]. 

15. Sn% N.V. 
Dating: Pjpj II [PM I I I 2 , 678]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 678] 

16. Dgm/Mr(j)-pjpj, N VII. 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [PM I I I 2 , 679] 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 679]. 

8 To the reign of Ttj date both the mastaba itself and the first burial chamber The other chamber is 
secondary and somewhat later in date, although the chronological gap between them can hardly be long. 

9 Not to be confused with [Sup 22]. 
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17. Rc(w)-hr-kKjyjpj, N.VIII 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [PMIII2, 679] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 679]. 

18. Nb(w)-f-cnh(-w), N X . 
Dating: late Dyn VI [PMIII2, 679]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 679-680]. 

19. Nfr-ki-rc(w)-nht{-w), N XI, 
Dating: late Dyn. VI or FIP [PM III 2, 680] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 680] 

20. Jdj/Ptö(f)-m-k;w(orTp(j)-m-kBw), M-III. 
Dating: late Dyn VI. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 680]. 

21-22. N(f)-s(j)-jt(w) and Snj, M. VI. 
Dating late Dyn. VI or FIP [ / W i l l 2 , 681] 
Bibliography: [PM III2, 681] 

23-24. Pnw and Snjt, M.VII. 
Dating: late Dyn VI [ / W i l l 2 , 681] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 681] 

25. $jj7 MIX 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [ / W i l l 2 , 682]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 682] 

26. Pth-cnh-wlJtj, M X . 
Dating late Dyn VI [ / W i l l 2 , 682] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 682]. 

27-28. Mhj and the secondary burial chamber of$mc/t, M XI 
Dating: late Dyn. VI [ / W i l l 2 , 682]. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 682]. 

29-30. Sbkw I and Sbkw II, M XII 
Dating: late Dyn VI or FIP [ / W i l l 2 , 682] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 682-683] 

31-32. Jml-mrjj-r((w) and the secondary burial chamber of N(f)-h(l)b-sd-nfr-kl-rc(w) 
M.XIII. 

Dating: Pjpj II [PM III2, 683] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 683]. 

33. Hc(j)-biw-hnm(w)/Bjw, M.XIV. 
Dating: Pjpj II [PM III2, 684] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 684] 
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34. Prince Ttj, M.XV 
Patina: Pjpj II [PM III 2, 684] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 684]. 

35. Sbk-htp(-w), M.XVII 
Dating: Pjpj II [PM III2, 685] 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 685]. 

36. Hw(j)-bl-w, no number 
Dating: P/py / / [PM III2, 685] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 685] 

37. N(f)-pjpj 0), 0.1. 
Dating: Pypy / / [ /W III 2, 686]. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 686] 

38. tf«mw,O.II,. 
Dating: Pjpj II [PM III2, 686] 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 686-687] 

39. Nmtj-m-drf, no number 
Dating: Pjpj II [PMIII2, 687]. 
Bibliography [ / W i l l 2 , 687] 

40. Jrj, no number 
Dating: late Dyn VI or FIP [ / 'Mil l 2 , 689] 
Bibliography [PMlll2, 689] 

41. Mrrw(?)/Bbj, provenance uncertain (Brussels, MRAH E.2243) 
Dating: Dyn VI [ / W i l l 2 , 694] 
Bibliography [PA/III 2 , 694] 

G i z a 

42. S£m(j)-nfr(.w) IV, LG 53. 
Dating late Dyn V - Dyn. VI [PMlll2, 223], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 270 255] 

Wnjs - Ttj. 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 226] 

43. Ki(j)-hr-pthlFtk-tl, G 5560 = LG 35 
Dating: early Dyn VI [PM III2, 166], cf [Harpur, 1987, 271 279] Ttj - Mr(j)-

n(j)-r%w). 
Bibliography: \PM III2 166-167] 

44. Mrjj-r({w)-nfr{w)/Klr, G 7101 
Dating Pjpj I [Reisner, 1942, 314] 
Bibliography: [ / W i l l 2 , 185]. Now see also [Simpson, 1976-1, fig 7]. 
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45. Rc(w)-wr(-w) III, LG 94. 
Dating: Dyn. VI [PM 1112, 242], Harpur [1987, 268:754] prefers an earlier 

dating: Wnjs - Ttj. 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 242]. 

46. K3(j)-m-cnh, G4561. 
Dating: Dyn. VI [PMlll2, 132, Harpur, 1987, 270:255], Kanawati [1988-2, 137] 

groundlessly dates the tomb back to the reign of Jzzj, see footnote 14 
Bibliography: [PMlll2, 132-133] 

47. Nj-h-t, no number. 
Dating: Dyn. VI [ / W i l l 2 , 163]. 
Walls are whitewashed to receive paintings, but murals were never made 

[Junker, 1947, 29]. 

S h e i k h S a i d 

48. Hnn.t and Mrw, No. 18 
Dating: Dyn. VI [Harpur, 1987, 280:637]. 
Bibliography: [PMW, 191]. 1 0 

Representations in the burial chambers were never carved in relief as in the super
structure, but only painted. Most probably, the reason for this were the favorable condi
tions of preservation, which enabled the thrifty Egyptians to manage without much 
more expensive reliefs. At the same time, we cannot be certain if some ideological no
tions were not involved here as well. However, let us turn now to the themes and ar
rangement of the murals. Decoration in the burial chambers of Saqqara South [BC10-
40] is specific and standardized, therefore we shall briefly discuss them later, proceed
ing now from Central Saqqara and Giza. 

Almost in every decorated burial chamber, the offering-list is present: on the east 
[BC2, 6-8, 42^13, 45], north [BC 2, 4-5, 9, 41] or south wall [BC 5]" It is quite ob
vious why predominant is the arrangement on the east wall: the deceased was supposed 
to look eastwards from his coffin (see Chapter 1, § 2); this is stressed in the tomb of 
Hnt(j)-k?(j)/Jhhj by the widtj eyes represented on east wall of the coffin [James, 1953, 
pi. 39]. To other walls the offering-list was transferred mainly due to the lack of space 
on the east one (see [BC 5, 41]). 

Other representations are standardized and no regularities can be found in their ar
rangement Food stuffs [BC 1-9, 42, 44-45], carcasses of slaughtered cattle [BC 2, 4-
6, 8—9, 45], piles of grains and fruits [BC 5—8, 41], granaries [BC 4-9, 41], vessels of 
«sacred oils» [BC 1—2, 4-8, 44-45], linen in bales and chests [BC 1-2, 6-9, 41, 44], 
jewelry [BC 1, 4, 6-8, 41, 44], etc. are represented 

1 0 Hereafter we shall refer only to the tombs' numbers according to this list preceded by the BC in
dex («burial chamber»). These numbers should not be confused with those used in Chapters 3 and 4. 

1 1 No arrangement is recorded for [BC 3] 
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However, the east - west opposition and domination of the east wall can be traced back 
by these representations as well They either could be concentrated on the east wall only 
\BC 42—43] or cover also the north and south ones, but in any case the west wall remained 
undecorated \BC6, 8, 41, 44]. This is to be expected: since the deceased faced eastwards, it 
was not imperative to decorate the west wall. So the pictorial decoration of the burial cham
ber clearly reveals the same east - west axis which is proper to its architecture. 

Thus, representations in the burial chamber have much in common with those in 
the chapel, but they were selected much more strictly: only inanimate objects could be 
shown there during Dyn. Ill—V, but no humans or animals. The abandonment of the 
pictures representing the living creatures was most probably caused by the fear of some 
harm they could do to the deceased. If in the chapel people were depicted driving and 
slaughtering cattle and proffering food to the tomb owner, everything was shown ready 
in the burial chamber: the food staffs were arranged in piles, the cattle were already 
slaughtered and the carcasses were cut, so that the owner had to «serve himself» 
[Junker, 1940-1, 44-45] Indeed, it was somewhat inconvenient for him, but safety pre
vailed over comfort. 

The same reasons of safety concerned also the hieroglyphs depicting humans and other 
animate beings: they were avoided by means of creating new phonetic spellings (e.g., 

) , substituted by their parts (e.g. , jf| I IN+ ^ , 

^ ni*- ), or «killed» by decapitation (e.g., 2 ^ = s - » ^ , |( t s e e 

Lacau, 1926-3; cf. Lacau, 1913] 1 2 The name of the tomb owner also was never accom
panied by a determinative and his representations were avoided as well 

Under Dyn VI the prohibition of the representations of the living creatures was re
laxed little by little. Of special interest is the painting on the north wall of the burial 
chamber of cnh(f)-m-c-hr{w) [BC 8]. It reproduces the traditional table scene in detail, 
but the chair in front of the table remains empty, although the titles and the names of 
the tomb owner are inscribed above it 

Another timid attempt to introduce the table scene was made at Sheikh Said by 
Hnn.t \BC 48] Her method was less keen, but nonetheless witty: the east wall of the 
burial chamber is occupied by the large offering-list, while the table scene placed below 
is so small that it remains almost imperceptible. Unfortunately, the tomb of Hnn.t and 
Mrw cannot be dated exactly, but the dating is not of prime significance here: since the 
new trends were always late in Upper Egypt, provincial tombs are usually not to be 
compared with those of similar date from the Memphite region. Anyhow, the table 
scene in Hnn.t is typologically close to the composition of cnh(.j)-m-c-hr{w). 

1 2 Of course, the problem is much more complicated. For example, in full accordance with the tendency 

for ((protective phonetization», the dangerous spelling ; | | , «>vr6-priest», could be replaced by ^'*= = QJJ , 
the ^ sign being thus harmless for the tomb owner. The reason lies not in the peaceful nature of the 

quail, but in some properties of the hieroglyphic script; however, it is out of place to discuss this specific 

phenomenon here 
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At Giza, representations were less feared than at Saqqara, and Kl{j)-hr-pth whose 
mastaba is approximately synchronous to cnh(-f)-m-c-hr(w) made the next step: he arranged 
the «normal» table scene in the burial chamber [BC 43]. R%w)-wr(-w) III was even bolder, 
for although the table scene is absent in his crypt, he ventured to represent his servants there 
- offenng-bnngers and butchers slaughtering cattle [BC43] 

The Old Kingdom pictorial decoration of the burial chambers reached its height in 
K3(-j)-m-cnh [BC 46], where all the topics of the ground chambers were transferred to 
the substructure: 

East wall: offering-list, priestly service, offering-bringers, 
West wall: field works, cattle tending, granaries, storehouses, 1 3 tomb owner 

fowling in the marshes; 
North wall: ritual sailing, food staffs, cooking, driving of cattle and poultry; 
South wall: priest reading out the offering-list, slaughter, food staffs, furniture, 

driving of cattle, music and dances. 

The burial chamber of K3(.j)-m-cnh is unique not only in having so many representa
tions of the living beings, but also due to the presence of murals on the west wall. It is easy 
to see that the arrangement of representations on the west and the east walls is inverted as 
compared with the chapels: ritual scenes are moved from the west to the east and everyday 
topics - vice versa. This phenomenon was noted and explained by Junker [1940-1, 50]. If in 
the chapel ritual scenes had to be drawn close to the false door, it was reasonable to arrange 
them in front of the face of the deceased in the burial chamber; the west wall, being less im
portant, assumed the functions of the east one. The lateral walls not falling in the east - west 
axis conserved to some extent the traditions of chapel, especially the south one with the 
scenes of music and dances. Another peculiarity of representations in Kl{j)-m-cnh - the lack 
of the table scene - should also be noted here. Although the whole set of the topics is pres
ent in his burial chamber, he is depicted only fowling or making the ritual cruise, 1. e., in the 
outdoor scenes, whereas the table scene is merely hinted at. 

Thus, the decoration of the Old Kingdom burial chambers had several stages of 
elaboration: 

1. prohibition of any representations - from Dyn. Ill till the end of Dyn. V; 
2. representations of inanimate objects - starting from the reign of Wnjs, 
3. «depersonalized» table scene in cnh(-j)-m-r-hr(w) [BC 8] - reign of Ttj, the 

miniaturized table scene in Hnn.t [BC 48] belongs to the same stage typologi-
cally if not chronologically; 

4. pictures of the tomb owner at the table in Kl{.j)-hr-pth [BC 43] and of the ser
vants in Rc(w)-wr(.w) III [BC 45] - early to middle (?) Dyn. VI, 

5. inverted reproduction of the chapel decoration in K3(j)-m-cnh [BC 47] - late (?) 
Dyn. VI. 

1 3 In the storehouses the lists of garments, furniture, tools, and parts of boats are placed. These lists are 
unique in the Old Kingdom tomb decoration. 
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The way paved by K?(-f)-m-rnh allowed the deceased not only a reliable food sup
ply, but also the creation in his burial chamber of a whole world analogous to the world 
of the chapel This idea was no doubt so attractive that it could become predominant, 
but general impoverishment of tombs in the second half of Dyn. VI did not allow to 
create such elaborate decorations, therefore, in the burial chambers of Saqqara South 
[BC 10—40], traditional representations of food, garments, funerary equipment, etc. 
were arranged. 1 4 

One more peculiarity of the decorated burial chambers should be mentioned. Al
ready in the earliest of them, the false doors appeared: [BC 2] on the west wall, [BC 7] 
on the west and east walls. They are especially widespread at Saqqara South where they 
are present on the west and east walls of almost every decorated burial chamber. This is 
another feature drawing nearer the decorative systems of the chapels and burial chambers. 

§ 3. Burial Chamber and the Serdab 

In Dyn VI another important change took place concerning not only decoration, 
but also the whole structure of the tomb: the tendency sprang up to bring the serdab 
closer to the burial chamber Whereas originally the serdab had been linked to the 
chapel or to some other ground room, now it could be located by the shaft's edge, 1 5 or 
in its upper part, 1 6 being connected by the slot either with the chapel 1 7 or with the 
shaft 1 8 Moreover, the serdab arranged in a niche cut out in the shaft's wall was possi
ble as well 1 9 along with the statues of the tomb owner placed directly in the burial 
chamber 2 0 Thus, the hypogean part of the tomb started to assume to some extent the 
functions of the serdab. 

1 4 N. Kanawati 11988-2. 137] reconstructs another chronological order of the burial chambers with 
murals: Ki{f)-m-rnh with the whole set of representations (reign of Jzzj according to his dating) -» 
Ki(j)-hr-pth -* rnh(i)-m-r-hr(w) -* decorated chambers without representations of living beings. Ka
nawati docs not adduce any proof of his theory and, moreover, he is even surprised by the results 
achieved: «What makes the decoration of Kaemankh's burial chamber particularly interesting is that the 
themes depicted there have never been repeated in other burial chambers... It appears, therefore, that af
ter the initial attempt to decorate the burial chamber when it was treated as an extension of, or even a 
substitute for, the chapel, the idea of depicting living creatures in an underground room was quickly re
jected It is possible that the reason for this was to safeguard against any harm coming to the mummy in 
the future» [ibid.. 137-138] This picture is quite unnatural: instead of logical line of development, Ka
nawati proposes an instant appearance of the new concept of decoration in Ki{j)-m-rnh and its gradual 
dying down in the later tombs On the contrary, old but still reliable Junker's chronology regarding Ki(j)-m-rnh 
not as the starting point, but as the result of development of the burial chambers" decoration, does not en
gender any problems 

1 5 At Saqqara: |Hassan, 1944, pi. 8, 46|; at Giza: [Junker, 1944, 25; 1947, 92, Abb.39], 
1 6 At Giza: [Hassan, 1936, 56; Junker, 1950, 140, Abb. 64]. 
1 7 At Giza: [Junker, 1950. 216-218, Abb. 99] 
, s At Giza: [Junker, 1950. Abb.54| (cf. at Deshashe: [Petne, 1898, 91]). 
1 9 At Saqqara: [Firth, Gunn. 1926-1. 39]; at Giza (apart from several dubious cases): [Junker, 

1944, Abb 28; 1950. Abb.45; Hassan. 1941. 11-13] 
:" At Saqqara: |Hassan, 1944,46. pi.91; at Giza: [Junker, 1944,125; 1947,140]. 
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§ 4. Burial Chamber as a Part of the Tomb Complex 

Now we can apprehend the tomb as an integral whole, as a system of the 5 t h level. 
Unfortunately, up to now the regularities concerning the correlation of the ground 
rooms and the burial chamber remain unrevealed because these two parts of the tomb 
have always been studied separately from each other. It was the present author who 
raised first this problem and explained some of the above regularities [Bolshakov, 
1982] He has demonstrated that the decoration of the superstructure (in the first place 
of the chapel) and that of the burial chamber had been closely interrelated: whenever 
the number of representations in the former decreased, it did increase in the latter 

When the development of representations was being started in the superstructure 
which had neither internal chapels nor other rooms yet, special attention was paid to the 
burial chamber As a result, the «ceiling stelae» appeared at Ezbet el-Walda and the sys
tems of hypogean rooms at Saqqara. Rapid development of representations in the 
chapel put an end to these experiments, and burial chambers remained without murals, 
whose number, on the other hand, increased gradually in the superstructure. 

The onward elaboration of the decorative system was interrupted at Giza by the 
«style of Hw(J)f-w(j)». Almost complete disappearance of representations in the chapel 
resulted at once in the increased interest in the substructure. Shafts and burial chambers 
of regular form appeared, excellently lined and accurately oriented toward the cardinal 
points This phenomenon cannot be explained by the requirements of the style: the sty-
hstics of the hypogean chambers concealed from view could not contradict the ground 
part, and thus, we are obviously dealing here with some immanent appropriateness of 
the tomb functioning as a system. «Reserve heads» were another manifestation of the same 
trend of development When the «style of Hw(j)f-w(J)» vanished, traditional burial 
chambers (which never disappeared in other necropoleis) revived at Giza 

The transfer of representations to the burial chamber in late Dyn. V coincided with 
some important events in the superstructure. By that time, the walls of the ground 
chambers were entirely covered with murals, more attention being gradually given 
(especially in the chapels) to ritual scenes: Egyptians probably realized by experience 
that representations were not perpetual, that they could be destroyed, and so only the 
most significant of them - but as numerous as possible - were worthy to be executed. 
Therefore, it is quite natural that some doubts arose in reliability of representations in 
the superstructure which perished first. The transfer of the representations to the con
cealed burial chamber was the most reasonable precautionary measure. 

Thus, the decreasing importance of the superstructure was immediately compen
sated by concentrating attention on the burial chamber The reasons inciting changes in 
the ground part could either be deeply rooted in the development of ideology (as it was 
at the turn of Dyn V and Dyn. VI) or it could have a purely stylistic nature (as under 
Hw(i)f-W(i)) - but the reaction of the burial chamber to the changes was the same. This 
means that the superstructure and the hypogean part of the tomb were closely related, 
that the functional inferiority of the former was immediately compensated by the other, 
and, thus, the tomb functioned as an integral system (of the 5 t h level). The fact that the 
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pictorial decoration characteristic of the chapel was transferred to the burial chamber in 
the end of Dyn. V reflects some serious changes in Egyptian ideology making the world 
of representations extend to that part of the tomb which formerly was alien to it. 
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1 5 0 Y E A R S O F S T U D Y I N G T H E Ki P R O B L E M 

the above study has demonstrated, hopes for the next life cherished by 
Old Kingdom Egyptians were based first of all on pictorial decoration of 
their tombs - otherwise strict rules of its functioning would be quite un-

explainable. We should turn now to a much more complicated task - revealing the 
Egyptian notions of representations as related to life after death and, in the broad sense, 
reconstructing concepts of the man and world in the light of these ideas. Ki, that is the 
only category related to representations among those describing man's nature, will be 
the main subject of our analysis, however, numerous theories concerning the ki should 
be discussed first - although not a single interpretation proposed over a century and a 
half can be regarded as satisfactory, they cannot be ignored or neglected. 

From long ago, the problem of the ki has attracted the attention of Egyptologists. 
Many prominent scholars treated it in a number of special studies, furthermore, practi
cally in any scholarly or popular book dealing with Egyptian religion or culture one can 
find at least several words dedicated to the ki. 

The scope of problems concerning the ki has its own logic of development con
forming to that of the evolution of Egyptology over a period of one hundred and fifty 
years It was Ed Hinks who in 1842 first paid attention to the word | _ J Later on, in 1858 
S. Birch translated it as ((individuality)), ((personality)) [Birch, 1899, 263-270]. His interpre
tation was accepted in a number of further works 1 and introduced into «Hieroglyphisch-
demotisches Wdrterbuch» by H. Brugsch («Person», ((Charakten>) [Brugsch, 1868, 1433; 
1882, 1230-1231 ], Brugsch noted also an intimate relation between the ki and the name. 

All these were purely practical lexicographic remarks not concerned with the es
sence of the notion concealed under the word ki. However, ten years later the concept 

1 On the earliest stage of investigation of the problem see jMaspero, 1913, 125-126]. 
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of G. Maspero was postulated which marked the first stage in investigation of the ki 
problem, thus deserving to be called the period of primary theories. 

Maspero briefly voiced his idea in September 1878 at the Provincial Congress of 
Orientalists held in Lyon and then, in more detail, on 8 February 1879 at a conference 
at the Sorbonne. Less than a month later, on 4 March, 1879, P. Le Page Renouf es
poused a similar interpretation of the problem in the Society of Biblical Archaeology in 
London. Maspero published his papers in rare editions (today these works are mostly 
known as reprints [Maspero, 1893-1; 1893-2]) which could not have been available in 
London at that time, so the point of view of his British colleague had been shaped quite 
independently. The conclusions by Le Page Renouf [1878] 2 were much more detailed 
and elaborate, but he never seriously treated the problem again, whereas Maspero went 
on developing his theory over several articles written in the 7 0 s - 80 s of the nineteenth 
century [see reprints: Maspero, 1893-3, 1893-4]. It is not because Maspero had the ad
vantage of treating the ki half a year before Le Page Renouf, but due to his further thor
ough work that we must regard him as the founder of the first trend in the ki studies. 
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the underlying logic of developments in Egyptology 
compelled the two scholars very different in their interests and approaches 3 to come 
simultaneously to similar conclusions, one of them was forced even to reject his former 
understanding - primarily Le Page Renouf [1867] shared the interpretation of the ki as 
«personality». 

The above papers by Maspero provide a complete picture of his ideas concerning 
the ki. His conception assumes that the ki is an exact copy of a man, his «double», 
which is quite material, but made of a «less dense substance» than that of his own, the 
ki springs up together with man and is embodied in statues. Maspero persisted in this 
opinion to the end of his days, one of his last articles where the theory of the ki is dis
cussed most completely [Maspero, 1913] being precious evidence to that. Meanwhile 
Le Page Renouf [1884, 147-148] suggested a comparison of the ki with the Roman 
notion of genius interpreted as ((spiritual double of each individual)). His idea did not 
make the understanding of the ki as the ((double» null and void, but soon it was radi
cally modified by G. Steindorff 4 who rejected this interpretation and, thus, started a 
new trend in the ki studies. 

According to Steindorff, the ki should be treated as a man's «Genius», «Schutz-
geist» which has nothing to do with tomb statues and murals [Steindorff, 1897, 
CXLIV-CXLV] (see also the numerous reprints, e.g. [1903, CXVIII, more in detail 
1905, 122; 1911, 152-159]). His theory was subjected to sharp criticism by Maspero 
[1913], and since the material used by Steindorff was not as extensive as that of the 
French scholar, the latter could deal with his article a serious blow to this conception 

2 The paper was published in the volume of «Transactions» of the Society dated back to the previous 
year (on the priority see [Maspero, 1913, 126]). 

3 Le Page Renouf was a philologist, while Maspero would have been classified nowadays as a cul-
turologist. 

4 Steindorff never referred to Le Page Renouf, and so his theory could come into existence quite in
dependently. 
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W.-B. Knstensen chose another way of treating the ki, as a personified man's vital 
force [Knstensen, 1896, 14; cf. Leeuw, 1916, 12]. The book by Kristensen quickly be
came a bibliographical rarity without drawing the attention of Egyptologists, and only 
ten years after its publication, A. Erman came quite independently to the same idea. 
Thanks to him it became widespread, therefore it is precisely Erman who must be con
sidered the founder of the third school of the ki studies. According to him, the ki is that 
force (most probably, non-material) whose presence distinguishes living beings from 
inanimate objects [Erman, 1906, 14; 1919, 102; 1934, 209-210]. Erman voiced his 
opinion in an offhand manner, neither proving it nor devoting special studies to it, as if 
he was not interested in this problem a great deal and did not adequately appreciate its 
importance. As a result, within the picture of Egyptian religion reconstructed by Erman 
and summarizing material known at his time, the ki did not play any significant part. 
Nevertheless, the ideas of one of the greatest Egyptologists drew attention, had reper
cussions and were developed by his numerous followers. 

Lastly, with respect to the primary theories the concept of A. Wiedemann should be 
mentioned. It represents a further development of the interpretation of the ki by the earli
est Egyptologists as «personality». Good luck plays in the fate of books a part no less 
important than in the fate of humans. Wiedemann's «Die Religion der alten Ägypten» 
[Wiedemann, 1890] for no easily perceivable reason was not a success in the German 
academic circles, although his ki concept is interesting in the highest degree. As a re
sult, he was forced to publish it repeatedly in English [Wiedemann, 1895; 1897; 1901], 
but these books were also ignored, 5 did not come into scholarly use and remained 
completely forgotten.6 

According to Wiedemann, the ki is «the divine counterpart of the deceased, hold
ing the same relation to him as a word to the conception which it expresses, or a statue 
to the living man. It was his individuality as embodied in the man's name, the picture of 
him which was, or might have been, called up in the minds of those who knew him at 
the mention of that ñame» [German original: Wiedemann, 1890, 126; English transla
tion: Wiedemann, 1897, 240; the same text in Wiedemann, 1895, 11]. The Egyptians 
«endowed it with a material form completely corresponding to that of the man, exactly 
resembling him, his second self, his Double, his Doppelgänger» [Wiedemann, 1895, 
11]. It is obvious that Wiedemann was influenced by Maspero's concept, still the sensa
tional aspect of his theory elucidating the essence of the ki, is quite original and has no 
parallels Wiedemann's approach to the substance of the ki was also more reasonable -
he was sure that «it was material in the same way as the body ltself» [ibid., 19] (cf. also 
[Wiedemann, 1901, 58-59]). In his later works, Wiedemann [1910, 33-34, 1920, 72] 
completely rejected his sensational ideas and followed in full the line of Maspero. 

The only person who paid attention to the Wiedemann concept was A. H. Sayce 
who made start from it and developed it to no small degree in his «Religion of Ancient 

5 Probably, because of their popular character 
6 They are absent in most Egyptological libraries and the present author came across them when 

this book had already been finished in general. 
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Egypt». Since his work remains practically unknown, it is reasonable to cite a large pas
sage from it here. «Underneath the concept of the Ka lay a crude philosophy of the uni
verse. The Ka corresponded with the shadow in the visible world. Like the shadow which 
cannot be detached from the object, so, too, the Ka or Double is the reflection of the 
object as it is conceived in the mind. But the Egyptian did not realize that it was only a 
product of the mind. For him, it was as real and material as the shadow itself; indeed, it 
was much more material, for it had an independent existence of its own. It could be 
separated from the object of which it was a facsimile and presentment, and represent it 
elsewhere. Nay, more than this, it was what gave life and form to the object of which it 
was the image; it constituted, in fact, its essence and personality. Hence it was some
times interchanged with the 'Name' which, in the eyes of the Egyptians, was the es
sence of the thing itself, without which the thing could not exist. In a sense the Ka was 
the spiritual reflection of an object, but it was a spiritual reflection which had a concrete 
form. The ' ideas' of Plato were the last development of the Egyptian doctrine of the Ka. 
They were the archetypes which are at once abstract and concrete. Modern philosophers 
have transformed them into the thoughts of God, which realize themselves in concrete 
shape. But to the ancient Egyptian the concrete side of his conception was alone appar
ent. That the Ka was a creation of his own mind never occurred to him. It had a real and 
substantial existence in the world of gods and men, even though it was not visible to the 
outward senses. Everything that he new or thought of had its double, and he never sus
pected that it was his own act of thought which brought it into being» [Sayce, 1913, 
48-49]. Being an Assyriologist, Sayce could not professionally work on Egyptian 
monuments, but he intuitively managed to approach the essence of the ki closer than 
any Egyptologist and in several sentences formulated many theses the present writer 
hopes to prove in this book 7 Disregard of Wiedemann's and Sayce's contribution to 
the elaboration of the problems related to the ki badly harmed their further development. 

The scope of the primary theories is confined with the four conceptions suggested 
by Maspero, Steindorff, Erman and Wiedemann. In spite of their diversity, they have 
some common features, characteristic of both the primary stage of the ki studies and the 
general state of Egyptology at the turn of the centuries That time, when it was quite 
feasible to survey all the material known, engendered versatile scholars guiding them
selves with expert knowledge in very varied spheres and able to define adequately the 
fields of work of utmost importance. The primary theories did deal with the most sig
nificant aspects of the problems concerning the ki, and they still continue to evoke in
terest and serve as starting-points for current studies. At the same time, insufficiency of 
the source base lead to an illusion of simplicity in the problem and excited unjustified 
optimism With this, it seemed that the ki could be easily interpreted proceeding from 
one single and rather particular theory, its many-sided nature being ignored and remain
ing unrevealed Finally, all the primary theories suffered from disregarding the specific
ity of Egyptian categories. Both the «moins dense substance» of Maspero and «Lebens-

7 The author discovered the book by Sayce just before sending the manuscript to print; thus, it could 
not influence my conclusions, but the very fact of such a coincidence is remarkable. 
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kraft» of Erman, as well as «Schutzgeist» of Steindorff, are concepts that can be imag
ined by our contemporaries, but hardly generated by an ancient man. Regrettably, this is 
a common error of almost all scholars dealing with ancient Weltanschauungen, and 
Egyptologists began to correct it only recently. 

During several following decades, three out of four primary theories were dis
cussed, had repercussions and initiated three independent lines of ki studies that have 
hitherto survived in their more or less pure form. Maspero was followed by Ed. Naville 
[1905, 53-54], F.Virey, [1910, 102-103, 234-235], G. A. Reisner [1912, 26-27], 
G. Jéquier [1913, 151-152], Wiedemann in his late works [Wiedemann, 1910, 33-34; 
1920, 132-133], A W . Shorter [1931, 59] and many others. The viewpoint of Erman 
was shared by A.Sottas [1913], J. Saint Fare Garnot [1948, 94], J. Vandier [1949, 74, 
132-133], S.Morenz [1973, 170, 204], H. Brunner [1983, 139-140] and others. Stein
dorff s idea was generally accepted by J. H. Breasted [1912, 52-55, 1946, 49-50] who 
particularly stressed the significance of the ki for the next life, thus considering it to be 
almost exclusively a posthumous hypostasis of a man. W. Spiegelberg [1911] proceed
ing from demotic and Ptolemaic Greek texts persisted in translating ki as «Schutzgott». 
The case is more complicated with the line of Birch - Wiedemann. A. H. Gardiner de
fined ki as «nature» [Gardiner, 1915, 257, note 3], «character», «providence» [Gardiner, 
1917-2, 790], «personality», «individuality» and «temperament» [Gardiner, 1927 = 1950 = 
1957-1, 172]; he was followed by B.Gunn [1921, 106, note 3] - «disposition», and 
T. Peet [1923, 334] - «character», «providence». Such an attitude was characteristic of 
philologists who tried to provide translations of texts that would be exact in their slight
est nuances, but who had no specific interest in the ontological aspect of the ki. For in
stance, Gardiner could in the same book refer to the ki as «spint» or «soul» (which are 
terms of great difference from a theological point of view) [Gardiner, 1927 = 1950 = 
1957-1, 172] or even not mention it at all in his famous Cambridge lecture on the atti
tude of ancient Egyptians to death and the dead [Gardiner, 1935-3]. This position of 
Egyptologists belonging to the British philological school did promote lexicography, 
but it emasculated Wiedemann's conception and suppressed his trend which was never 
revived in full again. 

Only W.-F. von Bissing proved able to pass over the limits of the primary theories 
at that stage, and to realize that the ki problem was much more complicated and had 
many various aspects. It was he who established a certain relation between the ki and 
food [Bissing, 1903, 184], and dedicated a special study to that aspect of the ki 
[Bissing, 1911-2]. His idea was too specific, too different from the general course of 
investigation, and so it was paid attention to at a much later date. 

With all indisputable merits of the primary theories, it came to be evident that no 
one of them could describe and elucidate this notion completely. It became imperative 
to reconsider them by assuming a new approach. Thus, the second period began which 
lasted from the first decade of this century till the mid-thirties and may be called ethno
graphic, for the authors of the new theories started widely involving analogies and 
parallels of ethnographic character. Such a reaction to the crisis of the first stage is quite 
natural, but neither Egyptologists nor social anthropologists were ready to explain the ki 
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ethnographically and the conclusions drawn turned out to be fantastic. For instance, 
A. Moret who primarily interpreted the ki as «ame corporelle» (as contrary to «ame 
spintuelle») [Moret, 1907, 76, note 1] at last identified it with Polynesian mana [Moret, 
1913-3; 1913-4, 199; 1927, 202], while V. Loret [1904, 87-88] regarded the ki as a 
royal totem, both terms being used arbitrarily and uncritically. G. D. Hornblower [1923, 
1929] attempted to find analogies between the ki and some ancient Persian beliefs and 
pre-lslamic notions of the Arabs. Hence he tried to interpret the ki as an ancestor's 
spirit being a guardian and genius of the descendant. It is significant that also G van de 
Leeuw, a prominent theorist and historian of religion, joined the discussion - whereas 
Egyptologists resorted to ethnography in order to settle their problems, he applied to 
Egyptian notions so that he might interpret ethnographic material. According to his 
conception the ki is a man's «external soul» (something similar to the death of Koschey the 
Deathless of Russian folklore) [Leeuw, 1918]; N. Thomas [1920] shared a similar opinion. 

It was the book by M Weynants-Ronday [1926] that logically completed the ethno
graphic period and marked its self-denial. This work is entirely based on numerous ex
tracts describing religious ways of various peoples, from Eskimos to Papuans, while 
Egyptological study itself, for whose sake the whole work had been done, is absolutely 
inconsistent and lost among these extracts. Now in hindsight it should be admitted that 
the considering of ethnographic parallels - though useful and important by itself - was 
then a kind of «growing pains» for Egyptology, and this is why it went out of fashion 
quickly Only some observations of A M Blackman [1916-1; 1916-2] on the role of the 
placenta in the Egyptian concept of a man, that were based on a cautious involvement 
of some African analogies may be regarded as proper. As a result, Blackman came very 
close to an important conclusion on the relation of the placenta and the ki, unfortu
nately, he never postulated it because the ki was not the main object of his study. Later 
on, when the ethnographic period had already expired, its heritage was taken into ac
count and the use of ethnographic parallels became more critical. In the first place, this 
is associated with the name of H. Frankfort 

The common deficiency of all the above theories consists in the fact that they were 
based upon absolutization of a certain aspect of the ki out of the others and turned it 
into the essence of the notion which in fact is far more multilateral. The third period 
lasting from the 20 s to the 50 s is remarkable for realizing that the ki problem is highly 
complicated and that it is impossible to solve it within the framework of any existing 
concept Harmony of the primary theories inevitably had to be left in the past and 
seemingly consistent pictures were broken to pieces. On the other hand, Egyptology ac
cumulated a huge body of material that had to be systemized and comprehended Some 
particular manifestations of the ki in different groups of monuments had to be investi
gated in those conditions to proceed then to a new synthesis, but owing to the complete 
lack of co-ordination between the activities of scholars, the matter was reduced to obvi
ously useless attempts to compose a new picture of broken old fragments. The third 
period is that of eclecticism. 

In fact, there is a premise for combining components of different theories - they are 
not so incompatible as it may seem at the first casual glance Erman's «Lebenskraft» 
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being personified does not differ very much from SteindorfPs «Schutzgeist» who may 
assume the aspect of a man's «double» in the spirit of Maspero, involving individuality» 
of the man in compliance with Wiedemann. Reconciliation of everything best resulting 
from these concepts at a radically new level is not only possible, but necessary; nevertheless, 
no radical change in approach to the problem happened. All eclectic theories demonstrate 
that in any case nothing new can be made by mechanical combination of old debris. 

It was H. Kees who initiated the eclectic trend and was its most outstanding figure. 
His vast erudition allowed him to make numerous corrections, thus promoting the fur
ther development of the problems related to the ki. The most significant achievement of 
Kees consists in establishing the radical difference between the ki of a man and that of 
a king or a god, and indicating that they should be studied separately. Later on, this 
postulation was generally adopted as a starting point for any investigation. Neverthe
less, Kees did not succeed in working out any consequent conception and his observa
tions were confined to a mere registering of some separate phenomena. Notwithstand
ing this fact, his ideas expounded in several classical books [Kees, 1926, 67-79; 1933, 
319-320; 1941, 41 , 1956-1, 100-104; 1956-2, 43-52] became fairly widespread. Re
cent reprints of his works [Kees, 1977-1=1980-1; 1977-2=1980-2] are evidence that they 
are still influential. 

To the period of eclecticism - but only chronologically - also belong observations 
on the ki by H. Junker [1938, 115-122]. In the very beginning of his review, Junker 
states that he does not claim to provide the solution of the problem as a whole, confin
ing himself to some specific aspects only. This approach prevents his work from mixing 
heterogeneous elements, but in general the result is disappointing By that time, Junker 
mostly completed his analysis of the pictorial decoration of tomb chambers, thus com
ing close to the decisive step in interpreting the ki, but through inobservance of the 
method of investigation he failed to make that step [Bolshakov, 1985-4, 173-174]. On 
the other hand, it was Junker who first put it straight that the cult of representations had 
been just that of the ki and discussed some of its components, however, his conclusions 
did not draw due attention and the name of Junker is not usually even mentioned in the 
reviews of the ki problem. 

The most confused interpretation of the ki was offered by S. Mercer. According to its 
central idea the «ki with all its richness of application, connotation, and meaning is 
fundamentally nothing more or less than the ghostly or spiritual body, counterpart of the 
material or physical body, like the body celestial in contrast to the body terrestrial of 
St. Paul» [Mercer, 1952-2, 194]. However, proceeding from the supposition that the 
«Egyptians themselves were never clear about its nature or its being and activities)) 
[ibid., 196] and in full conformity with the eclectic tradition, Mercer [1949, 41-44, 
1952-1, 18-20] supplemented this kernel of his theory with a number of contradictory 
observations. As a result, trying to create an integral concept he postulated existence of 
quite impossible interrelations between the man, his ki and bi} Mercer's fantastic 

8 For example, «the double (being a double) had a soul and a body - though different in nature, be
ing spiritual, like the body of a god. The individual's soul (ba) on reaching heaven became the «external 
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conclusions were predetermined by his view and method as of a Christian theologian, 
without any hesitation applying Christian categories to ancient Weltanschauung. 

The period of eclecticism at large is marked by the drop in the number of special 
works devoted to the ki - as a rule, it was mentioned briefly and out of hand in more 
general studies. Only in 1946-1948 a turning-point in the approach to investigation of 
Egyptian Weltanschauung was marked by two books, one of which was inspired by 
H.Frankfort [Frankfort et al., 1946; also Frankfort et al., 1951] and the other was his 
most important work on the outlook of the ancient man [Frankfort, 1948-1 = 1978]. In 
the latter, an entire chapter was dedicated to the ki [ibid., 61-78] (cf. also [Frankfort, 
1948-2]). This chapter contains the most extensive study of the problem since the time 
of primary theories; even though bringing together heterogeneous features, it represents 
an original conception running counter to the traditions of the eclectic period and 
blending with the logic of Frankfort's understanding of Egyptian Weltanschauung as an 
integral historical and cultural phenomenon. Regrettably, the initially predetermined 
character of this logic did influence his interpretation of the ki, misleading Frankfort 
into the domain of speculative schemes. He regarded the ki as an absolutely impersonal 
and abstract «vital force», «power» filling the world and humans, all man's capabilities 
being a function of the amount of that force in him. According to Frankfort, both the bi 
and ih are forms of man's posthumous existence, while the ki is a force protecting him 
when alive as well as after his death. Thus, such a ki is seen to be very similar to the 
Roman concept of genius, however much more abstract. 

Frankfort's theory has evident borrowings; still, by making an abstract impersonal 
nature the main feature of the ki, it breaks not only with the concepts of Maspero and 
Wiedemann, but also with the lines of Erman and Steindorff who never doubted the 
individual character of the ki, if Frankfort had a forerunner, it could only be Moret with 
his identification of the ki and mana. The breaking-off with all traditions and preferable 
orientation toward theological written monuments made Frankfort's scheme incom
patible with a number of aspects of the ki. He explained this by «the lack of congruity 
between our own conceptions and those of the Egyptians)) [Frankfort, 1978, 67]; still 
the cause lies in the very approach which thus predetermined his failure in numerous 
components of the problem. 

Following Kees, Frankfort considered the royal ki separately from the ki of a man, 
and in this field he succeeded much better. He regarded the ki of a king as his personified 
(i.e., already individualized) vital force assuming the aspect of his twin. In addition, he 
suggested and proved in general that the king's placenta had been supposed to be his 
still-born twin, thus establishing that there was a certain connection between the ki of 
the king and his placenta. This conclusion going back to Blackman is almost the most 
important component of Frankfort's theory, but, nonetheless, the scholars to come were 
not enthusiastic about it. 

soul» of his own double (ka). That is, the individual in heaven consisted of a spiritualized body with its 
own soul plus the «external soul», which on earth was the soul (ba) of the human body», etc. [Mercer, 
1949,321-322]. 
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Frankfort's theory deserves a special attention, for it is the apex of the period of 
eclecticism and at the same time the last conceptual study of the ki. For this reason and 
in spite of all its deficiencies, this work cannot help inspiring great respect for the 
author's scope. As compared with it, the article on the ki by H. Bonnet in his «Real-
lexikon» [Bonnet, 1952, 357-362] seems insipid and does not explain anything. H. Jakob-
sohn's opinion should also be mentioned as relating the ki of a king to his sexual po
tency [Jakobsohn, 1939, 55-58] that is not devoid of interest, although it is rather specific. 

The 1950 s witnessed the appearance of the two first and the last books devoted to 
the ki [Greven, 1954, Schweitzer, 1956]. They summarize the achievements of the past 
eight decades of studies thereby finishing the third period, but both of them are rather 
feeble and do not provide anything new or progressive, even though the book by 
L. Greven is rightly based on the material of one certain age - the Old Kingdom -
which favorably distinguishes it from a number of other works where evidence from 
various epochs is usually mixed up 

The book by E. Meyerowitz - the last echo of the ethnographic period - should not 
be passed over silently either, although it is almost unknown to Egyptologists. Being a 
field anthropologist, the author compares results of her own research earned out in Ghana 
with material of Ancient Egypt and devotes a special chapter to the notion of the ki 
[Meyerowitz, 1960, 103-120]. Unfortunately, notwithstanding that some observations by 
Meyerowitz are of certain interest, she neither had enough qualification to analyse 
Egyptian monuments on her own, nor was adequately familiar with Egyptological lit
erature Hence the failure of the comparison she intended to make, the book having no 
significance for the development of Egyptology 

Following this, the fourth period has commenced which continues up to now - the 
period of calm during which no special works on the ki have been published. 9 The 
pragmatism of the new generation of researchers oriented them toward the subjects 
yielding rapid results, whereas the problems concerning the ki were tacitly considered 
futile because of their complexity. Only sometimes certain works dedicated to general 
questions and popular reviews in which it is impossible to hush up the ki remind us of 
the eclectic period. So H. Altenmiiller [1976, 30-32] interprets the ki as «handlung-
streibende Kraft», «Lebenskraft» as well as «Schutzgeist» and «Lebenselement», not ex
plaining the meaning of each term or their interrelations. For R. David [1982, 78] the ki 
is simultaneously «spirit», «embodiment of the life-force», «guide and protector of the 
owner», as well as «double», «self» and «personality» of the individual. A.J.Spencer 
[1984, 58, 60] is more definite in his opinion, he rightly suggests that the ki is a hypos
tasis in which the deceased receives offerings, but at the same time he supports the old 
interpretation as «vital force». K. Koch devotes only several sentences to the ki as 
«Erhalt- und Gestaltsseele» in his enormous volume on Egyptian religion [Koch, 1993, 

9 The only exclusion is a brief paper by Abd-Alaziz Saleh [1965]. Unfortunately, being but a num
ber of unsystematic observations without any idea or any conclusion, it is of no interest. Another paper 
by Saleh, «Explicit Speculations on the Ancient Egyptian k;» has been mentioned in the list of his works 
as being in preparation [Saleh A -A., List 1981, XIV], but, most probably, it was never published. 
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42, 81-82], such conciseness testifying to the lack of real interest in the problem. 
J. Barnes is even more laconic - he treats the ki, the bi and the ih in a single phrase 
[Barnes, 1991, 145]. Besides Altenmuller or David, Koch or Barnes, other names might 
have been mentioned in this respect, for the attitudes of different authors add up to a cer
tain similarity in their lack of definition. 

Whenever the ki is to be treated in particular, critical points are evaded. For exam
ple, V. A. Tobin [1989] contrived not to mention the ki at all in his recent voluminous 
book on the principles of Egyptian religion containing a large chapter devoted to future 
life. Of course, it can be explained by the theological orientation of his work, but, prac
tically the same was the attitude of P. Kaplony [1980-1] who managed to write an arti
cle devoted to the ki for «Lexikon der Agyptologie» without adducing any definition, 
thus contradicting the very idea of the «Lexikon». Extremes coincide: the present-day 
poor state of development of the problems relating to the ki is a result of both irrespon
sible eclecticism and excessive caution. Stagnation and crisis are obvious, the period of 
calm is evidently drawn out. The only original idea was expressed by J.Jaynes [1976, 
190-191] within the confines of his bicameral theory. He interprets the ki as a halluci
nated internal voice directing man's actions, but since the bicameral nature of ancient 
mentality is but a mere hypothesis (see Introduction), his concept is of little value. 

Until recently, such a review should have terminated with these pessimistic words, 
but now it seems that the state of things has begun changing for the better. Primarily, 
the book by O. D Berlev and S. I. Hodjash is remarkable in this respect, for the nature of 
the relation between representations and the ki is clearly (though very briefly) postu
lated in it [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 14-16]; the book also contains a number of impor
tant conclusions about the essence of the ki.10 Noteworthy is also the paper by L. Bell 
[1985] devoted to the cult of the royal ki in the Luxor temple, although it does not 
touch upon ontology and treats particular questions only, it testifies to the growing dis
satisfaction by the actual state of development of the ki problem. Two articles by the 
present author have been published as well, briefly exposing the main points of this 
book and for the first time after Frankfort trying to study the ontological aspect of the 
problem [Bolshakov, 1986-1, 1987-1]. Can the long-lasting calm be a lull before the 
storm of new discussions in which we may hope to reveal the meaning of one of the 
most important ideological notions of the Egyptians? 

1 0 These conclusions will be discussed below when considering the respective material; see also 
[Bolshakov, 1986-3]. 
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P S Y C H O L O G Y O F A P P R E H E N S I O N 

A N D T H E D O U B L E 

§ 1. Approach to the Problem 

• spite of their indisputable merits, the above interpretations of the ki have a 
I l | common critical deficiency All the authors take the ki for a given entity 

J L Ü and do not even try to elucidate why it had these very properties. Their 
starting-point is always a statement like «The Egyptians believed that...» and never the 
question «How could this very notion have arisen?». As a result, modern scholars as
sume the attitude of the ancient Egyptians who considered the ki quite really existent, 
and study this notion not as a product of human consciousness, but as if the ki were an 
objective reality of the outer world. We must renounce this faulty approach and turn to 
the psychological basis which gave rise to the ki category. Monuments reflect this basis 
in a very indirect way, but nonetheless, it can be revealed 

The most significant feature of the ki - its relationship with representations - was 
established by G. Maspero more than a century ago. Since then, nobody had serious 
doubts in the existence of that relationship, but its nature has never been explained. The 
above study demonstrated that in the Old Kingdom hopes for eternal life had been re
lated in some way to the system of tomb decorations imitating the earthly reality. Un
doubtedly, the Egyptians did feel something weird in the very nature of representations. 
An important evidence is given by the Meidum mastaba of Nfr-mict, one of the first 
tombs with an entirely decorated chapel. A figure of the tomb owner is accompanied by 
the legend: «It is he who made his gods as representation 1 that cannot be obliterated)) 
[Petne, 1892, 24; Urk.l, 7:77]. Only murals can claim to be «gods» in Old Kingdom 
tombs, and Nfr-mict no doubt meant them in his inscription [Spiegelberg, 1930, Go-
edicke, 1986, 60] Since no deities were shown on private monuments at that time, the 
legend proves that any representation is a «god» - just due to its very nature It is rea
sonable to deduce that the «divinity» of representations is nothing else but the «life» 
comprised in them. 

From our everyday point of view, the idea of attributing a certain life to representa
tions seems to be very naive and primitive against the general background of Egyptian 
culture. Indeed, our contemporary can hardly imagine how the Egyptians could com
bine, for instance, sophisticated mentality able to raise and solve abstract problems, 

1 mzS, see [Fft.m,478:«]. 
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with the practice of dressing and feeding statues of gods making us suggest that the 
statue was regarded as a deity itself. However, this impression of ours is but a result of 
simplified interpretation of ancient notions which actually were both far more compli
cated and unexpected. As soon as we give up the stereotypes, separate facts turn out to 
be a system, and whatever looked like contradictions proves to be a mere disparity be
tween the Egyptian reality and the way we understand it. Revealing these contradic
tions, we find weak points in our interpretation, therefore, this way is most efficient. 
Thus, let us establish within the matter of our interest those phenomena which may look 
strained, awkward or naive. 

The problem of the false door comes to mind at once. The deceased was supposed 
to «go forth» out of it to the chapel, but the false door was merely a representation of a 
door and, naturally, it led nowhere from nowhere. If so, where did the dead live? how 
could the false door serve him as a means of communication? what had it to do with the 
pictorial decoration of the chapel where it was located? 

Another problem concerns the cult practice. Since offerings in the chapel were 
made in front of statues and murals, it follows that they were intended to feed them. 
However, there is a substantial difference between representations and real food of
fered. How could the representation of a man - a conventional imitation of reality - be 
satiated with natural food? 

We should also elucidate the ancient attitude to the process of making representa
tions They were considered alive or, at least, possessing some qualities of a living 
thing, on the other hand, they were made of an inanimate material by sculptors and 
painters In that case, where did the property of representations to be «alive» come from? 2 

A number of similar contradictions might be mentioned in this respect, but all of 
them can be reduced in the final analysis to one single problem lying in the very center 
of Egyptian Weltanschauung. There are numerous indications of pictures and statues 
being regarded by the Egyptians as alive or rather, capable to ensure an eternal life to 
the person represented. On the other hand, the same people could not help understand
ing that representation, as well as the materials it was made of, were inanimate: it might 

2 Analogous contradictions were noted already by the authors of the Bible who could not take seri
ously the «life of representations)) and, therefore, considered idolatry a harmful delusion. The Bible con
sistently condemns the idolaters for the following unsoundness. First, idols are made of an inanimate 
material which has nothing divine in it: «He heweth him down cedars, and taketh the cypress and the 
oak Then shall it be for a man to burn: for he will take thereof, and warm himself; yea, he kindleth it, 
and baketh bread; yea, he maketh a god, and worshippeth it; he maketh it a graven image, and falleth 
down thercto» (Is. 44:14-15). Second, idols are no doubt inanimate and unable to act: «They have 
mouths, but they speak not; eyes have they, but they see not. They have ears, but they hear not; noses 
have they, but they smell not. They have hands, but they handle not; feet have they, but they walk not; 
neither speak they through their throat» (Ps. 113:73—75). And finally, idols are made by man who cannot 
create anything more perfect than himself: «It was a man who made them; one who draws borrowed 
breath gave them the shape But no human being has the power to shape a god like himself: he is only 
mortal, but what he makes with his improus hands is dead; and so he is better than the objects of his wor
ship, for he is at least alive - they never can be» (Wisdom 15:16-17). This is a common and natural ap
prehension of people belonging to the cultures which do not attribute much importance to representations 
(cf. also Is. 2:8, 44:9-20, 46:6-7; Jer. 2:26-27, 3:9, 10:3-5; 1 Cor. S:4; Rev. 9:20). 
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be touched proving yet to be cold, it might be struck and even destroyed without mov
ing or reacting in any other manner the living beings would do. A good illustration of 
the fact that representations were inanimate for the Egyptians, but at the same time 
some life was seen in them, is the practice of destroying them in order to annihilate the 
tomb owner. As this practice existed, eternal life was supposed to be secured by repre
sentations, but when destroying them, it was impossible to disregard that they were 
lifeless. 

It should be obvious to every unprejudiced scholar that the problem is too impor
tant to be waved away by alluding to a contradictory nature of the Egyptian religion and 
to the so-called «infantilism» of ancient consciousness which allegedly introduced life 
into representations qualified as inanimate by our «grown-up» mentality. Unfortunately, 
nobody did even attempt to raise these questions, to say nothing of answering them. 
Theories ignoring the problem of the «life of representations)) (such as the repeatedly 
expressed opinion on the «infantile consciousness)) and «magic vitalization») cannot 
explain anything and lead us away from the main point. 

Thus, we are facing an insoluble contradiction: from the Egyptian point of view, 
representations seem both inanimate and alive at the same time. We can get away from 
this vicious circle only by breaking it up, by recognizing that one of the contradictory 
theses exists merely in our notion. And, of course, it is erroneous to state that represen
tations are alive, which is a result of our interpretation of the five-thousand-year-old 
concepts that surely may be wrong, while representations being inanimate is confirmed 
by practice, whether modern or ancient. 

We have to establish what kind of notion existed where we are inclined to see the 
«life of representations)), for some relationship of representations with a certain other 
reality is beyond any doubt, even though it is not as evident as it seems to be at the first 
glance. To do this, let us take the way of a consecutive solution of the above particular 
contradictions. The total of the answers obtained will answer our principal question. 
We shall begin with the problem of the false door and localization of the «next world». 

§ 2. Mechanism of the Origin of the ki Category 

Infinite number of texts obviously state that it is the West (Jmnt) supposed to be 
the place of life hereafter. It would be natural to suggest that the West is a certain land 
of the dead situated somewhere westwards of the Nile valley, in the place where the sun 
dies. Such a notion could exist at the earliest stage, orientation of the cult chambers, ar
rangement of the false door, etc., being its relics (see Chapter 1). If this notion had sur
vived into the Old Kingdom, one might believe that the West, the abode of the dead, 
was located behind the false door from where the tomb owner «went forth» in order to 
receive offerings. However, in this case the whole world of the chapel pictorial decora
tion proves senseless, because the deceased had another world - the West - to live 
there eternally. 

Considering the tomb plan, we can reveal many facts contradicting the suggestion 
about the West as a certain land behind the false door. Indeed, it would have meant that 
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CF A 8 

A 7 
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A 6 

A 4 

there had to be nothing of the 
world of the living in the tomb 
behind the false door and one 
could enter no rooms there 
However, behind the false door 
in chapel A l l of Mrr-w(j)-
kl(-j), there is chamber A 8 
opened for the visitors to the 
tomb (fig.3) [Duell, 1938, plan 
facing pi. 2]. Accordingly, be
yond the false door in chapel 6 
of queen Nb-t, chamber 1 of 
queen Hnwt is located (fig.4) 
[Munro, 1993, Taf. 2], whereas in 
the mastaba of Hnt(j)-ki(jyjhhj 
[James 1953, pi. 3] storeroom 
10 is disposed beyond the false 
door in chapel 7 (fig. 5). 

The evidence of provincial 
rock-cut tombs is even more re
vealing. While mastabas were in 
most cases strictly oriented to 
the cardinal points, the rock 
tombs usually did not conform 
to this rule. Their arrangement 
and planning were determined 
primarily by the orientation of 
the cliff in which they were 
hewn If it was parallel to the 
Nile, the tomb could be oriented 
(with some deviations) accord
ing to the Memphite rule; 3 how
ever, many tombs were cut in 
the escarpments bending at an 
angle to the river and the tradi

tional orientation was quite impossible there. As a result of the spur bends and clefts, 
the axes of the neighboring tombs can sometimes be oriented at right angles with re
spect to one another, whereas the entrances to the tombs of —whm/Whmj and of Spss-
kiw(f) at Zawiyet el-Mayitin are even facing one another [Brunner, 1936, Abb. 16] 
( % 7). 

A 5 

A 3 

B3 
B 1 

A 1 A 2 

CF False door 

F i g . 3 
Mastaba ofMrr-w(j)-ki( j) 
(after Duell [1938, plan opposite pi -]) 

3 E.g., Pjpj-rnh{w) the Middle at Meir [Blackman, 1924-1, pi. 1], JdwISnnj [Save-Soderbergh, 
1994, pi. 9) and Tiwtj [ibid., pi. 12; Brunner, 1936, 46] at Qasr es-Sayad, and others. 
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Fig. 5 
Mastaba of Hnt(j)-kl(j)IJhhj (after James [1953, pi. 3]) 
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F False door 

Spss-
kiw(j) 

\ 8a 

Whmj 

Fig . 6 
Rock tomb ofTt j - C nh(w) , Sheikh Said No. 25 
(after Brunner [1936, Abb. 10]) 

Fig. 7 
Rock tombs of $pss-k]-w(j) and 
—whmlWhmj, Zawiyet el-Mayitin, 
Nos. 8 and 9 (after Brunner [1936, 
Abb. 16]) 

In rock tombs of non-Memphite orientation, the false door is traditionally arranged 
in the west wall, even when the entrance to the chapel is not at the eas t 4 Therefore, 
sometimes both the entrance and the false door are accommodated in the west wall 
(fig 6). Such tombs are known at Sheikh Said,5 Zawiyet el-Mayitin,6 Quseir el-
Amarna, 7 el-Hawawish 8 These cases are of paramount importance, because they most 
obviously illustrate that there is no world of the dead behind the false door, but the Nile 
valley, the very world of the living, - and it is separated from the chapel by a thin wall only 

However, the arrangement of the false door in the west wall was not obligatory and 
in several Memphite tombs it appears in other places [Junker, 1950, Abb. 34, 35, 55; 
1951-1, Abb 50, most probably also S 154] This phenomenon was much more wide-

4 E. g., in Hm(w)-rr(w) at Deir el-Gebrawi [Davies, 1902-2, pi. 16]. 
5 Ttj-rnh(w) [Davies, 1901-2, pi.27], MrwIBbj [ibid., pi. 18], WjwIJjw [ibid., pi .22], Mrw and 

Hunt [ibid.. pi. 22] , the anonymous tomb No. 6 [Brunner. 1936, Abb. 12] 
0 Mi) (No.3), Jbw, Httj, Hwt-lrr(w)-m-hlt, Mij (No. 11), Nj-rnh-pjpj [Brunner, 1936, Abb. 16] 

(the latter also [Varille, 1938, pl.3]). 
1 Pjpj-Cnh(w) [Brunner, 1936, Abb.26; El-Khouli, Kanawati, 1989, fig.24], Hw(j)-n(j)-wh 

[Quibell, 1902-2, fig. 1; El-Khouli, Kanawati, 1989, fig. 29]. 
8 Mn{w)-rnh{w) [Kanawati, 1980-1, fig. 2]. 
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spread in the provinces. The most remarkable in this regard is the chapel of HnkwIJ—f 
at Deir el-Gebrawi, where the false doors are arranged in all of the four walls [Davies, 
1902-2, pi. 22]. Finally, in the Deir el-Gebrawi tombs of Htp-nbiyvJ) (No 2) [Davies, 
1902-1, pi. 21] and of Mr-wt (No. 33) [ibid., pl.22], the false doors are placed in the east 
and south walls, while the west wall is not decorated at all. 

One might suppose that the false door leads to the chapel not from the next world 
but from the burial chamber - in such a case its orientation could be less strict. Indeed, 
there are a number of tombs where the shaft leading to the burial chamber is located 
behind the false door. However, the appearance of false doors in burial chambers of 
Dyn. VI makes this suggestion absolutely unsound: there is no other chamber to which 
they could lead in the tomb. It would evidently be wrong to believe that the false doors 
in the chapel and in the burial chamber were considered the final points of some sym
bolic way of communication between these two rooms, especially if taking into account 
that there are many burial chambers with false doors arranged in the wall opposite to 
the chapel. 9 Thus, the purpose of the false door had to be the same both in the super
structure and in the underground part of the tomb: they were supposed to let the owner 
«go forth» out of them. This is but natural, since decoration of the burial chambers was 
borrowed from the chapels. 

Therefore, it is obvious that as early as the Old Kingdom, the notion of Jmnt was 
not related to geographical west, that Jmnt had no definite spatial location and, of 
course, was not placed behind the false door. Then it would be most reasonable to de
duce that the West was somehow related to the pictorial decoration of the chapels, for 
there was nothing else to connect it with. The problem might seem to grow still more 
complicated, but this feeling is unfair: two late Old Kingdom monuments reflecting the 
attitude of the Egyptians to representations give us reliable answers to the above questions. 

In the late Old Kingdom, tomb inscriptions appear in which the owners claim that 
they had completely paid for the work of the craftsmen who had built and decorated 
their monuments (for bibliography see [Berlev, 1978, 19]). The purpose of such claims 
is quite clear: fearing that the tomb could be usurped in future, its owner tried to con
firm his rights to possess it as a legal property [cf. Perepelkin, 1988-1, 121-122; 1988-2, 
357]. Developing this idea, the authors of the two inscriptions renounced the stereotype 
of compiling such texts and exposed to us their understanding of the «life of represen-
tations». The specificity of both inscriptions had been unnoticed for a long time, until 
O. D. Berlev [1978, 18-33] revealed their great importance for the history of Egyptian 
ideology Berlev's study is thorough and detailed, but being published in Russian, it 
remains underrated by most Egyptologists - the fact making the present writer expound 
here its main conclusions as concerning our subject. 

The first inscription is placed by the figure of the «servant of the ld» Hnmtj on the lintel CG 
1634 from the Saqqara tomb of a certain Jlrtj [Grdseloff, 1943, 26-38, Goedicke, 1970, 

9 As the author was writing these lines, they were an objection against a merely hypothetical oppo
nent. However, after this book had already been finished, A. M. Roth suggested that the false door had 
served to connect the chapel with the burial chamber [Roth, 1988, 54] 
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178-181]. This inscription is attributed to Hnmtj bringing food offerings to his master 

n 
t ^ V - - - £ - ^ % V " a ^ n ^ / 1 $ \ < < A s f o r t h e p u r c h a s e 

J ^ - ^ i r D ^ ¥ deed, the funerary pnest 
Hnmtj, he says: 'My lord has appointed me a funerary priest. He has made this door for 
remuneration of one small loincloth, so that I went forth out of it /i. e., out of the door/ 
to serve as funerary priest'» [Berlev, 1978, 27 1 0 ] (for the review of other interpretations 
see [ibid., 20-23], now also [Perepelkin, 1988-1, 86, 115]). 

As the purchase deed the inscription itself should be regarded. «Door» (sbi) is the 
key word for understanding the meaning of the text. Since the «door» was made espe
cially to allow Hnmtj and nobody else to go forth through it, it could be neither the en
trance to the chapel intended for all visitors to the tomb, nor the false door made only 
for its owner - Jir-tj (the more so that the price, a small loincloth, is too insignificant 
for such monuments). If so, only the representation of Hnmtj can be the «door» here 
[Berlev, 1978, 24]." Thus, the picture of a person is considered a «door» out of which 
some manifestation of his «goes forth» 

The situation reflected by the inscription is as follows. Jir-tj ordered the lintel with 
the representation of Hnmtj serving to him and paid the craftsman for his work, the 
loincloth being the price of carving one figure only and not of the whole monument. 
However, the very fact of using the word «door» with reference to the representation 
means that not a mere picture was bought by Jir-tj, but the priest Hnmtj himself in the 
form he «went forth» out of this «doon> to perform eternal priestly services for Jir-tj. His 
picture was ordered and paid for by Jir-tj exactly with this purpose [Berlev, 1978, 25-26]. 

Everything we know about the practice of appointing the ((servants of the ki» testi
fies that the purchase of Hnmtj was fictitious and, as a living person, he was not a slave 
of Jir-tj. It is obvious that Jir-tj did not buy the priest himself, but his manifestation 
which would live in the tomb thanks to his image carved in stone and make offerings as 
long as the representation existed. 1 2 

1 0 In the original «Что касается документа на право собственности /=купчей/, то заупокой
ный жрец Hnmtj. говорит он: 'Назначил меня владыка мой заупокойным жрецом. И сотворил 
он дверь эту за вознаграждение /в виде/ одной набедренной повязки малой, так что я вышел из 
нее /=двери/. чтобы служить заупокойным жрецом'». 

" For one more case of designating a representation as a door (ri) see [Berlev, 1978, 24]. 
1 2 If the depicted person can «go forth» out of his representation, it would be reasonable to search 

for some records of his «coming back» into it. The present writer cannot adduce any cases concerning 
private persons, but as to gods and their temple images, such records are well known First of all, the 
«Memphite Theological Treatise» should be mentioned, where the creation of gods by Pth is described as 
follows: «And gods entered (rk) their bodies /lit 'body'/ of every wood, of every stone, of every clay (?), (of) 
every material /lit. 'thing'/...» (Memph. Theol., 60). The verb ck is an exact antonym topr(j) in the in
scription of Jir-tj. 

More in detail this notion is reflected in the late temple texts. «The Winged Disc comes from the 
sky everyday to see his sacred representation (bs)... He descends upon his image, he unites with his fal
con-shaped statues, his heart is glad in his shrine» (Edfu) [Blackman, Fairman, 1941, fig. 2-6]. Accord-
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The second monument of great interest is the false door of {J)t{w)f-hihi (?) (JE 
56994) with unusual inscriptions on the lintel and jambs [Bakir, 1952, pi. 1]. The in
scription on the lintel reads: 

«1 have made this /i. e., the false door/ to be blessed before my lord. I have made the 
craftsmanship /i. e., craftsmen/ creating necropolis praise god for me /i. e., thank me/ for 
the respective remuneration)) [Berlev, 1978, 29]. 1 3 Two identical inscriptions on the 
jambs are the legends to the figures of people pictured there baking, brewing and 
bringing food stuffs and clothes to the tomb owner: 

О il , JT^ 0 ZZZ. c m Jdiv^ 

fj fj fj «(My) bought people belonging to (my) body 
a s i a ^ Li Li Li /i.e., my own/. I have obtained them for remu

neration /i. e., I have bought them/, (they) having been sealed up /i. e., their names hav
ing been sealed up/ in a contract liable to sealing up /and/ belonging to h r,14 in order 
that they bring offerings in the necropolis. Funerary priests /and/ funerary priestesses)) 
[Berlev, 1978, 29]. 1 5 

If interpreted literally, these inscriptions belong to the small group of Old Kingdom 
records of purchasing people. However, it was impossible to sell or buy the «servants of 
the ki», and proceeding from the inscription of Jlr-tj, it should be supposed that 
{J)t{w)f-hihi bought not real people, but their representations, that is, their living mani-

ing to the texts of Dendera, the joining with representations is the aim of the god when he appears in the 
temple, the very process of joining being described as enveloping, embracing the representation [Junker, 
1910, 6-7] . Descriptions of this kind are rather numerous; they were paid heed to by H. Junker [ibid] 
and some of them were collected by A.M.Blackman and H. W.Fairman [1941, 412, note 9] , but they 
never became an object of a proper study. They are traditionally interpreted as an evidence of the g o d s 
entering a lifeless representation thus animating it. As a result, the deity and its representation loose 
touch with one another and their indissoluble (although very specific) relation proves considered tempo
ral and not obligatory. It can be possible that we deal here with an inversion of the idea of the «going 
forth». Indeed, if the person represented «goes forth» from his representation, he must also «enter» into it. 
The basis of these two ideas seems to be absolutely identical, so there must be no difference in this re
spect between the dead man and the god, between representations in the temple and in the tomb. 

Of course, we should not disregard the fact that the texts of the late temples are a result of a three-
millennia-long evolution, and most different components are assimilated there, thus distorting the original 
picture. Therefore, we can come across the record of the Ы of a goddess entering her representation 
[Blackman, Fairman, 1941, 412, note 9]. This idea belongs to another cycle, but it cannot conceal the 
very fact of «coming back». 

1 3 In the original «Сделал я это /т. е. ложную дверь/ для того, чтобы быть почтенным у вла
дыки моего, заставив славить для меня бога /=благодарить меня/ мастерство /=мастеров/, тво
рящее некрополь за вознаграждение соответствующее». 

1 4 On the ht document see [Berlev, 1978, 30]. 
1 5 In the original «Купленные люди (мои), что от особы (моей) /=собственные мои/, я дос

тал их за вознаграждение /=купил/, запечатанными /=имена которых - в списке запечатанном/ в 
грамоте, подлежащей запечатыванию, что от ht, с тем, чтобы они приносили мне жертвы в не
крополе. Заупокойные жрецы и заупокойные жрицы». 
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festations «going forth» from the pictures. Indeed, he declares first (on the lintel) that he 
had paid craftsmen for manufacturing the monument, grounding then (on the jambs) his 
proprietary rights - not of the people themselves, but of their representations on this 
monument [Berlev, 1978, 31-32]. As in the inscription of JSrtj, it is stressed that the 
representations were bought to serve the tomb owner. 1 6 1 7 

The Old Kingdom notion of the «next world», the West, starts to become clear for 
us. (J)t(w)f-hlhl claims it unambiguously that he paid the craftsmen «creating hr(f)t-
ntr». Hr{j)t-ntr might be interpreted literally as «cemetery», «necropolis» [Wbll, 
394:70], the meaning being quite acceptable on the face of it: the tomb owner remu
nerates the cemetery workmen; however, (J)t(w)f-hlhi mentions not the craftsmen 
working at the cemetery in general, but those who took part in making this very false 
door It is obvious that hr(j)t ntr means in this context «Totenreich im Jenseits» [Wb. Ill, 
394:77-13]. Still, if making representations the craftsmen «create hij)t ntr», this «next 
world» is a world of representations or a certain world most intimately related to them. 

The case is the same with the main Old Kingdom designation of the «next world» -
Jmnt - «West»: like hr(f)t-ntr, this term can designate both a cemetery, a real earthly 
place, and the «next world» [Wb.l, 86:8-9]. Now it is clear why the same word, no 
matter be it Jmnt or hr(/)t-ntr, could denote both the cemetery, a part of the world of 
the living, and the «world of the dead»: this «world of the dead» exists in the tomb and, 
thus, partly superposes that of the living ones. In fact, the terms Jmnt and hr(j)t-ntr are 
not even ambivalent: they just refer to the place belonging at the same time to both worlds, 
one or the other aspect of this place coming to the foreground in each particular case. 

The nature of the false door becomes more precise as well Being an imitation of the 
door, it can give rise to a certain manifestation of the object represented. Of course, only the 
tomb owner's manifestation created by his pictures can «go forth» through such a door, for 
only they and nothing in the world of the living have the same nature. The oldest false doors 
were arranged in the tombs having no pictorial decorations yet, but from the above observa
tions it is quite evident that an idea similar to the reconstructed one must be existent at that 
time as well, for what else could «go forth» from the door imitation? This means that the 
emergence of the false door is the earliest (even though indirect) evidence in favor of the 

1 6 Earlier the present author accepted this interpretation by Berlev unreservedly [Bolshakov, 1987-1, 
10-11] , but in the recently published book by Yu. Ya. Perepelkin [1988-1, 83-85] some serious argu
ments are adduced in favor of the traditional understanding of the inscriptions of (J)t(w)f-hihi. First of 
all, the line where priests are mentioned, is separated from the previous ones by a narrow blank, and so 
the priests who could not be sold are detached from the «bought people» (jsww). Second, some people 
are depicted on the jambs at work, whereas others are idle, so it seems that the difference between the 
jsww and the priests is stressed also here If so, the fact of buying labourers proves to be irrelevant of the 
priests and apparently is quite realistic (cf [Perepelkin, 1988-2, 339]). Nevertheless, we cannot affirm 
that these very important observations provide the definite solution of the problem related to the false 
door of (J)t(w)f-hihl which was by right qualified as an ((interesting, but intricate)) monument 
[Perepelkin, 1988-1, 83]. Indeed, offerings are delivered by people whom Perepelkin considers to be 
priests, but the inscription on the lintel reads that there are jsw w who bring offerings. 

1 7 On the New Kingdom attitude to the ushabti statuettes as the slaves of their owner see [Berlev, 
1978,33-34 | -
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notion which is most obviously expressed in the inscription of Jlrtj. Later, when represen
tations came into use, the idea of «going forth» was naturally transferred to them as well. 
From our modern point of view, it had made the false door useless, because any representa
tion of the tomb owner guaranteed him the «going forth», but practically no old ideas were 
discarded in Egypt with the appearance of the new ones. So the false door became deco
rated with representations and went on existing as the main place of the tomb owner's 
«going forth», and respectively, as the main cult place. 

However, the mechanism of «going forth» remains unclear so far. It is the arrangement 
of murals that helps us to answer this question. With some rare exceptions the decoration of 
any wall consists of the two main parts: ® representations of various ritual, agricultural, 
handicraft or festive activities arranged in registers, and ® a large figure of the tomb owner 
turned to these scenes and by its very size amalgamating them into a single composition. 
The tomb owner's representation is always static, except for the table scene, he is just sitting 
or standing still. His picture is usually accompanied by the titles and the name(s) placed over 
his head. Other inscriptions are not obligatory, but, nevertheless, they appear rather fre
quently. They represent a vertical column separating the figure of the tomb owner from the 
scenes of everyday life; the titles should be interpreted as their continuation.18 

These inscriptions serving a title of the whole mural composition are always as
sembled according to a standard pattern: the word mil («seeing») + the object of seeing 
(description of the scenes taking place before the tomb owner) + the subject of seeing 
(the titles and the name(s) of the owner). For instance, «Seeing the work /by/... Tjj» 
[Steindorff, 1913, Taf. 110]; «Seeing marshlands, 1 9 catching fish /and/ fowl /that are/ 
better than any thing /by/... N(f)-cnh-hnm(w)» [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1977, Taf.33]; 
«Seeing every field-work in his /ivvvvf-estates /and/ n/wwi-estates of Lower /and/ Up
per Egypt /by/... Jdw» [Macramallah, 1935, pi. 11-6]; «Seeing every good enjoyment of 
heart which are made in the entire country /by/... Pth-htp(-w)» [Davies, 1900, pi.21]; 
«Seeing vine brought from the palace for... Nb-t» [Munro, 1993, Taf. 13, 14], «Seeing 
the bull fight by... Ttj» [Kanawati, 1980-1, fig. 10], etc. 2 0 

The significance of these «seeing formulae» (let them be called so), which still is 
not appreciated at its true value, is enormous, because they allow us to ascertain how 
the Egyptians understood the functioning of the system of representations. The custom
ary passivity of the tomb owner is but an illusion arising from his immobile posture: in 
reality he is busy with the action so important that it gives name to the entire composi
tion - he is seeing. Thus, what is the meaning of this «seeing» which is so significant 
for the tomb owner? Answering this question is facilitated by the fact that here we can 
put the equals sign between our own apprehension and that of the ancient Egyptians. 

1 8 There are, seemingly, only two such inscriptions which are not followed by the titles, both of 
them in the same tomb [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1971, Taf. 2, 7]. 

1 9 See [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1977, 92, Sz. 13.A, Anm. a]. 
2 0 The only exception to this structure of the seeing formulae which I know is the inscription in the 

chapel of queen Mr(f)-s(j)-rnh(w) III accompanied by a picture of the owner and of her mother shown 
boating, that reads: «They are seeing every good thing /which is/ in the marshes» [Dunham, Simpson, 
1974, fig. 4 ] , but this difference is merely formal and has no semantic character. 
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Indeed, in our modern culture representations are also of great importance. Practi
cally everyone keeps photographs of his nearest and dearest, of places he remembers 
with love, of significant events in his life, etc., prior to the invention of photography 
this part was played by paintings, drawings, miniatures and so on. The purpose of all 
these representations is the same - to remind of people and events. Although the an
cient system of priorities is quite different as compared with ours, the topics of the 
Egyptian tomb murals are the same in general. Tomb decorations comprise everything 
the deceased saw when alive, essentially his household - that is, everything that could 
be photographed had the Egyptians the idea of photography. In very likelihood the 
Egyptian murals had also the function of reminding. 

Although our memory is able to reproduce involuntarily information once intro
duced into it, this reproduction does not happen by itself, without incitement. Appre
hensions of objects, ideas and thoughts can be such incitements having most unex
pected forms and causing a sporadic reproduction. Should such a reminder be purpose
ful, the resulting reproduction will be far more definite. For example, photographs are 
very purposeful reminders and this is the reason for making and keeping them. As we 
look at a photograph, we recollect the respective event more clearly, and instead of a 
vague image the vivid picture of the past appears in our consciousness Photograph 
reminds of many details which are kept so deep in memory that they do not reveal 
themselves without external incitements, it can also make us recall an event which we 
have forgotten entirely, which one did not think about a minute ago. Moreover, the in
citement evokes a current of spontaneous and uncontrolled associations giving rise to 
other images which already are not related directly to the things and persons repre
sented. «Events and people registered in memory along with their surroundings form a 
group or association which is as indissoluble as a poem known by heart, and such a 
group can be reproduced by hinting at any of its links» [Sechenov, 1947, 449]. Photo
graph, representation is a very important «link» involving the whole «chain» of recol
lections As a result, our memory reproduces a complete fragment of the past. 

We have no reasons to believe that the psyche of the Old Kingdom Egyptians could be 
qualitatively different. There is no doubt that this phenomenon of memory could not help 
greatly amazing them, being of course not apprehended as related to the memory. Feeling 
that representation «revives» in our memory, we do understand that it happens only and 
solely in our mind, that this sensation is of subjective nature, the historical experience of the 
ancient man being quite different, he could not realize the nature of this phenomenon and 
had to find another interpretation. In other words, saying ((representations revive in mem
ory)) we emphasize in memory, while the Egyptians would stress revive 

Two kinds of images can arise in the human mind. The first are based on informa
tion provided from immediate perception by the organs of sense, whereas the second 
spring up from the memory, i. e., in this case perception is intermediated by memory. 2 1 

Let us consider both processes (fig. 8). In the first one, the object CD is perceived 
by optic receptors CD and the obtained information is analyzed by the brain CD to pro-

2 1 Of course, real images kept in memory can be mixed, merged and transformed into fantastic ones, 
but these processes are of no importance for our study. 
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duce a visual image of this object (X*. These are also the initial stages of the second 
process, where the acquired image is subsequently saved by the memory CD to be un
consciously stored in it CD. After some time, we come across an object's representation 
CD. It is perceived by optic receptors CD, the information gained is treated by the brain 
CD, thus giving rise to a visual image of the object's representation (Q) This image 
serves as an incitement CD for memory which reproduces an image of the object being 
somewhat distorted due to inevitable loss of some information & . The visual image of 
the object's representation <13> amends the image of the reproduced object and initiates 
memory O 1 , whereas the activated associations provide more information related to 
the object <Q) As a result, the revised object's image appears <S> 2 2 

In order to make such a picture quite natural and even banal for us, physiology, 
psychology and philosophy had to pass a long road of development, the ancient man 
was not aware of all this - moreover, his feelings told him just the contrary Indeed, 
subjectively, from the point of view of the recollecting person, the image arising as a 
result of recollection (£5) does not differ from that coming into existence from the im
mediate reception CD P 

Therefore, an ancient man being unaware of the processes occurring in his brain, 
could not take them into consideration and was inclined to regard the reminiscence of 
anything as its direct vision (processes CD-© were excluded from his picture of the 
world). Still, if we see somebody or something (not by mind, as we know it, but with 
eyes, as the Egyptians believed), it means that this somebody or something is before us 
at the moment. Since it is possible to recollect and, thus, to see alive a person who has 
been dead for a long time, the question arises inevitably about the nature of the entity 
appearing at our sight. If we are as ignorant of the nature of our memory as the Egyp
tians were, we can suppose that this is a copy of the deceased, his double similar to the 
«original», but immortal. In all probability, just this copy was called ki by the Egyp
tians. The property of representations to activate memory was regarded as the «going 
forth» of the kl from the picture of the «original» which served it as a «door» - this is 
the meaning of the «reviving» of representations 2 4 However, it is still but a hypothesis 

2 2 This is no doubt a mere scheme claiming to nothing else; it does not take account of numerous 
concepts of modern psychology concerning the analysis of visual information (for instance, the prelimi
nary estimation of the image directly by eyes), still they are not imperative for our study. A certain 
«mechanicism» helping to reject some secondary details and to focus on the main aspects is quite appro
priate here. Below (see Chapter 10, § 1) we shall make some corrections, but now we are approaching 
the problem in general terms, and it is sufficient to limit ourselves to the above model 

2 3 Actually it does, since information cannot be stored without some losses, but the man himself who 
can reckon solely on his memory, does not feel it, and so «that which I remember» turns for him into 
«that which has been in reality». Samples of such objectifying of recollections which is equal to subjecti
fying of reality, can be found in any memoirs 

2 4 By the way, this hypothesis explains why tomb representations remain lifeless for everybody ex
cept the tomb owner. In our memory, the reality depicted by a photograph revives only if it concerns our
selves directly, whereas the events in which we did not take part and which do not refer to us usually do 
not revive, and at best we regard their representations as documents, perhaps of interest, but nothing 
more. The possibility of «enlivening» things never seen before is proper of only some people of artistic 
vein having a special gift of condolence which is the basis of their creative work. With the tomb repre-
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1. Object. 2. Perception by optic receptors. 3. Processing of information by the brain. 4. Image of 
the object. 5. Stamping of the image in the memory. 6. Keeping of the image in the memory. 
7. Representation of the object. 8. Perception by optic receptors. 9. Processing of information by 
the brain. 10. Image of the object's representation. 11. Incitement. 12. Image of the object repro
duced by memory. 13. Comparison of the reproduced image with the image of the object's repre
sentation. 14. Associations. 15. Revised image of the object. 

to be confirmed A confirmation should be searched for in Egyptian terminology which 
could not help reflecting both the fact of the relation of the k? to representations and the 
nature of that relation Indeed, the kl is sometimes mentioned in connection with repre
sentations All these records are indirect, for the Egyptians themselves were not in need 
of explaining the correlation between the k7> and representations - the nature of the ki 
was quite obvious for them. In any case, the evidence of Egyptian terminology can be 
interpreted definitely proceeding from the facts already established. 

Properly speaking, all these records consist in designating representations «the kS». 
It does not contradict the suggested conception, for under conditions of a comparative 
backwardness of linguistic means, representation and the image of the person evoked in 
memory (even though objectified) surely could be signified by the same word." 

sentations. the state of affairs was absolutely the same: they fixed the life of the tomb owner, so that the 
reality fixed by the latter was «revived» only for himself (the «seeing formulae» reflect the same idea). 
For other people they are mere representations, because reality comprised in these latter is not perceived 
(although the ancient perception does not disrupt representation and its model). 

2 5 Even we are facing a similar problem: having no term to denote an objectified memory image, we 
talk about «revivmg» representations, thus attributing the property of this image to lifeless pictures. 
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Fig . 8 
Mechanism of the origin 

of the k i category 

All Egyptian representations can be subdivided into two basic groups: those made 
on a plane, mainly murals, and statues. The author does not know any Old Kingdom 
designation of statues as ki, but their relation has been reflected in the name of the 
serdab. Excavating in 1913 the mastaba of Rc(w)-wr(w) I (G 5270), H. Junker dis
covered several inscribed slabs which originally had been a frieze on a wall of the 
exterior serdab annex to the tomb (see Chapter 5). The inscription (Cairo JE 43965) reads: 

^Mw§.^im^ W i i * t s J B ¥ 
«Scribe of the royal documents, scribe of the royal writing materials, scribe of the royal 
books, scribe of the royal documents in the presence, belonging to the royal placenta 
Rc(w)-wr(w), court of the ki», i.e., «Court of the ki of... Rr(w)-wr(w)». H(w)t-ki, 
«court of the ki» was interpreted by Junker as a designation of the serdab [Junker, 
1913-2, 12]. A year later A. Moret [1914, 88] tried to prove that should be read 

instead of , and thus supposed that the name of the serdab was jrtj n(j)t h(w)t-ki, 
«eyes of the court of the ki». A. M. Blackman [1916-3, 250- 254] related the designation 
jrtj n(j)t h(w)t-ki to the serdab aperture, ascribing to the serdab itself the name pr(w) 
twt, «statue-house», recorded in the tomb of Pjpj-cnh(w)/Hnjj-km at Meir [ibid., pi. 39] 
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However perfect publication of the inscription of Rr(w)-wr(w) / and comments by Jun
ker [1938, 120, 122, Abb. 11, 42-a, Taf. \3-a] made it certain that just h{w)t-ki had 
been used in it as the name of the serdab, while the reading of Moret is wrong. Re
cently, Ed. Brovarski [1988-2, 88] returned to Moret's reconstruction and Blackman's 
understanding of pr{w) twt as the only name of the serdab and of the «eyes of h{w)t-
ki»26 as the designation of the serdab slot. He did not provide any explanation of his 
viewpoint, and, thus, the arguments by Junker remain irrefutable 

Since there was nothing but statuary in the «court of the ki», this name binds the 
statue and the ki As for priw)-twt, it could be another (probably provincial) designation 
of the serdab, demonstrating that twt being the most general term for sculpture, the 
unity of the ki and the statues had a relative character.2 7 Thus, there is no doubt that 
statues were connected with the ki. Even more interesting are some legends to murals. 

In order to guarantee the delivery of offerings to the very person they were intended 
for, representations were often accompanied by the legends specifying for whom this or 
that food stuff was produced or brought. They usually read «for NN», «this is for NN», 
etc. However, it was possible to substitute the name of the tomb owner with the words 
«ki of NN» Sometimes such a substitution occurs in the title of the mural composition 
and is a component of the «seeing formula» For example, «Seeing catching birds, 
bringing very numerous /products of/ field work for the ki of ... /¿7» [Davies 1902-1, 
pi. 6], «Seeing field work, catching fishes, spearing for the ki of. Jbj» [ibid., pi. 3]. 
The legend to the picture of Hnt(j)-ki(j)/Jhhj approaching a vase of incense to his nose 
reads: ((Festival perfume /and/ incense for the ki of Hnt(j)-ki(f)» [James, 1953, pi. 21]. 

More frequently the connection between representations and the ki is reflected in 
the legends to household and delivery scenes. For instance: ((Milking a cow for the ki 
of Jzj» [Davies, 1902-2, pi. 6], ((Choice meat for the ki every day» [Kanawati, 1983, 
fig 16], ((Bringing for the ki of Sij» [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 85, 87, 90], ((Bringing goods 
for the ki (of). Nfr-s$m-pth» [ibid., pi. 98], ((Bringing choice meat /and/ fowl for the ki 
of... Nfr-s$m-pth» [ibid., pi. 101], ((Bringing choice meat for the ki every day» 
[Kanawati, 1983, fig 8, 10], ((Bringing every [good] thing for the ki every day» 
[Kanawati, 1985, fig. 8]; ((Bringing choice meat, the best of the offering table /and/ 
every good thing, every day, for the ki» [ ibid], «[Brin]ging the best of every good thing 
for the ki (of) Mrr\J]» [Davies W. et al., 1984, pi. 7]. Rather common are brief legends 
like «This is for the ki of Tjp> [Steindorff, 1913, Taf 116, Wreszinski, 1936, Taf 75, 
Wild, 1953, pi. 121 122]; «This is for the ki of Mmp> [Bissing, 1905, Taf. 1-1, 24], «---
(?) for the ki of Rnsp> [Simpson, 1976-1, pi 12-c, fig. 29], «This is for the ki of M/y» 

26 ptrtj n(j)t h(yv)t-ki in his reading. 
2 1 Besides the serdab, the term h(w)t-ki might also denote other ground chambers of a tomb 

[W&.IIl, 5:/-^ 15] as well as temple chapels [ibid., 18 19]. It is quite natural, for statues were wor
shipped there too In general it should be admitted that any structure with cult images could be designated 
as h(w)t-ki. Estates providing food stuffs for the tomb cult were also named h(yv)wt-ki, because these 
offerings were intended for the ki [Perepelkin, 1988-1, 155-164]). However, the problem of h(w)t-ki is 
too complex to be discussed here in detail (see, e.g. [Kaplony. 1980-2]). 
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[Duell, 1938, pi. 145], «For the ki of Mrp>, «For the ki of Mrr-w(j)-ki(f)» [ibid., pi. 7 9 -
80, 116]; «For the ki of... Jbj» [Davies, 1902-1, pi.4]; «For the ki» [Ziegler, 1993, 
128], etc. 

The fact that the expression «for the ki of NN» substitutes here the much more fre
quent «for NN» is well illustrated by inscriptions in the Saqqara mastaba of Nfr-sSm-
pthlS$j. Above several representations of cattle being driven on the entrance thickness, 
their general title is inscribed: ((Delivering the best oxen for... whereas one of the 
scenes located below and, thus, being part of this rubric, is entitled « Young ox which is 
in the stall. For the ki of Ssj every day» [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 80]. Of special interest are 
several inscriptions having two objects at the same time, both the personal name and 
the ki: «—n(j)-hnm oil for Mrj, for his ki every day, twiwt oil for Mrr-w(j)-ki(j), for 
his ki every day; best cedar oil for Mrj, for his ki every day; best Libyan oil for Mrr-
w(f)-ki(f), for his ki every day» [Duell, 1938, pi. 117]. Similarly in rnh(j)-m-r-
hr(w)/Zzj, the butcher cutting meat of a sacrificial bull says that it is «for Jzj, for his ki» 
[Capart, 1907-2, pi. 53; Badawy, 1978, fig. 47]. Such parallelism in mentioning the name of 
a man and his ki proves that the expression «for the ki of NN» is equal to «for NN». 

The word ki is applied to the tomb owner mainly in the scenes directly related to 
his feeding, perhaps due to their special importance. However, sometimes the ki is 
mentioned in the legends to the auxiliary scenes. In several tombs such legends are 
placed by representations of musicians and dancers: «Good dancing for your ki every 
day», «[G]ood fluting for your ki every day» (Nb(w)-kiw-hr(w), Saqqara, repeated seven 
times [Hassan, 1975-1, fig. 2]), «Good dances for the ki» (Spss-rr(w), Saqqara [LD II, 
B\.6\-b]), «Good dances for the ki» (Wr-jr(w)-n(f), Sheikh Said [Davies, 1901-2, 
pi. 10]); «Harping for the ki of... Jbj» (Jbj, Deir el-Gebrawi) [Davies, 1902-1, pl.8]); 
«Dancing /and/ music for the dance by the entertainers of his own house for the ki of 
Hnj» (Hnj, El-Hawawish, [Kanawati, 1981, fig. 22]), «—by the musicians of his own 
house for the ki of... Ttj» (Ttj, El-Hawawish [Kanawati, 1980-1, fig. 12]), «Behold, this 
good /is/for your ki» (Jttj/Sdw, Deshasha [Kanawati, McFarlane, 1993, pi. 50-6]). 2 8 

Thus, most of the inscriptions mentioning the ki are the titles of the scenes, but in 
some cases the form of address with «you» is introduced, which obviously transforms 
them into quotations of the represented people who say to their master: «For your ki» 
[LD II, Bl. 9], «This is for your ki» [Manette, 1889, 338]; «This is for your ki. Young 
ibex» [DaviesW. et al., 1984, pi. 31]; ((Delivering foreleg for your ki» [Manette, 1889, 
274-275]; ((Bringing offerings for your ki» [Davies W. et al., 1984, pi. 31], «[Be]hold, 
great quantity of birds for your ki every day» [Petne, 1898, pi. 46, Kanawati, McFar
lane, 1993, pi. 46], etc. 

The mention of the ki in these scenes might be interpreted as some solemn form of 
address, but rather often the ki appears in the quotations of people shown in situations 
which cannot be qualified as solemn. So the butchers cutting the carcasses of sacrificial 

2 8 There is also a badly damaged and almost illegible inscription of the same contents in Hm(w)-
mn(w) at el-Hawawish [Kanawati, 1985, fig. 8]. 
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animals in rnh{j)-m-r-hr{w)IZzj say: «Take the brisket of this sacrificial ox for Zzj, for his 
ki», «Cut off the head of this ox. Hurry up. Make that (I) finish with his foreleg. (For) 
the ki of Zzj...», «Cut up yourself. For the ki of Zzj, (my) master», «Pure, (it is) pure for 
Zzj, for his ki» [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 53, Badawy, 1978, fig. 47]. Similarly the butcher 
depicted in the scene of slaughter in Nfr-s$m-pth/$$j says, «(I am) doing (it) as desired 
by (my) master, for the ki of Ssj...» [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 101]. Although directly related 
to the delivery of offerings, the scene of slaughter represents but a common physical 
work, heavy and untidy, which does not presuppose any verbal refinement. In the same 
manner one of the ploughmen pictured in Drw/Smij (Deir el-Gebrawi) tells another: 
«— may plough [ti]ll, may your hand be green /i.e., prosperous/ for the ki of Drwy>, 
while the whole scene is entitled «A great (?) /and/ good ploughing for the ki of S[mij]» 
[Davies, 1902-2, pi 6]). In Jbj (Deir el-Gebrawi) a carpenter working out a log ad
dresses to his master: «(I am) doing [desi]red by your kiw» [Davies, 1902-1, pi. 15]. 

There is one more scene where the labeling texts refute our hypothetical suggestion 
that the word ki could be used only on solemn occasions - the punishment of the negli
gent chiefs of the courts. In Hnt(j)-ki{j)IJhhj two chiefs are represented fastened to a 
pole hammered in the ground, while a man staying nearby with a stick jeers at one of 
them: «Good gratifications for your ki. The like has never happened /before/» [James, 
1953, pi. 9]. In $pss-rc(w) the chief being punished complains: «My ki is good. What 
/wrong/ have I done?» [LD II, Bl. 63]. No solemnity can be either in the expressions of 
the scoffing executioner or in the screams of the beaten victim, as it never can be pres
ent in the words of the hurrying butchers, of the ploughman at work, or of the carpenter 
holding an adze in his hand. Neither can we suppose that the quotations were censored 
for carving in the tombs, and that, for instance, the words of the butchers are true in the 
same measure as the tongue of bucolic swains is as compared with that of real peasants: 
the Egyptians did not feel shy of immortalizing rude expressions in their tombs. 2 9 

As soon as we give up the routine way of thinking and resort to the logic of the 
facts we have elucidated, the situation becomes quite obvious. Of course, in the real life 
the Egyptians never addressed one another saying «your ki» instead of «you». However, 
these words are not quotations of real people themselves, but of their representations, 
that is, in the final analysis, of their ki w, therefore it is quite natural that one ki ad
dresses another using not die Anrede mil du, but, so to say «die Anrede mit ki». This is 
one of the distortions of reality in the tomb decoration (cf. Chapter 12, §2). 3 0 In most 
cases these artificial expressions were not used at all. «Die Anrede mit ki» and mention-

2 0 For example, in the scene of boatmen jousting in the mastaba of Tjj [Steindorff, 1913, Taf. 110; 
Wreszinski, 1936, Taf.39; Wild, 1953, pi. I l l = Bolshakov, 1983-1, fig. 1 = Bolshakov, 1993-2, fig. 1]. 

3 0 The fact that «die Anrede mit ki» could be used as a figure of lofty style in harangue and litera
ture is a phenomenon of quite different nature. Thus, for instance, in Papyrus Westcar (VI:25) the sage 
Ddj says greeting prince Dd-f-hriyv): «May your ki overpower your enemy». The solemn character of 
Ddfs address is stressed by the author's remark: «These are words to greet the king's son» (pWestc. 
VI:2<5 - VII: / ) . However, the essence of the notion reflected in such expressions is far from the subject of 
this book, and therefore it is not considered here 
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ing the ki in the titles of scenes can be met with only in the tombs - and especially in 
the richest ones - of a definite period: second half of Dyn. V - early Dyn. VI in the 
capital region and middle Dyn. VI in the province where the new fashions were late to 
come. It is obvious that when all the possibilities of improving the tomb decoration by 
means of representations were exhausted at the height of Dyn. V, in some cases such 
minor details were elaborated by artists with imagination in a manner probably consid
ered excessive by the majority. 

The stable expression «n ki n(f) + name» - «for the ki of NN», which we have al
ready come across in the above legends, in the following periods came to be obligatory 
in the offering-formula. It is one more evidence in favor of the correlation of representations 
and the ki, for the formula was practically always placed by mural pictures or on the statues. 

The same idea is reflected in the Egyptian term for a priest performing rites in the 
tomb: hm(w)-ki - «servant of the ki» [Wb. Ill, 90.12-13]. Since the service of hm(w)-w-
ki consisted in performing rituals in the chapel and before the serdab, i. e., in front of 
representations, this term connects representations with the ki «going forth» out of them.3 1 

Thus, the ki is an image evoked by human memory. Objedification of subjective 
impressions seems to be one of the main features of ancient consciousness (also, inci
dentally, of the modern one - in our life we come across it fairly often, but except for 
philosophers of subjectivistic views, we do not create our picture of the world on this 
basis). The Egyptians objectified their recollections, transferred them from the head of a 
recollecting person to the outer reality, thus transforming a part of the psyche to a part 
of the milieu, being unable to separate these two worlds distinctly Thus, the existence 
of the ki grew to be one of the fundamental properties of reality. Being part of the outer 
world, the ki was regarded as any other of its components - as a real, absolutely mate
rial entity 3 2 Such an interpretation was promoted by the fact that the ki was not a mere 
visual image - only the way of reminding has the visual nature, whereas afterwards, in 
the course of recollecting and activation of associative ties, the image includes other, 
non-visual information, thus becoming complex and universal. Accordingly, the ki be-

3 1 According to 0 . D. Berlev [1972-1, 33-41) , the word hm(w) is a social term «slave» («servant» 
in the Old Kingdom [Pcrepelkin, 1988-2, p. 350-351]) which very early was adapted to express the con
cept of a deity: hm(w) is a form in which god and king manifest themselves, an executor of their will. The 
term hm(w)-ki is always interpreted considering the original meaning of hm(w) (we also proceed from 
this assumption), but the probability of using the secondary meaning, however weak it might be, cannot 
be ignored as well. If so, the «servant of the ki» could be regarded as a «counterfeit» of the tomb owner 
assuming the role of the ki of this latter (it might consist in eating the offered food). If some day this idea 
will be proved, the term hm(w)-ki will cease to be an illustration of the connection between representa
tions and the ki (it is self-evident though), but for it new and rather interesting investigation prospects 
will be opened 

1 2 Our resolute renouncement of the opinion considering the ki non-material (Erman) or attributing 
to its material nature a specific character (Maspero) should not have been emphasized, had not such an 
approach been proper to some extent of practically every scholar studying the problem of the ki. How
ever, it is evident that the very possibility of conceiving the non-material appeared much later and is 
characteristic of another, non-Egyptian level of mentality The Egyptians regarded the world as mono-
substantial (as it was considered by Tertullian three millennia later). 
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comes a copy of the whole man's individuality, including both his outer appearance and 
personal characteristics (cf. the tradition of Birch - Wiedemann - Gardiner). 

As a rule, the ki is mentioned in the singular, yet in some cases many kiw of one 
and the same person are referred to (e. g. [Davies, 1902-1, pi 15]). The idea of the plu
rality of the kiw caused the increase in the number of representations: would some of 
them be destroyed, the others - and accordingly the relevant ki-w - would persist (for 
more detailed treatment of the problem see Chapter 12, § 3). 

§ 3 . Ki and Statues 

Our conclusions concerning the nature of the ki were drawn in the previous para
graph proceeding mainly from the material of murals which provide the most conclu
sive information. However, sculpture at least did not yield to murals in importance and 
could be the primary component of tomb decoration. This is testified for by the fact that 
there are many tombs without any murals, but having serdab(s) (especially under 
Dyn. IV, see Chapter 11, § 3). At any rate, even in the tombs where both the reliefs and 
statues were present, the cult of the latter was more important. For instance, in his fa
mous contracts with priests, the Middle Kingdom Siut nomarch Dfij-h^pij) stipulates 
in detail their duties in the cult of his statues, but he does not even mention any murals 
(for these contracts see Chapter 10, § 2). In the same manner, statues of gods were the 
main object of cult in temples, although their walls could be entirely decorated with reliefs. 

The leading role of statuary can be easily explained: three-dimensional representa
tion is less conventional and, thus, closer to reality as compared to those on the plane. 
This made statues the basic means of fixing the individuality of the tomb owner and, 
therefore, they had to be protected with special care. In the serdab the statue was safe
guarded for millennia, but this entailed a disadvantage - in spite of the rites performed 
in front of the serdab, the statue kept in it remained isolated and shrunk into itself (this 
is the destiny of any standard). 

Murals, although by their very nature more conventional than sculpture, made it 
possible to overcome the forced isolation of the ki. Here the figure of the tomb owner 
could be accompanied by pictures of everything he liked or was in need of, and thus, a 
whole world was created for the ki, which was impossible in the case of statuary.3 3 3 4 

§ 4. Ki = «Double» 

Now, when we have already established how the notion of the ki comes into exis
tence and have partly sized up its essence, an English equivalent should be found for 
this category Of course, no adequacy can be reached, since as the Western cultures do 
not know anything analogous to the ki, the European languages lack the relevant terms. 

3 3 For murals as a way of widening the world of the isolated statue see [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 15]. 
3 4 Attempts were made to widen the world of the statue by placing statuettes of servants in the ser

dab, especially in the late Old Kingdom (see Chapter 5), but they could not compete with the murals at large. 
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For this reason, any word we choose for translating ki will be inexact, and thus, in order 
to avoid misunderstandings, we should specify which shade of its meaning will be de
cisive for us. 

It was N.L 'Hote who proposed to translate ki as «double» [Maspero, 1893-2, 47, 
note 3] Brought into wide use by G. Maspero, this translation seems to be the most ac
ceptable, for it reflects best the most important aspect of the ki - its resemblance with 
the «original» - and its outer opposition to the man Nevertheless, when using this 
word, we must take an account of the following circumstances. 

1. In the thesaurus of a modern educated European, the word «double» has quite a 
definite coloring evoking a lot of literary associations (for example, with the double de
scribed by Dostoevsky) All these allusions attributing to the double the morbid nature 
of a man's alter ego turned into an independent and hostile creature should be rejected 
and forgotten at once. Since in contrast to the doubles of European literature, the ki of 
the Egyptians was no extraordinary but a universal phenomenon, it was perceived as 
quite a natural entity and was not vested with any mystic horror. On the contrary, the impor
tance of the ki for the future life made it an object of permanent attention and tireless care 

2. Among Egyptologists, the word «double» evokes a number of other useless as
sociations They are caused by the century-old tradition of interpretation of the ki which 
goes back to Maspero and, besides valuable observations, includes many doubtful and 
even incorrect theses There is no reason to speculate on some specific substance of the 
ki [Maspero, 1893-2, 47 48; 1893-4, 389 390] - an ancient man just could not con
ceive the immaterial, and so all the objects in the world were substantially of equal 
worth for him It should also not be supposed after Maspero [1893-4, 389] that the ki 
changes together with his «onginal» from child to old man. This conclusion logically 
follows from the similarity of the ki and the man, but it cannot be confirmed by Egyp
tian monuments Besides, it would be wrong to believe that any object in the world has 
its own ki [Maspero, 1893-4, 389], for such Platonic interpretation, although logical 
from our point of view, remains unproven by facts Finally, the widespread idea of 
Maspero [1893-2, 48; 1893-3] on statues as artificial and eternal bodies for the ki is but 
an oversimplification of a considerably more complicated concept 

3. Advocates of understanding the ki as a double are inclined to stress its outer re
semblance to the man. It is correct, since, as we have already demonstrated, the ki is 
related first of all to the visual perception, but any endeavor to render this outer aspect 
absolute is dangerous Visual is only the incitement, the reminder, but the resulting im
age has a complex character We cannot recollect only the exterior of a man - in our 
consciousness he appears at once as an integral whole, as an individual with all his 
outer (corporal) and inner (spiritual and physical) unique characteristics. The term 
«double» must involve the Wiedemann interpretation of the ki as «individuahty», thus 
reconciling his approach with that of Maspero. The double is no incarnation of a certain 
component of a man, but a complete copy of him as an individual 

4. One should not disregard that the interpretation of the ki as a double does not 
eliminate some other aspects of the notion, since it was being developed for a long time 
and combined many heterogeneous components (see Conclusion) 
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Thus, although the translation of the word ki as «double» cannot be considered 
quite adequate and universal, it is acceptable and convenient provided that one takes into 
account all the above reservations freeing it of the burden of traditional apprehensions 
and false analogies. In order to emphasize the specificity of the contents we attribute to 
the term «double», from now on we shall write this word with the capital letter. 

§ 5. Ki and rn 

The ki category was not isolated, some other categories being related to it more or 
less intimately In many respects rn - «name» - is similar and even identical to it. With
out taking this fact into account, the study of the ki problem would be more than in
complete: many important questions would remain unsolved 

Rn denotes the name both in its «daily» and in its «ideological» aspects - as an 
identification of a man and as his essence The Egyptians considered these two aspects 
an integral whole similar to that formed by the ki and representation. For the sake of 
convenience we shall write rn in the cases where the first aspect prevails, while «name» 
will be applied when the second meaning is predominant. Of course, this division is 
quite conventional. 

The idea of the name bearing a part of its bearer's individuality and being inti
mately and indissolubly tied with him, is well known in many ancient and primitive 
cultures. The Egyptians also did not treat the name as mere sound, but as an entity, a 
manifestation of the man. However, these facts best reflected in the myth about Rc(w) 
and the snake created by Jzt [Gardiner, 1935-2, pi. 64-65 + Rossi, Pleyte, 1876, pi. 133] 
are too well-known and self-evident. Unfortunately, because of its apparent clarity, the 
rn category has never been paid due attention to, there is no special study of the con
cept, and the scope of the relevant problems remains elaborated even less than those of 
the ki (see [Vernus, 1980]). We cannot dwell on the concept of the rn here, for it is a 
vast subject requiring a special study based on sources differing from ours; however, it 
is possible and, moreover, necessary, to establish the physiological basis and the way in 
which the rn category springs up. 

The fact that the rn has many common features with the ki had been noted long ago 
[Rouge, 1868, 61, Brugsch, 1868, 1433; 1882, 1230 1231] and later on this observa
tion was repeatedly corroborated [Lefebure, 1897, 108-109; Blackman, 1916-2, 242, 
note 3, Bonnet, 1952, 502; Zandee, 1960, 180, and others] Most definitely the close
ness of these two categories was expressed by the Egyptians themselves when in the 
Ramesside times they created the word LJ Q , ki - «name» [Wb. V, 92:77 23]. How
ever, no serious conclusions were drawn from the obvious connection between the ki 
and the rn. So, what is the reason making these two apparently different notions so similar ? 

Evidently it lies in the same psychological basis of these categories. Both in ancient 
Egypt and today, the name was and is used to single a specific person out of the mass, 
which makes it an obligatory and inalienable characteristic of the man. Therefore, the 
man's name may be an excellent reminder of him giving rise to his image equal to that 
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initiated by representations. The Egyptians objectified this image, transferred it out of 
the consciousness of the recollecting subject to the world around him, 1. e., transformed 
it to the rn-Double analogous to the H-Double. The difference between the ki and the 
rn does not affect their substantial characteristics and involves only the ways of remind
ing. However, this difference is not considerable. Indeed, very often we cannot even say 
in which way - visual or acoustic - did we obtain some information: the two senses 
merge in our consciousness because they give rise to analogous images. This capability 
to obtain images irrespective of the source of information may be conventionally called 
the «inner sight». We shall come across it repeatedly in our study. 

Similarity of the ki and the rn denvingjrom the specificity of the «inner sight» and 

most evidently manifested in the word LJ H was a universal notion reflected, although 
more indirectly, practically in all figurative monuments starting from the Old Kingdom. 

Representation of a man is practically always accompanied by his name(s) and titles, 
the latter being an indissoluble complement to the name, helps to identify the person de
picted more exactly. So the pair representation+name» appears, in which the picture 
seems to be the main component because of its predominant dimensions. On the other hand, 
the name (at least in theory) should always be terminated with a determinative of a man or a 
woman. As a result, the pair <mame (phonetic part of the word) + determinative» appears, 
with the determinative seeming to be but a complement to the main - phonetic - component 
(its allegedly auxiliary function is reflected in the very term «determinative»). One might as
sume that these two pairs - ^representation + name» and «name + determinative» - are 
quite different, but actually there is no fundamental variance between them. The system of 
true determinatives was finally shaped only in the New Kingdom; in the Old Kingdom de
terminatives usually had been mere pictograms, representations of the signified objects. 
Therefore, a large picture occupying the whole surface of a wall is a determinative to the 
name written nearby in the same measure as a hieroglyph having the size of the rest of the 
signs, whereas the phonetic part has the same relation to both a large representation and a 
small determinative.35 Thus, not only the above pairs are essentially identical, but also their 
components are equipollent - the name specifies the representation and the representation 
complements the name, both phenomenons being possible due to the basically analogous ki 
and rn standing behind them. 

This observation draws us close to the Egyptian notions concerning the nature of 
the hieroglyphic system which are related to the ideas of the world order (Chapter 9, 
§ 5). Not only the proper names, but almost all the words form the pair «phonetic part + 
pictorial determinatives. So, before the New Kingdom, the determinative usually was a 

3 5 A large representation being a determinative to the name of the depicted person can be proved by 
the fact that in such cases the name does not require another determinative. Moreover, even a statue can 
also be a determinative to the name written on it [Firth, Gunn, 1926-1, 171, note2; Ranke, 1952, 18, 
Anm. 19; for detailed treatment see Fischer, 1973]. This rule was abandoned only in the New Kingdom, 
although the first exceptions to it belong to the Old Kingdom, e.g., the statue of Jr(j)-jb(j), Leipzig, 
Ägyptisches Museum 3694 (or 3684, cf [PMU12, 103] and [Krauspe, 1987, 25, Nr. 12]) with the names 
of the owner and his wife determined by the ^ and Jj signs respectively [Junker, 1941-1, Taf. 13, Abb. 42]. 
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picture of the signified, while the phonetic part was the name of the object represented 
by means of the determinative. One can hardly doubt that we are dealing here with a 
manifestation of the notion concerning the ki and the rn. the determinative is a repre
sentation, the ki of the signified, while the phonetic part is its designation, its name, the 
rn It is this integrity of the ki and the rn that lays the principle of Egyptian notion con
cerning the power of the word, especially of the written one. Still this is the topic of a 
quite different study.3 6 

As the rn is practically identical to the ki, it plays an important part in securing 
eternal life and makes up integrity with representations in the tomb decoration. The 
need to keep the rn for eternal life found its most evident, although specific manifesta
tion in the famous «Eulogy of the Scribes» (pCh. B. IV, 11:5-111:70). The passage stat
ing that the tombs of ancient sages are devastated and their cult is interrupted, but they 
still are alive because people repeat their names when reading their books, is usually 
understood by our contemporaries as a metaphor in the spirit of Horace's Exegi monu 
mentum, however, this is no metaphor at all. The author of «Eulogy» stresses that, 
notwithstanding the destruction of the monuments ensuring life of the kiw, the rn-w 
have survived, and thus, the Doubles of the bearers of these names are living. In the 
same spirit, we should take quite literally the exhortation to the reader to become a 
scribe in order to make his name as famous as those of the ancient sages - this is a good 
way to secure quite real immortality even without erecting expensive and not very reli
able (as the First Intermediate Period had proved) cult edifices. Of course, the conclu
sions drawn by the author are far from the «official» conception, but nevertheless they 
are postulated proceeding from its categories and as its quite logical continuation. That 
is why they are of special interest - they demonstrate how much importance was attrib
uted by the Egyptians to the rn, if a mere mention of the name could ensure immortality 
even without any cult. However, it was preferable to have the name repeated as a part 
of the offering-formula by priests performing everyday services or, at least, by casual 
visitors to the tomb who were asked to do so in special appeals. 

The loss of a written name means the destruction of the rn as the loss of represen
tations means the destruction of the ki. A tomb with the name lost was regarded as 
ownerless and remained unprotected by morals anymore [Berlev, 1980, 63]. Thus, era
sure of the name was used for usurping tombs (e.g. [Macramallah, 1935, all represen-

3 6 The conclusion on the two parts of a written word has an important consequence. There are many 
opinions on the nature of the Egyptian script Two diametrically opposite viewpoints were voiced by 
A. Erman and N S Petrovsky. Erman [1928. 10) believed it to be a pictographic writing supplemented 
phonetically, whereas Petrovsky [1978, 147] insisted on its basically phonetic nature, complemented 
pictographically. The first conception explains the genesis of the Egyptian script, the second one eluci
dates its state in the classical epoch. However, from the position of the Old Kingdom Egyptians, these 
extremes meet, since each word fixes simultaneously both the ki and the rn. Surely, this rapprochement is 
subjective and possible only in the borders of Egyptian notions, but it has a certain objective basis as 
well Egyptian script evolved from phonetically complemented pictures toward pictorially complemented 
phonetics. The developed Old Kingdom was the time of equilibrium of the pictorial and phonetic compo
nents: prior to that epoch it was preferred not to write, but to depict everything which could be repre
sented by pictograms, while later on phonetics began to prevail. 
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tations of the owner]) and, probably, for the deliberate ultimate destruction of the Dou
ble which could be the most savage punishment possible 3 7 

All this means that the rn (as well as the ki), being genetically related to human 
psychology, thanks to objectifying was regarded as an independent entity: the mere rec
ord of the name was sufficient for its existence. 

One might suppose that the ki and the rn are absolutely identical, different only in 
their outer manifestations: so to say, the ki is the Double manifesting itself in represen
tations, whereas the rn is the same Double revealing itself through the name. However, 
this suggestion reduces the ki and the rn solely to the representation and the name as 
such, while a certain universal Double remains concealed behind them, being different 
from both of them. Of course, the Egyptians had no notion like this, neither they had a 
word for such a universal «Superdouble» The Double exists only in the unity with its 
manifestations; therefore the ki is both the representation and the Double, while the rn 
is the name and the Double 

Thus, the similarity of the ki and the rn does not mean that they are absolutely 
identical. The closeness of the ki and the rn which results from their common psycho
logical base is apparent only in the notions most intimately related to this base. With the 
course of time, the concepts of the ki and the rn could not help diverging, acquiring 
specific features which conceal the original similarity.38 

§ 6. Hieroglyph | J and Root *ki 

It would be reasonable to suppose that the nature of the ki was somehow reflected 
in the ( [ J hieroglyph used for spelling this word. The sign representing the upraised 

arms (lowered down in hm{w)-ki, «servant of the ki» W ) is usually interpreted as a 

symbol of embracing, and thus, of protection, which corresponds well to the traditional 
understanding of the^> as a genius or a protective force. The problem was complicated 
by the archaic title which should be read as shn(w)-ih - «the one embracing the 

ih» [Sethe, 1928, 193]. A certain structural similarity of the monograms and ^ 

raised the opinion that these are twojyersions of one and the same title existing at dif

ferent times and, respectively, that <Q) in ^ should be read shn(w), as in ^ 

[Montet, 1925, 403, Spiegel, 1939, 118]. H.G.Fischer [1977-3, 6, note 6] has ulti 

3 7 For instance, the name of one of the viziers of Pjpj I was erased in his Dahshur decree [Weill, 
1912, p l .3 - / ; Urk. I, 209: /2] , maybe because of a misdemeanour on his part. Recently S.el-Fikey [1980, 
46] tried to identify him with the vizier Rr(w)-wr(w) whose name is erased everywhere (except one sin
gle case) in his tomb at Saqqara. Although the suggestion concerning the identity of the Dahshur and 
Saqqara viziers is rather doubtful [Bolshakov, 1984, 156-157], no matter whether it is true or not, the 
very fact of the persecuting of his/their names is evident. 

3 8 For example, description of a deity by another name (by means of the formula m rnklm rnf) en
abled him/her to take the image of the bearer of that name [Matthieu, 1930], whereas no idea on analo
gous transformations was related to representations. 
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mately refuted this idea by adducing the plural form of ^ spelled as O jj jj jj (CG 1384), 

where hm(w) w evidently denotes priests, while n is the object of their service - the 

ki. Moreover, being unaware of the functions of the archaic shn(w)w-ih, we have no 
reason to identify them with hm{w) w-ki. And of course the very idea of the ih is so dif
ferent from the ki (see Chapter 9, § 6) that any affinity of the titles is out of question. It 
is quite another matter that the very structure of the ||3 monogram could and most 

probably did exert upon that of ^ , but this influence was formal and not semantic 

[ibid., 5-6] (cf. the unique «normal» spelling JJ jj [Abu-Bakr, 1953, fig. 38]). Thus, the 

main argument in favor of interpreting the (LJ sign as a symbol of embracing is re
moved 

Recently a suggestion has been made meeting our understanding of the ki and as
suming that the | _ J sign reflects the idea of similarity of the man and his ki. when we 
say «they are as two peas», the Egyptians could use another simile - «as two arms», «as 
two hands» [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 14]. 3 9 In this case, the translation «Double» corre
sponds not only to the essence of the ki, but also to the graphic manifestation of the concept. 

It would be of crucial importance to establish the words belonging to the same root 
as U , «Double», and to determine whether the meanings of these words meet our in
terpretation of the ki. First of all, we should pay attention to the words spelled using the 

U 
sign. It was I. L. Snegirev [1930] who first tried to establish the semantic connec

tions between some of them. Unfortunately, he proceeded from the absurd Japhetic the
ory which was an official and compulsory methodological base of Soviet linguistics at 
that time, and, as a result, his conclusions were far from the actual state of things. Nev
ertheless, the very approach was fairly promising. Half a century later, W. Westendorf 
[1980] postulated the same idea quite independently of Snegirev. According to his in
terpretation of the ki as a cosmic force raising the sun to the sky [Westendorf, 1968-1, 
65, 80, Anm 14; 1968-2, 96] he has reconstructed the root *ki(f) - «heben», «tragen» > 
«hervorbnngen», «erzeugen». However, he did not take into account all the words de
serving to be considered and his comments (as well as the interpretation of the ki itself) 
prove rather far fetched Several years ago, the present author set forth his own way of 
approaching the problem [Bolshakov, 1985-1, 16, 1987-1, 19-23]. 

Regrettably, not a single theory of the Egyptian system of writing can be considered 
satisfactory. Neither has the ratio of pictography (ideography) and phonetics involved in 
this system been evaluated in full measure (see the latest review [Depuydt, 1994]). 
Modern Egyptology with its increasing interest in pure linguistics pays less and less at
tention to the specificity of the writing This approach aimed at studying the language as 
such is no doubt effective, but at the same time, being abstracted from the written fixa
tion of the language, it waters down our comprehension of Egyptian culture, whose ba
sic characteristics were greatly influenced by the peculiarities of the script. 

Of course, other interpretations are possible as well 
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The divergence of views on the hieroglyphic system manifests itself first of all in the 
place where the boundary-line between the phonetic and ideographic signs is drawn 
[Petrovsky, 1978, 15-58]. The general trend of development was directed toward the rec
ognition of the greater and greater importance of the phonetic component. However, it is 
quite impossible to differentiate distinctly the two main groups of the hieroglyphs from one 
another. Indeed, although neither ideograms nor pictograms represented separate sounds of 
the word, they still referred to its sound pattern as a whole, for it was pronounced anyway 
[ibid., 63-64] (it is of great importance that the Egyptians themselves, when systematizing 
the hieroglyphs, did not distinguish pictograms and ideograms from what we call «purely 
phonetic» signs [ibid., 128-132]). On the other hand, any phonetic sign had its specific pic
torial form, and it is impossible to get rid of the impression that the usage of a good deal of 
them depends much on their visual appearance. Stable application of definite phonograms 
for writing quite definite words often cannot be reduced to the pure rules of orthography and 
sometimes it reveals the connection between the shape of the phonetic signs and the mean
ings of these words. This is just the case with the fLj hieroglyph. Despite it being usually 
considered a «pure phonetic» sign (except its ideographic meaning in the word ki -
«Double» [Gardiner, 1927=1950, 445; 1957-1, 453]), it is highly probable that prior to the 
New Kingdom, most of the words in which it was used had something in common. In the 
New Kingdom, a number of words where it was used phonetically increased (e.g., 

P ̂  1̂  ¥ ' ^ ~ < < k m d o f a n i m a l > > ^wb-IV' 3 1 6 ; 15}> a t t h e s a m e t i m e ' m t h e so-called 

group-writing, it acquired the phonetic value k (e. g., [ LJ <Qp Jkn - «Syrian vessel)) [Wb. I, 

140: ]). 
It is out of place here to establish the ratio of the phonetics and ideography in the 

|_]) sign; however, its evidently purposeful application makes us suppose that a signifi
cant number of words spelled with it in the early epochs do belong to the same root. Let 
us proceed from this assumption as a starting point to compile a list of such words. 4 0 It 
includes mainly words older than the New Kingdom, but also some later words which 
obviously are semantically related to the former. Of course, the trustworthiness of our 
conclusions as concerns different words is different for phonetic, morphological and 
semantic reasons The words certainly belonging to the same root are preceded by three 
SSS symbols in the list, whereas those whose interpretation is less evident are marked 
by two signs. As to the words of hypothetical interpretation, they are registered with 
a single S symbol. The list consists of five semantic groups 

I. The Double and related phenomena 

/ / / , ki - «Double» (OK^>) [Wb. V, 86-87]. 
— i 

/ / / U 0» ki - «name)) (Dyn. XXII^>) [Wb. V, 92:77 3]. 

4 0 The author would like to thank A. S. Chetverukhin who read the manuscript of this paragraph and con
tributed several valuable remarks as a scholar studying Egyptian from the viewpoint of Afro-Asiatic linguistic. 
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yy u J, kir- «chapel», «shnne» (OK^>) [Wb.V, 107-108, Faulkner, 
1962, 284]. 

" U là ̂  ft - U l̂ ft ' ̂  -<<f i re>>><<torch>> (°Ki?>) v> 331~ 
332, Faulkner, 1962, 301-302]. 

y y 0 ft' ~ < < b u r n > > ' < < b e burnt», «illumine» (Dyn. XVIII - LP) [Wb. V, 
332-333; Faulkner, 1962, 302]. 

L 3 , top - «censé» (OK^>) [Wb. V, 103:9-75]-

U , < = ] ; ^ p _ < ( c e n s e r » (OK^>) [Wb. V, 103:5]. 

These words form the group which is most intimately related to the idea of a man's or 
god's Double: the name is a notion very close to the to, the chapel is the place where 
representations are arranged, i.e., where the Double of the person represented dwells; 
light is of vital importance for the Double in the darkness of the tomb (see Chapter 9, 
§ 5); censing is a significant element of the rituals performed in front of representations 
and, thus, securing the Double's existence. 

II. Reproduction 

J , to - «bull» (OK^>) [Wb. V, 94-98; Faulkner, 1962, 283]. 
OJ 

yyy 
urn i , kit- «vagina» (OK^>) [Wb. V, 93-94; Faulkner, 1962, 283]. 

yyy 

yy 

. M H ' ^ " < < w e n c h » (NK 3^.) [JFZ>. V, 101.14-15]. 

JJ bki - «be pregnant», «impregnate» (MK%) [Wb. I, 481.7 14, 
Faulkner, 1962, 85]. 

/ y *d§> _ «pregnant woman» ( M K ^ ) [Wb.l, 481 :7 -75 ; 
Faulkner, 1962, 85]. 

J^^\V4"fe^ ' wbB - <<c°w with caif>> 

481:74]. 

All these words are related to reproduction and fecundity, bull being their most signifi
cant symbol in Egypt. This aspect of the root *kl was well perceived by the Egyptians 
and it is likely that they took it into consideration when creating new words even in the 
twilight of their history: 

/ / JM \ \ 0' b k U } ~ < < t e s t l c l e s > > ( p p ) l W b L 482:3]. 
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III. Work 

/ / / ft il M 

r\ 3 ' ~ < < w o r k > > > «construction» (OK^y) [Wb V, 98 101; Faulk

ner, 1962, 283]. 

(LJ ^ ^ = 0 , Bwtj-«builder's workman» > «porter» (MK^y) [Wb. V, 

102.4'10, Faulkner, 1962, 283] 

/ y ^ y ^ ' m k l t ~ «support», «pedestal» (OK^>) [Wb.ll, 162:13, 

Faulkner, 1962, 119] 

Any work, the word U J | being its most general designation, means creating some
thing new, l. e., augmenting the existent. This shade of meaning is especially evident as 
regards construction. 

IV. Agriculture. Food 

/ / P U ^ ^ ^ ' s B ~ «p!ough» > «cultivate» (OK^y) [Wb.Y, 315-316, 

Faulkner, 1962, 251]. 

à ^ I H ' s£i-«crops» ( M K - N K ) [Wb.IY, 316:7/, Faulkner, 

1962, 251]. 

.// sk? - «plough-ox» (MK) [Wb. IV, 316:77; Faulkner, 

1962, 251]. 

Py^oTr P y ^ ^ ' ^ ^ s D ' № sk* ~ «Ploughland» 
(NK) [Wb. IV, 316:72; Faulkner, 1962,251] 

/ / / li « _ 
5 5 ¥ooo> U ^ ^ D D r H w ; V ( J ( | D 0 D , ^ - « f o o d » 

(MK^>) V, 91 92, 102, Faulkner, 1962, 283]. 
) C O , klj - «sycamore figs» (MK - NK) 

V, 96.14 16, 102]. 

/ / V c- C o' ̂ w " < < k , n d ° f § a r d e n f r u i t s > > ( n k ) ^ w b v ' 9 4 : < r | ' 
/ / V \ ' ~<<kind o f f ood stuff>> V' 9 4 : 5 1 
7 U | ^ ^ U ^ y ^ _ ; k i n w _ <<vlneyard», <<orchard» (OK) 

[Wb.Y, 107.4-9, Faulkner, 1962, 284]. 
y U fj (j ^ kinj - «vintner» (OK - MK) [Wb. V, 107: 8-9, Faulk

ner? 1962, 284]. 
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' L j l \ fcs A m * ^ 
J j & i k s ) " ' H m W " « v i n e y a r d > > ' «orchard» 

(Dyn. X V I I I [ W b . V, 106:4-9, Faulkner, 1962,284] 

jy f5 ,̂ Uj Ffe , tem(w) - «grape-harvest» (Dyn. XVIII) V, 

106:5, Faulkner, 1962, 284]. 

' V l à ! l k ^ ^ ï l ' k i m W " « v i n t n e r » > «gardener» (Dyn.XVIII%) 
[JVb.V, 106:70-77; Faulkner, 1962, 284]. 

jU^ (j (I flj^, Jttry - «gardener» (late MK^y) V, 108:73-76, Faulk

ner, 1962, 284]. 

This group continues the motif of fertility, this time in the plant world. The fact that 
here the root *kl also has the general meaning of augmentation is pointed out by the 
words denoting harvest: the crops are a result of natural augmentation and fertility, 
something which had not existed beforehand.41 

W o r d s /

= y = § , kiz - «kind of vessel» (EP) [Wb.V, 108.77] a n d ' U ^ , -
«kind of stone used for making vessels» (OK) [Wb. V, 93:70] can be regarded as ex
tending the «plant», agricultural subjects of the 4 t h group. 

V. Sorcery 

X M ' ^ 1 U U U ' I U ^ J U ^ ^ ^ ! , W-w - «magic», 

«magic spells» (OK^>) [Wb.Wl, 175-176; Faulkner, 1962, 179]. 
/ /

 K ^ J ^ ^ i ^ V b k i w t ~ < < m a S l c > > ( B D ) Wb111' 177'A Faulkner, 
1962, 179]. 

/ / I U ^ j , J ^ , jj U J jf, « * ) - «god personifica

tion of magic» (OK^>) Ill, 177:7 ; Faulkner, 1962, 179]. 

^ ^ { U l ^ ^ ^ ^ , hkiw, ^ 0 ( ( / jf̂  , hkij - «sorcerer», «magician» 

(OK^>) [Wb.IO, 111.10-1 , Faulkner, 1962, 179]. 

/ / Q 
II L hBj- «sorceress» (NK) [07>. Ill, 177:75]. 

g U Q , - «enchant», «be enchanted» (NK^>) [02>. Ill, 177:7-9]. 

Interpretation of the words belonging to this group is difficult, because the ontological 
aspect of the Egyptian notion of magic and sorcery has not yet been studied sufficiently. 

4 1 A. Yu. Militarev [1983] derives |1 (LJ ^ from Afro-Asiatic *sVkwa/y - «to loosen and sow 

field». The present writer believes that it would be much more reasonable to interpret it as a causative 

from ki. The way that this verb conforms to the above scheme supports our suggestion. 
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Anyhow, it is obvious that magic, like many other abstractions, could be personified as 
an outward manifestation of the magician, as his «double» [Bonnet, 1952, 301-302, 
Kakosy, 1977, 1108-1110; Perepelkin, 1988-2, 379]; for hk3 belonging to the root *kl 
see [Kakosy, 1977, Anm. 1]. 

However different the words forming these five groups might seem at first glance, 
they are no doubt semantically close to one another. The idea of plurality and augmen
tation - vegetable, animal, etc.- constitutes, their common semantic field, the notion of 
the Double being a particular case of plurality - the duality.42 Regrettably, as stated 
above, modern Afro-Asiatic linguistics cannot yet provide reliable selection criteria, and 
thus, not all of the above words should be regarded for certain as belonging to the same 
root: in some cases we may be dealing with a kind of graphic game. In the words not 
belonging to the root *ki, but having some semantic likeness to it and being at least 
slightly consonant to it, the |jj sign could be a pictorial hint to that likeness. A special 
verification is required for each of the above words, but anyhow, bringing some of the 
spellings to a mere game cannot be regarded as an argument against the rest of the 
words belonging to the same root. 

We should also not ignore the fact that a number of words spelled without the |_J 
sign but having k+3 or simply k in their consonant pattern, do belong to the same se
mantic/root entity. 

I. The Double and related phenomena 

/ / / ^^J^ J§l> **(/) ~ « t m n k about», «intend», «plan» (OK^>) [Wb.W, 
83-84; Faulkner, 1982, 283]. 

/ / / ki-t - «thought», «plan» ( M K ^ ) [Wb. V. 84: -4, Faulk
ner, 1982, 283] 

, nB(J) - «think about» (MK - NK) [Wb.W, 345:74; 
Faulkner, 1982, 141]. 

These words reflect a very important aspect of the ki which lies beyond the scope of 
this book - its being the subject of the mental processes in a man (see Conclusion) 

Since thinking was regarded by the Egyptians as a dialogue with some internal inter
locutor [Bolshakov, 1985-2, 21-23; cf. also Wb. V, 623:5-4], the ascription of the verb 

=̂̂> Jy), ki(J) - «speak» (NK^>) [Wb. V, 85-86] to the same group and the 
same root is obvious. 

Formant v—- / 0 |v\ , ki used in the sdmklf form referring to future events 

4 2 Jtk LJ o r o ' mfl(-i't ~ «turquoise» (OK 1^.) [Wb. II, 56], must also be related to this root, but 
the author finds difficulty in elucidating the way that this word is connected with the unity under study. 
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[Gardiner, 1927=1950=1957-1, 347] no doubt had been derived from the verb kij, and 
thus, it also belongs to the 1 s t group: any event-to-come is something thought about at 
present.43 

/ / n . . (7) 

The same future sense is embodied in the word J U) = , bkl - «the morrow», 
«morning» (Pyr., NK) [Wb. I, 481:77; Faulkner, 1962, 85]. 
The ki not only organizes the mental processes, but is also the center of human vital ac
tivity as a whole This is reflected in the word ^SS|jj gĵ  nkiki - «good condi
tion of flesh» (Pyr.) [Wb. II, 345 /5]. 
Interpretation of the next three words is based on the assumption on the very early 
transition i > j . 

j, kj - «other», «another» (OK^y) [Wb.V, 110-115; Faulkner, 
1962, 285].» 

^ i.\ iff S. o ' ^ ~ < < o t h e r s > > > «foreigners» (NK^>) [Wb V, 110— 
115, 116:7 5]. 
1 z::x' li\ \i ̂  A ^ ~ <<enemies>> (LP ~ PP> \-m- V- 116 ̂  

And, last but not least, we should not overlook one more word of great importance: 
, ntr - «god» (PDP^.) [Wb II, 358-360] The transitions t > k45 and r > 146 are 

quite natural, and so «god» obviously belongs to the same root as the «Double» Of 
course, it is very difficult to establish which aspect of the god was primordial, relating 
his nature with that of the Double,47 but the author makes bold to suppose that it might 
be the plurality of god's manifestations, one of his main characteristics in Egyptian re
ligion 

II. Reproduction 

J / ^ l - ! o>, nk(j) - «copulate» (OK^y) [Wb.ll, 345:3-70, Faulkner, 
1962, 141] 

ti p. t s H a , nkw - «lover», «adulterer» (OK^>) [Wb. II, 345:77]. 

4 1 Thus, thinking, speaking and working (i.e., intention, formulation and execution of the planned) 
are mutually related. This is the ontological basis of the idea of the world being created by god's thought 
and word (see Chapter 10, § 1) and kindred concepts. 

4 4 Spelling variant ^ (] (] [Wb.V, 101] testifies to the possibility of the proposed transition i > j . 

" E.g.. - -jĵ '> JJ tbw - «sole of foot» (Pyr. 68 \e) and 55(H)' ̂ (Kl kbw(J) " «sandals» 

(Pyr. 22b). Cf. also unusual spelling ofddk - «also» r^7t>z=> (Py,- 27c). 
4° See |Edel. 1955, §§ 129, 135; Schenkel, 199o7§ 2.1.2.2]. 
4 7 See. e. g. |Goedicke. 1986] and objections by D. Lorton [1994, 59-61] . 
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/ / " c = u > nM - «lover», «adultérer» (BD, LP) [Wb. II, 347:5]. 
V 7b 

"3 
nkjkj - «fecundate» (Pyr.) [Wb. II, 346:/]. 4 8 

The author could find no words which could be referred with any assurance to the 3 d, 
4 t h and 5 t h groups.49 

Thus, the spectrum of meanings of the words we are inclined to trace to the root 
*H is fairly wide, but in general it can be reduced to the ideas of plurality, augmentation 
and reproduction. The terms directly related to the Double reflect very different aspects 
of this extremely sophisticated and complex notion Connection of some words with the 
sphere of the divine and miraculous is also to be expected, for they apply to the deepest 
strata of the Egyptian ideas on the supernatural. 

Linguistic scrutiny may prove that some spellings considered here are but a graphic 
game. However, the very phenomenon of such a game would be most significant, for it 
would demonstrate that the Egyptians intentionally tried to draw these words closer 
graphically in order to stress their semantic closeness. 

This paragraph is the most disputable part of the book and it will beyond all ques
tion be subjected to sharp criticism. Nevertheless, - in omnia paratus - the author has 
made this choice deliberately. Of course, he could not solve the problem which should 
be elaborated by joint efforts of specialists in various branches of Egyptology and Afro-
Asiatic linguistics - but in any case he had to demonstrate that the problem does exist 
and to propose an approach to it. 

4 8 In this word l > j is also most probable 
4 9 Basing on the early spelling of the word «Double» as v-- 7 0 U.Schweitzer [1956, 20-21] has 

suggested that also the word V — / i J , k - «basket» could be related to the Double (basket being a recep
tacle for the food offerings brought to the Double) 



C h a p t e r 9 

E G Y P T I A N N O T I O N S O F S I G H T A N D L I G H T 

• the previous chapter we have established how the notion of the k? could 
I arise. It is based on the interpretation of the quality of human memory to re-
M M m produce an image of a man kept in it when looking at his representation. Now 

the logic of our study urges us to turn to the Egyptian way of apprehending sight - it will 
include the k? into a group of notions having a similar basis and, thus, will considerably 
broaden the picture we are reconstructing. 

Notions of sight are among the most important components of Egyptian Weltan
schauung They were much discussed, there are numerous interesting and important 
studies devoted to them, but no attention was paid to the fact that exactly within the 
framework of the problems of sight taken as a whole, isolated and seemingly unrelated 
ideas form a complex occupying the central place in ancient ontology. Only recently the 
problem of sight has been finally formulated and a way to solving it has been paved 
[Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 14] The very nature of the book by S. I. Hodjash and O. D. Berlev 
- publication of a museum collection - has not allowed the authors to offer a detailed 
picture and a system of proofs, but even a sole paragraph devoted to the problem marks 
the beginning of an essentially new approach to Egyptian outlook. 

The problem of sight is too extensive to be considered in this book in detail. There
fore, we shall touch upon it only to the degree, to which it is connected with the subject 
of our study 

§ 1. Methods of the Feeding of the Double 

Plurality and equivalence of various explanations of the same fact are a distinctive 
feature of ancient consciousness: each explanation concerns only one aspect of the phe
nomenon, and thus their increase resulting in the emergence of a more complete picture 
is both natural and desirable. This general principle of ancient Weltanschauung exerted 
a great influence upon the whole Egyptian culture Whenever finding a new explana
tion, Egyptians never discarded the old ones, no matter how contradictory they might be 

1 This chapter could not have been written without the friendly help of 0 . D. Berlev. I am grateful to 
him for valuable comments which he was kind to communicate to me in the course of our long discus
sions He has drawn my attention to the inscription of ZSnw, to the stela of Hnt(j)-m-smjtj, as well as to 
the meaning of the book «May my rn be solid». As for § 9 devoted to Jzt-jrt, it is based on a still un
published conception by Prof. Berlev which he has allowed me to include into this book in order to make 
the picture more complete. 
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from our point of view, and regarded them as equal. That unity, being absolutely unac
ceptable to us, was considered quite organic and harmonious. 

This manifests itself in full measure in the cult practice, including the plurality of 
methods of feeding the deceased. Our conclusion on the essence of the ki was based on 
the evidence provided by tomb representations, manufacturing which had been one of 
these methods directly linked to visual perception. Therefore, it would be reasonable to 
start our consideration of the problem of sight from elucidating the degree in which other 
ways of feeding are related to it. 

Feeding and, more widely, provision of the dead underlie the Egyptian picture of 
eternal life. The deceased is helpless by himself, therefore the living ones must take 
care of him, must feed him, give him to drink, dress him, etc. The representations 
widely used in the Old Kingdom allowed to do it easily and with due guarantees. Fea
sibility of depicting not only food stuffs, but also the processes of their production, 1. e., 
the whole household of the tomb owner, made it possible to provide him with every
thing he wanted, thereby transforming pictorial decoration into the most universal way 
of feeding. However, in the evolution of the idea of feeding the dead, this is only a 
duplication of the earliest - ritual - method. 

Ritual feeding comprised a number of rites wrongly called «mortuary cult» (see 
Chapter 10, § 2) There is an extensive literature devoted both to separate rituals and to 
the «mortuary cult» in general, so there is no need to go into detail here. Only the main ten
dencies are important for us - the way how the subsistence of the deceased was maintained. 

The kernel of the cult was bringing food offerings which were placed with proper 
rites on the altar in front of the false door. The structure of offerings slightly changed in 
the course of time and according to the occasions on which they were made (the festive 
ones were certainly richer than those brought daily), but they always included several 
kinds of bread, various pieces of meet, slaughtered fowl, etc.; water to slake thirst of the 
deceased was libated into the basin of the offering-stone. Thus, Egyptian tomb offerings 
consisted of food stuffs and drinks to satisfy the deceased.2 

It might seem that with the rise of durable representations, the cult which transitory 
nature and unreliability were evident had to loose its importance. However, this never 
happened and the rites always remained the main method of feeding. Hence is the ever
lasting care of maintaining the cult, even whenever all the walls of the tomb were cov
ered with murals. And it is not accident that priestly services were included into the 
repertoire of tomb decoration - the subject was so important that Egyptians immortal
ized it in the world of representations, although it was quite senseless there from our 
modern viewpoint (see Chapter 4, § 7). 

A serious problem must be considered here. Offerings were made in front of repre
sentations, that is, they were brought to the Ic3. However, it is obvious that food stuffs 
and the Double are of different nature, they pertain to quite different worlds and the k? 
cannot be satisfied with real food as living men cannot consume comestibles overload
ing canvases of Snyders. It is strange to say, but this problem of crucial importance for 

2 Evidently, offerings were also interpreted in mythological terms, but this fact may be neglected 
here, for their original purpose was only physical satisfaction of the deceased. 
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the understanding of the Egyptian cult has never been properly examined, even though 
it has been repeatedly noted that victuals placed on the offering-stone had to remain 
untouched and the priests coming next day to perform their service had to see it. An at
tempt to suppose that food was devoured by wild animals, especially by jackals abun
dant in the desert and certainly scouring by night around necropoleis, is untenable al
ready because chapels were locked and inaccessible to them. Moreover, it is well 
known that after lying for some time on the altar, the food could be taken by priests to 
other tombs to be offered there again [Gardiner, 1938, 87-88] (probably, it could be 
eaten by them after all).3 Thus, priestly practice itself proves that nobody believed the 
Double to eat real food. The course of thinking was the same as in the case of represen
tations - stuffs lying on the offering-stone are needed not as physical entities, but only 
because they remind of food - like its mural pictures do - thus giving rise to its image 
and engendering its ki. The Double of the deceased can eat it, for they are of the same 
nature and pertain to the same world. In its turn, this initiated offering-stones with depic
tions of food which were nonetheless effective than the real victual lying on altars without 
representations. In the same manner genuine offerings could be replaced with stone, plaster 
or wooden models (of course, these imitations are much more numerous in burial chambers 
than in chapels, but this is to be expected, since they could easily disappear from open 
superstructures of abandoned tombs). 

There was another important method of feeding, which took its shape in the heart 
of rituals. Undoubtedly, from the deepest antiquity, rites were accompanied by certain 
formulae pronounced aloud, for the combination of action and word is characteristic of 
any ritual. We do not know and will never know what the offering-formula was like 
prior to its first record, but we believe that it is not wrong to suppose that its meaning 
(except those its aspects which concern the economical basis of supply) was generally 
analogous to what we know from later sources.4 

The Old Kingdom version of the formula states that the king and some of the gods 
(originallyJnpw, then Jzt-jr-tand others) give certain goods to the deceased. The reper
toire of these goods was growing with the course of time, but it was always based on food 
stuffs. Numerous representations show a lector priest reading out the offering-formula from 
a papyrus scroll. The offering-list including up to one hundred items was most probably 
read with the formula as its sequel, so the deceased could enjoy diverse and delicious meals. 

The effectiveness of the offering-formula is based on the notion of the rn and its 
relation with the ki. When the names of food stuffs were pronounced as the constituents 
of the formula, their rnw arose for its addressee. Since the /:i-Double and the rn-
Double are of the same nature in spite of some differences between them, the ki of the 
tomb owner receives food acceptable for it. 

This method of feeding, which originally was only an integral part of a ritual one, 
suffered from the same fault - it was inevitably transient. When the impossibility of the 

3 The same occurred with temple offerings: a good deal of food stuffs offered in New Kingdom 
temples was distributed not only among priests, but also amidst townsmen. 

4 For detailed treatment of the offering-formula see [Barta, 1968; Lapp, 1986]; also [Gardiner, 1927 = 
1950= 1957-1, 170-173]. 
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eternal cult became obvious, the center of gravity was transferred from priests officiat
ing for a consideration to casual visitors to the tomb acting for purely moral reasons. In 
order to urge the passers-by to read the offering-formula, starting from late Dyn. V it 
was often complemented by the so-called «appeals to the living ones» [Garnot, 1938] 
stating that reading cost no efforts and at the same time was advantageous not only to 
the dead, but also to the living, since they might hope that somebody would do the same 
for them in future.5 Thus, any passer-by was turned into a priest6 and the cult became 
more reliable,7 but the mechanism of the offering-formula remained unchanged. 

The offering-formula became an independent method of feeding having no direct 
bearing on the ritual one at the moment when it was recorded in the chapels.8 That hap
pened first at the end of the reign of Snfr-w(j) in the Meidum mastaba of Rc(w)-htp(-w) 
[Petrie, 1892, pi. 13] (in somewhat earlier tomb of his brother Nfr-mic-t it was still ab
sent).9 Therefore, who was supposed to read the formula carved on the walls? 

On the face of it, one may believe that it could be a lector priest, the mural inscrip
tion being a substitute of his scroll. However, numerous representations prove that even 
in the tombs with offering-formulae inscribed on their walls, priests read from their 
scrolls. Moreover, in some chapels, the offering-list directly linked to the formula was 
carved on the east wall (see Tbl. 1, 2 [ChG 13, 21; ChS 3, 40)) - to read it, the priest 
had to turn his back upon the false door, which was certainly impossible. 

Thus, offering-formulae on the walls were not intended for the priests - they could be 
read only by the Double of the tomb owner who, therefore, made offering for itself. In this 
case, the functioning of the formula is more complicated, since the rn-w of food arise here 
due to visual perception instead of the acoustical one, but this is no surprise. As we al
ready know, since both sight and hearing can create images of the seen and heard, they 
might be considered a complex sense, the «inner sight» (Chapter 8, § 5). So all the methods 
of feeding are based on the capability of the kl to see everything wanted by its «inner sight». 
However, this is only one of innumerable manifestations of the universal notion of sight. 

§ 2 . Sight as a Condition of Life 

Food received by the Double through sight is an obligatory condition of its life. 
However, life without sight is impossible not only because blindness means starvation. 
We are facing here an inversion of the belief that whatever is seen, it is existent - what
ever people do not see, it does not exist. Blindness is non-existence of the surrounding 

5 This is strikingly manifest in the text of Ptolemaic stela of Ti-jzt (PMFA I. lb .270 ) where the 
thesis of mutual advantage of reading the formula is repeated thrice [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 191]. 

6 This was particularly natural in the Old Kingdom when professional priesthood did not exist yet. 
7 In quite the same manner modern Egyptologists who read the offering-formula when working, in

voluntary make a sacrifice - within the limits of Egyptian notions, the system of provision is irreproach
able even after the death of the culture which originated it. 

8 Nevertheless, reading of the formula during the rites was never given up, which is another mani
festation of the tendency for repeated duplication. 

9 On the dates of these monuments see [Bolshakov, 1991-2]. 
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world, an impossibility to act in it, i.e., death; therefore, the deceased are always con
ceived as blind [Zandee, 1960, 60]. 

The best illustration of this notion is an image of a falcon-headed god of Letopolis 
who has two names, M-hnt(J)-jr-tj and M-hnt(j)-n-jr-tj - «He-Who-Has-Eyes-In-The-
Brow» and «He-Who-Has-No-Eyes-In-The-Brow». With his usual keenness, H. Junker 
[1942, 9] has observed that when the god bears the first name, he is described as alive, 
while with the second name he is dead (cf. [Brunner-Traut, 1975, 926-927]). Unfortu
nately, neither Junker nor his followers drew a conclusion of sight as a general condi
tion of life which obviously follows from this. Instead, a fantastic assumption of Junker 
on M-hnt(j)-jr-tjlM-hnt{j)-n-jr-tj as a universal celestial Weltgott was widely accepted, 
which would have meant the existence of practically monotheistic tendencies in the Old 
Kingdom Only J G Griffiths [1958, 192-193] pointed out the groundlessness of this 
concept, thus making a step to clearing the core of Junker's idea, but he erroneously 
declared that M-hnt(j)-jrtj had no second name, spellings with n before jr-tj allegedly 
being only the versions of the same name. This statement has never been proved, and 
we must admit that Junker's arguments in favor of two names of the god (and, accord
ingly, of the great role of sight) [Junker, 1942, 12-15] remain valid in full measure. 

Thus, two conditions guaranteeing sight are necessary for life. These are the pres
ence of eyes - without them man is blind, and the availability of light - otherwise eyes 
are helpless (cf. [Assmann, 1975, 56]). The establishment of the essence of notions in
volving sight and light is very important. 

§ 3 . Egyptian Notion of Eyes 

The idea of sight as a condition ensuring life, which is most evident in the image of 
M-hnt(j)-jr-tjlM-hnt(j)-n-jr-tj, goes through the whole culture of Egypt. It explains the 
sense of one of the most important episodes in Egyptian mythology - the «resurrection» 
of Jzt-jrt by means of an eye of his son Hr(w).w Since both eyes of the killed Jz-t-jr-t 
were intact, the eye of Hr(w) was not a compensation of a physical defect causing 
blindness As any other dead person, Jzt-jrt was blind; with the eye of Hr(w) he was 
provided with a new, artificial sight. Upon receiving the eye, Jz-t-jr-t «revived», which 
should be explained by the fact that he could see again. However, the artificial nature of 
this new sight makes itself felt: indeed, Jzt-jrt never became properly alive again, and 
for this reason the words «revival» and «resurrection» are enclosed in quotes here. Be
ing alive means to be included into the realm of the living ones, but Jzt-jrt, although 
becoming active, never returned to the earthly world and changed into the king of the 
dead. It is manifest in the «Conflict of Hr(w) and Sth» that Jzt-jrt was not present in 
the council of gods and did not leave his world even when the fate of his son was being 
decided, the contacts with him being established only by means of letters (pCh.B.I, 

1 0 For instance, «He li. e., Hr(w)/ has snatched his eye from him /i. e., from Sthl. He gave it to you» 
(Pyr. 578a). 
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XIV: 6 - XV70). 1 1 Thus, Jzt-jrt is a diving corpse» who, although being active, never 
crosses the boundaries of his kingdom hereafter. However, in any case his activeness, 
i. e., the likeness to life, although restricted, is maintained by sight. 

Starting from late Old Kingdom when all the deceased became identified with Jz-t-
jr-t, the story of his «revival» came to be that of «resurrection» of every man. According 
to the New Kingdom concept of posthumous judgement, it was Jzt-jr-t who gave sight 
to the justified deceased, which entirely conforms to his nature (see Chapter 9, § 9). In 
the Book of the Dead of a certain Ntjwnj, the owner is depicted holding her eyes and 
mouth which she received in accordance with the sentence of Jzt-jrt who says: «Give 
her her eyes and her mouth, for her heart is nghteous» [Winlock, 1930, fig 32 = Lapis, 
Matthieu, 1969, fig. 5]. Thus, endowing with sight (along with the capability to speak 
and eat) is the most important condition of the next life Of course, this new sight, like 
that of Jzt-jr-t, is of specific nature, which allows us to explain a merely practical thing 
- why it is impossible to revive the dead by means of ritual reproduction of the story of 
Jzt-jrt. Thanks to receiving eyes, the dead person recovers sight and «revives» - that 
is, becomes active, but his «revival» is not for the world of the living, that would mean 
a real resurrection,12 but only for the next world 

This is only natural that the eye of Hr(w) «reviving» Jzt-jrt ranks high in Egyptian 
religion and is played up in almost all the subjects related to gods and king [Rudnitzky, 
1956, Anthes, 1961]. Of special importance is the fact that offerings brought to gods 
were associated with it [Wb.l, 107:74], any sacrifice being an act of giving the eye, 
sight, i. e., life.13 

However, all these examples have a pronounced mythological coloring. Much 
more illustrative and important for us is the most general and common word for the eye 
throughout Egyptian history. c(j)n [Wb. I, 189], the original designation of the eye going 
back to Afro-Asiatic root cjn, became obsolete prior to the shaping of Egyptian script, 
its only reminiscence being preserved in the phonetic value cn of the sign 

1 1 The idea that written documents have an advantage over verbal communication, that is quite natu
ral for a bureaucratic society, has a certain significance here, but it is symptomatic that letters were 
written only to Jzt-jrt. Our interpretation of this episode can be confirmed by the fact that whenever 
Egyptians wanted to contact their dead ancestors in order to solicit their help and protection, they pro
ceeded in the same way known as early as late Old Kingdom - they wrote letters and left them in the 
tombs (publications of the «Letters to the dead» [Gardiner, Sethe, 1928; Gardiner, 1930; Gere, Piankoff, 
1934; Cerny, Gardiner, 1957; pi. 80; Simpson, 1966; 1970; Guilmot, 1973]; see also [Guilmot, 1966]; 
the latest review [Grieshammer, 1975]). Like Jzt-jrt, a dead person is active in his world, but is ex
cluded from the world of the living ones (even though he is able to influence it), therefore he cannot be 
got in touch with directly and the need in the letters arises to serve as mediators. 

1 2 In the spirit of the evangelical revivals of a widow's son in Nain (Lk. 7:11-17), of the daughter 
of Jairus (Mk. 5:22-23; Lk. %:40-56) and of Lazarus (Jn. 1 Y.l-46). 

1 3 We cannot discuss here the «anatomy» of Egyptian gods who had separable and independently 
acting eyes These ideas are of crucial importance, but they can lead us far away from the subject of this 
study. This concept most clearly reflected in the New Kingdom «Book of the Cow» [Naville, 1876; 
1885] and m the myth about the return of H(™)t-hr(yv)ITfnwt from Nubia [Junker, 1911; West, 1969] is 
universal and concerns the very essence of Egyptian notions of god's nature. 
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[Gardiner, 1927= 1950, 443, D-7; 1957-1, 451, D-7]). It was substituted by jr-t of the 
same root as the verb jrj, «to do», «to make», which should be interpreted as «maker» > 
«creator» It evidently links the beginnings and the existence of the world to eyes and 
sight. Of interest is also the fact that the eye sign <CD~ is used for spelling the verb jrj. 
A. H. Gardiner [1927= 1950, 443, D-4, 1957, 451, D-7] saw here a manifestation of the 
phonetic value jr acquired from jr-t - «eye», but the relation proves to be more intricate. 
The <Q̂~ sign in the verb jrj is a graphical hint at the semantic essence of this word -
hence its phonetic value So the original meaning of jrj stressed graphically is «to create 
by sight» 

Availability of eyes is an indispensable condition of sight, but it is not sufficient by 
itself - eyes must be able to see. However, it is obvious that the eyes of representations 
are not real and, therefore, they are blind. Egyptians tried to overcome this defect using 
lively inlaid eyes for statues and coffins, but certainly, that was not sufficient. This is 
another manifestation of the above-mentioned contradiction between inert substance of 
representations and life attributed to them. Since it is evident that in the course of 
manufacture a representation is only inanimate raw material, there must have been a 
moment when it acquired qualitatively new properties. These qualities could be im
parted only by means of certain rites, their nature being predetermined by the decisive 
role of sight in the notion of the Double. If represented eyes are not genuine and cannot 
see, they must be made «real» and functioning, they must be «opened». Similarly, in or
der to enable representations to eat and speak, their mouths must be also «opened».14 

This was attained by a complex of rites called wp(j)t H jrtj - «opening of the 
mouth /and/ eyes». It sprang up at least as early as the Old Kingdom: some of its compo
nents are mentioned in the Pyramid Texts [Otto, 1960-2, 4-6] and other royal monuments, 
e.g., in the Palermo Stone (vs, 4:3) and the jubilee inscription of Pjpj I (CG 1747) 
[Urk. I, 114://]. It was performed in the tombs of private persons as well [Otto, 1960-2, 
6-8], and although its records are rare in the Old Kingdom, the earliest one is found in 
one of the first decorated chapels, that of Mtn [LD II, Bl. 4-5]. Numerous sets of model 
tools used for the «opening» (27 specimens are known), are material evidence of these 
rituals practised in Memphite and provincial private tombs of the Old Kingdom 
[Boston, 1988, 81, Cat. No. 11]." 

The «opening» is best documented as applied to statuary. It was performed after 
manufacturing statues and immediately in the workshop called h(w)t-nb(w) - «Court of 
Gold» [Wb.W, 23S.16-18].16 Ritual procedures are most completely reflected in New 

1 4 A similar notion also concerned mummies: their eyes and mouths did not function and, thus, they 
had to be «opened». 

1 5 Since two such sets were found in situ in burial chambers at Saqqara South [Jequier, 1928, fig. 72, 
137], they were likely to have been used for treating mummies. This aspect of the «opening» is discussed 
m two brilliant papers by A. M. Roth [1992; 1993]. 

1 0 For the «Court of Gold» see [Berlev, 1979, 53]. 

§ 4 . Opening of the Mouth and Eyes 
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Kingdom tomb representations and legends to them. E. Otto, the author of the latest 
study devoted to the «opening», has thoroughly reconstructed the sequence of seventy-
five scenes and brought them together into a system [Otto, 1960-2,8-10]. Numerous 
rites were combined with the «opening» proper, principally multiple purifications, 
censings and offerings, which in the New Kingdom formed a cumbersome procedure 
bearing the name of its central component 

The «opening» itself, considered without auxiliary ceremonies, consisted in touch
ing the eyes and mouth of a statue with dwn-rc adze, nwi adze, ntr-tj adze (scene 26 af
ter Otto), with wr-t-hkl-w baton which also imitated an adze (scene 27), with mddf-t 
chisel (scene 32) and with a finger-shaped baton (scene 33), all these actions being ac
companied by dialogues of the priests going back to the story of the «revival» of Jzt-
jrt. Characteristically, implements used for the «opening» (except the last one) are 
sculptor's tools or their ersatzes, so the rituals themselves imitated the final stage of 
making a statue - carving the eyes and mouth. M E . Matthieu [1958-1, 351] even be
lieved that this process was not imitated, but was really accomplished in the course of 
the rites. Her assumption conforms well to the ancient idea of inseparability of work 
and ritual, perhaps in predynastic times when the labor of a sculptor was less skilled, 
the completion of statuettes was indeed combined with some rites like the «opening», 
the priest and artist being the same person, as it is known from ethnographic analogies. 
It was quite different in the Old Kingdom with its highly developed art and artistic 
work which already became an independent and specialized profession. Thorough 
modeling of eyes and mouth as well as final polishing of stone required great profes
sionalism even as concerned the statuary of middling quality, not to mention chef 
d'oeuvres - but although we know several masters who simultaneously assumed 
priestly duties (especially under Dyn. Ill—IV) [Matthieu, 1947-2, 54-95], these cases are 
exceptions to the rule and it is quite evident that most of the priests had no professional 
skills of sculptors. Moreover, careful treatment means not only mastery, but also plenty 
of time which was not available when the rites were performed. And - last but not least 
- since the «opening» was the final stage of making a statue, no extra intervention of 
sculptors was possible after it was performed. However, even placing of an inlay into 
the eye-socket was a complicated task and some subsequent revisions were inevitable. 

Thus, although the participants of the «opening» disguised themselves as craftsmen 
(scene 11), they only imitated their work by touching statues with their tools. None the 
less, there was a qualitative difference between a statue whose eyes and mouths were 
already «opened» and that which did not undergo the «opening». Without changing 
anything in the outer appearance of the statue, the «opening» transformed its very na
ture: initially an inanimate substance, it became linked to the Double.17 

As for murals, the rites of opening are not recorded in a pictorial form, that is quite 
natural: Egyptian artists could show only manipulations with three-dimensional objects, 

1 7 Rites similar to the Egyptian «opening» were also practised in Mesopotamia [Blackman, 1924-2]. 
Some differences in the way how they were performed do not conceal the likeness of their sense. The aim 
was obviously analogous - to «animate» representations which were lifeless in the process of manufac
ture (cf. also some African ethnographic analogies collected by Matthieu [1958-1, 357-362J). 
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such as statues, but they were unable to depict the process of making a flat representa
tion - this was inhibited by the very aspective character of Egyptian art. The author 
does not know Old Kingdom records of the opening of the eyes and mouth of murals -
most probably, they appeared only later. The Abydos cenotaph stela of Nb(w)-pw-z-n(f)-
wsrt dating back to the reign of Jmn-m-hU 111 [Blackman, 1935, pi. 1] is illustrative in 
this regard. Inscription repeats twice that the face of the owner is opened (wn hr). «The 
face., of Nb(w)-pw-z-n(J)-wsrt is opened /in order that/ he may see the beauty of 
Wp(j-w)-w>wt in his goodly procession, /when/ he is coming in peace to his palace of 
pleasure. .», «The face, of Nb(w)-pw-z-n(j)-wsr-t is opened /in order that/ he may see 
Jzt-jrt /when/ he is true of voice in front of the two Enneads, /when/ he rests in his 
palace, /when/ his heart is glad for ever. .»18 The expression «to open the face» is syn
onymous with «to open the mouth and eyes» [ibid., 2, note 5], thus this inscription 
mentions the rite of our interest. Of special importance is the fact that it is placed not in 
the tomb of Nb(w)-pw-z-n(j)-wsr-t, but on his cenotaph mounted at Abydos; therefore, 
only representations could see the temple mysteries, but not its dead owner, who most 
probably never visited Abydos [ibid., 5]. 

It seems that except some insignificant details, there was no substantial difference 
between statuary and representations on the plane as concerns the «opening». It was 
H. Junker [1910, 6-7] who, proceeding from the inscriptions of the late temples, noted 
that the ideas concerning tomb statues and temple reliefs had a common basis. Later 
A. M. Blackman and W. Fairman [1946, 84-85, 90] came to the similar and even more 
important conclusions. They established that according to the texts of Edfu, the rites of 
opening were made for each representation in the temple, murals as well as statues, so 
that, taken together, they formed the «opening of the mouth of Throne-Of-The-
Protector-Of-His-Father fx. e., of Edfu temple/» 

Thus, all three-dimensional and flat cult representations in temples and tombs un
derwent the rites of opening It would be reasonable to establish whether the same ideas 
concerned other kinds of representations, whether they were also regarded as «ahve», 
related to the k>, or there were some admittedly «dead»? We may try to answer this 
question on the basis of the material discovered in the hidden burial chamber of the 
mother of Hw(J)f-w(f), queen Htp-hrs / - t h e only Old Kingdom sepulchre where rich 
burial goods were found intact. They include several articles bearing representations of 
Htp-hrs I herself [Reisner, Smith, 1955, fig. 30 + pi. 14; fig. 40 + pi. 28-a, 29-a, 35-6] 
and those of her husband, king Snfr-w(j) [ibid., fig 29-b + pi. 11-c], which is surprising 
under Hw(J)f-w(J) when representations disappeared even from chapels and were 
feared like death in burial chambers, not to mention that in the queen's tomb all the 
rules must have been observed with special care. Surely, Htp-hrs I was not feared of 
these very representations, since they were considered innocuous, «lifeless». The reason 
is that all the items bearing these representations were used by Snfr-w(j) and Htp-hrs I 
in their everyday life and were not made especially for the burial. While the rites of 
opening were performed with all the tomb representations without failure, articles of 

1 8 Rituals in and in front of the temple oiJzt-jrt are meant. 
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everyday use, of course, could do without them. As a result, representations on these 
objects were «lifeless», harmless, and certainly useless, purely decorative. Unfortu
nately, other Old Kingdom burial chambers are either badly plundered or their goods 
are too scanty and do not include objects with representations Nevertheless, there is no 
doubt that many noblemen took their favorite things with representations to their 
graves. 

Thus, there was a considerable group of admittedly «dead» representations on ob
jects of daily use - it would be absurd to suggest that the «opening» was officiated, for 
instance, over a picture on a box for clothes. These exceptions excellently conform to 
the fact that Egyptians had to confirm the life of the Double by the rites of opening. 

§ 5. Egyptian Notion of Light 1 9 

Great attention paid by Egyptian ontology to sight predetermined also the impor
tance of the notions concerning light (properly speaking, these ideas are of the same 
nature and can be separated from one another only conventionally) - light is an obliga
tory condition of sight, whereas darkness means impossibility to see, blindness. 

The fact that the rites of opening were performed at sunrise is very symptomatic in 
this connection. The earliest evidence is provided by the stela of Hnt(j)-m-smjtj (BM 
574) dated back to the reign of Jmn-m-hit II [British Museum, 1912, pi. 8-9]. Its 
owner is «great administrator (hrp " ) in the Court of Gold /when/ god is born at dawn 
(m nhpw)» Only the statue being carved in the workshop can be understood as a god 
here,20 while birth is the final step of its manufacture [Sethe, 1914] including the 
«opening». Thus, the statue acquired its internal property - an ability to see - whenever 
light, an external condition of sight, flooded Egypt. This made the rites more effectual, 
especially because - in contrast to the night darkness - the first morning light was par
ticularly associated with life-giving (see below). Even more illustrative are the words on 
the New Kingdom stela Bologna 1922: «Your mouth is opened /and/ your members are 
caused to be pure in front of Rc(w) when he nses» [Kminek-Szedlo, 1895, 196-197; 
Curto, 1961, tav. 52] - the «opening» is obviously related with the sun rising to the sky. 

It is by no means a matter of chance that solar deities always held the central posi
tion in Egyptian pantheon21 - priority was guaranteed by their nature of donators of 
light, sight and, accordingly, life on the world scale. This role of solar gods is seen in 
numerous religious texts, but most striking it is in the Amarna hymn to Jtn recorded in 
the tomb of Jjj [Davies, 1908, pi. 27]. Night darkness is described there as death: 
«/When/ you set at the western horizon, earth is in darkness, in a kind 2 2 of death» (1. 3). 
Forces hostile to man sway in the darkness: «Every lion goes out from its lair, all 

1 9 Cf. [Gneshammer, 1980]. 
2 0 On representations as ntrw see [Spiegelberg, 1930]. 
2 1 Whenever political events put forward non-solar gods (Sbk of Fayum in the Middle Kingdom, 

Theban Jmn in the New Kingdom and Late Period), they were identified with R%w) thus coming to be the sun. 
2 2 This passage is usually translated as «in a likeness of death», but the word shr is no doubt more 

impressive here 
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snakes, they bite»2 3 (1. 4), while sleeping people are absolutely helpless: «Eye does not 
see another /man/. If somebody takes their things from under their heads, they do not 
know /it/» (1. 3). As for sunrise, it means granting life to every creature in the world, and 
the first action of the sun is «expelling of the darkness» (1.4), the subsequent revival of 
the universe being a consequence of illumination.24 An intimate loving attitude of lh(j)-
n(j)-jtn toward his god makes the hymn picturesque and expressive, thus distinguishing 
it from other texts of similar contents. Our contemporary is inclined to mistake these 
vivid pictures for metaphors, but we are dealing here only with well known traditional 
notions which have a new emotional coloring. 

Egypt is flooded with bright sunshine, but it cannot penetrate into tomb and temple 
chapels having no windows, so that murals and statues which badly need light remain in 
darkness. These chambers must have been lit up artificially by means of torches and lamps. 
There are no direct records of this in Old Kingdom sources, detailed information coming 
only from later epochs [Fischer, 1977-1]. So the Siut nomarch Dfi.j-hf^pij) (reign of Z-n(j)-
wsr-t I) stipulates in his celebrated contracts with priests (see Chapter 10, § 2) where and 
when light must be lit in front of his statues, and mentions provision of lamps with wicks as 
special clauses (11.296-301, 305-318). Similar data are available in respect of everyday and 
festive temple rituals [Nelson, 1949, 321-341]. However, chapels can be illuminated with 
torches and lamps only during priestly services, overcoming darkness by practical means 
being as impossible as the establishment of an eternal cult. And here the Egyptians chose 
the same way which allowed them to compensate the transitory nature of the cult - duplica
tion of real procedures by various imitative substitutes. Since no lamp can burn endlessly, it 
must be replaced with its everlasting representation. Therefore, models of lamps (e. g., 
Saqqara South MTV, MIX [Jequier, 1929, fig.27, 70]) and statuettes imitating fire (e.g., 
Dr-smit, Giza [Hassan, 1941, fig. 13-a, pi.3-3]) are seen along with real lamps (e.g., 
Saqqara South M.XII [Jequier, 1929, fig. 92]) among Old Kingdom burial goods.25 

There was another way of duplication. A stone support for a torch from the still 
unknown Dahshur chapel of ZSnw (late Middle Kingdom, for dating see [Fischer, 
1977-1, 81, Anm. 7]) bears an inscription identifying the torch with the Eye of Hr(w) 
(11. 1-2) [Fakhry, 1961, fig. 385]. Owing to the light of the torch «heaven is given to you 
/i.e., to the deceased/, earth is given to you, Fields of Reeds are given (to you) in this 
goodly night» (11. 7-8). Everlasting night of death becomes «goodly» for the deceased 
thanks to the light - he can see again and, accordingly, he possesses everything he 
sees.26 Artificial light of the torch secured by the inscription is considered eternal: «May 

2 3 Mention of snakes is most symptomatic in this context, for it means much more than a mere 
helplessness of man in front of the nature. Snakes are dwellers of the primordial lightless chaos, and then-
appearance equates night gloom with the darkness before the beginning of the world (in our abstract 
terms we can characterize it as absolute non-existence) 

2 4 Characteristically, hymns always describe only light as a source of life, but never the heat of the 
sun which was not hailed in torrid Egypt 

2 5 They are a component of the equipment of burial chambers, but this difference is not of impor
tance, since light was required there as well. 

2 6 The same idea is embodied in somewhat different way in a bronze «candelabrum» from the tomb 
ofTwt-rnh-jmn (Cairo, JE 63254) [Carter, Mace, 1927, Taf. 60; Hildesheim, 1976, No. 61] in the shape 
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the torch be as solid (rwd) as solid is the rn of (J)tm» and of some other deities - Sw, 
Tfnw-t, Gbb, Nw-t (11. 12-18). Records of the strength of the rn are rather frequent and 
go back to the Pyramid Texts (Pyr. 1660-1661). They can be found also in New King
dom tombs [Fakhry, 1961, 63] and, especially, in a late composition entitled «May my 
rn be solid» 2 7 These records are well-known, but their meaning has never been investi
gated Now it is obvious that the strength of the rn is ensured by the availability of light, 
and all the texts containing such mentions are aimed at its provision 

An interesting evidence is also provided by the first story of the Demotic cycle of 
the prince Hc(j)-m-wlst The sage Hr(j)-m-wls-t searched in ancient tombs of Mem-
phite necropoleis for a magic book of Dhwtj, which could give its owner an absolute 
power over the world, and found it at last in the tomb of a sorcerer N(?)-nfr-k?-pth 
Thanks to his magic spells, Hc(j)-m-wlst defeated N(l)-nfr-k>-pth and seized the 
longed-for scroll When he left the tomb, «light went in front of him /and/ darkness2 8 

followed him», while the wife of N{f)-nfr-ki-pth complained of the ensued darkness 
(Ch. I, W 34) On the other hand, when N(l)-nfr-kl-pth forced the prince to give back 
the book and Hc(j)-m-wis-t came with it to the tomb, «he found as if Rc{w) were in this 
whole tomb» (Ch I, VI2) Undoubtedly, light was created in the abode of N(3)-nfr-ki-
pth by the scroll Hc(j)-m-w?st encroached upon. 

Owing to the specific functions of the book «May my rn be solid» and of the 
scripture of Dhwtj, their ability to engender light is by no means surprising, but we are 
dealing here with a manifestation of a much more general notion. Whenever any text is 
being read, the rnw Doubles of the mentioned objects are revived, the reader or listener 
imagines these objects, sees them with his «inner sight» - and the capability of seeing is 
equal to illumination In full conformity with what we already know about Egyptian 
interpretation of the «inner sight», this property of human consciousness was inter
preted as a property of the text - the text proves to create light We have already stated 
above (Chapter 8, § 5) that any text creates Doubles (ki-w and rnw), now we can see 
that life of these Doubles is guaranteed by the very nature of the text. Egyptian belief in 
great power of the word, when everything written is regarded as existent, also becomes 
explicable 

Owing to this, the Double of the tomb owner can read the offering-formula even in 
the darkness, thus satisfying itself with the Doubles of food. Combination of all these 
methods of illumination which complement one another (torches and lamps, their 
models, formula of the strength of the rn, nature of a written text) left no doubt that it 
would always be fed up 2 9 

of a personified y hieroglyph holding a socket for a torch in its hands. 
2 7 Generally adopted interpretation of the books name as «Oue mon nom fleurisse» is based on a 

wrong understanding of rwd by J. Lieblein [1895]. 

2 9 This eternal presence of light is reflected in the designation of temple or tomb chapel as hd - «the 
light one» \Wb\W, 209:7-5]. 

2 8 The word «darkness» is spelled 
relates it to the semantics of death 

- the second determinative 

file:///Wb/W
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§ 6 . Sight and the Notion of the 3h 

ih - one of the most important categories used to describe the posthumous exis
tence - also has a direct bearing on the subject of this chapter. Until recently, 3h was a 
riddle whose prompt solution seemed rather problematic. This situation is manifest in 
the latest extensive study of the problem [Englund, 1978], which could not make things 
moving in spite of thorough analysis. 

This happens for the simple reason that ?h is traditionally regarded as a category of 
the same nature as ki, rn, bi and some others describing the human being. With this ap
proach, no due attention is paid to the radical difference between them: while the ki, rn 
and bi are innate hypostases of man, the ih is what he turns to be after his death by 
means of the sih ritual - ((transformation into 3h». Interpretations of the ih are greatly 
influenced by its relation with the root ?h - «to be bnght» [Wb. I, 13-18] leading to its 
treatment as «Verklärter», «esprit lumineux» etc.,30 which is obviously inspired by 
European notions of luminous ghosts, but finds no confirmation in Egyptian sources. 

Only recently a radically new approach to the ih problem has been suggested 
[Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 72, note h] based on a different understanding of the relation 
between the ih and light. ih is the «Light One» indeed, but not the light radiated by a 
kind of ghost is meant here - the question is of an inner illumination of a man, of his 
capability to see. This use of words is quite natural: if light is an external condition of 
sight, the internal ability to see must be also explained by the presence of some specific 
«inner light». 

Since people are transformed into ih-w after death, while light and sight mean life, 
ih designates a dead man possessing a certain life in the beyond. The essential quality 
of that existence is well reflected by the sih rite well known by numerous mural repre
sentations. Its core consists in reading out the offering-formula and the offering-list. 
When hearing the names of the food stuffs, the Double accepts their rn-w, but since the 
basis of the ki and rn categories is identical due to the peculiarity of the «inner sight», it 
simultaneously sees these comestibles. Thus, the sih rite makes the deceased able to see 
through hearing and, accordingly, guarantees that he will be fed up in the hereafter. 

Regular reading of the offering-formulae is feasible only if there is a properly 
equipped tomb with representations and the cult in it, therefore, in the final analysis, the 
ih is the deceased who took care of constructing such a tomb when alive. Along with 
the rites of opening, the sih ritual is intended to provide him with a new, artificial sight, 
although the method used is different. 

§ 7. Sight and the Formula of Ushabti 

Ushabti statuettes overfilling museums and private collections form the largest 
(except scarabs) group of Egyptian monuments. They are studied in a number of works, 
but one of the most important problems related to ushabtis remains disregarded up to 

However, see [Friedman, 1985]. 
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now. It can be solved only on the basis of the position stated in this chapter, so we can
not ignore it, although chronologically it is very remote from our material. 

Ushabti usually bears a formulaic inscription stating that this statuette must act in 
the hereafter as a «deputy» of its owner at king's works hated by Egyptian common
ers." The meaning of the formula of ushabti is quite clear in general terms, but we must 
establish what ensures its effectiveness and makes active an inanimate statuette. 

In the New Kingdom and later [Schneider, 1977, 131], the initial words of the for
mula of ushabti were «shd Jz-t-jr-t NN». The designation of the deceased as god Jz-t-jr-t 
is quite natural for those times and requires no special comments, the problem lies in 
the interpretation of the word shd which is a causative from hd - «to be white», «to be 
bnght» [Wb. Ill, 206-208; Wb. IV, 224-226]. The interpretations of the formula can be 
divided into two groups depending on which meaning of shd - the primary or the sec
ondary one - is adopted. 

W. M.F. Petne [1935, 6] suggested that the derivative meaning «to instruct)) had been 
used (there is a good English translation «to enlighten» reflecting the root relation with 
light). With this interpretation in view, the formula is a kind of directions addressed to the 
statuette by its owner in order to explain its duties. This theory is not popular nowadays, for 
this meaning of shd is not characteristic of religious texts [Schneider, 1977,132]. 

The other group of theories treats shd literally, understanding the formula as talking 
about the light received or radiated by ushabti itself or by its owner, that is the same in 
the final analysis (see review [ibid., 132]). Although free of the deficiencies of Petrie's 
idea, these theories do not touch upon the mechanism of the functioning of the formula 
which must have been set forth in its initial words.32 

Meanwhile, we are dealing with a manifestation of the general notion of light. We 
are told not about external illumination, but about the «inner light», the reviving capa
bility of sight. Owing to the formula, ushabti becomes able to see, i. e., «alive», active 
and capable to perform its duties. Thus, the beginning of the formula should be read as 
((Illuminated is Jzt-jrt NN», this illumination meaning the endowing with sight for the 
sake of which the formula of ushabti was introduced.33 

§ 8. Notion of the Cartouche 

The problem of intimately related sight and light is boundless, so let us confine 
ourselves only with one more manifestation of this relationship - the notion of the car-

3 1 The idea of posthumous king's works pertains to another group of notions as compared with those 
discussed in this book, but still see Chapter 13 

3 2 Traditional reluctance to search for the «mechanism» of the formula is so persistent that it be
comes in its turn a factor determining the trends of studies. E. g., H. Schneider [1977, 133] had to reject 
the common interpretation of shd as an infinitive or sdm-f form because «it would have meant that the 
following incantation is intended merely to achieve this end». This attitude led him to the interpretation of 
shd as a substantivized participle used as an epithet - «giver of life», «shiner». 

3 3 This is very similar to the notion of the ih, with the only difference that the term Ih designates an 
illuminated man himself, whereas in the case of ushabti, his «deputy» is illuminated. 
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touche [Kaplony, 1980-3, Beckerath, 1984, 34-37].« 

As far as we know, Snfr-w(j) was the first king to write his name within a car

touche 3 5 depicting a two-layered rope loop [ 3 6 However, the idea of this kind of loop 
as a certain important symbol is much older - its first representation appeared on a wooden 
fragment from Abydos mentioning king Dn of Dyn. I [Petne, 1901-1, pi. 7-/2]. When 
represented as a real object, without any name inside, the loop is round - Q ; the shape 
of the hieroglyph used as a determinative to the word «cartouche» is the same [Gardiner, 
1927=1950, 507, V-9; 1957-1, 522, V-9], so the cartouche is elongated only because of 
the need to encircle long names [ibid., 74], but in general it is equivalent to the Q . 

The Q ring was certainly a protective amuletic bow and cartouche must have had the 
same function. At least, it is manifestly shown as an amulet (the elongated rope loop) on the 
necks of cnh(-w) (Dyn. Ill, statue Louvre A 39 [Weill, 1908, pi. 2]) and Jj-nfr (early Dyn. IV, 
representation on a false door from Dahshur [Staehelin, 1966, Abb. 10, 23]). Thus, car
touche as a rope tied up around king's name must have protected his rn from outer dangers 
or from disintegration. However, very early both the Q ring and cartouche received a solar 
interpretation having nothing in common with their original meaning. 

The Q ) ring most probably originates from the in sign X , especially as the original 
name of the cartouche was also in [Schafer, 1896, 167, Wb. IV, 488 /0]. Therefore, it 
could easily turn into a pictorial hint to the verb Snj - «encircle», «surround» which was 
used to describe the daily revolution of the sun [Wb. IV, 489:-/]. In this case, the whole 
world proves to be included into this orbit,37 and the cartouche conveys the idea of the 
divine sun-king having power all over it [Gardiner, 1927 = 1950= 1957-1, 74] 

All this does not exhaust ancient interpretations of the cartouche. Since understand
ing of the ring as the sun orbit imparted a solar character to it, quite natural associations 
led to regarding its interior as a sun disc This tradition could originate due to the ap
pearance of the idea of a solar disc god Jtn in early Middle Kingdom;38 it was stable 
during millennia and its manifestations can be found down to the Late Period. 

For instance, this identification is unequivocally demonstrated by such a group of 
late monuments as coffins. The inner sides of their covers frequently bear representa
tions of the sky-goddess Nw-t giving birth to the sun. The daily revolution of the lumi-

3 4 The term «cartouche» introduced at the very outset of Egyptology is no doubt obscure and since 
long ago it has been suggested to be substituted for «royal ring». In this book, the traditional term 
«cartouche» is used to denote the oval frame around the kings" names, while the word «ring» designates 
its original round prototype This distinction is certainly conventional and reflects only the superficial differ
ence of the two signs. 

3 5 Attempts to prove that the first cartouches appeared under Dyn. II (Nfr-ki-zb- [Kaplony, 1977, 
12]) or Dyn. Ill (Nb(wj)-kl(j) [Midler, 1938,33]) are dubious [Beckerath, 1984, 50, Anm. 13, 51, Aran. 1]. 

3 0 Realistic representations of cartouches are rare, but see the earliest examples from the tomb of 
Snfr-w(iYs wife, queen Htp-hrs /, where rope strands are reproduced m detail [Reisner, Smith, 1955, pi. 8]. 

3 7 This is also reflected in the letter of Zi-nht to Z-n{i)-wsrt T «You have subdued everything en
circled by the sun» (pBerlin 3022, 213). 

3 8 The earliest records in the «Prophecy of Nfrtj» (pHermitage o \ 116B, rt. 24) and in the «Story of 
Zi-nht» (pBerlin 10499, 6-7). 
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nary is conveyed by showing its disk several times, e.g., above the head of Nw-t and 
under her feet. It is of importance for us that sometimes the Q) ring replaces the sun 
disk. Thus, on the cover of the coffin of cnh-f-n-h-n(J)-sw(-t) (CG 41042, Dyn.XXV -
XXVI), Nw-t is depicted with the disk over her head; a winged scarab is shown under 
her feet holding another disc in its front legs and the Q) ring in its back legs [Gauthier, 
1913-2, pi. 2]. Both the two discs and the inner part of the ring are of the same red color 
[Gauthier, 1913-1, 14] - that of the sun. Analogous is the meaning of a composition 
provided by the coffin of P(})-dj-(j)z-t (Hermitage n775) whose cover has no represen
tation of Nw-t. The head part of the coffin bears the solar disk, and the ring with its in
terior also painted red appears on its feet part [Landa, Lapis, 1974, pi. 103]. The list of 
examples can be continued, but it is absolutely clear that on the coffins rings were 
equivalent to the sun disks. 

As for coffins, their polychromy is of great help for us. Unfortunately, painting dis
appeared on most of Egyptian monuments, thus depriving us of a reliable argument. 
Yet we can turn to another group of objects which, owing to their purpose, were made 
of perpetual materials never loosing their colors - that is, to jewellery. Since these are 
not mere decorations, but artifacts reflecting a certain ideology, they frequently include 
compositions with the Q ring Very often its inside is filled with red paste or semipre
cious stones, cornelian being a favorite material for these inlays. The earliest examples 
are provided by decorations from the Middle Kingdom Dahshur treasure, such as pecto
rals of princess ZU-h(w)-t-hr(w) (JE 52001 [Aldred, 1978, pi. 19]), of princess ZU-
h(w)-t-hr(w)-jwn-t (JE 52712; MMA 61.1.3 [ibid., pi.26, 24]), of queen Mrrt (JE 
52002 [ibid., pi 29]) and of Z-n(J)-wsrt III (CG 52002 [Morgan, 1895, pi. 19]). This 
tradition is continued in the New Kingdom (see, for instance, a bracelet of queen Jch-
htp(w), JE 52068 [Aldred, 1978, pi. 43]), particularly, in the adornments of Twt-Cnh-
jmn, e. g., earrings (JE 61969 [Berlin, 1980 = Koln, 1980, Nr. 18]), pectorals (Carter's 
Nos.261.P3, 261.0 [Aldred, 1978, pi. 62, 65]), pendants (Carter's Nos. 270.0, 267.1, 
267 M1=JE 61893 [Aldred, 1978, pi.72-73, 79]), breast decorations (JE 61876 
[Berlin, 1980 = Koln, 1980, Nr. 36], JE 61892 [Aldred, 1978, pi. 78]), etc. Jewellery of 
the Late Period also have red inlays in the Q rings. With this regard, we can mention a 
marvellous pendant of king Pi-sbi-hi-n-nw-t (JE 85790 [Rotterdam, 1979, No. 63]) which 
is very similar to the above composition with a scarab on the coffin of cnh-f-n(j)-h-n(j)-sw-t. 
This persistent tradition no doubt testifies in favor of our interpretation of the Q ring. 

Now we can proceed to the evidence of Middle Kingdom and later stelae whose 
coloring was lost, as a rule. Their upper rounded part often bears a composition consist
ing of the Q ring in the center flanked by two eyes (or two jackals replacing them) on 
each side.39 However, the central place can be occupied by a winged sun-disk which 
steadily comes to be more and more widespread (e. g., CG 20397, Middle Kingdom 
[Lange, Schafer, 1902-2, Taf 28]). It would be only natural to suppose that the two 
compositions are interchangeable, and then the ring again proves to be an equivalent of 
the sun. This deduction is supported by compositions containing elements of both scenes. 

3 9 Of course, these are not human eyes, but Eyes of Нгн\ but they also guarantee sight. 
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For instance, on the stela of Pi-rc{w) (PMFA 1.1 a.5631, Dyn. XIX), a large sign of the ris
ing sun [vJ] is placed above the ring flanked by eyes [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, No. 82, 141]. 

Thus, the meaning of the combination of (Q and eyes which appears not only on 
stelae, but also on coffins (e.g., CG 28029-28030 [Lacau, 1904, pi. 15-16]), pyramidi-
ons (e. g. [Rammant-Peeters, 1983, pi. 6:12, pi. 8:22]), and other monuments, and which 
is one of the most widespread Egyptian symbols, becomes obvious. This composition 
provides the deceased with sight: eyes enable him to see, whereas the ring equal to the 
sun gives him light, the outer possibility of seeing. This is manifest in the representa
tions of one-winged solar disc with an eye instead of the second wing, which are rather 
frequent on New Kingdom stelae (e.g., CG 34009, 34040, 34058-34065, 34170 
[Lacau, 1926-1, 2, pi. 25, 35-38, 62]). 

The cartouche is only a version of the Q ring, whereas the latter is equivalent with 
the sun. Accordingly, the cartouche is the source of light and life for the name inscribed 
in it.40 This is well confirmed by a New Kingdom stela CG 34008 bearing not a tradi
tional ring between two jackals in its upper part, but a cartouche of Dsr-kl-rc(w) in 
whose reign the monument was made [Lacau, 1926-1, pi. 6]: being a substitute of the 
sun, it gives light to the name of Dsr-kl-rc{w), to his rn. The same idea is embodied in 
the above-mentioned pendant of Pl-sbl-hl-n-nwt representing a scarab holding the Q 
ring with a red inlay in its back legs, whereas a cartouche with the king's name is in its 
front legs. The connection of the cartouche with life (for life of the rn means life of the 

name's bearer) is also clearly manifested in the interchangeabihty of Q and T in sym
bolic compositions. The life sign J is easily replaced on stelae by the ring flanked by 
the eyes (e.g., CG 20068 [Lange, Schafer, 1902-2, Taf.7]), while the heavenly kite 
Nhb-t stretches to the king either Q (e. g., the Dahshur pectoral of Z-n(J)-wsr-t HI, CG 

52002, for bibliography see [PMIII2, 884]) or j (an analogous pectoral of Jmn-m-hitIII, 

CG 52003, for bibliography see [ibid.])41 - since the ring is a source of life, J , in its 
turn, becomes an equivalent of Q . This idea is most evident in the cases when the loop 

of ^ is shown encircling the sun-disk in the same manner as the Q ring does. 

§ 9 . Jzt-jrt and Sight 

The notion of one of the most important Egyptian gods whose name is commonly 
known in a Grecized form 'Ooipu; is closely related to our topic. In her time M E . Matthieu 
[1956, 52] stated that the image of this god «still remained unrevealed in general and 
has never been properly analyzed)). Decades have passed, but the situation has not radi
cally changed for the better in spite of numerous studies, among which the books by 

4 0 This by no means contradicts the notion of the cartouche as a symbol of power over the world, for 
such ambivalence is most characteristic of the ancient Egyptians. _ 

4 1 Proceeding from this fact, G. Jéquier [ 1914, 142] even supposed that Q is a truncated form of ? 
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J. G. Griffiths [1966, 1980] should be principally mentioned - the essence of the notion 
is still not touched upon. 

The god's name can give us the key to the problem, although it still causes debates. 
«Lexikon der Agyptologie» offers 13 (!) versions of its reading and interpretation 
[Griffiths, 1982, 624-625], which is the best possible illustration of the actual state of 
affairs. The existence of numerous and sometimes very dissimilar spellings makes 
things even more complicated.42. We should certainly proceed from revealing the origi
nal spelling, giving preference to the variant where signs are used as ideograms or pic-

tograms This was no doubt constantly used in the Pyramid Texts (later also ). 
Let us read this combination of signs literally, as consisting of pictograms - Jzt-jr-t, 
«Place-Of-Eye» Analogous translation («Sitz des Auges») has been long ago suggested 
by K. Sethe [1930, § 94] who tried to interpret it as «Augenfreude». The similar reading 
was also defended by W. Westendorff [1977], but he identified the eye with the sun. 
However, the sense of the «Place-Of-Eye» is quite obvious. 

It was A. H. Gardiner [1912, 261, footnote 4] who in the very beginning of the century 
elucidated the meaning of word combinations constructed after the pattern «jz-t + a member 
of the body», but his observation remained unnoticed and even his friend Sethe was not 
aware of it. Only forty years later O. Firchow [1954] independently came to the same con
clusion. Word combinations «jz-t + a member of the body» convey the function of the re
spective limb, e.g., /z f ri, «place of mouth» = «speech», jz-tjb, «place of heart» = «desire», 
etc. Accordingly, «place of eye» means sight and, accordingly, Jzt-jr-t is its personification, 
«The Sight». Since the names reflect original concepts of gods most clearly, Jz-t-jrt should 
be regarded as a specific deity of sight, his other functions being of a secondary nature. 

Thus, Jz-t-jrt is a personified abstraction, and this is proved by the history of his 
rise in texts. Early royal monuments do not mention Jz-t-jrt - his name appears only in 
the Pyramid Texts of Wnjs. In private tombs of Giza, it is recorded first at the turn of 
Dyn. V-VI, 4 3 whereas at Saqqara this happened somewhat earlier - probably under 
Jzzj,M but at any rate after N(j)-wsr-rc(w)45 (cf. [Bol shakov, 1992]). Prior to that epoch, 
domination of the indigenous god of the dead Jnpiyv) is absolute, afterwards Jz-t-jrt 
begins to replace him gradually, and in the late Old Kingdom he is mentioned approxi
mately as often as Jnp(w). This sudden appearance of Jz-t-jrt makes us suggest that he 
was called into being by the need of solving a certain vital problem, a personified ab
straction fitting best for the purpose. 

4 2 Spellings with the initial w which led to Coptic oycipe, oycipi and caused much confusion 
among Egyptologists should be most probably explained as reflecting some dialecticisms. 

4 3 See [Junker, 1940-1, 18]. 
4 4 E.g., N(f)-ki(j)-rnh, (Saqqara D 48, BM 1275) [British Museum, 1961, pi. 2 1 - / ] ; Wr-jr{t)-n(j)-

pth (BM 718) [ibid., pi. 28, 2 9 - / ] ; rnh(j)-m-r-ki(j) (Saqqara D 16) [Mariette, 1889, 214-218]; Sndm-
Mj) (Saqqara D 28) [ibid., 259]; Htp-hr-ihtif) (Saqqara D 60) [Holwerda et al., 1905, Taf. 17-18]; Tjj 
(Saqqara D 22) [Stemdorff, 1913, Taf. 45, 109, 135-136, 139-140], and others. 

4 5 For instance, they are still absent in such an exemplar tomb as that of N(j)-rnh-hnm(w) and 
Hnm(w)-htp(w) [Moussa, Altenmuller. 1977]. 
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What could be the cause giving rise to a specific god of sight? The present author 
prefers the following explanation. Initially the cult was performed in the places lit - in 
front of mastabas, in open courts or in external chapels, and only the introduction of 
internal cult chambers transferred the rites into darkness. The economics of Dyn. IV 
were able to guarantee the succession of the cult and Egyptians reckoned on it entirely, so 
artificial illumination used during priestly services could be considered eternal. Under 
Dyn. V, the inevitability of the cult ceasing became obvious and representations changed 
into the ganglion of the tomb. They must have been able to see forever, and the new god of 
sight did ensure it.46 

Of importance for understanding Jz-t-jrt as a personified abstraction is the fact 
that, although greatly pressing Jnp(w), he never assumed all his functions. In the offer
ing-formula, the request of a good burial in the necropolis is almost always addressed to 
Jnp(w), whereas that of bringing offerings is directed both to Jnp{w) who was its origi
nal addressee, and to Jz-t-jrt [Barta, 1968, 15]. This is no surprise, for being an em-
balmer, Jnp(w) remained responsible of all aspects of the funeral, while Jzt-jrt did not 
intervene into these merely «practical» activities, on the contrary, the offering was al
ways complemented and could be even replaced by reading out the offering-formula, 
was related to the «inner sight», and so it entirely belonged to the domain of Jzt-jr-t. 

As a god of sight, Jzt-jrt had to be a god of light as well, and it is not by accident that 
a late text from Philae calls him «the one who has created light (s&p) /still/ in the womb of 
his mother» [Wb. IV, 283:72]. To understand this aspect of Jzt-jrt, we must briefly 
touch upon the extremely important problem of the so-called «Great God» - ntr Al
though it caused hot discussions for a while, it is obvious at present that ntr " is the sun 
[Gardiner, Sethe, 1928, 11-12, Barta, 1968, 291-292, Kaplony, 1976, 78] and that he 
must be understood not as a «Great» but as an «Elder God» opposed to his son - the 
«Younger God» (ntr nfr), that is, the king [Berlev, 1972-2, 12, note 2; Hodjash, Berlev, 
1975, 11-12, 1982, 37, note c]. 4 7 4 g Indeed, it is mainly Rc(w) who is called the Elder 
God in Old Kingdom monuments (e. g. [Urk. I, 116:6]). However, sometimes the Elder 
God can be designated as the «Lord of the West» (e.g. [Capart, 1906, pi.3; 1907-2, 

4 6 The problem of Jz-t-jrt making his appearance is certainly far more intricate. If we recognize the 
heterogeneity of the Pyramid Texts, we must also admit that Jzt-jrt existed in the preceding verbal tra
dition and, probably, in some early texts which remain unknown to us. This explains well the diversity 
and discrepancy of his records in the Pyramid Texts. In all probability, he was an ancient, specifically 
royal deity linked to the divine nature of the king, and so his name was a taboo for private persons. To 
establish the time when the notion concerning this god arose, we must at least elucidate when the respec
tive spells were compiled - the problem too great to be solved. Yet, of more importance for us is the fact 
that chronologically the «removal of the secret ban» from Jzt-jrt coincides with the moment when the 
Egyptians realized how unreliable the cult was and for the first time recorded ancient texts in the pas
sages and chambers of pyramids: the need for a god of sight appeared when it became clear that the cult 
could not provide eternal light. 

4 7 On the celestial luminary and the king as the paternal and the filial suns in Amarna period see 
[Perepelkin, 1979, 258-271] . 

4 8 Junker's interpretation of the Great God as a universal celestial deity [Junker, 1934, 47-57; 
1953, 98-106] is one of the gravest errors in his studies of Egyptian ideology 
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pi. 11, 44; Jequier, 1929, pi. 12, 17, Mariette, 1889, p.412; Urk. I, 202:77]), which 
complicates the problem, for this epithet was usually proper of Jz-t-jr-t (e. g. [James, 
1953, pi 7]).49 This means that Jzt-jrt was equaled to the Elder God - the sun.50 Simi
larly, the Elder God should be interpreted as Jzt-jrt when he has such epithets as «Lord 
of Necropolis)) [Murray, 1905, pi. 3], «Lord of the Clean Places /=of necropolis/)) 
[Capart, 1907-2, pi. 11], «Lord of the Bunal» [British Museum, 1961, pi. 17; Hassan, 
1932, fig. 163; Mariette, 1889, 230, 251, 283-284], «Lord of Abydos» [British Mu
seum, 1961, pi. 34-2] Thus, Jzt-jrt becomes the sun, which is confirmed by his solar 
epithet «Lord of Heaven» (Pyr. 964a, 966a, 968a). 

Characteristically, in contrast to later times, the sun has never been identified with 
non-solar deities in the Old Kingdom. The only exception was made to Jzt-jr-t indi
rectly equalled to the sun as the Elder God. This could happen only since being a god of 
sight, Jzt-jrt must have also been a god of light, and in that aspect he was identical to 
the sun. In the epochs to follow, the identification of Jzt-jrt with the sun becomes even 
more evident [Zabkar, 1968, 36-39], especially in the Late Period,51 but these cases are less 
illustrative for our purposes, since within the course of time the tendency for identification 
of practically all the gods with the sun significantly strengthened in the Egyptian religion. 

So Jzt-jrt became the sun - the sun of the hereafter. Therefore, it is natural that the 
luminary has never been represented in Old Kingdom tombs: it would be useless in the 
presence of the specific sun of the beyond - of Jz-t-jrt* 

Finally, starting from late Old Kingdom, every deceased was called Jz-t-jrt, this 
identification persisting throughout the whole of Egyptian history. In the offering-lists 
of the tombs at Saqqara South, traditional designations of the addressee - «for NN», 
«for the kl of NN», are for the first time replaced by the formulaic expression «for Jz-t-
jr-t NN»: «For Jzt-jrt Jdj» [Jequier, 1929, fig. 14, 15], «For Jz-t-jrt Pnw» [ibid., 
pi. 48], «For Jzt-jrt... Snj» [ibid , pi. 3]. Thus, another important step was made for 
guaranteeing the eternal existence of the dead. Being Jzt-jrt, the deceased was the sun 
in himself, the source of the «inner sight». As a result, he was capable to see everything 
pictured in the tomb, and thus everything depicted existed for him." Interestingly, all 

4 9 Most probably, this epithet was borrowed from Jnp(w), e. g. [Jequier, 1929, pi. 4]. 
5 0 It is illustrative that in the burial chamber of Sjj (Saqqara South MIX) , the Elder God is called 

«Lord of the Sky» on one wall and «Lord of the West» on another [Jequier, 1929, pi. 6]. 
5 1 For instance, two solar barks turn into symbols ofJzt-jrt, while Jzt-jrt and Jz-t themselves be

come the sun and the moon [Kees, 1956-2, 157-158]. 
5 2 The identity of Jzt-jrt with the sun made easier his transformation into the king of the next 

world. As king is the second - earthly - sun, the sun is the second - heavenly - king (this thought was 
logically shaped in its ultimate form at Amarna). For this reason, it is natural that the sun of the next 
world comes to be its king. 

5 3 The identification of the deceased with Jzt-jrt is analogous to his designation as ih: ih describes 
him as possessing «inner light», while Jzt-jrt is the possessor of sight. By the way, this fact has an im
portant issue If the deceased becomes ih thanks to the erection of his tomb and to the performance of 
rites, it may mean that he turns out to be Jzt-jrt owing to the observation of the same conditions. If this 
early notion did exist in reality, it was radically different from New Kingdom ideas, according to which 
the transformation into Jzt-jrt was subject to the court examination in the hereafter 
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these early records of the deceased as Jzt-jrt are arranged in the burial chambers, i. e , 
in the place where light was of special need. 

In conclusion, we should pay attention to what may seem a certain discrepancy. As 
it was repeatedly mentioned above, the decoration of Old Kingdom tombs is extremely 
realistic, it imitates everyday life and includes no transcendental, divine components -
but at the same time an enormous part is played by Jzt-jrt. However, there is no con
tradiction here. First, Jzt-jr-t is mentioned only in offering-formulae, and thus, although 
his existence is due to the need of enlightening representations, he is not included into 
their world.54 Second - and this is the main point - in Old Kingdom tombs Jz-t-jr-t still 
does not have an image of a concrete deity which is characteristic of him in the Pyramid 
Texts and in private monuments of later periods - he exists there only as the personifi
cation of an absolute capability to see, as a universal guarantee of sight, and all his di
vinity can be reduced to this absoluteness. Therefore, one may be sure to claim that the 
world of representations of the Old Kingdom tomb really does without intervention of 
the gods. 

* * * 

Thus, the notions concerning sight and light play a considerable part in Egyptian 
outlook: ontology is widely based on them, they permeate into mythology and are asso
ciated with the most important temple and tomb rituals. Our explication of the ki as an 
objectified visual image may seem forced if taken by itself, but now it is obvious that 
the ki is only one of numerous aspects of the world's picture, in which sight is of great 
importance. So our interpretation is confirmed, but we still have a merely schematic 
picture to be animated with flesh and blood of the Egyptian notions. This is the aim of 
the following chapters. 

5 4 This concerns also Jnp{w) and some other deities who are recorded only in the offenng-formula. 
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EGYPTIAN INTERPRETATION 
OF THE DOUBLE 

The above study is only a starting point as regards the final aim of this book -
reconstruction of the concept of the Double. In Chapter 8 we dealt with the 
psychological basis of the ki, thus answering how this category could come 

into being. Then, in Chapter 9, the ki category was included into the general context of 
Egyptian notions of sight playing an important role in the ideas concerning the basic 
nature of the world. Now we must turn to ancient interpretation of the Double. 

§ 1. Ancient Interpretation of the Emergence of the Double 

Since the world of feelings and ideas was interpreted by ancient Egyptians as an 
entity outside man, the origin of these emotions and thoughts was not and could not be 
elucidated. Therefore, the subjects of the previous two chapters were excluded from 
their picture of the world It is human psychology that we proceed from in our study; 
analyzing it we establish the way how the categories ki and rn could arise.1 This way 
was passed by the Egyptians unconsciously and our conclusions were just a point of 
departure for them, the Double was regarded as one of the properties of the world, as a 
manifestation of its, so to say, «physics». Of course, the fact of existence and emer
gence of the Double had to be explained, but its ancient understanding was fundamen
tally different from ours. 

From the Egyptian point of view, existence of the Double as an objective property 
of the world is perceptually verifiable - any recollection of a dead person interpreted as 
a vision of his Double was a conclusive evidence: I have seen it myself, so it does exist 
Nevertheless, despite that estimation of the Double as something absolutely real and 
objective, the Egyptians certainly felt that, at any rate, it was very unstable and elusive: I 
see it now, but it was invisible an instant ago and in a little while it will disappear 

1 The idea of the Double is based on the possibility to see a man who is not in front of us at a given 
instant There are only two possibilities of such seeing whatever is absent - recollections and dreams. 
Dream allow us to see many things not pertaining to our everyday reality, therefore its interpretation may 
be of great significance for explanation of the world. However, as far as we know, the Egyptians did not 
relate basic ontological notions to dreams. Thus, only one possible psychological basis for the categories 
ki and rn remains - the processes of memory. All other possibilities have nothing to do with the sane 
psyche and should be rejected, for it is senseless to explain the outlook of a great culture by pathology 
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again; moreover, it may happen that my neighbor did not and will not see it at all. Be
cause of this vagueness resulting from the actually subjective character of the Double, it 
was too unreliable in such an important matter as securing eternal life. It was necessary 
to make it stable, quite independent of outer circumstances and apparent forever and to 
everybody. Representations and the name giving an incitement to reminiscences of a 
man, l. e., revealing his Double, making it visible to people, prompt the way of consoli
dation - creation of inscribed pictures and statues. The person depicted should not fear 
the elusiveness of his Double, for as long as his representations exist together with the 
inscribed name, the Double is fixed, manifest to people, alive. 

This makes the Double independent of people. Objectively being an image in the 
memory, it could exist only until people remembering its «onginal» were alive. Owing 
to pictorial and written records, the Double goes on living even when all the contempo
raries pass away. If replacing the word «Double» with «memory», we get an exact anal
ogy to our own apprehension of the yore. For us, only those people of the past live as 
individuals who have left some information on themselves - that is, in Egyptian terms, 
those whose Doubles were somehow fixed. As for the resting billions, we know that 
they did exist, realize their historical mission, but imagine them without individual 
characteristics - not as concrete men and women, but as a featureless mass. Interests 
and aspirations of this mass can be revealed merely in general terms; only when some 
source mentions a lively detail, the relevant person appears to us as an individuality, 
which would be understood by the Egyptians as seeing the Double. 

Thus, eternal fixation of the Double is of paramount importance. However, a seri
ous problem of relation between representations and the ki arises here. The evidence of 
(J)t(w)-f-hihi who mentioned craftsmen «making hr(jyt-ntr» may seem explicit in the 
light of the already elucidated facts concerning the correlation of the Double, represen
tations and hereafter: by making representations, craftsmen create the world of the ki. 
In that case, the link of representations to the ki proves absolute and unequivocal: the 
presence of representations means the existence of the ki and vice versa. However, the 
psychology of artistic creative work cannot be ignored since the notions of the ki mani
fest themselves mainly in monuments of art. It contradicts this suggestion and demon
strates that making representations is not creation, but only revealing of the ki. Indeed, 
when an artist depicts an object, its image exists beforehand in his consciousness and 
he embodies it in paint, stone or clay, capability of seeing this image and of its materi
alization in various substances is the most important virtue of an artist enabling him to 
work. Making a representation means revealing that image, transformation of what can 
be seen by an artist only to what is visible to everybody. For the Egyptians, having an 
object's image in consciousness means seeing its ki, seeing it quite really, by external 
sight. Therefore, whenever an artist creates a representation, he simply outlines the ki, 
thus making it visible not only to himself, but also to others. 

Egyptian monuments testify to the correctness of this interpretation. Temple scenes 
of king's miraculous birth show Hnm(w) forming a king and his exact copy - the ki -
on a potter's wheel [Gayet, 1894, pi 63, fig 202, Naville, 1897, pi 48]. Therefore the ki 
of the king is born with the king himself, i.e., it exists before his first representations 
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are made. Of course, this is recorded by monuments not earlier than Dyn XVIII and 
conformably to the king only, but there can be little doubt that an analogous notion 
concerned private persons as well, for the king's nature (except some specific royal at
tributes) was described by the same categories which were used to characterize man. As 
for the probability of a New Kingdom reinterpretation of the origin of the ki, it is not 
out of question, but only with regards to an outer, formal aspect, whereas its very es
sence - the birth of the ki together with the «original» - was too fundamental to change 
radically. Thus, we can believe that in the Old Kingdom the ki was supposed to be born 
with the man, before his representations were created 

Corroborative evidence can be found in such an unexpected domain as specificity 
of reflecting reality in Egyptian art - and not in its ideological aspect, as one might ex
pect, but in technology which have never been considered from this point of view It is 
well known that children learn to model in plastic materials much sooner than to draw 
properly This is only natural: changes and corrections can be easily made in the process 
of modeling, while drawing requires a well-considered intention taking into account all 
the peculiarities of conveying three-dimensional objects on plane, which is a far more 
complicated task. Similarly, in art of most ancient civilizations, drawing falls behind 
modeling.2 Egyptian culture, unique in many respects, is specific in this regard as well: 
drawing prevails over modeling - perhaps, because of the wide use of stone in building, 
art and production of various items, which could not help affecting greatly the methods 
applied by craftsmen when working with any material3 In contrast to the Near East and 
Mesopotamia, where clay was the main material and so a mighty tradition of modeling 
was formed, in Egypt relatively low culture of modeling was compensated by the high
est in the ancient world culture of stone processing and carving. This phenomenon can 
be traced starting from prehistoric times. 

As early as Dyn. O-II production of stone vessels reached enormous amounts, in the 
magazines of many tombs they are more numerous than pottery, while in the subterra
nean chambers the Step Pyramid their total weight mounts to about ninety tons. Devel
oped habits of carving make craftsmen regard stone as almost a plastic material - from 
royal Abydos stelae of Dyn I down to the end of Egyptian history. 

However, in spite of all this, properties of stone, even of the soft one, inevitably 
gave rise to linearity of representations on the plane. Hence the role played by line and 
contour in Egyptian art which was greatly based on graphical drawing and silhouette 
(cf [Schäfer, 1986, 79]) - even the earliest Predynastic monuments strike us by crafts-

2 For instance, let us compare treatment of the same topic - the scene of rending - in technologi
cally distinct objects of Scythian times: gold belt buckles from Siberian Collection of Peter I (Hermitage 
1727 1/5, 1/6 [Dawn of Art, 1974, pi. 60]) and felt applications from Pazyryk barrows (Hermitage 
1295/150 [ibid., pi. 56]). Three-dimensional metalworks made by the use of the lost wax process per
fectly convey anatomy of animals within the limits of the adopted system of conventions, whereas pic
tures of felt are much more awkward. The author is indebted to K S Minasian (Department of Archaeol
ogy, Hermitage Museum) for his example 

3 The present writer does not deny a probability of some psychological peculiarity of ancient Egyp
tians which could lead to the same result, but this is a specific problem requiring an employment of un-
traditional methods and it can hardly be solved within the borders of Egyptology proper. 
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man's ability to create images by only a contouring line. Such are cosmetic palettes in 
shape of animals, birds, fishes, etc. Their surfaces are flat and smooth (only an eye may 
be indicated), the image is but a silhouette, always most characteristic in spite of gen
eralization. In Old Kingdom reliefs, silhouettes also play the predominant role, while 
details within the contour are auxiliary as compared with it. 

A specific «aspective» manner of representing people and things is also based on 
showing the most expressive silhouettes of every member of the human body or of 
every detail of an article and, thus, on creating a characteristic silhouette of the whole. 
Hieroglyphs have the same silhouette form as well. By the way, this is excellently re
flected in the hieroglyphic font of IFAO where all the signs are black shapes usually 
without inner details - they are recognizable because the individuality of hieroglyphs 
consists, first of all, in their contours. In Old Kingdom painting the prevalence of silhouette 
leads to the absence of blends and halftones - they would destroy the integrity of images.4 

The same trends are apparent in Egyptian toreutics, no matter how poor our knowl
edge of it might be. Famous pectorals from the Dahshur treasure made in the lost wax 
technique [Morgan, 1895, pi 15-16, 19-21] just imitate graphical compositions usual 
for reliefs, but their author does not even try to demonstrate the natural properties of 
wax as a plastic material.5 

The very organization of artistic works and the respective terminology prove that 
Egyptian craftsmen proceeded from graphical drawings. This is illustrated best by ma
terials later than those used in this book, but there can be no doubt that the state of af
fairs was not different in the Old Kingdom. The same root zS denotes both writing 
[Wb.m, 475:7-27, 476:7-5, \6-21, All.1-14] and drawing, painting [J^.III, 476:7-
75, 477:75 77]. Drawer (ztf kdwt - «scribe of images») only outlined representations, 
but he was the real author of the composition, while the role of carvers and painters (z£ 
- «scribe» > «painter») was regarded as secondary. 

Carving was also the main technology used in Egyptian statuary. The word 

«sculptor», must be read ks-tj (from ks - «bone»),6 which means that sculptor was 

4 Interestingly, Egyptian art was highly rated by painters of the last century who had special interest 
in problems of line and silhouette. For example, Gauguin, one of the first artists to pay much attention to 
pictorial plane as a substance, saw his ideal in the legacy of Egypt: «La vérité est à trouves dans un art 
purement cérébral, le plus érudit de tous, en Egypte» [Wadley, 1986, note 5 1 ] . Hence Egyptian silhou
ettes and arrangement of figures in his famous Ta Mátete (Basel, Kunstmuseum) [Wildenstein, 1964, 
No 476; Wadley, 1986, pi. 5 1 ] , in Vairaumati tei oa (Moscow, PMFA) [Wildenstein, 1964, No 450; 
Impressionists, 1986, pi 93] and in some other paintings. Somewhat later, in 1919, German expressionist 
Otto Miiller stated that art of Egypt had always been his ideal, for in it he had found a model of structur
ing pictures by means of line and contour [German Expressionists, 1981, 38] 

5 For instance, as an antipode of the Dahshur ornaments we can mention Greek gold comb from 
Solokha barrow (Hermitage HH 1913 1 /1 ) [Artamonov, 1966, pi. 147, 1 4 8 , 1 5 0 ] . Egyptian master follows 
traditions shaped in reliefs in stone and makes compositions as dried-up as possible, as if purposely trying to 
conceal natural properties of gold allowing to perfectly render plasticity of forms; by way of contrast Greek 
craftsman creates a sculptural composition revealing great technological potentialities of the material. 

6 As contrary to traditional reading gnwtj [Gardiner, 1927, 449, T-19], This interpretation was of
fered by R Anthes [1941, 103] and then, independently, by M E Matthieu [1947-2, 12, note 1]; recently 
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originally seen as a (bone) carver, but not as a modeler. Although insufficiently known, 
early metal statuary is of special interest in this respect. The famous copper statues of 
Pjpjl from Hierakonpolis (Cairo, JE 33034-33035) [Quibell, 1902-1, pi 50-56] still 
have not been studied properly, but most probably, they were made of sheet copper by 
beating over a carved wooden model [Smith, 1949, 82-83] and, thus, are masterpieces 
not of a modeler and founder, but of a carver and chaser. Copper statue «High is Hc(f)-
shm-wj» mentioned on the Palermo Stone (Rt. 5.4) was probably manufactured by the 
same method (on its possible appearance see [Wildung, 1969, 52]). The earliest known 
statues made in the lost wax process are dated only to the reign of Jmn-m-hit III (the 
greater part of this group of sculpture is now in private collection of G. Ortiz, Geneva 
[Ortiz, 1993, Cat. Nos 33-37; 1994, Cat. Nos 33-37]). R. Simes, who worked much on 
the Ortiz statues, informed the present writer privately that their creators had no settled 
universal technology and that new methods were employed for each piece. Thus, even 
in the late Middle Kingdom the lost wax technique was still a kind of experiment in 
copper statuary. 

We may conclude that the technology of stone processing led to specific ways of 
reproducing the surrounding world which became traditional, invariable and inevitable. 
At the same time the primacy of the Double as compared with representations gave rise 
to specific interpretation of artistic creative work. Indeed, the historically established 
contour character of representations on the plane could be regarded as testifying that 
when making them, an artist outlined the Double as if a shadow of a man on the wall. 

Carving of a statue could also be apprehended as outlining the Double, and it is by 
no means accidental that Hnm(w) creates king and his ki by modeling them of clay. In
deed, carving is just freeing an already existent image from the raw material, whereas 
modeling is a process of shaping something that has not yet any form, creation of a 
quite a new thing which up to that instance did not exist in any form, i e., it is not a re
vealing but real creation of the Double. A staggering New Kingdom description of 
creating a statue [Drenkhahn, 1976, 52] testifies that this mixture of artistic practice 
with ideology did really exist: «Extraction of your thing /=the article/ from its womb 
/=from the raw material/, while it /=the raw material/ surrounds /the article/)).7 Three 
millennia later, Michelangelo stated in almost the same words that any stone comprises 
a statue, and one should only remove the unnecessary. Such a coincidence has its basis 
in the same throughout millennia psychology of creative work, where the concept of an 
object, its image appears prior to its creation. 

Turning to the notion of the rn, it is easy to see that it was also regarded as appear
ing together with the man. Of special importance is evidence offered by papyrus West-
car The last story of the Westcar cycle narrates about the visit of deities to the house of 
the priest of Sun Rr(w)-wsr(-w) in order to help his wife to bear three future kings of 

R Drenkhahn [1976, 62] expressed her agreement with the theory of Anthes - Matthieu which was at last 
proved by E S Bogoslovsky [1983, 78-79] who demonstrated spelling variants with phonetic complements. 

7 Interpretation of the inscription by E. S. Bogoslovsky [1983, 59]. In the original «изымание вещи 
/= изделия/ твоей из утробы его /= сырья/, причем оно /= сырье/ окружает /изделие/». 
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Egypt Jit gives them their names and it happens in the course of delivery; moreover, it 
is due to mentioning their names that the babies «slip down to her arms» (pWestc, 
X:8 10, 16-17, 23-25). So both the «original» - the child, and his Double - the rn, are 
created simultaneously It is noteworthy that Hnm(w) who acts as a creator of the king 
and his ki in temple scenes of the miraculous birth is present among the deities. Al
though repeatedly noted (eg. [Livshits, 1979, 272, note 66]), this significant fact was never 
considered as connected with the first mention of the name, i.e., with the creation of the rn. 

Thus, papyrus Westcar not only proves that there was a practice of giving children 
their names in the process of accouchement, but also demonstrates the indissoluble re
lationship between creation of the rn and the birth of the man 8 In this respect papyrus 
Westcar follows the tradition which manifests itself best in the so-called «Memphite 
Theological Treatise» 

According to the Memphite Theology, the world is created by Pth by naming all its 
components, that is, by making their rnw. The essence of this notion was revealed al
ready by G Maspero, whose understanding of this aspect of the text is generally 
adopted: «Selon notre auteur, toute opération créatrice doit procéder du coeur et de la 
langue et être parlée en dedans, pensée puis énoncée au dehors en paroles. Il a pleine 
conscience de la force de cette parole interne, mais la façon dont il insiste sur la 
nécessité de faire répéter par la langue ce que le coeur avait formulé intérieurement et 
d'émettre une parole, un discours afin de produire une suprême. Les choses et les êtres 
dits et dedans n'existent qu'en puissance: pour qu'ils arrivent à l'existence réelle, il faut 
que la langue les parle au dehors devise ou proclame leurs noms solenellement. Rien, 
n'existe avant a'avoir reçu son nom à haute voix» [Maspero, 1902, 175]. Thus, episte-
mology turns in the «Treatise» into ontology: the way how man perceives the world 
around becomes the method of its creation 

Unfortunately, neither Maspero himself, who was aware of the ki better than any of 
his contemporaries, nor his disciples including H. Junker [1940-2, 1941-2] paid due 
attention to the fact that not only creation of the r«H-Doubles has been described in the 
«Treatise», but also that of the fo-w-Doubles. According to the Memphite Theology, 
«the Ennead created the sight of eyes, the hearing of ears, the breath of nose, /so that/ 
they informed the heart. It /= the heart/ is that which makes go forth any knowledge, 
while the tongue repeats conceived by the heart. So the ki-w were made /and/ the 
hm(w)swt were assigned9 making every food /and/ every offering by means of this 
speech» (11 56-58) In spite of specific features of the ki in cosmogonie context, it is 
clear that creation of the world by pronouncing names means also creation of the ki-w. 

Originally the «Memphite Treatise» was considered an Old Kingdom text copied 
under Sibiki as described in 1.2 (see the review of opinions [Altenmiiller, 1975-2, 
1068-1069]), now it is fashionable to regard it as an archaized late composition (e. g. 

8 In real life the name was given by the father of a child, but in theory it was pronounced first by 

some god Hence such names as Dd-jmn-wihs - «/w«-Has-Said-"She-Will-Endure'» [Ranke, 1935, 

4 1 0 / 1 , Dd-pth-jwfnh - <</^-Has-Said-'He-Will-Live'>> [ibid., 4 1 0 : / / ] , etc. 
9 On hm(w)st as a kind of female counterpart of the ki see [Sethe, 1928, 61-64] . 
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[Junge, 1973]). The present author prefers an early dating, but even if the «Treatise» 
had been indeed composed in Dyn. XXV, this cannot radically change our understand
ing of the tradition of creation by word - it is reflected in a number of religious texts 
from various epochs. 

In the hymn of pBoul XVII (Dyn. XVIII), Jmn-rc(w) is named «The one who said 
/and/ gods came into existence)) [Hassan, 1928, 192]. The origin of this hymn, however, 
should be dated to the Middle Kingdom, since similar fragments addressed to Mn(w)-
jmn survived on a statuette found in the Dyn XI temple at Deir el-Bahari (BM 40959, 
late Middle Kingdom or Second Intermediate Period [Naville, 1913, pi 6-6, British 
Museum, 1913, pi 50; Hassan, 1928, 158-192, Pavlova, 1984, fig.20]). In the Leiden 
hymn to Jmn (Dyn XIX), the world order is described as established by the word of 
Jmn, gods existing only of his will: «Gods are established according to your orders» 
(pLeid. 1350, W.24). With this, the word of Jmn creates the Double: «His ki is every
thing existing which is in his mouth /i.e., everything named by him/» (V:/7). About 
nine hundred years later, the «Book of "pp» says on behalf of the gods: «1 am the one 
who came into being as Hprj. I came into being /and/ beings came into being. Every 
being came into being after I have come into being, /and/ numerous beings went forth 
from my mouth /i. e., their names were pronounced/» (pBr Rh., 26:21 22). 

Thus, tradition of explaining the world's creation by pronouncing the names of 
everything to exist was widespread even apart from the Memphite Theology Therefore, 
it is not casual that Philo's doctrine of the Logos appeared on the Egyptian ground - an 
ancient tradition of great vitality is obviously reconsidered in it.10 

So the Double, be it the ki or the rn, is not created by man, but arises at the instant 
he is born and coexists with him throughout his life The Double is an eternal and in
nate companion of man. But in such a case, the entire cumbrous and expensive practice 
of cult construction which absorbed a good deal of the country's human and material 
resources seems to be absolutely senseless; if existence of the Double is an immanent 
world's property, numerous representations and inscriptions on the tomb walls prove to 
be of no use. However, this is the way of thinking of our contemporaries accustomed to 

1 0 Great significance of this tradition is reflected in numerous borrowings from it in the Biblical 
cosmogony. Creation of the world is explained by words of the God (Gen 1:3, 6, 9, 14-15, 20, 24). Less 
directly the same is apparent in the fact that already created animals and birds have the right to exist only 
after Adam gave them their names (Gen. 2:19-20): naming only duplicates the act of creation here, but 
its original purpose is indisputable 

In the New Testament, Egyptian reminiscences are obvious in the first words of the Gospel as told 
by John (1:1-5): «In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 
The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by Him, and without Him was not any 
thing made that was made. In Him was life, and the life was the light of men. And the light shineth in 
darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it not». This is an intricate combination of the ideas of Philo 
which largely contributed early Christianity, and the reminiscences of Egyptian tradition of creation by 
word as interpreted by the Genesis [Korostovtsev, 1976, 278-279] . Even of greater interest is the fact 
that the notion of the God's word as light may also go back to the Egyptian concept of text engendering 
light (see Chapter 9, § 5). That is why the Genesis regards light as the first world's element - it is related 
with the creation by word. 
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pure abstractions, but not of the ancient Egyptians. For them the Double by itself, without 
any consolidation, was too elusive, standing on the verge of non-existence - it must have 
existed in theory, but practically it was desired to face something more substantial, tangible 
and reliable." For this reason, making representations and revealing the Double be
came a task of great practical importance - existence of the Double which initially was 
substantiated only on the conviction that it must exist, found a reliable confirmation in rep
resentations, and this seems to be none the less important than its very creation by the god. 

There was another important reason to fix the Double. Independent of people in its 
origin, the Double needed food during its life and here it entirely depended on its hu
man benefactors. It was to be fed by means of real offerings or of food representations 
accompanied by offering-formulae.12 All these methods of feeding require pictorial 
monuments: offerings must be eternal, the descendants must remember about their an
cestors, and inscribed representations are the best possible reminder for them. 

§ 2. The Moment of the Establishment of the Tomb Cult 1 3 

The birth of the kl together with a man and its revealing by means of representa
tions are significant characteristics of the Double. The fact the kl is bom with its «original» 
was noted already by G Maspero [1893-4, 389], who positively stressed that it had ex
isted not only after a man's death, but also in his lifetime. Unfortunately, Maspero wrote 
nothing on the functions of the kl before death; his followers who accepted his theory in 
general also never scrutinized this aspect of the kl. Therefore, very specific relations be
tween the birth of the kl and revealing it by representations were not even touched upon. 

We must turn to the highly important problem of Egyptian tomb cult now. Gener
ally it is regarded as posthumous, which is reflected in standard terms, such as mortuary 
cult, culte Juneraire, Totenkult, заупокойный культ, etc. If the traditional understand
ing is true, this is a hard if not fatal blow to our interpretation of the kl: cult is the most 
important indicator of the presence of the Double and we can hardly suppose it could 
exist without any cult for sometimes rather long periods between the completion of the 
tomb and the death of its owner. However, this understanding was never proved; 
moreover, nobody even thought of advancing such proof, for everything in the tomb 
was a priori considered pertaining to death and posthumous existence. Thus, compre
hension of Egyptian cult as a posthumous phenomenon is based only on the common 
sense of a modern man, but as soon as we get rid of this habitual view, a radically dif
ferent picture appears to us. 

The conjecture that death does not mean annihilation of man is one of the most an
cient and universal in history. The earliest Paleolithic burials with grave goods indicate the 
appearance of this notion, although we can but guess at its nature. The main problem con-

1 1 Similarly, although having a refined conception of the god, Egyptians needed a concrete object of 
adoration - temple statues Such contradictions were (and are) a stumbling-block for most of religions. 

1 2 This is another analogy to the notion of gods who can live only because people feed them with 
offerings 

1 3 See also [Bolshakov, 1991-4]. 
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sists in the degree of linking the next life with the dead body. Probably it was considered 
most primitively at the earliest stage - as the life of the body itself14 having the same 
physical needs as before the death. This gives rise to the practice of providing the dead 
with burial goods: food, clothes, weapons, etc. Their presence may be regarded as an indica
tor of the notion of the corporeal next life. This notion is very stable and coexists with more 
intricate and refined ideas over millennia, the belief in vampires being its modern echo. 

Scantiness of food placed in the grave had to lead to the idea that it would be suf
ficient for a short while only, and then the deceased would be hungry again. This raised 
the practice of regular, in theory eternal offerings on the place of the burial. Regrettably, 
we cannot say whether this practice was later than the appearance of the grave goods, 
i.e., whether human history knows a period when no offerings were practiced after a 
funeral. The fact that burials without any traces of cult monuments are predominant all 
over the world cannot be regarded as an argumentum ex silentio - these monuments are 
open and they easily decay. At any rate, qualitative improvement of the methods of ex
cavations allowed over the last two decades to expose numerous commemorative 
monuments wherever they had not been known before - on and by the barrows of the 
Bronze and Iron Ages of Eurasian steppes.15 

Thus, the problem of antiquity of regular offerings remains open, although in 
purely speculative, logical terms they seem to be secondary as compared with the no
tions of the life of the body. If so, the emergence of cult practice marks the beginning of 
a significant stage in the evolution of human consciousness: the very fact of bringing 
offerings presupposes that the deceased regularly takes food delivered by his descen
dants, which requires a well-developed abstract thinking able to answer how and in 
what hypostasis he does it. Egyptian sources are priceless in this regard, for no other 
culture gives us enough information to adequately reconstruct these notions 

1 4 This primitivism is the only argument in favor of such a notion, for in the beliefs of those times 
we should expect but simplicity. Still, given the below facts, the problem may be more complicated than 
it seems at the first glance. 

1 5 For instance, a sanctuary on the top of a Catacomb culture barrow by Molochansk (Zaporozhye 
Province). In the times of the Culture of fillet-ornament pottery, it was reconstructed, which testifies to its 
special importance [Pustovalov, Rassamakin, 1990]. Cf. also sanctuaries by Dolgaya Mogila barrow 
(Nikopol District, Bronze Age or Scythian epoch) and by a barrow in the vicinity of Izobilnoye village 
(Nikopol District, Scythian epoch), both excavated by the late B N. Mozolevsky (the material remains 
unpublished and the present writer was acquainted with it by the author of excavations). A sensational 
discovery was made of an accessible room with some traces of offerings in one of the mounds of Sin-
tashta barrow group (Cheliabinsk Province, Middle Bronze Age, excavations of G B. Zdanovich); buri
als were made in the floor of the sanctuary (unpublished, but some materials were presented in the paper 
read by the excavator at the Soviet-French Symposium for archaeology of Central Asia and neighboring 
regions, Alma-Ata, 1987). A number of such structures are known today; worth mentioning is, for ex
ample, Temir barrow on the watershed of the Ural and Tobol rivers (Sauromatian time) [Zdanovich, Hab-
dulina, 1987]. Systems of corridors under several mounds of Saka culture in Besshatyr and Ushtobe bar
row groups (right bank of the Hi river and outskirts of Dzhambul) are more difficult to interpret, but in 
any case they were opened for visitors and illumined [Akishev, Kushaev, 1963, 46, 60-62, 76; Ismagilov, 
1992]. Of special interest is chronological and cultural dispersion of the commemorative monuments al
lowing us to suppose that more or less durable cult was a universal practice from at least the Bronze Age 
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Egyptian cult practice is unique in making «exits» for the deceased - false doors and 
stelae - as early as Dyn I Since the deceased cannot go forth from them in his corporal 
form, his another hypostasis must be involved here. Now we may state for certain that this is 
the ki So, on the one hand, Egyptian tomb cult of the Dynastic epoch still continued the 
pristine practice of regular offerings, but on the other hand, its object was changed to repre
sentations, to the ki. With this, food stuffs to be offered were not needed as such, but only 
because they engender the Doubles of food for the Double of the tomb owner. 

Notions pertaining to the dead body were less important, and the respective ritual 
acts were reduced to preventing it from decay, providing it with funeral goods and 
making offerings at the funeral. Thus, the main component of the tomb cult - the cult of 
representations located in the chapel - was separated from the corpse, and not only by 
the dozen of meters that parted the chapel and the vault. Middle Kingdom nomarchs of 
the 10 th Upper Egyptian nome erected tombs imitating royal pyramid complexes with 
two temples, one of which was detached from the pyramid. These tombs also had two 
chapels: namely the upper, located near the cliff where the burial chamber was hewn, 
and the lower, arranged in the valley and joined with the former with a causeway 
[Petrie, 1930, Steckeweh, 1936].16 Separation of the cult of representations from the 
dead body is most clearly seen in royal tombs of the New Kingdom with temples built 
far away from the secret burial places. Moreover, the cult of representations was not 
only disconnected from the body - it was absolutely independent of it, thus giving rise 
to cenotaphs placed hundreds kilometers away from burials. 

Egyptian tomb cult is a cult of representations. However, it is. well known that 
tombs were built and decorated usually when their owners still were alive. For instance, 
the tomb of Dbh-n(j) was erected and equipped before his death by the order of the 
king Mn-kiw-rc(w) [Urk.1, 18-21]; the same happened whenever tombs were con
structed at the expense of their owners. This well-known fact is convincingly illustrated 
by the cases when noblemen asked the king to grant them some burial goods - the tomb 
itself had to be finished before such requests. So the overseer of physicians N(j)-Cnh-
shmt asked Sih-w(f)-rc(w) for a false door Two false doors were carved for him ac
cording to a royal order [Urk. I, 38-40], their quality being considerably higher than that 
of the rest rather poor decoration in the chapel of N(j)-cnh-shm-t. These instances are 
numerous, but of more interest are some written records of the moment of donation in a 
successive biography of the deceased - they demonstrate that it could happen long be
fore the death of the person in question. 

In his celebrated autobiography, Wnj says that he asked Pjpj I for a sarcophagus 
and the requested object as well as a false door and some other tomb elements were 
made for him [Urk. I, 99:70-100:-/]. Afterwards Wnj took part in the trial against the 
wife of Pjpj I, headed an aquatic expedition against nomads, suppressed them five 

1 6 Borrowings from the royal cult which started already m the Old Kingdom did not efface the bor
der between the divine king and man, for borrowed was only whatever proper of the human component of 
his nature. Therefore this reference does not contradict the principle of discussing only monuments of 
private persons set forth in the Introduction. 
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times and commanded a campaign in Palestine, than, already under Mr(j)-n(-j)-rc(w), he 
was appointed the Overseer of the South and made three expeditions to stone quarries. 
Thus, he got his funeral furniture being a rather young man. One might object that 
Wnfs tomb at Abydos was constructed in the last period of his life, after his assignment 
the Overseer of the South. This is true, but he asked for a sarcophagus not to keep it in 
reserve, but for his tomb unknown to us which was built at one of the Memphite ceme
teries and than abandoned because of his transfer to the South. 

The cases when people died before completing or even starting to construct their 
monuments, although not rare, are exclusions to the general rule.17 Thus, in the lifetime 
most people had monuments intended for their burial and cult. Burial chamber was 
empty prior to the day of interment and, thus, it did not function before the death of the 
owner. On the contrary, murals were completed and statuary placed in the superstruc
ture, its state being the same before and after the funeral. The question arises whether 
the chapel remained empty waiting for the death of its owner or if it functioned in some 
way. Since the functioning of the chapel (at least initially) manifested itself in offering 
rituals, the problem concerns the moment of the establishment of the cult. No single 
monument taken by itself seems to provide an unequivocal answer to this question, but 
analysis of evidence scattered throughout different epochs allows us to establish the 
time of the cult's initiation. 

Scenes of transporting statues to the tomb are frequent in decoration of the cult 
chambers. As a rule, these scenes include censing in front of the statues which started 
during the rites of the «opening of the mouth».18 Thus, at the moment of transportation, 
the statues were already considered «alive» and requiring rituals. The main problem is 
the time when the statues were brought to the tomb. 

Some transport scenes are a part of the funeral procession (see Chapter 4, § 7), but 
most of them have quite a different iconography and seem to have nothing to do with 
the interment. It was H. Kees who noticed that there are two types of the statue trans
port scenes in Old Kingdom tombs, one of which is solemn and the other more unpre
tentious [Kees, 1926, 176, 1956-2= 1977-2= 1980-2, 124-125]. This observation inevi
tably leads to the conclusion that the scenes of the first and second type show events 
taking place at different times - funeral and the preceding dragging of the burial goods. 
Since the tomb was usually completed during the lifetime of its owner, the delivery of 
its equipment had also to have premortal character; accordingly, the cult of statues 
started prior to the death of the person represented. However, neither Kees nor the 

1 7 Most probably, the unfinished state of some tombs is a result untimely or sudden death of their 
owners. However, N. Kanawati [1977-1] proved that the sizes of tombs correlated with the posts their 
owners occupied in the official hierarchy, and we may suppose that sometimes tombs remained uncom
pleted because their proprietors expected promotion giving them right to construct greater monuments, 
but died before or soon after the advancement. For instance, Sndm-jb(j)IJntj who was an owner of a 
modest tomb LG 10, had no time to build a new monument when he became a vizier, and it was con
structed by his son Sndm-jb(j)IMhj (G 2370) 

1 8 Censing in front of statues dragged out of workshop is shown in the tomb of Mrr-w(j)-ki(-j) 
[Duell, 1938, pi 29-30] . 
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scholars to follow came to this conclusion (e.g. [Montet, 1925, 385-388, Matthieu, 
1958-1, 355]), M Eaton-Krauss [1984, 60-70], the author of the latest study devoted to 
representations of Old Kingdom statuary, has confused the two types of the transport 
scenes and has not paid due attention to the fundamental semantic difference between 
them. 

Meanwhile already H Junker [1953, 226-233] supposed that the transport of stat
ues took place in the lifetime of their owner, since the latter had been twice depicted 
observing it in the mastaba of Tjj (Saqqara D 22) [Steindorff, 1913, Taf 13, Epron et al., 
1939, pi 14] He believed that statues were brought to the tomb before the death be
cause the serdab «lag oft so tief in dem Bau, daß es ganz wesentlich leichter und 
sicherer war sie vorher zu verschließen und das Dach der Mastaba in einem Stück 
herzustellen, statt über dem Serdab jeweils eine große Lücke zu lassen». Junker's ob
servation is so important that it had to attract attention Unfortunately it never happened, 
probably because the lifetime beginning of the cult was considered too unusual to be 
true, while purely «technological» interpretation was no doubt unsatisfactory. Only 
P Kaplony [1976, 34] supposed that in the autobiographical inscription of Mttjj (ROM 
953.116.1 [ibid, Abb. an S 32]), the passage on his parents' gratitude for the estab
lishment of their cult could be regarded as an argument for its lifetime nature 
Kaplony's idea did not evoke any interest as well, since the record of Mttjj is unique 
and other interpretations are not impossible. 

Recently Eaton-Krauss [1984, 74] listed several extra representations of the tomb 
owner observing the transport of his statues: Tjj (Saqqara D22) [Steindorff, 1913, 
Taf. 62-70, 72-73; Epron et al., 1939, pi 52-55], lht(j)-htp(w) (Louvre E. 10958) 
[Ziegler, 1993, 106-109], Mrr-w(j)-kl(j) [Duell, 1938, pi.29-30]. However, justly 
criticizing Junker and Kaplony for imperfection of their interpretations (serdab could be 
closed after the funeral, simultaneously with the burial chamber, while the inscription 
of Mttjj can be interpreted differently), she groundlessly rejected the very essence of 
their idea According to Eaton-Krauss [1984, 74-75], statue transport in front of the 
tomb owner does not correspond to reality - she understands this event as a part of the 
funeral, while the surrounding scenes including the tomb owner are regarded as acci
dental in this context. Her opinion ignores the fact that any mural composition is a sys
tem which cannot include heterogeneous components. Thus, the essence of Junker's 
idea is not rejected but confirmed by Eaton-Krauss, regardless of her intentions. 

Moreover, those scenes of the second type (after Kees) which are not associated 
with figures of the tomb owner, do not depict an episode of the funeral as well. Indeed, 
although in a half of the tombs with representations of the funeral procession there are 
also transport scenes of the second type, in three tombs out of seven they are located in 
different rooms 1 9 [FP4,20 62x 922\ twice they are arranged on an entrance thickness 

1 9 Numbering according to the list in Chapter 4. § 7. 
2 0 Statue transport on the entrance thickness of the chapel [LDW, Bl 104-c] 
2 1 Statue transport on the entrance thickness of the antechamber [Hassan, 1975-1, pi 4-6]. 
2 2 Statue transport in chamber A 3 [Duell, 1938, pi 23-30] . 
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and on a wall of the same chamber, i. e., also separately [FP 2, 2 3 7 2 4 ] , and only once 
they are placed side by side [FP325].26 

Thus, the tendency to separate representations of the funeral from the transport 
scenes of the second type is obvious, which corresponds well to the real time interval 
between these events. Inscriptions in the tomb of N(j)-cnh-hnm(w) and Hnm(w)-htp(w) 
[FP 2] confirm our understanding. Dragging of high chests with some equipment is 
shown by the delivery of statues. The scene is entitled «Dragging stit chest /= chests/ at 
the festival of Dhwtj for the 'going forth of the voice' /=for offenng/» [Moussa, Al-
tenmuller, 1977, Taf 16] The adjacent scenes must be synchronous, thus, statues were 
transported to the tomb on the day of the annual festival of Dhwtj. Of course, it hap
pened not after the burial, but prior to it, when the tomb owner still was alive. Bringing 
and overthrowing of two oxen is represented nearby, the legends read «Bnnging a 
young long-horned ox for breakfast» and «Driving a young long-horned ox for supper» 
[ibid , Taf 16-17]. This scene has nothing to do with funeral rites, and so it represents 
an episode of a routine cult in the tomb beginning with the delivery of statues. 

Thus, although some statues were arranged in the tomb in the course of the funeral 
(see Chapter 4, § 7), most of them were brought there much earlier, in the lifetime of 
the owner. The problem of the cult specificity of both groups is very complicated and 
probably even unsolvable, but it is quite clear that rituals started with the delivery of the 
first of them - prior to the tomb owner's death. However, let us try to find more reliable 
evidence, giving preference to written monuments 

Valuable illustrations are offered by a number of royal decrees from the late Old King
dom and the First Intermediate Period. The earliest is the Abydos decree of Pjpj II devoted 
to the establishment of the cult of his own, of two queens and of the vizier Dcw The decree 
[Goedicke, 1967, Abb 7, also Petrie, 1903, pi 19, 21; Urk. I, 279-280] reads as follows: 

«— [half] of an ox /and/ ajar of milk in every festival here for the service of the 
overseer of prophets /and/ of thè prophets of this temple. 

— 1/8 part of an ox /and/ [ajar of milk] in every festival here for the statue of Nfr-
k>-rc(w) which is in the sanctuary of Hnt(J)-jmn-tjw. 

— [1/8 part of an ox] /and/ a ja[r of milk] in every festival here for the statue of 
King's mother Mn-cnh-nfr-ki-rc(w)21 cnh-n-s-pjpj2t which is in the sanctuary 
of Hnt(j)-jmn-tjw. 

2 3 Statue transport on the entrance thicknesses of the antechamber [Moussa. Altenmuller, 1977, Taf 

16-17]. 
2 4 Statue transport on the entrance thicknesses of chamber B [Macramallah, 1935, pi 9-ab]. 
2 5 Statue transport on the entrance thickness of the chapel [Holwerda et al., 1905, Taf 19]. 
2 ( > Arrangement of the transport scene in the tomb of Dld1(j)-m-rnh at Abusir [FP 8] is uncertain 

[Borchardt, 1907, 122]. 
2 7 According to the tradition of late Dyn VI, the name of the ruling son in queen's titles is replaced 

by that of his pyramid 
2 8 Queen rnh-ns-mrjj-rr(w)lrnh-ns-pjpj II, the wife of Pjpj I and mother of Pjpj II. 
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— [1/8 part of an ox] /and/ ajar [of milk] in every festival here for the statue of 
King's mother Hc(jynfr-mr(j)-n(J)-rc(w)27 cnh-ns-pjpj19 which is in the sanc
tuary of Hnt(J)-jmn-tjw 

— 1/8 part [of an ox /and/ ajar of milk] in every festival here for the statue of the 
vizier Dcw...» 

The contents of this decree do not raise any doubt. Since Pjpj II himself establishes 
the cult of his statue, it begins in his lifetime. As for the two queens, the wives of Pjpj I, 
one of whom was the mother of Pjpj II, they could be alive at that time as well, al
though it is uncertain. According to H Goedicke [1967, 85] this means that the cult of 
the statue of Pjpj I started prior to the king's death (another interpretation is impossi
ble), but he supposes it to be a deviation from the tradition. His opinion is based on the 
a priori conviction of the mortuary character of Egyptian tomb cult, but it cannot be 
proved if we reject this suggestion. 

The evidence of Pjpj II is utmost significant, but one may suppose that the royal 
cult had some peculiarities and differed from that of private persons. However, the 
Abydos decree informs us of the simultaneous establishment of the cult of the vizier 
Dcw which had the same material base as the cult of the king and the queens and, thus, 
was a replica of the royal cult. 

Dcw, uncle of Pjpj II, is a well-known person who was of special importance dur
ing the long initial stage of his nephew's reign - probably he had risen as a brother of the 
queen during her regency [Urk. 1,112-113] and the Abydos decree was issued when he was 
on the summit of his glory. It is easy to demonstrate that Dcw was alive when his cult was 
established. He is mentioned as a vizier in the Coptos decree B dated to the year after the 
eleventh reckoning of cattle under Pjpj II [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 8; also Weill, 1912, 
pi 1, 5, Urk. I, 280-283] and so he held his office for approximately thirty years. His 
name disappeared from inscriptions only when the pyramid complex of Pjpj II was being 
decorated [Helck, 1954,141]. Thus, the Abydos decree was issued long before his death 

Of course, the life story of Dcw, the vizier of a boy-king, is unique; for instance, he 
is the first known private person whose statue was placed in a temple. However, is it 
possible to consider unique the very character of his cult established when he was still 
alive? A number of analogies allow us to give a negative answer. 

Of great interest in this regard is the decree of Horus Ntr(J)-b?-w from the Coptos 
temple of Mn(w) (Coptos K ) belonging to the group of decrees (Coptos K - Q ) issued 
simultaneously - day 20, month 2 of the Harvest season, year 1 of that king. All of them 
are addressed to the vizier Smij and his two sons, one of them named Jdj. The decree 
reads [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 27, also Urk. I, 302-303]: 

«Horus Ntr(j)-b3-w. 

Royal decree to the father of the God, beloved (of the God), hereditary prince, 
overseer of the pyramid-town, chief justice /and/ vizier, overseer of scribes of 

2 9 Queen rnh-ns-mrjj-r%w)lrnh-ns-pjpj I, the wife of Pjpj I and mother of Mrjj-n(/)-rr(w). 
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the royal documents, 3" overseer of prophets, sm^-priest of Mn(w) &mi[f\. 

(My) hm{w)31 has ordered 12 inspectors of the servants of the ki to be appointed 
to the — chapel 3 2 of your own (n(j)t d-t-k 3 3 ) to serve (wcb) for you, to recite 
for you in the course of a month 

(My) hm{w) has ordered 12 inspectors of the servants of the ki to be appointed to 
the chapel of (your) own which is in the sanc[tuary] of Mn{w) the Coptite. 

(My) hm(w) has ordered 12 inspectors of the servants of the ki to be appointed to 
the upper /tomb/-chapel 3 4 of your own 

(My) hm{w) has ordered 10 inspectors of the servants of the ki to be appointed to 
make ceremonies for you (r jr(j)-t n-k hi) in the year of the bu[nal] 

(My) hm(w) has ordered 12 inspectors of the servants of the ki35 to be appointed for 
[your] wife, King's eldest daughter, King's sole adorner Nbt to serve for her, to 
recite for her in the course of a month in [her] chapel /and/ in [your] chapel...» 

Vizier Smij, king's brother-in-law, Overseer of the South is an outstanding figure in the 
history of Dyn VIII A group of Coptos decrees from the first year of Horus Ntr(j)-bi-w is 
the best illustration of his prominence: nobody else could boast of such a number of royal 
documents addressed to himself and his family. The above decree K is devoted to the 
establishment of his cult in three places, both in the Coptos temple and in his tomb. Com
parison with the synchronous Coptos decrees irrefutably proves that this happened in the 
lifetime of Smij. Indeed, the decree I [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 18, also Weill, 1912, pi 12-2] 
grants him jurisdiction over several Upper Egyptian nomes on the same day when his cult 
was established Decree L [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 17, see also Weill, 1912, pi 10, Urk.1, 
295-296] addressed to the administrators of the 5 t h - 9 t h nomes of Upper Egypt obliges them 
to cooperate with Smij. Decrees M [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 20, see also Urk. I, 300-301] 
and N [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 22; also Urk. I, 301-302] devoted to the appointment of his 
son Jdj the Overseer of Upper Egypt with jurisdiction over the X*-!^ nomes, and of his an
other son whose name is lost to a post in the Coptos temple of Mn(w), are addressed to 
Smij. Finally, decree O [Goedicke, 1967, Abb 19, see also Urk.1, 299] of the same 

3 0 So according to Sethe [Urk. 1,302.12], in [Goedicke, 1967, Abb. 27] jmj-rl is omitted by mistake. 
3 1 For a scrutiny of the concept of hm(w) see [Berlev, 1972-1, 33-41] . 
3 2 It is uncertain which chapel is meant here, any reconstruction being doubtful. A temple and a 

tomb (?) chapel are mentioned below 
3 3 See [Pcrepelkin, 1966 = 1986]. 
3 4 J Pirenne [1935, 214] suggested that h(w)t-ki hrt should be translated as «le tombeau de ne-

cropole» If a tomb is really meant here [Faulkner, 1962, 175], h{w)t-ki designates its cult chambers 
with the serdab. H(w)t-ki hrt can be also interpreted as an «upper chapel» («верхняя каплица» 
[Perepelkm, 1988-1, 13]); this translation is more promising, but it is difficult to explain what the «upper 
chapel» may signify here (see also [Savelyeva, 1992, 160-161]). 

3 5 So according to Goedicke; Se thes reading «10» [Urk. I, 303:2] is erroneous as Prof. Goedicke 
has kindly informed the present writer. 
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contents as M but addressed to Jdj solves the problem connected with his appointment 
the Overseer of the nomes under jurisdiction of his father: the expression whm (j)t(w)-k 
means that he does not replace Smlj, but assumes the role of his deputy [Goedicke, 
1967, 181]. 

Thus, the cult of Smlj was established when he was alive. By the way, this is also 
proved by the fact that special services in the year of the burial are mentioned in decree 
K after the appointment of priests to all three, chapels - the cult commences first, and 
only than the man dies. 

One more decree, Coptos R, dated to still later times, is also of interest for our 
subject. It was issued by Horus Dmd-jb-tiwj in favor of Jdj, the son of Smij [Goedicke, 
1967, Abb 28; also Weill, 1912, pi 4-7; Urk. I, 304-306]: 

«Horus Dmd-jb-tl-wj. 

Royal decree to the father of the God, beloved (of the God), hereditary prince, 
king's foster-child, overseer of the pyramid-town, chief justice (and) vizier, 
sm ^-priest of Mn(w) Jdj. 

As for all people of this whole country who will 

do some harm (and) evil to the stat- cause damage (or) diminution of the 
ues, to the offering-stones, to every property /lit ' thing'/ of your wcb-t21 

wood /i.e., wooden furniture/, to included in the Ar-document38 (or <?>) 
the monuments which are in every established for your statues which 
temple (and) every sanctuary, my are in the temples of Upper Egypt, 
hm(w) does not let them keep the (consisting) of arable land, [bread], 
property /lit. ' thing'/ of theirs (and) beer, meat, milk, established for you by 
of their fathers, join the Light Ones .sW-document,3 9 indeed, my hm{w) 
{ih-w) in the necropolis, be among does not let them be among the Light 
the living o n e s 3 6 — Ones in the Necropolis...» 

The situation reflected by this decree is similar to the above cases. It is evidently 
addressed to a living person, and so the cult of Jdj - like that of Dcw and $m>j - started 
when he was alive. 

Thus, although the positions of the persons whose cult was established by royal de
crees were no doubt specific, the circumstances of its initiation may by no means be 

3 6 Sethe reconstructed rnh-w [tpjw ti] - «the living ones [who are on the earth]»; if so, the capital 
punishment is meant here. It conforms well to the preceding and subsequent bans prohibiting sacrilegists 
to be among the Light Ones - executed criminals were not properly buried and, respectively, could not be 
ihw. Goedicke [1967, 217-219] objects against this reconstruction stating that there is not enough space 
for tpjw ti and interprets rnhw as «freien Bürgern». Still, as hieroglyphs are arranged irregularly in this 
part of the decree, the words tpjw r?, anyway, could have gone in the lacuna. 

3 7 On the wrbt see [Junker, 1940-1, 14; Goedicke, 1967, 219]. 
3 8 See[Berlev, 1978,30-31] . 
3 9 See [Goedicke, 1967, 270]. 
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considered extraordinary. Unique are only the monuments reflecting these circum
stances: most people did not record them as too banal to be mentioned, whereas per
sonal good graces of the king were to be fixed without fail. There are, however, other 
documents testifying to our understanding 

We know a number of contracts with hm{w)-w-kl concerning their duties in the 
tomb cult. It would be only natural to stipulate in them when the services were to start: 
although very laconic, these texts which must be exact in wording. However, the time 
of the establishment of the cult was so evident for the Egyptians that there was no need 
to mention it, neither directly (e. g., «since the day of my death», etc.) nor in any indirect 
way. A contract recorded in an anonymous tomb by the pyramid of Hc(jyf-rc(w) 
(CG 1432), although destroyed in the portion which is of interest for us, mentions that it 
was made when «he fx. e., the tomb owner/ was alive and /stood/ on his legs» [Urk. I, 
1 \8, Borchardt, 1937, Bl 28], but, unfortunately, this indication cannot be seen as de
cisive, for concluding the contract in the lifetime does not mean by itself that exclu
sively posthumous services could not be concerned in it. 

Indisputable, although not obvious evidence on the moment when the tomb cult 
was established can be found only in much later document - in the inscription of Mid
dle Kingdom Siut nomarch Dfyj-h^pij) (reign of Z-n(J)-wsr-t I) being one of the most 
remarkable monuments of Egyptian law. This is the only text describing in detail the 
terms of the assignment of tomb-priests and their duties which are mentioned very 
briefly in other inscriptions of the same contents. Unique features of the contracts of 
Dfij-h(()p(j) have attracted attention of scholars as long as more than a century ago 
[Erman, 1882]. The inscription was repeatedly published [Griffith, 1889, pi 1-9, Mon-
tet, 1935, 45-69] and translated [Breasted, 1906, §§ 535-593; Reisner, 1918], but 
mainly the legal aspect of the document was discussed. The same approach is proper of 
the latest study as well [Spalinger, 1985, a complete bibliography of the problem is ad
duced in footnote 1]. However, the inscription of Dfij-h^pij) is a fairly versatile 
source containing some information of great significance concerning ideological prob
lems as well. The way to understanding this information was paved by O D Berlev 
[1972-1, 198-200, 255-256; 1978, 121-123] who elucidated a fundamental peculiarity 
of the text to be discussed below 

The inscription includes ten contracts of Dfij-h^pij) with the priests of Wp(j-w)-
wi-wt and Jnpw stipulating their duties in the cult of his temple and tomb statues 4 0 as 
well as the payment commitments of the nomarch. It was already J. H Breasted [1906, 
§ 536] who noticed the main peculiarity of the contracts: the payments had two sources: 
inherited property of Dfij-hi^pij) (pr(w) jt(w) - «estate of the father») and his office-
held property ipriyv) hitj-c - «estate of the prince /=of the nomarch/»). Since the cult 
was supposed to be everlasting, Dfi-j-h(S)pij) tried to pay whenever possible from his 

4 0 One of the statues from the tomb of Dfi-j-bOp(j) has survived up to now. Found in the beginning 
of this century by A Kamal, it disappeared for many years and was purchased by the Louvre in 1970 
(E.26915 |Delange, 1987, 76-77]) This enormous wooden statue over two meters high following tradi
tions of late Old Kingdom, is one of the masterpieces of its epoch, while the fact that we know in detail 
about events that happened in front of it imparts special charm to it 
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inherited property, which was the only way to make an absolutely inviolable and eter
nally effective testament. However he could not pay for all the services from the «estate 
of the father» - not because of its scale (it was enormous), but due to its very structure: 
most probably, Shw-tyH'-peasants did not belong to the «estate of the father», and so 
whenever their labor was the source of payment, the «estate of the pnnce» is mentioned 
[Berlev, 1972-1,255-256]. 

Of course, since Dfij-h^pij) was in charge of his office-held property only until 
he remained a nomarch, such a payment was precarious. So two contracts (II and VIII) 
treating the office-held property drastically differ from others (their interpretation is the 
greatest Berlev's contribution to the study of the problem). First of all, Dftj-h(r)p(J) had 
to ask the nomarchs-to-come who would be in charge of his nomarchic property not to 
stop payments to the priests: «Shall no future count cease the contract of another count 
/ 1 . e., of Dfi-j-hi^pOy with the future w r6-priests» (11.281, 310-311). His optimism re
garding the efficacy of this request was based on the inheritance of his post by his direct 
descendants, on ethical responsibility of every Egyptian to have a respect for the cult of 
forefathers and, finally, on the conviction that the future nomarchs would find them
selves in the same situation and in order to secure their own cult they would continue 
the cult of their predecessor. 

Whatever reliable this complex of ethic and pragmatic motives may seem, it was 
considered questionable in the country that had recently suffered the disturbances of the 
First Intermediate Period. Thus, it was senseless to promise payments which would re
main without any guarantee after the death of the nomarch; the case would be quite dif
ferent if the cult started in the lifetime when it was reliably secured and then lasted «by 
inertia». This is indeed stressed in contracts II and VIII in the most unequivocal man
ner: «Behold, he /i.e., Dfi-j-hC^pQ")/ begins to order that every his peasant gives it /i.e., 
the first grain of the harvest/ to this temple» (11 279-280, 309-310). Making stress on 
the fact that Dfi-j-h^ptj) only began to pay just in these two contracts is most reason
able. When payments were based on the inherited property, their source was the same 
both before and after the death of the nomarch - he began them and supposed to con
tinue them eternally. On the contrary, in the case of the office-held property, he could 
only start to pay, the future being dependent on his successors. 

Thus, the contracts of Dfi-j-h(c)p{j) prove that his cult began when he was still 
alive. Moreover, Dfi-j-hOpij) also stated that this was not an exception, but a general 
rule. In the same contracts II and VIII he stressed that priests had to perform the rites of 
«enlightening» {slh-f) for the nomarch «like they enlightened their own nobles (sch-w)» 
(11.278-279, 309) in spite of the payment from the office-held property, because «every 
nds41 of Siut did» the same. Appealing to the practice of the middle class (nds-w) evi
dences that the cult was as a rule provided for from the office-held property and, re
spectively, its lifetime character was proper not only of the elite, but of the commoners 
as well. 4 2 

For nds as «soldier» in contracts II and VIII see [Berlev, 1978, 122-123]. 
These passages remained unnoticed before Berlev, but even now they are not seen in proper per-
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There is another evidence in the inscription of Dfij-h^pij) which may be interpreted in 
favor of the lifetime character of the cult. Contract VI is entitled «Contract concluded by the 
count, overseer of prophets Pfi-j-h(c)p(j) true of voice 4 3 with the overseer of prophets 
of Wp(j-w)-w3-wt» (1.32). However, in accordance with tradition, Pfij-h(r)p(J) as a nomarch 
was the high priest of the local god, I. e , overseer of prophets of Wp(i-w)-w3wt (1.260). 
Thus, as a tomb owner he made a contract with himself as a priest, and, since according 
to this contract, he had to perform rites in his own tomb, his cult was established prior 
to his death. Of course, making an agreement with himself looks as a bureaucratic trick 
and one may object that Dfij-hOpij) could be the high priest but nominally, while in 
reality these duties were fulfilled by his son. Most probably this is the case, but such an 
agreement with himself, however nominal, still proves that the cult began when he was 
living. Anyhow, the probability of this interpretation should not be ignored. 4 4 

In the case of Dfij-hC^pif) our conclusion is based on the interpretation of reliable 
but indirect information.4 5 However, there is quite obvious and direct evidence of the 

spective; at least, the author of the latest scrutiny of the contracts [Spalinger, 1985] has disregarded the 
significance of his conclusions, although he has cited the book by Berlev repeatedly 

4 3 For mir-hrw see [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 77, note d\. 
4 4 Exceptional care of Dfij-hi^pij) for his cult gives some idea of his personality, which is a rare 

occasion in Egyptology. It evokes special interest to this man and desire to reconstruct his life. 
G A Reisner [1914-2, 43 ; 1915-2, 71-72] who discovered fragments of statuettes ofDfij-h(^)pij) and of 
his wife in the tomb K-III at Kerma deduced that he had died in Nubia, over thousand kilometers from 
his native town. As interpreted by Reisner [1918, 88, 97] , the story of Dfij-bi^PU) illustrates the vanity 
of Egyptian cult practice: since the nomarch was not buried in Siut, his cult proved quite useless and his 
great concern for it was futile. However H. Junker [1921] proved that the necropolis at Kerma was not of 
Egyptian origin, his opinion being generally accepted now [Hintze, 1964]. As for the tomb K-III, its fu
neral rite has a local, Nubian character, and burial goods include some objects of the Hykos period 
[Sherif, 1980, 275-277] . Thus, Dfij-hOpif) w a s m o s t probably buried at Siut, his death in Nubia being 
a mere legend whose last advocates were E Drioton and J Vandier [1952, 272-273] . This legend would 
not have been mentioned here, if it were not for a peculiar circumstance: were Pfij-hC*)p(f) buried far 
away from his home, this fact would have been, notwithstanding Reisner, a triumph of Egyptian notions -
the cult of representations would have provided the Double of the nomarch with everything needed in 
spite of the place where his corpse had been buried. 

4 5 There is another group of Middle Kingdom monuments which can be interpreted as testifying to 
the lifetime character of Egyptian cult. Stela oiJmnjj dedicated by his son Zi-stjt (Geneva, Musée d'art 
et d'histoire D 50 [Wiedemann, Pörtner, 1906-2, Taf. 1; bibliography PMV, 101J) mentions his visit to 
Abydos together with Jj-hr-nfrt in year 19 of Z-n(j)-wsrt III. Undated stela of Jj-hr-nfrt himself 
(Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 1204 [LDII, Bl. 135-Ä; Berlin, 1913, 169-175; bibliography PMV, 97]) 
describes the same event and most probably should be dated to the same year; it also mentions Zi-stjt as 
an associate of Jj-hr-nfrt and a participant of his activities in Abydos. These two monuments indicate the 
beginning of the cult otJj-hr-nfrt in year 19 o(Z-n(J)-wsrt III, but his another stela (CG 20140 [Lange, 
Schäfer, 1902-1, 165-166; 1902-2, Taf. 13; bibliography PMV, 93]) is dated to year 1 of Jmn-m-hit 
III, to the same year is dated the stela of Zi-stjt (Louvre C 5 [Gayet, 1886, pi. 8-9; bibliography PMV, 
98-99]). If the standard chronology ascribing Z-n(J)-wsrt III 35 years is correct, this means that the cult 
ofJj-hr-nfrt was established at least seventeen years before his death. However, year 19 may be the last 
in the reign of Z-n(j)-wsrt III [Simpson, 1972, 5 2 - 5 3 ; 1984, 903-904] . If so, the dates of the monu
ments oîJj-hr-nfrt are of little importance for the problem of the cult, but they should not be disregarded 
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lifetime character of the cult. It is provided by monuments of the celebrated Jmn-
htp(-w)/Hwjj, son of Hcpw, who lived in the golden age of Dyn XVIII. 4 6 Jmn-
htp{-w)IHwjj descended from the middle stratum of society (his father was an ordinary 
scribe at Atribis [Varille, 1968, 126]) and owing to his personal abilities reached the 
highest status. During his long life he accomplished many tasks of prime importance, 
but nowadays he is known mainly as an architect, overseer of king's works who was in 
charge of building activities at Karnak under Jmn-htp(w) III and probably supervised 
the construction of the mortuary temple of that king [Matthieu, 1961, 224]. For his out
standing service he was granted a unique reward - a temple built for him near that of 
Jmn-htp(w) III [Robichon, Varille, 1936]. To erect a temple for a private person must 
have staggered the Egyptians and perhaps the very fact of such an official recognition 
along with really high merits of Jmn-htp{-w)IHwjj was a reason for reckoning him 
among the greatest Egyptian sages and then for his deification. The cult of deified Jmn-
htp(-w)/Hwjj continued in his temple as long as to the Ramesside period, later it was 
transferred elsewhere [Wildung, 1977-1, 91; 1977-2, 251-276]. 

The exact date when the cult of Jmn-htp(w)IHwjj was established is well known 
The royal decree devoted to this temple (stela BM 138) is dated to day 6, month 4 of 
Inundation season, year 31 of Jmn-htp(w) III [Moller, 1910, Taf 6, Robichon, Varille, 
1936, pi 1; Varille, 1968, fig 8; for bibliography see Varille, 1968, 67-68]. Proceeding 
from the preconceived interpretation of Egyptian cult as a posthumous phenomenon, 
A. Varille [1968, 12, 126] regarded this event as proving that Jmn-htp(w)/Hwjj had 
died in year 31 of Jmn-htp(w) III. However, a group of inscriptions from Malkata re
futes his understanding. 

During excavations of the palace complex of Jmn-htp(-w) III, about 1400 hieratic 
graffiti were found on the vessels for food offerings brought to the palace. Among them 
are 86 vessels bearing the name of the king's scribe Hwjj [Hayes, 1951, 100]. He must 
be identified with Jmn-htp{w)IHwjj who had the same title. This deduction is based not 
only on the coincidence of the name and the title, but also on the fact that the number of 
vessels offered by Hwjj is greater than that delivered by any other person [ibid], which 
befitted just such a high dignitary as Jmn-htp{w)IHwjj in the late reign of Jmn-htp{-w) 
III. There are no records of both names in the same inscription, but this is to be ex
pected in brief household notes. 4 7 More than a half of the Malkata graffiti are dated to 
years 30, 34 and 37 of Jmn-htp(w) III [ibid., fig 16] - the years of his h(j)b-sd jubilees 
when the need in food offerings was especially pressing. Some inscriptions of Hwjj are 
undated, some were made in year 30 (inscriptions 15, 95, 96, 184), and ten are dated to 
year 34 (variants of inscriptions 39, 130, 158, 160, all unpublished, but see [ibid , 

once and for all (by the way, this is the position of W. K. Simpson [1974, 3, note 20], the main partisan 
of shortening the reign ofZ-n(j)-wsrt III) 

4 6 For the synopsis of information concerning Jmn-htp(w)/Hwjj see [Helck, 1975; Wildung, 1977-1, 
8 9 - 1 0 5 | 

4 7 Apart from inscriptions of Hwjj, there are also several graffiti with the name of the king's scribe 
Jmn-htp(w), but W Hayes [ 1951, 100, note 215] had some doubts if it was the same person. 
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100]). 4 8 So, Jmn-htp{w)IHwjj not only outlived the first h{l)b-sd of his lord, but took an 
active part in food supplies for the second jubilee and died not earlier than year 34. 

Thus, monuments of Jmn-htp(w)IHwjj testify in the most unambiguous manner 
that his cult was established in his own lifetime; objections may concern only the fact 
that it was a temple cult and as such it could have some specific features. However, the 
temple of Jmn-htp(w)/Hwjj is constructed after the pattern of royal funeral complexes 
consisting of a secret tomb and a temple, which, although distant from one another, 
form an integral whole. So if we do not doubt the character of the royal temples, we 
should not doubt that the temple of Jmn-htp(-w)IHwjj is the cult component of a com
plex with a hidden burial chamber 4 9 and there is no radical difference between the 
temple of Jmn-htp(w)IHwjj and the cult chambers of traditional private tombs. It would 
be also wrong to suggest that the cult of Jmn-htp(w)/Hwjj was specific because of his 
deification: it happened not in his lifetime and even not soon after his death [Wildung, 
1977-1, 89-107]). Ultimately his temple turned into the god's house, but initially it 
functioned as a tomb chapel detached from the burial place. 

So the cult of Jmn-htp(w)/Hwjj, son of Hcpw, was established at least three years 
prior to his death. 5 0 Since originally it had no specific features, the lifetime establish
ment of the cult must be regarded as a common practice, not as an exclusion made for 
an eminent statesman. 

Important evidence on the character of the tomb cult is given also by the material of 
Deir el-Medina allowing us to reconstruct the biographies of the persons under study 
with maximum accuracy possible in Egyptology. 5 1 

In year 9 of Rc(w)-ms(j-w)-s(w) II, the scribe of the royal necropolis Rc(w)-ms(w) 
made a statue with an inscription mentioning the setting up of offerings «for his k?» 
[Bruyère, 1952, pi 35], which means the beginning of his cult. However, Rc(w)-ms(w) 
was still alive in year 38 (O Michaehdis, 47.4 [Goedicke, Wente, 1962, Taf50] ; 
O C G 25809, rt., 4 [Cerny, 1935, pi 112]) and, according to indirect data (O CG 
25573, col 1,4 [ibid., pi. 38]), even in year 39 of Rc(w)-ms(jw)-s(w)II. Thus, offerings 
were brought to his statue for at least 30 years before the death of its owner. 

Other monuments to Rc(w)-ms(w) confirm this conclusion. He became the scribe 
of the royal necropolis in year 5 of Rc(w)-ms(jw)-s(w) II, but one of his stelae made 
«for the k$», does not bear this title [Cerny, 1958, No 4] Thus, it dates to an earlier time 

4 8 The date of these graffiti was mentioned by W. Helck on the same page as that of the temple 

[Helck, 1975, 219], but without any conclusion. 
4 9 The burial part of this complex see [Bidoli, 1970; Helck, 1975, 220; Wildung, 1977-2, 289]. 
5 0 A year before this Jmn-htp(w)IHwjj played an active role in the first jubilee of Jmn-htp(w)III 

[Varille, 1968, fig 14; Helck, 1975, 219]. Maybe the establishment of his cult can be associated with the 

successful fulfillment of his tasks during the festival. Certainly participation in the jubilee was not 

enough for such royal graces, but if we take into account the former great services of Jmn-htp(w)/Hwjj 
in various fields of activity, we may suppose that the said tasks were no cause but an opportunity to re

ward this very old man for all his outstanding deeds. 
5 1 The following illustrations were offered by the late Prof. E. S. Bogoslovsky, the greatest expert 

on the prosopography of Deir el-Medina. 
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and the rites in front of it had a lifetime character (cf. also the Leiden statue of Rc(w)-

ms(w) combining both his early and late titles [Capart, 1905, pi 82] and so also dating 

to approximately the year 5). 

The same holds true as concerns the tombs of Rc(w)-ms(-w). He was the owner of 

the tomb DM 7 constructed also «for the ki» [Cerny et al., 1949, 64]. An inscription in 

this tomb mentions that Rr(w)-ms(-w) together with the vizier Pl-sr escorted their lord, 

Rr(w)-ms(jw)-s(w) II when he visited the residence [ibid., cf. Bruyère, 1927, 94, 

No 104, fig 118, pi 4; 1948, 129-130, No 137, fig 212]. Pi-sr occupied the post of the 

vizier till year 30 of Rc(w)-ms(j-w)-s(w) 11 when it passed to Hcj [Helck, 1958, 458]. 

Thus, the cult in DM 7 was established at least 9 years before the death of its owner. Later 

on, Rr(w)-ms(w) built another tomb «for the kh>, DM 212 [Cerny et al., 1949, 91], and was 

finally buried in the third tomb - DM 250 [Bruyère, 1927, pl. 6]. Thus, /?r(w)-ttw(-H') had 

three tombs and a number of minor monuments with the cults established before his death. 

Rr(w)-ms(w) was the richest resident of Deir el-Medina, but much more humble 

people followed the same practice of the establishment of the cult For instance, Pl-

nb(w) is mentioned as an ordinary worker in his tomb constructed «for the ki» [Cerny et 

al., 1949, 87-90], but it is known that than he rose to the post of the chief-workman 

[Cerny, 1973, 301-302]. So the cult in his tomb was established when he was still alive 

In the light of these facts, our interpretation of some Old Kingdom cases which are 

not manifest by themselves, takes a new turn. 

Jrj/Ttj-snb(w) (Saqqara) says about the construction of his tomb: «I worked in it 

with my hands, together with my children and brothers» [Kanawati et al., 1988, pl. 3]. 

The tomb was built and decorated in the lifetime of Jrj, otherwise the inscription would 

be compiled on behalf of his heir, not on his It is next to impossible to suppose that a 

completed tomb could remain without cult in it for any considerable time. 

In the reign of Jzzj, his vizier Sndm-jb(j)/Jntj died before he could erect a tomb. 

His son, Sndm-jb(j)/Mhj had to take upon himself all the work. In his inscription he 

states that it had been completed in a year and three months [LD II, Bl. 76-c, Urk I, 

64:3] There can be no doubt that the cult of Sndm-jb(-jyjntj was established as soon as 

the tomb was finished and continued during the whole term of Mhfs vezirate, except 

the first 15 months However, Jntfs mastaba (G2370) was but a part of enormous 

family complex constructed by Mhj and including also his own tomb (G 2378) Of 

course, the father's part had to be decorated first, but since both tombs were con

structed simultaneously or almost simultaneously, the cult chambers of Mhj were com

pleted soon after it Then it is quite reasonable to deduce that the priests, having finished 

services for Jntj, passed to the next chapel to service for his son who was alive at that time. 

The same holds true as concerns provincial rock tombs. In the early reign of Pjpj II 

the Meir nomarch Pjpj-rnh(w)/Hnjj-kni joined his chapel to that of his father N(j)-Cnh-

pjpj/Sbk-htp(w)/Hpj-km-2 so that they formed one large hall [Blackman, 1953, pi. 1]. 

5 2 On the succession of the Meir nomarchs and on the dates of their tombs see [Kanawati, 1977-1, 

52-54] ; KanawatTs chronological pattern differs greatly from the old one [Blackman, 1914, 9-10] . 
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Almost simultaneously the same was made by the nomarch of Elephantine Sibnj who 
connected his father's chapel with his own by a corridor [Morgan et al., 1894, 144 = Brun-
ner, 1936, Abb. 34]. Although the chapels of the father and the son are not synchronous 
in these cases, it is most probable that the two cults were combined here as well. 

Even more unequivocal evidence is provided by the nomarchic tomb No. 12 at Deir 
el-Gebrawi. The nomarch Pcw/$m}j who died soon after his fa ther /¿7 [see Urk. I, 147: 
13-16, Kanawati, 1980-2, 94] had no time to construct a tomb. His son and successor 
Dcw cut a rock tomb both for himself and the father, and motivated that unusual deci
sion as follows [Davies, 1902-2, pi. 13; Urk.l, 146:75-147:6]: «(I) caused that (I) 
should be buried in the same tomb with this Dcw /the father/ in order that (I) could be 
with him in one place. Not because (I) had no possibility /lit. 'hand'/ to make a second 
tomb, but I did it in order that I could see this Dcw /the father/ every day, in order that 
(I) could be with him in one place». There are representations of both Dcwl&mij and 
Dcw in the chapel. Therefore, when rituals were performed for the father, they had to be per
formed simultaneously for his son who was still alive - at least because they were shown 
side by side. 5 3 Amalgamation of the two cults simplified the task of the priests and was most 
advantageous, filial love stressed in the inscription not contradicting to practical interest. 

Thus, the cult started in the tomb at the moment of its completion, or rather when 
its decoration was finished, which could take place long before the death of its owner 
Initiated in his lifetime, the cult of representations continued after the death of the per
son represented without any alterations (at least no apparent changes are traceable and 
so even if they did occur, they were insignificant). 

The lifetime cult of representations could hardly be supplemented after the death by 
some extra regular rituals forming the cult of the corpse - such rites took place only in 
the day of interment (see Chapter 4, § 7). Since the burial chamber was closed after the 
funeral, the non-permanent character of these rituals is unquestionable 

Thus, the Old Kingdom tomb cult (with the exception of funeral rites) was the cult of 
the Double and started at the moment representations were completed. The death of the 
tomb owner changed nothing in the character of that cult - it continued without altera
tions until it could be provided for. Death of the «onginal» is nothing from the viewpoint of 
the Double for whom perceptible are only creation and destruction of representations. 
Therefore it is quite wrong to call the complex of rituals in Egyptian tomb a mortuary or 
funerary cult - these terms should be excluded from the vocabulary of Egyptologists 

Junker's idea on the lifetime beginning of the cult is corroborated on a qualitatively 
new level and with a fundamentally new contents. Forty years ago, its significance for 
understanding Egyptian ideology was diminished by technological character of interpre
tation (Junker himself never gave up the term Totenkult). Now, when the lifetime char
acter of the cult may be considered proven, not only our understanding of the tomb and 
related activities must be changed, but also the role of the Double must be seen in a 

5 3 On the distinguishing of the pictures of Drwl&mlj and Drw see [Kanawati, 1977-2]. His conclu

sions are of great interest but not unquestionable, and although Kanawati refutes such a possibility, the 

father and the son could be even depicted together, in the same scene [Davies, 1902-2, pi. 7, 10]. 
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new light - it exists synchronously with the man and thus is not separated from him and 
the whole human world by an insuperable border of death. 

§ 3. Temporal Characteristics of the Double 

Now we are ready to discuss one of the most important features of the Double 
which can be called its twofold birth. Indeed, the ki is born as if twice: for the first time 
together with the «onginal» and for the second one when representations are made and 
their eyes are «opened». Of course, the «second birth» is only an exposure and fixation 
of the already existent entity, but its significance is so great that it by no means yields to 
the first, true birth. 

Two life stages of the ki - before and after making of representations - are radi
cally different. Since our study is based on the tomb decoration, the results obtained 
concern mainly the second stage Owing to representations, the ki is revealed and its 
existence is obvious to everybody, which makes the role of the subject of eternal life its 
most important function. On the contrary, prior to making representations, the ki is very 
indistinct and illusory. Of course, the very possibility to see the ki ( I . e., recollection 
about the respective person) confirms even at this stage that it does exist, but as recall
ing is particularly individual and accidental, it testifies to non-persistence of the unre-
vealed ki. At this stage it cannot be a guarantor of eternal life and therefore it must be 
revealed by means of representations. Nevertheless, we should not believe that at the 
first stage the ki is a mere potentiality to be realized only at the second stage. As long as 
the man is alive, the ki maintains his vital and mental activities, thus also having the 
functions of great importance. However, these notions lie beyond the limits of this book 
and cannot be discussed here (see Conclusion). 

Thus, there are radically different stages in the lives of the man and of his ki 
(fig 8a) The whole man's life is a qualitatively uniform existence without substantial 
alterations and with death as its final point. The ki is born with man and exists unre-
vealed for some time. In the moment when representations are completed, which is by 
no means a turning point in the man's life, the ki undergoes a qualitative change - it 
acquires at last an evident form. In this form it smoothly outlives the man's death which 
does not affect it at all (except its stopping to maintain the psychical activity), and con
tinues its independent existence. 

How long could it last? Was the ki supposed to expire one day? This question can 
be answered taking an account of the way the Egyptians practiced to struggle with the 
life of the Doubles of their enemies - namely, destruction of representations. However, 
does the ki vanish in this case tracelessly or does it simply return into its original unre-
vealed form? The latter option may seem more probable: since representations do not 
create the Double but merely make it apparent, destruction of representations does not 
annihilate but only conceals the ki. Yet in fact this neither is nor can be true. 

Indeed, the presence of the ki - even hidden - in the lifetime of the man is proved 
by the very existence of the latter since there can be no man without a Double. The state 
of things is quite different when the man is dead, for now only representations make 
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unrevealed r e v e a l e d e x i s t e n c e 
existence 

Fig . 8 
Stages of life of a man and his ki 

certain that his ki does exist, and only the existence of the Double is evidence that its 
«onginal» has ever lived. It is enough to destroy representations, and nothing will re
main to confirm that both the ki and the man were once existent. When representations 
are destroyed, the ki turns into something that exists, but does not manifest itself in any 
manner and the very fact of its existence remains unknown. Modern man possessed of 
great experience in speculative thinking can ponder over the possibility of such objects, 
but as concerns ancient Egyptians for whom «to exist» meant «to be seen», these prob
lems were alien to them in principle 

Thus, we must suppose that the ki exists as long as representations persist, other
wise it is bound to die (fig Sb). From the Egyptian point of view, the kiw of all those 
people whose monuments - even badly damaged but bearing some traces of represen
tations - endure at necropoleis or are exhibited in museums from Japan to Brazil are 
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still a l ive 5 4 Egyptian practice of securing eternal life is utterly reliable and irreproach
able within the framework of the notions it is based on. 

However, destruction of separate monuments means that all representations will be 
lost one day in spite of their massiveness and strength. Does it mean that Egyptians real
ized the futility of hopes for eternal life and only attempted to prolong the existence 
which was deliberately finite? The very statement of the question is wrong. Ancient 
man just could not conceive eternity. An Egyptian picture of the world assumed that it 
would inevitably terminate and return to the primordial chaos in which solely Jtm 
would survive [BD 175 + Otto, 1962]. In such a world, eternity is reduced to what we 
think of it in our daily round, î e., a period much more protracted than the human life -
for example, the duration of stone. So, if there was anything eternal for the Egyptians, 
those were representations in stone. 

Thus, the ki is born with man, is revealed by means of representations, and lives as 
long as they endure. Such an existence is finite from our point of view, but for the 
Egyptians it is eternal if some precautions are taken. However, this eternity can be cut 
short by destroying monuments. Hence the care constantly taken of representations in 
order to provide their safety and increase their number; hence threats of the judgment at 
the Elder God against those who profaned tombs along with severe punishments of 
such sacrilegists. But life judged it its own way and all these measures proved futile, 
instead, tombs that had been covered with sand and abandoned in ancient times have 
survived quite well until excavations of the last two centuries. Anyway, at least some 
Egyptians succeeded in prolonging the life of their klw if only for five millennia. 

The same holds true as concerns the rn. It is also born with the man and exists as 
long as the monuments bearing his name last, i.e., in theory eternally. Destruction of 
the name means annihilation of the rn. However, there is some difference as well. For 
the ki the moment of its revealing is of utmost importance. If judged by analogy with 
the ki, the same must be proper of the rn, the first record of the name being its reveal
ing. However, since from the birth of a child a name fulfilled the function of designat
ing a certain person and therefore was frequently repeated, it was quite apparent prior to 
being written Then it would be logical to suggest that the rn was revealed when the 
name was first pronounced (probably by the father in the moment of delivery). Discuss
ing the concept of creation of the world as described in the «Memphite Treatise», G 
Maspero [1902, 175] affirmed that «les choses et les êtres dits et dedans n'existent 
qu'en puissance: pour qu'ils arrivent à l'existence réelle, il faut que la langue les parle 
au dehors devise ou proclame leurs noms solenellement». Thus, according to Maspero, 
it is the while between the rise of the idea of an object in consciousness and the articu
lation of its name aloud that should be regarded as an unrevealed existence of the rn. 

5 4 In Egyptian terms, any reproduction in a modern book must be regarded as equal to a new 

monument of a person dead long since, as an act of utmost piety For example, Kij, overseer of the house 

of princess Jibtjt, reconstructed her tomb (G 4650) and made a new false door as a token of devotion 

|Junker, 1929, 216-218] . When Hermann Junker published that tomb [ibid., Abb. 51], the result of his 

activity was practically the same for her. Perfect publications of monuments are not only useful for 

Egyptology, but also advantageous for the Doubles of their owners. 
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However, if this is true as related to abstract theology of the «Memphite Treatise», it 
can hardly be attributed to everyday practice of the Egyptians. Contrary to the k>, the 
name played so evident practical part at the first stage that it could not be interpreted as 
unrevealed. Thus, we can state that record of the name is no revelation, but only a fixa
tion of the rn. 



CHAPTER 1 1 

T H E M A N N E R O F R E P R E S E N T I N G H U M A N B E I N G 
IN O L D K I N G D O M A R T A N D T H E D O U B L E 1 

§ 1. The Starting Point 

The fact that the notion of the Double manifests itself mainly in figurative 
monuments makes them an important source for studying Egyptian Weltan
schauung In the above chapters they were examined just in the ideological as

pect regardless of their artistic merits: we were interested in what had been depicted in 
this or that case, but not in how it had been done. Singling out various scenes, such as 
«table scene», «marsh works», «tending of cattle», etc., we ignored the variance in the 
interpretation of these scenes in different tombs and used these names as mere conven
tional labels. This approach is not unfounded, for most representations of the same 
subject are very similar due to their function in the tomb and the Egyptians themselves 
used them just as signs, symbols of the corresponding actions. This phenomenon is ap
parent, for example, in the fact that many kinds of representations of people, animals, 
birds and various objects do not differ from the respective hieroglyphs. As a rule, not a 
specific person was pictured, but a human being as such, not events taking place in 
concrete cases, but episodes characteristic of such situations in general, etc. Individual 
attempts to animate standard scenes by casual, non-obligatory and customarily amusing 
details 2 cannot affect the standardized character of tomb decoration. Most surprising is 
the standardization of the tomb owners' representations which usually are so similar, 
that they could be transferred from one monument to another and such a transfer would 
not be striking It is most important to ascertain why the Egyptians who could perfectly 
convey individual features, did not use their skills in most cases. 

This approach, of course, does not mean that, reducing the problem to Weltan
schauung, the author does not want to regard Egyptian art as art, as a relatively inde
pendent sphere of social consciousness. In the field of arts no phenomena can be ex
plained proceeding only from ideology, or from the complex of skills, methods and 
technologies used by craftsmen or, at last, from their experience and talent: these most 
various factors are closely interwoven to give rise both to mass production of mediocre 
works and to outstanding masterpieces. The role of the artist's creative individuality is 

1 Sec also [Bolshakov, 1990]. 
2 For instance, a monkey «helping» people treading the grapes [Moussa, Altenmuller, 1971, pi. 8], 

playing children [Davies. 1900. pi. 21], buyers pulling goods out of the seller's hands [LD II, Bl. 96] , etc 
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always most significant, but in antiquity with its extremely utilitarian approach to what 
nowadays is called art, the ideological aspect was of special importance, and so we 
must turn to it first of all. 

On royal monuments, the kl of the king can be shown side by side with his figure, 
which was quite impossible in private tombs. This fact is usually interpreted as testify
ing that the kl of a man cannot be represented in principle (e. g. [Frankfort, 1948-1 = 1978, 
69]). This understanding is both correct and quite wrong. Indeed, only the king's kl 
could be represented as an independent creature standing by its «onginal», which no 
doubt should be explained by specific nonhuman and superhuman nature of the lord of 
Egypt. However, on the other hand, any representation is the means of «creating» the 
Double and, thus, any representation is the Double. So whatever we call representation 
of the tomb owner does not convey his appearance but that of his Double. This subtle 
difference was disregarded for more than a century, since it was always believed that 
the ki had been utterly identical to the «onginal». 

The theory of absolute resemblance of a man and his kl was advanced by P Le Page 
Renouf and G. Maspero. According to it, the kl had to correspond to its «onginal» en
tirely and down to the smallest detail; more than that, to make this resemblance perfect 
in full measure, Maspero had to suppose that both the ki and the «original» underwent 
the same changes in the course of time: «Whenever the child was born, there was born 
with him a double which followed him through the various stages of life, young while 
he was young, it came to maturity and declined when he came to maturity and declined)) 
[Maspero, 1893-4, 389; cf. also Le Page Renouf, 1878, 501]. This hypothesis is but an 
unproved artificial scheme which follows the logic of the ideas brought forward by its 
authors, but does not stand up to verification by facts. 

First, it means that the kl had to eternally exist in the state in which the man died, 
i. e., it often presupposes the eternal conservation of all his diseases, sufferings and 
senile infirmities. Such ideas could be proper of peoples who did not pay much atten
tion to the posthumous life and imagined it gloomy and uncertain (e. g., Hades of the 
Greeks), but they could never have appeared among the Egyptians who placed the 
Double in the very center of their picture of the world and thoroughly elaborated all the 
relevant problems Second, the indifference to conveying individual features proves that 
the kl cannot be an exact copy of a man, this fact being extremely important for both 
comprehending the notion of the kl and interpreting Egyptian art as a whole 

In spite of inevitable changes occurring throughout millennia in the tastes and ico
nography, Egyptian artists depicted humans in almost the same fashion for about three 
thousand years. Men are always robust, broad-shouldered and narrow-hipped, women 
are slender, with well-shaped breasts and thin waist, their facial features are most 
regular according to the Egyptian standards. These are not concrete persons, but nu
merous and deprived of any individuality copies of the ideal model. 

The age of depicted people is also standardized. They are always shown in the 
prime of their life, even when it is known for sure that this or that person died at a good 
old age. So, for instance, the chapel of queen Mr(j)-s(j)-cnh(-w) III was decorated after 
her death [Dunham, Simpson, 1974, 7]; according to what we know of her biography 
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and judging by her bone remnants, she died at an age of at least fifty years old [ibid., 7 -
8, 21-22] However, the murals and statues show her as a woman in the full bloom of 
youth. What is more, her mother - queen Htp-hrsII - was over seventy at that time 
[ibid., 7], but she is repeatedly pictured beside Mr(j)-s(f)-cnh(-w) III not differing from 
the daughter either in face or in figure. Such examples may be cited ad infinitum, but 
this one is particularly illustrative, since here we know exactly how old were the per
sons represented at the moment of the tomb decoration. 

Thus, the hypothesis of Le Page Renouf - Maspero must be rejected. The ki did 
not decline with the man, but kept forever the young appearance so desirable for the 
eternal life At this, even his youth was conventional, for proceeding from Egyptian rep
resentations we can never say what this ideal age had to be. Moreover, no man resem
bled his representation even when he was young: in fact, they were similar only in hav
ing two arms, two legs and one head - all the individual peculiarities were smoothed 
over 

Does it mean that when rejecting the theory of absolute resemblance, we must also 
give up our interpretation of the ki - if representations do not convey individual fea
tures, how can they be a reminder? if the ki is not identical to the man, how can it be 
the Double? These questions seemingly destroying all our conclusions are no doubt too 
straightforward to be dangerous: it should not be forgotten that we are dealing here with 
such a complicated phenomenon as human psychology. 

Offering in Chapter 8 the outline of the origin of a visual image interpreted by the 
Egyptians as the ki, we have deliberately stipulated that its likeness to the «onginal» 
bears a merely subjective character, that people are inclined to take their recollections 
for the recollected events and people. Moreover, only very few are able to reproduce the 
contents of their memory vividly and in detail (no matter that some details may differ 
from reality). The overwhelming majority cannot boast of it - for them any recollection, 
except some emotionally colored events, is inevitably more or less vague. The image of 
a man is usually indistinct in our memory - it is seen in general, whereas particular de
tails fail to be caught. It means that this image has a dual nature: on the one hand, we 
see a human being as such rather than a concrete person, on the other hand, something 
prompts us who it is. Similarly, we can see people without faces in our dreams, but 
nonetheless, we recognize them at once 

Of course, it is the name that prompts and creates an illusion of recognition. In our 
conscience the name and the visual image of a person do not exist without each other, 
their unity being indissoluble. Thus, as we recall somebody, his vague image is imme
diately complemented by the name giving impetus to associations and releasing a good 
deal of versatile information on the person in question. The image itself does not be
come more distinct, but it takes its place in a certain context helping us to identify it 
with a definite person So, recollections are both adequate and inadequate to the past: 
the accurately fixed key moments link our memory to reality, at the same time, the loss 
of some information along with infinite complexity and unpredictability of associations 
raise false conjectures and fantasies. Our conscience adapts itself to the fragmentary 
character and discreteness of recollections, so that their incompleteness does not usually 
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affect us, still deep inside we unconsciously feel that they are rather indefinite: like 
dreams, recollections cannot even be retold without transforming them into a kind of 
«literary narrative» following the logic of its own. 

This is an exact analogy to the facts we faced when attempting to explain the 
seemingly contradictory evidence of Egyptian monuments. We came to the conclusion 
that the ki had completely reproduced both inward and outward characteristics of a 
concrete person, resembling simultaneously not an individual, but a human being in 
general. It is obvious now that this is a manifestation of the contradictions of our mem
ory well known to anybody who ever tried to analyze his sensations which sprang up 
whenever recalling the past. Like any recollection, the ki is fairly vague, but since our 
versatile knowledge of a certain man makes his image complex and seemingly com
plete, the ki is indeed the Double. As to the intimate relation of the ki and the rn charac
teristic of the Egyptian notions, it has already been discussed at length 

In the light of the above observations, the existence of conventional representations 
is quite explicable. Every completed mural picture and statue must have (at least in the
ory) a legend including the name(s) of the person, which compensates the immanent 
imperfection of the conventional representations and individualizes them without mak
ing any visible changes. 3 4 

If so, any inscribed chock could be in principle regarded as a statue. Something like 
this did take place in the periods of decline (let us recall innumerable late ushabtis of 
poor quality), but it did not lead to the death of art inevitable if this principle would be 
consistently followed. On the contrary, attempts to convey individual features and even 
genuine portraits (in statuary) can be found throughout the history of Egypt. 5 The easi
est way to explain this would be to say that the talent of an eminent artist (and we do 
know masterpieces created by great masters) follows its own way, inevitably breaking 
away from the traditional norms. This rather banal opinion was voiced repeatedly, yet 
by itself it cannot clarify anything - the work of art should be first included into a cer
tain cultural and historical context. In order to do it, let us examine the best samples of 
individualized reliefs and statues. 

3 All this explain only the standardization of Egyptian representations, but not the obligatory youth 
of the persons depicted (i. e., of their Doubles). Of course, that was an ideal age to be kept forever in the 
next life, but the problem was much more intricate, youth being one of the basic properties of the ki re
lated to that aspect of its heterogeneous nature which was not related to representations (see Conclusion). 

4 This rule does not concern only representations of dwarfs. Deformity was such an important ele
ment of their individuality, that it had to be depicted. As to the dwarf servants and court dwarfs, one 
might suppose that their physical defects had to be shown because for this very reason the former were 
viewed as funny creatures, like pet monkeys, for amusing their owner, while the latter could perform their 
cultic duties. However, the dwarf —w(j)-snb(w)/Snb who was rich enough to erect one of the most im
posing tombs of his time and whose titles have nothing to do with the cult, could not help displaying his 
deformity as well, although his drawers and sculptors tried their hardest to make it less evident [see Bol-
shakov, 1994-1]. This was caused by the circumstance that the unusual appearance of the dwarfs could 
not have been idealized. 

5 For interpretation in terms of the ki changing his appearance with the «original» see [Ballodis, 1917]. 
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§ 2. Attempts of Conveying Individual Features in Murals 

First of all, the question of a criterion arises: which features allow us to suggest that 
in some cases an artist attempted to reproduce the real appearance of a concrete person? 
Comparison of representations to the mummy or skeleton of the person pictured could 
provide us with most reliable results, but regrettably, such cases are not characteristic of 
the Old Kingdom, since the bone remnants have survived only in a small number of 
decorated tombs. However, useful (although indirect) information can be found sometimes 
by means of this method. For example, the relief representations [Dunham, Simpson, 1974, 
fig. 3-ab, 6-7, 12] and statues (Boston, MFA 30.1456, 30.1457, 30.1461) [ibid., pi. \7-ab, 
ibid., 17-ce; ibid., pi. \9-abc] of queen Mr(j)-s(j)-cnh{-w) III lack the most characteristic 
feature proper of her scull [ibid., pi. 16] - the elongated occipital part of the head. Thus, 
any portraying is out of question here. On the other hand, Hc(jyf-hw(f)f-w(J) I who be
longed to the same family and could have some family likeness to Mr(J)-s(j)-cnh(w) III 
was depicted with an elongated head [Smith, 1949, pi. 43-a; Simpson, 1978, pi. \ 6-b, 
fig. 27] - this may be regarded as an attempt to convey an individual trait. 

A comparison of different representations of the same person can be sometimes 
useful as well. In several extremely rare cases features differing from the idealized 
standard are shown both in relief and in sculpture. So, the relief fragment from the 
chapel of Hm(w)-jwn(w), G 4 0 0 0 (Boston, MFA 27.296 [Smith, 1949, pl.48-c]) and 
his famous statue (Hildesheim, PelM 1962 [ibid., pi. 48-6]) render his face very similarly. 
The same likeness is found in the face of Nfr, G 2110, executed in relief (Boston, MFA 
07.1002 [ibid., pl.48-<?] and his «reserve head» (Boston, MFA 06.1886 [ibid., p\.4S-d]). 
These facts should be interpreted as a result of reality being reflected by the monuments. 

However, usually we cannot make such conclusions, and so even in the absence of 
material for comparison, we are forced to suppose that the availability of nonstandard 
features means an attempt to convey some individual peculiarities. Of course, we 
should apply our study only to the samples of more or less high quality guaranteeing 
that the unusual features have appeared in full accordance with the master's intention 
and do not result from the lack of skill. As contrary to the conventional representations, 
we shall call these pictures individualized.6 

Conveying peculiarities of the facial traits on plane was a difficult task for Egyptian 
artists, because - due to the traditional profile position of the head with the en face depiction 
of the eye - it was feasible to show only those features which could be well seen in profile 
[Smith, 1949, 301-302], in the above reliefs of Hm(w)-jwn(w) and Nfr only the outlines 
of the nose, forehead and chin are peculiar. We do not know other examples as perfect 
as these: as a rule, the artist used a limited number of standard methods of conveying 
separate parts of the face and, by varying their combinations, made something like as
sembling a police composite drawing (identikit). Representations obtained this way differed 
in some details, but nevertheless, they remained very similar to each other on the whole 

6 Sometimes the terms «realism», «naturalism» or «verism» are used (see [Bothmer, 1982; 1988]), 
but their applicability to Egyptian monuments is not unquestionable. ((Individualization)) seems to be a 
preferable term since it does not involve the burden of useless associations. 

file:///7-ab
file:///9-abc
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Thus, the faces of mural representations provide us with but rather scarce informa
tion As to the body, it is usually shown in even more conventional manner, without en
deavoring to reproduce its specific features. Against this background there stand out a 
small number of representations of another type which appeared as early as Dyn. Ill 
They convey the figure of a more or less stout and even obese man. Let us consider this 
group of individualized pictures. 7 

1. Hc(j)-bi-w-zkrlHts, Saqqara A 2 = QS 3073, middle Dyn. Ill - early Dyn. IV [PM III2, 
449]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 275:470]. Representation (CG 1385) [Borchardt, 1937, 
Bl. 10; Murray, 1905, pi. 1]. 

Attitude: standing. 8 

Garments: short. 9 

Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen, but no general corpulence. 

2. Mtn, LS 6, early reign of Hw{j)f-w(j) [Reisner, 1936-1, 364], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 
274:425]. Representation (Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 1105, blocks 48-49) 
[LDII, Bl. 6]. 

Attitude: sitting (at the table). 
Garments, long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen and pendulous breasts, but no general corpu

lence. 1 0 

3. H%i)-f-hw(j)-f-w(j) I, G 7130+7140, late reign of Hw(j)-f-w(J) - Hc(f)f-rc(w) 
[Reisner, 1942, 115]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 269:183], Mälek dates the tomb less 
definitely - ^ late Dyn. IV [/"Mill 2 , 188]. Representation [Smith, 1949, pi. 43-a, 
Simpson, 1978, fig. 27]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen hanging over the belt and fat breasts; neck 

7 Our list is complemented as compared with that published by Y. Harpur [1987, 329-331] (monu
ments not mentioned by her are marked by the * symbol); at the same time some badly damaged or 
poorly reproduced representations are omitted. 

8 The Egyptians usually depicted standing men with their left foot advanced, as if they were strid
ing (while women almost always have their legs tightly set next to one another). It would be out of place 
to discuss this problem of ideological nature here, so we shall use the verb «to stand» for designating this 
posture (as an antonym to «to sit»). 

9 To simplify the description we shall call «long» the garments covering the knees, while those 
leaving the knees uncovered will be designated as «short». 

1 0 The face of Mtn is treated differently in different representations from his chapel, the features of 
the figure discussed being the most individualized. These differences were not reproduced in Lepsius' 
«Denkmaler» and so, since the chapel is being out of reach for more than fifty years, this fact, which is 
most important for the history of Egyptian art, remains little known (I was able to work on the dismantled re
liefs of Mm thanks to kindness of Prof. D. Wildung and Dr. K.-H. Priese). 
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and arms not corpulent at all. 

4 . K$(-j)-wcb(-w), in the chapel of his daughter Mr(j)-s(j)-cnh(-w) III, year 2 of an un
specified king, most probably of Spss-kif [Smith, 1952, 126, Harpur, 1987, 261.98]; 
Dunham and Simpson [1974, 8] date the chapel to the reign of Mn-k$-w-rc(w). 
Representation [ibid., fig. 4]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: general corpulence (including legs and arms), protruding breasts 

and abdomen. 

5. Ki(j)-Cpr(w), Abusir, no number [Verner, 1993, 85], early Dyn. V [Fischer, 1959, 
234]. Representation [Fischer, 1959, fig. 8 + Verner, 1993, fig. 11]. 

Attitude: standing (embraced by his wife). 
Garments: long. 
Wig: ? (destroyed). 
Body: protruding abdomen and pendulous breasts. 

6. Hnt(j)-kl{j), el-Hammamiya A 2, early Dyn. V [El-Khouli, Kanawati, 1990, 16, 30]; 
Harpur [1987, 280] dates the tomb to late Dyn.V. Representation [El-Khouli, Ka
nawati, 1990, pi. 44]. 

Attitude: standing (leaning on a staff) 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence 

7. Nfr, Saqqara, no number, middle Dyn. V, probably early reign of N(f)-wsr-rc(w) 
[Moussa, Altenmuller, 1971, 18], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 214:439]. Representation 
[ibid., pi. 26]. 

Attitude: standing (leaning on a staff) 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen and fat breasts. 

8. Hc(j).f-hw(jyf-w(j) II, G7150 , reign of N(J)-wsr-r%w) [Harpur, 1987, 269:184; 
PM\\\2, 190]. Representation [Simpson, 1978, fig.46]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen and pendulous breasts. 

9. Hc(j)f-rc(w)-cnh(.w), G 7948 = LG 75, reign of N(j)-wsr-rc(w) [Harpur, 1987, 268: 
156], Malek is much more careful - Dyn. [PM III2, 207]. Representation [LD II, 
B1.8]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long (knee-long) + panther skin. 
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Wig: none. 
Body: folded abdomen and protruding breasts, proportions ideal in other 

respects. 

10.* Jntj, Deshasha, reign of Jzzj [Kanawati, McFarlane, 1993, 19]. Two representa
tions [Petrie, 1898, pi 6, 12; Kanawati, McFarlane, 1993, pi. 32, 29]. 

Attitude: standing (leaning on a staff) 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence. 

11. Nfrj, Giza, no number, late reign of Jzzj - Wnjs [Harpur, 1987, 267.128]. Repre
sentation [Abu-Bakr, 1953, fig. 37]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen, fat breasts and short legs. 

1 2 / N(j)-s{w)-jrt-nfr(-w) (?), Saqqara D 3 = QS 903 (New York, MMA 08.201.1), 
late Dyn. V [PMlll2, 487]; cf. [Harpur, 1987, 275:453]. Usurped and modified by 
Rc(w)-m-k3(-j). Representation [Fischer, 1959, fig. 10-7]. 

a (original). Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: pendulous breasts and no other features of corpulence, 

b (modified). Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: none. 
Body: the usurper erased pendulous breasts and thus made 

the build normal 

13. cnh{-w)-hlf, G 1234, reigns of Wnjs - Ttj [Harpur, 1987, 266:48]; cf. [PM III2, 60]: 
late Dyn. V or Dyn. VI. Two representations (Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 15321, 
Strasbourg, Institute d'Egyptologie 1361) [Spiegelberg, 1909, Taf. 1]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts 

14. Sibw/Jbbj, Saqqara E 1, reign of Ttj [PM III 2, 460; Harpur, 1987, 216.491]. Two 
representations (CG 1565) [Borchardt, 1964, Bl 65]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding breasts, folds under breasts. 
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1 5 * Mrr-w(j)-kl(-j)/Mrj, Saqqara, no number, reign of 77/ [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-26; Har-
pur, 1987, 274:420]. Several representations; one of the finest [Duell, 1938, pi. 175]; 
also [ibid, pi. 181] and fragments [ibid., pi. 174-6, 185-a, 187-6]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: no obesity, but the figure is heavier than ideal. 

16. Njr-s£m-rr(w)/$$j, Saqqara, no number, reign of Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 25-26, 
Harpur, 1987, 274:444]. Several representations [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 12-17]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts, fat back and buttocks. 

17. cnh(j)-m-c-hr(w)/Zzj, Saqqara, no number, reign of Ttj [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27] or 
l a t e77 / - ea r ly / ^ / / / [Ha rpu r , 1987, 273:374]. Two representations [Badawy, 1978, 
fig. 20-21]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: folded abdomen, pendulous breasts, fat back and buttocks. 

18. Hnt(J)-k?(j)/Jhhj, Saqqara, no number, reign of Try [Kanawati, 1980-2, 24-27]; 
according to Harpur [1987, 275:479] the tomb dates to middle reign of Pjpj II 
Two representations [James, 1953, pi. 7]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts, fat back and buttocks. 

19. Nfr-s§m-pthl&&j, Saqqara, no number, reign of Ttj (?); Malek dates the tomb less 
definitely: early Dyn. VI [PM\\l2, 515]; Harpur [1987, 274:443] prefers an earlier 
dating: Wnjs - Ttj. Two representations [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 78-79]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: folded abdomen, pendulous breasts, fat back and buttocks. 

20. Nhbw, G 2381, reigns of Pjpj I [Harpur, 1987, 329] or Mr(j)-n(j)-rc(w) [PM III 2, 
90]. Representation on a relief fragment [Fischer, 1963-1, pi. facing p. 17]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long. 
Wig: present. 
Body: treated conventionally; slightly protruding breasts and folds on the 

abdomen 
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2 1 / Hw(j)-n(j)-wh, Quseir el-Amarna 2, reign of Pjpj [El-Khouli, Kanawati, 
1989, 25]. Representation [ibid , pi. 36-6]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 

22. Jdw, G 7102, reign of Pjpj I $ [PM IE2, 185, Simpson, 1976-1,1-2]; Harpur [ 1987, 
265:35] dates the tomb to Mrifj-n^yr^iw) - early Pjpj II. Representation [Simpson, 
1976-1, fig. 34, pi. \6-d\. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts, fat back and buttocks. 

23. Jhjj, el-Khokha, no number, reign of Mr(j)-n(j)-rc(w) - early Pjpj II [Harpur, 1987, 
281:657]. Representation [Saleh M , 1977, pi. 18]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, protruding breasts, folds on the abdomen. 

2 4 / Kir, el-Hawawish L 31, reign of Mr(j)-n(j)-rc{w) - early Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1986, 35] 
Representation [ibid., fig. 16]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts. 

25. Mrjj-r%wynh(.w)/NO}-s(w)jhjj, Saqqara E 13, reign of Mr(j)-n(j)-r%*) £ [Harpur, 
1987, 214.413]. Two representations (CG 1483) [Borchardt, 1937, Bl. 39] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding breasts. 

26. N{)Ynh-pjpjlSbk-htp(w)IHpj-km, Meir A-l , early reign of Pjpj II [Harpur, 1987, 280: 
652], cf. [Kanawati, 1980-2, 50]. Three representations [Blackman, 1953, pi. 5, 6, 14]. 

a, b. Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 

Wig: none 
Body: protruding abdomen. 

Wig: none. 
Body: protri protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts. 

c. Attitude: standing 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: general general corpulence. 
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2 7 / Pjpj-Cnh(w) -wr, Quseir el-Amarna 1, early reign of Pjpj II [El-Khouli, Kanawati, 
1989, 25]. Representation [ibid., pi. 27-a]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: ? (destroyed) 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts. 

2 8 . x Hwj, el-Hagarsa B 19, early reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1993, 35]. Representation 
[ibid., pi. 29-a]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, fold on the abdomen. 

29. Pjpj-rnh(w)/Hnjj-km, Meir A-2, early - middle reign of Pjpj II [Harpur, 1987, 
2S0.649], cf. [Kanawati, 1980-2, 89]. Representation [Blackman, 1953, pi. 16]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence 

3 0 . x Nhwt-dSrMrjj, el-Hawawish G 95, early - middle reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1988-1, 
9]. Representation [ibid., fig 4]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts. 

3 1 / cn-rnhj, el-Hagarsa B 13, early - middle reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1993, 42]. 
Representation [ibid., pi. 36]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: general corpulence 

3 2 / Blwj, el-Hawawish, BA 48, middle reign of Pjpj II £ [Kanawati, 1987, 36]. Rep
resentation [ibid., fig. 24]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin. 
Wig: ? (destroyed). 
Body: protruding abdomen 

3 3 / GhsilNbjj, el-Hawawish GA 11, middle reign of Pjpj II £ [Kanawati, 1987, 39]. 
Representation [ibid., fig. 29] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin 
Wig: none. 
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Body: protruding abdomen and breasts. 

34. K?(-j)-hp/Ttj-jkr(w), el-Hawawish, middle - late reign of Pjpj II [Harpur, 1987, 
2&\:666]. Representation [Kanawati, 1980-1, fig 11]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence 

3 5 . x Èpsj-pw-mn(w)/Hnj, el-Hawawish H 24, late reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1981]. Two 

representations [ibid , fig. 10, 24]. 

a Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, 

b Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin. 
Wig: none 
Body: general corpulence. 

36. Mn-hbw, LG 30, Pjpj II £ [Harpur, 1987, 266:84], cf. [PM III2, 168]: Dyn. VI. Rep
resentation [Junker, 1947, Abb. 82]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: present. 
Body: treated conventionally, protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts 

37. cnhjlJntj, Saqqara, no number, Pjpj II £ [PM III2, 609], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 273:377]. 

Four representations [Goyon, 1959, pi 5-9] 
a, b. Attitude: standing. 

Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding breasts and abdomen with folds, fat back and but

tocks 
c, d. Attitude: standing (posture of adoration) 

Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 

Body: protruding abdomen and breasts, fold under breast, fat back and 

buttocks 

38. Wr-nw (?), Saqqara, no number, middle Dyn. VI £ [PM III 2, 519], cf [Harpur, 

1987, 213:380]. Mr(j)-n(j)-rc(w) - early Pjpj II. Representation [Davies W et al., 

1984, pi. 24]. 
Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
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Body: slight general corpulence, slightly protruding abdomen and breasts. 

3 9 . x Mrw, Saqqara, no number, middle - late Dyn. VI. Representation [Lloyd et al., 
1990, pi. 5] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence. 

40.* Hwj, Saqqara, no number, middle - late Dyn. VI. Representation [Lloyd et al., 
1990, pi 22]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long 
Wig: none 
Body: general corpulence 

41. Pjpi-<nh(.w) the Middle, Meir D-2, late Dyn VI - Dyn. VIII [Harpur, 1987, 280: 
650], cf [Kanawati, 1980-2, 71]: Dyn VI Two representations [Blackman, 1924-1, 
pi. 6] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen. 

42. Tjw, relief fragment found in the mastaba of Mrrj, Saqqara, no number, Dyn VI, 
cf [Harpur, 1987, 211.544]. reigns of Ttj - Pjpj I Representation [Hassan, 
1975-3, fig. 21] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: treated conventionally, but waist is not slender. 

43. ibdw, Giza, no number, Dyn VI [PM III2, 51 ; Harpur, 1987, 265:5]. Three represen
tations [Abu-Bakr, 1953, fig. 51-52, 56]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen 

44. Mrjj-jb(-j), LG 70, Dyn VI [PM III2, 211, Harpur, 1987, 267:P2]. Representation 
[ID Text I, 90]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: ? (destroyed) 
Body: protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts 
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1 1 From the same tomb could come also a fragment with the lower part of a figure in long garments 
[Junker, 1947, Abb. 26] (not included into Harpu r s list). 

45. N(J)-sw-pth, Giza, fragments from shaft S 700 (Cairo, JE 44973, Hildesheim, 
PelM 2388), Dyn. VI, Harpur [1987, 261.114} dates them to the reign of Ttj. 
Three representations [Junker, 1947, Taf. 27, Abb. 88-89]. 

a, b. Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts, 

c. Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts 

and fat buttocks. 

46. Hnnj, Giza, no number, Dyn. VI [PM III 2, 222; Harpur, 1987, 26%.169]. Repre
sentation on the false door [Junker, 1953, Abb. 40, Taf. 1-c]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: degenerated type of representation treated quite conventionally, 

pendulous breasts and slightly protruding abdomen 

47. Hnm(w)-htp(w) /, LG 38, Dyn. VI [PMIII2, 164; Harpur, 1987, 269:202]. Repre
sentation [Junker, 1947, Abb. 27] 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long. 
Wig: present. 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen and breasts. 

48. TtwlKl(j)-n{j)-sw-t, G 2001, Dyn. VI [Harpur, 1987, 271.292]; Malek dates the tomb 
even less definitely: Dyn V - VI [PM III2, 66]. Representation [Simpson, 1980, 
fig. 20]. 1 1 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: light general corpulence, slightly protruding abdomen and breasts. 

49. N{j)-s(w)-jr{w)IPjpj-snb{-w\ lintel, St. Petersburg, Hermitage ^18125, Saqqara (?), 
Dyn VI. Two representations [Landa, Lapis, 1974, pi. 15]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: slight corpulence of the abdomen and breasts. 
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5 0 * Jmpjl&pss-pth, lintel, Saqqara, Dyn. VI (=No.43). Two representations [Sotheby's, 
1990, lot 11]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: slight corpulence of the abdomen and breasts. 

51. &Sm(-j)-nfr(-w)IJfi, Saqqara, no number, Dyn.VI [PM III2, 614, Harpur, 1987, 276: 
509]. Two representations [Barsanti, 1900, fig. 4, 9]. 

a. Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen and breasts, fat back 

and buttocks. 
b. Attitude: standing. 

Garments: short. 
Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence, protruding abdomen and breasts, fat back 

and buttocks. 

52. false door Louvre E.27133, Saqqara (?), Dyn. VI [Ziegler, 1990, 222; Harpur, 
1987, 330]. Two representations [Ziegler, 1990, figs, on pp. 223, 225]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Body: conventionally treated slim figure, protruding breasts and abdo

men. 

53. Ggj, false door CG 1455, Saqqara, Dyn. VI [PM III2, 691; Harpur, 1987, 211.539]. 
Representation [Borchardt, 1937, Bl. 35]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: conventionally treated figure, protruding abdomen and breasts 

54. Hnnw, Saqqara South N.IV, Dyn. VI [ /Wi l l 2 , 677; Harpur, 1987, 275:450]. Two 
representations [Jequier, 1929, fig. 111]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: conventionally treated figure, protruding abdomen and breasts. 

55. Jdj, false door CG 1575, Abydos, Dyn. VI [Harpur, 1987, 330]. Representation 
[Borchardt, 1964, Bl. 75]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long. 
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Wig: none. 
Body: general corpulence. 

56. MrjIJdw, false door BM 1191, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 274: 
409]. Three representations [British Museum, 1961, pi. 35]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding folded abdomen, pendulous breasts. 

57. ibbj, relief fragment, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 212.335]. Rep
resentation [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 78]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: present. 
Body: protruding abdomen, pendulous breasts, folds under breasts. 

58. Jtj, false door, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 213:369]. Representa
tion [Fischer, 1963-2, pi. 5]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: slight corpulence, protruding breasts. 

59. Wsr, false door, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 213:382]. Two repre
sentations [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 70-7]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: conventionally treated figure; protruding breasts, waist is not slen

der. 

60. Htp-n(jyt, false door, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 215:450]. Rep
resentation [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 72-2]. 

Attitude: standing (posture of adoration) 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: conventionally treated figure, waist is not slender. 

61. Htp, false door, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 215:465]. Represen
tation [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 73-7]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: conventionally treated figure; general corpulence, pendulous 

breasts. 
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62. Gmnj-Cnh(w\ false door, Saqqara, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 276:557]. 
Two representations [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 74-2] 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long 
Wig: none 
Body: conventionally treated figure, general corpulence. 

63. Ttw, Saqqara, no number, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 277:554], cf. [PM 
III 2, 537]. Two representations [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 61]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts. 

64. Jpj, false door, Abusir, late Dyn. VI - FIP [Harpur, 1987, 329]. Two representa
tions [Schafer, 1908, Abb. 12]. 

Attitude: standing (posture of adoration). 
Garments: long. 
Wig: present. 
Body: conventionally treated; general corpulence. 

65. Gmnj-m-hltlGmnj, Saqqara HMK.30, FIP [Harpur, 1987, 211:538, PM III 2, 
538]. Two representations (Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek /E.I.N. 1616) 
[Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 27-6]. 

Attitude: standing (posture of adoration). 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts 

6 6 . x Blwj, el-Hawawish B 7 + B 6 , Dyn IX - X (?) [Kanawati, 1989, 34]. Representa
tion [ibid, fig. 17-6]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long + panther skin 
Wig: none 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts. 

67. Mmj, el-Hawawish M 23, FIP - MK (?) [Harpur, 1987, 281.658]. Three represen
tations (CG 1586) [Borchardt, 1964, Bl. 78]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long + panther skin. 
Wig: none 
Body: protruding abdomen and breasts, fat back and buttocks. 1 2 

1 2 Hereafter we shall refer only to the representations" numbers according to this list preceded by 
the R index («Reliefs»). 
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T a b l e 4 
Main features of individualized mural representations of the tomb owner 

• Availability of the feature Destroyed 
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Let us present the main features of the individualized figures as a table (Tbl. 4) 
Their typology and evolution are quite distinct. A standing man is shown (the only ex
ception is [R 2], an early sample) in long garments (except the earliest [R / ] , rather 
strange in general [R 11], and very late \R 51b]),u and with no wig on the head (except 
[R 20, 36, 47, 57, 64\). The two latter features are of key importance, for they are typi
cal of all individualized representations, both on a plane and in sculpture. Unfortu
nately, the meaning of such an iconography remains uncertain, but the Egyptians real
ized it quite well - otherwise the stable correlation of certain type of garment with the 
individualization would be quite useless. 1 4 However, it is much more important for us 
now to reveal the meaning of the corpulence in the individualized representations. 

There are two main theories concerning this phenomenon H. Junker [1948] be
lieved that some real peculiarities of the figure were shown, while H. G. Fisher [1959, 
244-245, note 26] suggested that obesity was just a conventional indication of an old 
age, representation of a fat man entirely conforming to the life ideal of an Egyptian of
ficial - the satiety This latter opinion seems to be confirmed by the meaning of corpu
lence in Middle Kingdom representations established by O D. Berlev [1978, 192-196]. 
At that times, stoutness was a feature characterizing a servant or courtier content with 
his position, it was also a compliment to his master or the king keeping their servants 
well (characteristically, people who did not belong to the court, e.g., the nomarchs, 
never represented themselves in such a manner). However, this interpretation is reliable 
only as applied to Middle Kingdom monuments, while in the Old Kingdom the situa
tion was much more intricate. For example, both Hpj, inspector of the «servants of the 
kh> of cnh(j)-m-c-hr(w) [Capart, 1907-2, pi. 35; Badawy, 1978, fig. 33], and his master 
himself \R 17ab\ are shown obese in the same measure in the tomb of the latter, and so the 
corpulence obviously proves to be no symbol of a social status. Most probably we are deal
ing here with the conveying of real features in the spirit of Junker. Let us return to Tbl. 4 1 • 

There are only several methods of representing stoutness General corpulence [R 4, 6, 
8, lOah, 13ab, 23, 26c, 28-29, 31, 34-35ab, 38-41ab, 45c, 47-48, Slab, 58, 61-62, 64], 
protruding abdomen \R 1-5, 7-8, 11, Bab, 16, 18ab, 21-22, 24, 26ab, 27, 30, 32-33, 36, 
38, 4lab, 43-45a-c, 46-^9ab, 50ab, 5lab, 52ab, 53-56a-c, 57, 59, 63ab, 65ab, 66-67], 
protruding breasts \R3-4, 7, 9, 11, 14ab, 16, 20, 23-25ab, 27, 30, 33, 38-39, 47~49ab, 
50ab, Slab, 52ab, 53—54, 58-59, 63ab, 65ab, 66-67] and pendulous breasts [R2, 5, 8,12a, 
13ab, 17ab, 18ab, 19ab, 22, 26ab, 36, 44, 45a-c, 46, 56a-c, 57, 61] can be shown through
out the whole period under study. However, other methods have more or less definite 

1 3 On \R12b\ see below. 
1 4 Presence of a panther skin [R 3, 9-1 Oab, 24-2Sab, 30, 32-33, 35b, 67] being a priestly vestment 

might seem an indicator of some specific ritualistic function of these figures, but it is much more charac
teristic of conventional representations. 

1 5 Several years ago the present author has discussed the problem basing on eighteen representa
tions [Bolshakov. 1990. 92—102]. Such an approach was most reasonable, since the selection included 
almost all monuments of high quality dating to Dyn. IV - early Dyn. VI The above list is extended 
mainly by the late material, principally by representations on false doors which are less important be
cause of low quality, small size and inexact datings. Thus, our conclusions remain practically the same. 

file:///R3-4
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chronological limits. These are folds on the abdomen (mainly Dyn. VI [R 17ab, 19ab, 
20, 23, 28, 37a-d, 55, 56a-c], earlier only [R 9]) and fat back and buttocks (starting 
from early Dyn VI [R16, 17ab, 1Mb, 19ab, 22, 37a-d, 45c, Slab, 52ab, 53-54, 67]) 
Thus, there was something which may be called fashion for all these representations, 
and so they were used as conventional signs. This may seem to refute Junker's concept, 
but let us try to deduce, whether the new features were conventional starting from their 
first occurrence and what might have been the cause of their appearance. 

It is reasonable to suppose that new features appeared as an attempt to convey in
dividual properties of a concrete person. Indeed, Tbl. 4 clearly demonstrates that be
sides representations fashionable at a certain time, there exist synchronous representa
tions which are out of fashion. For instance, the corpulence of Mrr-w(j)-kl{-j) \R 15a-e] 
is not exaggerated - his proportions are only somewhat heavier than ideal, while in the 
neighboring tombs decorated at the same time, folds of fat on the abdomen, pendulous 
breasts as well as fat back and buttocks are frequently represented. Most probably, these 
features were excessive to convey the slight corpulence of Mrr-w(j)-kl{-j), and thus, his 
picture to some extent conforms to reality. The same holds true regarding Jntj [R 10], 
Nfrj [R 11], and Slbw/Jbbj \R 14ab] Perhaps, they were not too stout and, therefore, 
could do without stressing the obesity. Even more demonstrative is the figure on the 
false door of N(j)-s(w)-jr(-w)-nfr(-w) (?) - he had been shown with pendulous breasts 
and wearing long garments [R 12a], but Rc(w)-m-kl(f) who usurped his tomb erased 
the breasts and shortened the clothes, thus changing the figure to the conventional 
[R 12b]. This modification was necessary because this was not a feature of Rc(w)-m-
k3(-j) in his life, and so it had to be eliminated in his tomb as well. 

Thus, new details most probably appeared in order to convey specific features of 
definite men. Then these godsends started to be used in other tombs, they became 
fashionable and turned to be conventional signs, cliches. However, these cliches could 
be applied only whenever they were appropriate and conformed more or less to reality. 
This enables us to consider all these representations individualized - not only those in 
which original details arise first. For all that, it is most important that just the obesity 
was considered worthy of representing: Egyptian officials were proud of it as an evi
dence of their prosperity and selected this detail out of all peculiarities of their constitu
tion. 

So we have no reason to follow Fischer in suggesting corpulence to have been a 
symbol of an old age (although it is fairly probable that many people depicting them
selves as fat were really not young by that moment). We shall see below that the sculp
ture which sometimes actually conveyed the age proves that the link between the years 
of life and corpulence was as facultative in Egyptian art as it is in reality. 

Thus, Old Kingdom artists did attempt to show individual features in plane. How
ever, two important amendments should be made to Junker's concept. First, the indi
vidualization concerned only the socially significant characteristic of the man's appear
ance; second, this was achieved by means of combining a very limited number of fea
tures partly conforming to reality. All these circumstances do not allow us to regard Old 
Kingdom individualized murals as portraits. 
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In the end of the Old Kingdom, the individualized representations degenerated, be
came standardized, conveying no features of concrete persons, no matter how conven
tional their rendering might be. These pictures are reduced to mere signs, and only their 
iconography going back to ancient prototypes is reminiscent of their original meaning. 
It is symptomatic that different individualized representations of the same person could 
show different features. So N(j)-sw-pth is twice depicted on his false door with protrud
ing abdomen and pendulous breasts [R 45ab\ while on the relief fragment [R 45c] these 
features are complemented by general corpulence of the body and fat back and but
tocks. 

§ 3. Conveying Individual Features in Statuary 1 6 

The case is different as concerns statuary. Individualization is much more perfect 
here, so that sometimes we encounter monuments which can be called but real portraits. 
Nonetheless, conventional treatment prevails in sculpture as well. Three main groups of 
sculpture can be distinguished from the viewpoint of individualization. 

1. Statues with extremely individual faces and naturalistically conveyed bodies. 
Their number is small, but this group includes the greatest masterpieces of Egyptian art. 
Two inscriptions have survived mentioning the names of such statues. A relief fragment 
from the mastaba of Smnh-w(j)-pth/JtwS, Saqqara D 43 (New York, BrM 37.25E) shows a 
head (without wig) and shoulders in profile, the latter circumstance proving that a 
statue is depicted The legend is arranged in front of the face: «— his great name Smnh-
w(j)-pth, his young name/ rwi , statue according to life (hp r cnh)» [Petrie, 1920-2, fig. 
on p. 19 (upper), Smith, 1949, pl.48-a, bibliography: PMlll2, p. 452]. Censing before 
an analogous statue (without wig, wearing long garments and having obese abdomen 
and breast) is represented in SSm(-j)-nfr(-w) IV, LG 53 (Hildesheim, PelM 3190). The 
legend reads: «[Sta]tue according to life ([t]wt r cnh) /of the/ sole companion SSm(-j)-
[nfr(w)]» [Junker, 1951-2, Taf. 1; 1953, Taf. 22-d, 23-ab, Abb. 89-90; Eaton-Krauss, 
1984, pi 23, Cat. No. 135]. Thus, the Egyptians regarded these statues as a specific 
group (cf. the iconography of twt r cnh in the tomb of SSm(-j)-nfr(-W) / F a n d that of the 
statues discussed below), but their name never became widespread. 1 7 

1 6 See also [Bolshakov, 1987-2]. 
1 7 Interpretation of the name of this type of statuary as «Statue nach dem Leben», «lebenswahre 

Statue» had been offered by H. Junker [1951-2, 403-405; 1953, 224-225] ; it was shared by 
M.E.Matthieu [1961, 96; Lapis, Matthieu, 1969, 18-19], CI.Vandersleyen [1982, 1079, Anm.5] , 
D. Wildung [1982. 11] and others. Despite some problems rooted in the interpretation of the word hp 
whose meaning «statue» is recorded first in the Middle Kingdom [Wb. IV, 536], such an explanation 
seems to be well proved. H. G Fisher [1963-1, 24-27] supposed that hp derives from the verb hp, «to 
receive»; according to him, hp is a term designating the statue as a receiver of offerings. Recently 
M. Eaton-Krauss [1984, 85-88 , 176-177], proceeding from Fischer's concept, assumed that hp r rnh 
describes the function of the statue as a specific cult object - «a statue in order to live». This idea is no 
doubt of interest, although not indisputable First of all, every statue - not only hpw r enh - was a cult 
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2. Statues with conventional faces in which individual features are but slightly 
traceable behind the standard, and with quite conventional, ideal bodies. The greater 
part of high quality statuary pertains to this group. 

3. Utterly conventional sculpture depicting not a certain person, but a human being 
in general. These statues constitute the overwhelming majority of Egyptian statuary. 

Naturally, a certain part is played by the skill of the sculptor, but the quality of exe
cution and the affiliation of the statue to one or another group do not always correlate. 
Indeed, the most individualized statues are of the highest quality, while the works of 
bad or mediocre craftsmen are usually featureless, but at the same time the monuments 
of the second group are often made with no less thoroughness than the sculpture 
((according to life». The solution of the problem should be sought in the sphere of ide
ology. In that domain the difference between the statues of the second and the third 
groups, significant as it can be by itself, is of little importance, while the sculpture of 
the first group differs from them qualitatively. Thus, we shall regard the second and the 
third groups as constituting the type of conventional statuary opposed as a whole to the 
sculpture ((according to life». 

The fact that a number of statues have survived representing the same man both 
conventionally and in the individualized manner leads us to the most important conclu
sions. Characteristically, these pairs include practically all known individualized statues 
(their conventional counterparts have not always survived, but sometimes we can prove 
that they did exist). Let us examine the individualized statues of private persons and 
their conventional counterparts. 1 8 1 9 

object, and we cannot reveal any cultic specificity of hp-w r rnh. Moreover, the legend in S£m(j)-
nfr(w) IV designating an analogous statue as twt r rnh makes us doubt about the key significance of the 
word hp, for twt is the most general designation of male statues. Therefore we are accepting Junker's 
interpretation - however different the treatment of the details might be, hpltwt r rnh m any case refers to 
a special vitality of the respective statues which no doubt was related to their specific appearance (cf. also an 
attempt of B. Ockinga [1984,33-34] to reconcile the theories of Junker and Fischer). 

1 8 Of course, since works of art are used as a source here, their selection cannot help being subjec
tive to some extent. However, although our list can be somewhat extended (mainly by involving statu
ettes of the late Old Kingdom, First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom which are of less rele
vance), it does include the best and the most important samples. The famous «Salt head» (Paris, Louvre, 
N 2 2 8 9 [Louvre, 1935, pi. 12-15]) which had sometimes been dated to the Old Kingdom [e.g., Smith, 
1949, 40; Vandier, 1958, 54 -55 ; Matthieu, 1961, 515, note 32] is not discussed here, for it no doubt is a 
piece of Amarna art [Miiller-Feldman, 1938; Vandersleyen, 1975-2, 24]. Fragment of a statue of a scribe (?) 
(JE 72221 [Kees, 1958, Abb.50; Russmann, 1989, figs, on pp.37-38]) is worth considering, but having 
no archaeological context and no survived counterpart, it can hardly be of use for us here. Statues oiBif-
hnm(w) (New York, MMA 64.66.1-2; Boston, MFA 34.235, 34.1461 [PM III 2, 157]) brilliantly illus
trate the two methods of treating bodies, but unfortunately their heads are lost. Pair statues from Lisht (?) 
(MMA 59.50.1-2) are not included in our list since the conventional one represents a naked man and 
thus belongs to another iconographic type as compared to the conventional sculpture considered here. 
Several individualized heads of foreign captives [Bothmer, 1982] cannot be touched upon because of 
their specific function. 

1 9 Hereafter we shall refer only to the statues' numbers according to the list below preceded by the 
St index («Statues»). 
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1. Rc(w)-htp(w), Meidum, mastaba 6, late reign of Snfr-w(j) [Bolshakov, 1991-2]. 
a. Cairo, CG 3, limestone, h. 120 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 1; Caire, 1949, pi. 12-

13, Cairo, 1969, pi. 17, Malek, 1986, fig. on p. 113 (left); Russmann, 1989, fig. 
on pp. 17, 19]. 

Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: none 
Eyes: inlaid 
Face: rather young, with smallest details including wrinkles be

tween the brows and near the mouth. 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present 

b. Since the chapel with [St la] inside was found blocked and intact, it is certain 
that there had been no pair statue. 

2. Hm(w)-jwn(yv), G 4000, early reign of Hw(J)-f-w(J) [Bolshakov, 1991-2]. 
a. Hildesheim, PelM 1962, limestone, h. 156 cm [Junker, 1929, Taf. 18-23]; bib

liography [PM HI 2, 123]. 

Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: inlaid (lost). 
Face: very characteristic, energetic in spite of obesity. 
Body: most trustworthy features of obesity down to the smallest 

details. 
Name: present. 

b. Along with the serdab behind the northern false door where [St 2a] was found, 
there is another, somewhat smaller serdab behind the southern false door [Junker, 
1929, Abb. 18] which was found empty. Thus, it is reasonable to deduce that a 
pair statue of approximately the same size as [St 2a] had originally existed. 

3. cnh{w)-hi.f, G 7510, reign of Hc(jyf-rc(w) [PMlll2, 196], cf. [Harpur, 1987, 266:49]. 
a. Boston, MFA 27.442, limestone, h. 50 cm [Smith, 1949, pi. 14, 15-a; Boston, 

1975, 147; Bolshakov, 1991-1, covers], bibliography [PM1U2, 196]. 

Attitude: — (the bust). 2 , 1 

Garments: — (the bust). 
Wig: none. 

2 0 This is the only Old Kingdom bust besides the «busts» of Nfr-s$m-pth and Jdw which are incor
porated in the false doors (bibliography [PM III 2, 516, 186]). These busts resemble that of rnh(w)-hif by 
their iconography (no wig) and by similar treatment of the heavy shoulders and breast, so that the influence 
of the Dyn. IV monument is not out of the question. This suggestion seems to be most probable, for the bust of 
rnfj(w)-hif was placed openly in a chapel which could be visited by sculptors of Dyn. VI. On the origi
nal appearance of the bust of rnh(w)-hlf see [Bolshakov, 1991-1]. 
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Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: elderly face with bags under eyes, swollen eyelids, folds on 

cheeks and near mouth, sensitive lips. 2 1 

Body: heavy but strong shoulders and breast, short neck 
Name: none. 

b. G 7510 had both an exterior chapel where the Boston bust was found lying on the 
floor and an interior one with an empty serdab behind the false door [Reisner, 
1942, fig. 8, 122]. This caused W. S. Smith [1949, 38] to suggest that the bust 
had originally been placed in the serdab, but his assumption should be rejected 
(see [Bolshakov, 1991-1, 8-9, 14, note 21]). Thus, the serdab had to contain 
another statue of cnh('\v)-til-f which could be a conventional counterpart of the 
bust. 

4. K)(f)-Cpr(w), Saqqara C 8, most probably Dyn. IV (dating still uncertain [Vander-
sleyen, 1983], cf. [PMllf, 459]). 
a. «Sheikh el-Beled», Cairo, CG 34, wood, h. 110 cm (feet and base lost) [Borchardt, 

1911, B1.9; Caire, 1949, pi. 16-18, Malek, 1986, fig. on p. 61 , Russmann, 
1989, figs, on pp. 30-31]; bibliography [PMllf, 459]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: soft face of an old man with flabby chin, plumb cheeks and 

small nose. 
Body: very realistic fat neck, corpulent legs and arms, the corpu

lence is not unhealthy (as contrary to Hm(w)-jwn(w)). 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

b. Cairo, CG 32, wood, h. 69 cm (the lower portion up to the thigh is lost) 
[Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 8, Capart, 1920, pi 27-3, 28, Caire, 1949, pi 30-31], 
bibliography [PMllf, 724]. 2 2 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: inlaid. 

2 1 The face of rnh(w)-hif is extremely realistic, there is not a trace of stylization in it. In this con
nection the following anecdotal story is most revealing [Dunham, 1943] When in the war time the mu
seum staff was preparing monuments for evacuation, somebody in a hurry put his hat on the head of 
rnh(w)-hif. The expression thus produced by the bust inspired an experiment: it was dressed in a suit of 
D. Dunham. The face of rnh(w)-hi f pro\ed so natural and modern looking that he would not have distin
guished himself in the street crowd. The results of an analogous experiments with some other statues 
«according to life» could be the same. 

2 2 There is no direct evidence that [St 4b] represents the same man as [St 4a], but the circumstances 
of the statues" discovery [Capart, 1921, 227-233] make this assumption most probable. 
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Face: rather individual, but much more conventional than [St 4a], 
some resemblance to [St 4a], especially in the shape of the 
mouth, is present, though The man represented is much 
younger than [St 4a] 

Body: ideal. 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

5. Kij, Saqqara C 20 (for provenance see [Smith, 1936, 402]), early Dyn. V [PM III 2, 
458] 
a. «Louvre scribe», «Scribe rouge», Paris, Louvre N2290 , limestone, h 53 cm 

[Louvre, 1935, pi. 29-31 , Malek, 1986, fig. on p. 8], bibliography [PM III 2, 
458-459]. 

Attitude: squatting. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: none 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: bony and wide, with flat nose, thin lips and broad chin. 
Body: weak body with flaccid muscles and folds on the breast and 

abdomen. 
Name: none. 

b. Paris, Louvre A. 106, limestone, h 78 cm [Louvre, 1935, pi. 32-33], bibliogra
phy [PM III 2, 458].- 3 

Attitude: sitting 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: little, if any, resemblance to [St 5a], at any rate the person repre

sented is much younger 
Body: ideal 
Name: present. 

6. Unknown person, Saqqara, mastaba near C 16, early Dyn V [PMIII2, 499]. 
a. «Cairo scribe», Cairo, CG 36, limestone, h. 51 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 9; Caire, 

2 3 The «Louvre scribe» was found together with four statues of Shm-kj(-f) (Louvre A. 102-106), a statue 
of Ph(j)-r-nfr (Louvre A. 107) and that of Kij (Louvre A. 106). Upon examining the circumstances of 
their discovery, J Capart [1921] identified the «Louvre scribe» with Kij and his identification seems 
most convincing Later on. W.S Smith [1936, 402] proved that these two statues came from the Saqqara 
mastaba C 20, whereas the others from C 19. Both statues were found in situ in front of the false doors of 
the corridor chapel of C 20. J. Harris 11955] and J. Vandier [1958, 122] objected to Capart's identification, 
but their arguments based mainly on the stylistic peculiarities can hardly be regarded as convincing. Of 
course, the archaeological context of the two statues should be accurately studied, but unfortunately, as Dr. 
Ch. Ziegler kindly informed me, when preparing the catalogue of Old Kingdom sculpture in the Louvre, 
she could find no new documents concerning Mariette's excavations at Saqqara, and so most probably 
only field work can offer decisive arguments. 
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2 4 According to G. Maspero, both statues were found in situ in front of the false doors in a corridor 
chapel [Capart, 1921, 190]; thus the identity of the person represented is unquestionable. 

1949, pi. 26-28, Cairo, 1969, pi. 21, Vandersleyen, 1975-1, Abb. XI], bibliography 
[PMUL2,499-500]. 

Attitude: squatting. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: rather young, with plump cheeks and chin. 
Body: idealized body without.individual features. 
Name: none 

b. Cairo, CG 35, limestone, h. 61 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 9], bibliography [PM 
III 2, 500]. 2 4 

Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: some features (oval of the face, nose and lips) have some re

semblance to [St 6a], but they are much more conventional 
Body: ideal. 
Name: none. 

7. Rc(w)-nfr(-w), Saqqara C 5, early Dyn. V [PMllf, 461]. 
a. Cairo, CG 18, limestone, h. 195 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 5; Vandersleyen, 

1975-1, Abb. 133-6], bibliography [PMllf, 462]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: face of a mature man with rather deep naso-labial lines and 

with characteristic elongated bridge of the nose. 
Body: strong body, but with some tendency toward corpulence 

(abdomen and breast). 
Name: present. 

b. Cairo, CG 19, limestone, h. 180 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 5], bibliography [PM 
III2, 462]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: very individual and having likeness to [St 7a], but evidently 
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younger 2 5 

Body: ideal 
Name: present. 

8. lht(j)-htp(w), Saqqara, no number, near the pyramid of Wnjs. Most probably late 
Dyn V, cf. very indefinite dating by Malek: Dyn. V - VI [PMlll2, 638]. 
a. Cairo, 2 6 wood, h. 171 cm (the lower part destroyed) [Zayed, 1958, pi 9-10, 

Batrawi, 1948, pi. 2-3] . 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: the oval of the face, snub-nose and mouth are very individual. 
Body: the body is rather conventional, but without powerful shoul

ders and thin waist characteristic of idealized statues, mus
cles are covered with a thin layer of fat. 

Name: ? (the base lost). 

b -e. Cairo,2- wood, the largest of the four statues is lower than [St 8a], the smallest 
one is 90 cm high [Zayed, 1958, pi. 9, 12-16, Batrawi, 1948, pi. 2 -3 ] . 2 7 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wigs: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Faces: similar to one another, but having little likeness to [St 8a]. 
Body: ideal. 
Name: due to the imperfection of reproductions, the presence of the 

name is trustworthy in one case only [Zayed, 1958, pi 14], it 
could be inscribed on other statues as well, see [PMlir, 638]. 

2 5 Indisputable difference between the two statues was already mentioned by Capart [1920, 227], 
but R. Engelbach [1934] supposed the faces to be absolutely identical, all the differences being of a sub
jective nature and resulting from the shadow of the wig changing the expression of the face of [St 7b]. In 
order to prove his idea, Engelbach made a cast of the wig and put it on the cast of the head of [St 7a]. 
The two faces became more similar, but the difference is also obvious and has an objective character (see 
[Smith, 1949, 49; Vandier, 1958, 121-126]). So it is no wonder that once an art historian who was not 
an Egyptologist conjectured that these statues represented two different persons bearing the same name 
[Curtius. 1914, 80-81] - his opinion is based on the lack of knowledge, but testifies to the existence of a 
striking difference. However, the statues of Rr{w)-htp(w) really are the most similar among the analo
gous pairs. 

2 6 Statues of ih-t(j)-htp(-w) and of his wife have Inv.Nos. JE 93168-93174, but the present writer 
could not establish which number corresponds to each of them. 

2 7 The upper part of another excellent statue was discovered in the serdab of ih-Hj)-htp{-w) [Zayed, 
1958, pi. 7] (wood, height of the preserved part 87,5 cm [Batrawi, 1948, 493], original height recon
structed as 175 cm [ibid. |) . It is not included in the list due to its affiliation to the iconographic type rep
resenting a naked man, but resemblance of the face to [St 8a] should be mentioned. 
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9. Mjtrj, Saqqara, no number, late Dyn. V - early Dyn. VI [Russmann, 1995, 276]. 
a. New York, MMA 26.2 4, wood, h. 146 cm (legs below knees lost) [Hayes, 

1953, fig. 65]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: round face of a mature but rather young man, plump cheeks, 

slight naso-labial lines 
Body: slight corpulence of breast and abdomen. 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

b. New York, MMA 26.2.2. Wood, h. * 1 m (the base lost) [Hayes, 1953, fig. 64]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: some resemblance to [St 9a], but all the traits are sharper, naso

labial lines almost absent. 
Body: ideal 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

10. Mttjj, Saqqara, exact provenance unknown, reign ofTtj[PMlir, 646]. 
a. New York, BrM 51.1, wood, h. 61.5 cm [Brooklyn, 1956, pi. 4-6; Russmann, 

1995, pi. 56-ab], bibliography [PMlll2, 647]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: most characteristic, with finest modeling creating an image 

of an elderly man with sad lowered eyes. 
Body: a meager aged man with narrow shoulders, thin arms and a 

head which seems too large for his weak body 2 8 

Name: present. 

b. Kansas City, Nelson Gallery of Art 51.1, wood, h. 80 cm [Kansas City, 1973, fig. 
on p. 19, Kaplony, 1976, Abb. an S 68-70], bibliography [PMlll2, 647-648] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 

2 8 P Kaplony [1976, 62] regards [St 10a) as artistically the most valuable Old Kingdom wooden 
statue; however, the delicacy of Mttjj's body is more exaggerated than the stoutness of «Sheikh el-
Beled». 
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Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: resembling [St 10a], but less individual. 
Body: the body is less delicate and individual than that of [St 10a]. 
Name: present. 

c. Boston, MFA 47.1455, wood, h. 80 cm [Bothmer, 1948, fig. 1-7, Kaplony, 1976, 
Abb. an S. 56-59], bibliography [PMIU2,647]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: has some similarity to ]St 10a], but features are standardized 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

d. New York, BrM 53.222, wood, h. 74.5 cm [Brooklyn, 1956, pi. 1-3; Kaplony, 
1976, Abb. an S. 66, 68; Russmann, 1995, pi. 55-*] bibliography [PMlll2, 647]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: conventional; little, if any, resemblance to [St 10a] 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

e. New York, BrM 50.77, wood, h. 89 cm [Kaplony, 1976, Abb. an S 60 -61 , 
Russmann, 1995, pi. 55-a], bibliography [PMlll2, 647]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: the most conventional of all five statues, broader than those 

of the four others. 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

11. Dwarf Hnm(w)-htp(w), Saqqara, unknown tomb, late Dyn. V - Dyn. VI [PMlll, 722]. 
a. Cairo, CG 144, limestone, h 44 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 32, Vandersleyen, 

1975-1, Abb. 142-6; Russmann, 1989, fig. on p. 32], bibliography [PM III2, 
722-723]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none 
Eyes: no inlay. 
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Face: childish expression and elongated shape of the head charac
teristic of dwarfs. 

Body: all the features of dwarfism are shown with anatomical exact
ness - short and fat legs, arms and neck, unhealthy general 
corpulence, fat rolls on the thighs. 

Name: present. 

b. No counterpart of CG 144 is known, but since the circumstances under which 
the statue CG 144 was found are uncertain, a pair statue could have existed. 

12. Dwarf —w(j)-snb(w)/Snb, Giza, no number, late Old Kingdom (see Chapter 3, 
footnote 9) 
a. Cairo, JE 51280, limestone, h. 44 cm [Junker, 1941-1, Vorsatzblatt, Caire, 

1949, pi. 26; Cairo, 1969, pi. 25, Malek, 1986, fig. on p. 38; Russmann, 1989, 
fig. on p. 40], bibliography [PM 1112, 102-103] 2 9 

Attitude: squatting. 
Garments: short 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: very individual, with broad forehead, large eyes, nose and 

mouth, and powerful chin. 
Body: characteristic features of dwarfism, but hardly the individual 

ones 
Name: present. 

b. In the serdab to the south of the false door, a wooden statue had been originally 
kept, which was entirely destroyed by the moment of excavations [Junker, 
1941-1, 104-105]. 

c. In the serdab arranged to the south of the chapel, the base of a granite statue of 
—w(j)-snb(w)/Snb was found [ibid , Abb. 29-6]. 

Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: ? 
Wig: ? 
Eyes: ? 
Face: ? 
Body: ? 
Name: present. 

2 9 V Dasen [1988, 260-268] in her study of the medical aspect of the dwarfs" representations has 
drawn the conclusion that they convey characteristic manifestations of the respective diseases coming to be 
iconographic signs, but no individual features. Her opinion is correct by and large, especially as concerns 
murals, but the statue of —w(j)-snb(w)ISnb is an exception to this rule and its face is no doubt indi
vidualized. Of course, individual features are concealed to some extent behind the general characteristics 
of dwarfism, but this is to be expected: deformity is the first feature of a dwarf to arrest our attention and 
the attention of the sculptor 
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In the late Old Kingdom (probably, in the middle of Dyn. VI) the technical virtuos
ity of sculptors declined and the previous level of individualization became unattain
able. For this reason, although the tradition of making the pair statues was still main
tained, statuary «according to hfe» came to be fairly standardized - instead of peculiari
ties of the constitution the conventional signs of corpulence appeared, while the faces 
lost much of their individuality. However, sometimes individual features are percepti
ble, which proves that their absence in other cases results from the general decline of 
the artistic school and not from some changes in the respective ideological notions. 3 0 

13. N(j)-cnh-pjpj-km, Meir A 1, early reign of Pjpj II [Kanawati, 1977-1, 52-54]. 
a. Cairo, CG 236, wood, h. 70 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 49]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: rather distinctive, with small chin, large mouth and promi

nent cheek-bones. 
Body: corpulent abdomen and fat fold under breast. 3 1 

Name: none. 

b. Cairo, CG 60, wood, h. 105 cm [Borchardt, 1911, Bl. 15] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: conventional, but the shape slightly reminds [St 13a] 
Body: quite conventional, unproportionally elongated body. 
Name: present. 

3 0 In her excellent paper on the so-called second style of the late Old Kingdom, E. Russmann [1995, 
269-271] states that the denial of naturalism, general narrowing of proportions and other features charac
teristic of Dyn. VI sculpture (and reliefs) is but a manifestation of the peculiarities of the said style hav
ing nothing to do with the decline of the sculptor's craftsmanship; the present author [Bolshakov, 1990] 
is mentioned as one of the supporters of the «theory of decline» [Russmann, 1995, 270, note 10]. No 
doubt, Russmann is, as usual, quite right in most respects, but we are talking about different, although 
partly synchronous phenomena. Russmann deals with the stylistic changes starting at the end of Dyn. V 
(statuettes of Mttjj being one of its earliest samples), while I mean the much later lowering of quality 
taking place in the middle of Dyn. VI within the frames of the second style - just because it was pre
dominant in that time. However, one can hardly impugn that the quality of Mttjfs statuettes is head and 
shoulders above that of any monument in the following list. 

3 1 Characteristic features of Middle Kingdom Meir statuary - «short, almost flattened heads, large 
mouths, thick lips, pronounced cheek-bones and particularly well outlined muscles of the breast which is 
well-developed and separated in relief from the abdomen» [Matthieu, 1941, 38; 1961, 161] - may go 
back to this or an analogous prototype 
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3 2 Unfortunately, the author could not establish the number according to the Cairo Journal d Entrée. 
3 3 Twelve statuettes bearing the name of Jhjj were found in the burial chamber, but nothing is 

known about the present whereabouts of seven of them. 

14. JkjITtj, Saqqara, no number, reign ofPjpjII 4 [PMllf, 609]. 
a. Cairo, JE 88577, wood, h. 42 cm (the base lost) [Lauer, 1950, pi. 2-ab, Dn-

oton, Lauer, 1958, pi 14]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: the body is shown rather conventionally, but it is softened as 

compared to the ideal - there are no powerful shoulders and 
thin waist and thighs, slight corpulence of a healthy, but not 
athletic man is present. 

Name: ? (the base lost) 

b. Cairo, JE 88578, wood, h. 53 cm (the base lost) [Lauer, 1950, pi. 2-d, Dnoton, 
Lauer, 1958, pi. 15]. 

Most features: like [St 14a] 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

c. Cairo, 3 2 wood, size unknown. Unpublished, see [Drioton, Lauer, 1958, 219] 

Analogous to [St 14b], but badly destroyed. 

d. Cairo, JE 88575, wood, h. 66,5 cm [Lauer, 1950, pi. 1-c; Drioton, Lauer, 1958, 
pi S-a, 9] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: conventional, slightly resembling those of [St 14a] and 

[St 14b] 
Body: ideal, shoulders are much broader and waist is much slender 

than those of [St 14a] and [St 14b] 
Name: present 

e. Cairo, JE 88576 Wood, h. 66,5 cm [Lauer, 1950, pi. l-b; Drioton, Lauer, 
1958, pi. S-a]. 

Most features: \\ke[Stl4d] 
Name: present. 

15. Jhjj, Saqqara, no number, shaft near the south wall of the pyramid enclosure of Dsr; 
late Dyn VI [PMllf, 651], 3 3 but a later dating is possible as well, given the elon-
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gated proportions of the statues. 
a. New York, MMA 27.9.3, wood, no dimensions published [Pijoan, 1945, fig. 219]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: practically no individual features. 
Body: quite conventional unproportionally elongated body. 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

b. Neuchatel, MEN 424, wood, h. 88,5 cm (feet and the base lost) [Gabus, 1967, 
167, fig. 7]. 

Practically analogous to [St 15a] 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

c. New York, MMA 27.9.5, wood, no dimensions published [Pijoan, 1945, fig. 218]. 

Attitude, standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: like [St 15a] 
Body: waist is more slender than that of [St 15a]. 
Name: ? (the base lost). 

d. New York, MMA 297.9.4, wood, unpublished, see [ /Will 2 , 651 ] . 3 4 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: slight resemblance to [St 15a]. 
Body: figure is more slender than that of [St 15a], but its leanness is 

less exaggerated than in [St 15b] 
Name: ? (the base lost) 

e. Neuchatel, MEN 425, wood, h. 103,5 cm [Gabus, 1967, 166, fig. 6]. 

Very similar to [St 15c] 
Name: none. 

16. 77*/, Saqqara, no number, near the pyramid of Try, late Dyn. VI [Peterson, 1985, 4]. 
a. Cairo, JE 49371, wood, h. 45 cm [ibid., fig. on p. 10; Caire, 1949, pi. 43]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 

3 4 The author was able to use its photograph and work on the original in the museum thanks to the 
kindness of Dr Dorothea Arnold and Dr. C. Roehrig. 
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Wig: none 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features 
Body: no individual features, but proportions are slightly elongated. 
Name: none. 

b. Boston, MFA 24.608, wood, h. 40 cm [Peterson, 1985, fig. on p. 9]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: proportions are somewhat heavier than those of [St 16a]. 
Name: present 

c. New York, MMA 26.2.9, wood, no dimensions published [ibid., fig. on p. 13, 
left, Russmann, 1995, pi. 53-6] 

Analogous to [St 16b] 
Name: present. 

d. Boston, MFA 24 606, wood, h 40,5 cm [ibid , fig. on p 7]. 

Analogous to [St 16a], but less perfect. 
Name: present 

e-g. Location unknown, the only information available is given by photographs 
from the collection of B. Gunn, now in the Griffith Institute, Oxford, which 
were published by B. Peterson [1985, fig on p. 20]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Eyes: no inlay 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: no individual features. 
Name: the published reproduction of the bases is poor, but, as Prof. 

Peterson who had worked on the original Gunn photographs 
kindly informed the present writer, at least one statue is in
scribed (the right one on the photo). 

h. Boston, MFA 24 607, wood, h 52 cm [ibid., fig on p. 8] 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig. present. 
Eyes: no inlay 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: ideal 
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Name: present, 

i. Neuchatel, MEN 328, wood, h. 52 cm [ibid., fig. on p 11] 

Very similar to [St 16h] 
Name: present. 

j Neuchatel, MEN 329, wood, h. 31 cm [ibid., fig. on p. 12]. 

Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: more corpulent than those of other statues, but without indi

vidual features. 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

k. New York, MMA 26.2.8, wood, h. 52.5 cm [ibid., fig. on p. 13, left; Russ
mann, 1995, pi. 53-a], 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: remote likeness to [St 16b] 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

I. Stockholm, MeM 11411, wood, h. 42.4 cm [Peterson, 1985, fig. on p. 14-15]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

m-n. Stockholm, MeM 11412-11413, wood, h.41.9 and 35.2 cm respectively 
[ibid., fig on p 16-17, fig. on p 18-19]. 

Analogous to ]St 161], but of poorer quality. 
Name: present. 

o-q. Present location unknown, for documentation see [St 16e-h], wood, sizes un
known [ibid., fig. on p. 21]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 
Wig: present. 
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Eyes: no inlay 
Face: no individual features 
Body: ideal. 
Name: the published reproduction of the bases is poor, but, as Prof 

Peterson kindly informed the present author, at least one 
statue is inscribed (the right one on the photo) 

r. Boston, MFA 24.605, limestone, h. 39 cm [ibid., fig. on p. 6]. 3 5 

Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: short 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

17. Unknown person, Dahshur, east of the Northern pyramid of Snfr-w(j), mastaba 24, 
late Dyn. VI ^> , cf. [PMllf, 892] - Dyn. VI. 
a. Cairo, CG 506, wood, h. 23 cm [Borchardt, 1925, Bl. 86; Morgan, 1903, pi. 4-20]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: the work is poor, but the sculptor probably tried to individual

ize the features. 
Body: the body is represented rather conventionally, but a fold is 

seen below the breasts; legs are too thick due to poor skill of 
the sculptor 

Name. none. 

b. Cairo, CG 505, wood, h. 31 cm. [Morgan, 1903, pi. 4, No. 17]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features 
Body: ideal. 
Name: was present (lost, but the preceding titles are preserved). 

c. Cairo, a large group of wooden statuettes [Morgan, 1903, 20-21; PMlll, 893]. 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short 

3 5 Three more statues of Tttj are kept in the Cairo Museum (unpublished, Inv. Nos. unknown). One 
of them represents him in long garments, two others - in short, and all of them - wearing a wig. 
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Wig: present. 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Face: no individual features. 
Body: ideal 
Name: none 

In the First Intermediate Period the tradition of pair statues was maintained, but the 
statues ((according to life» practically lost all portrait features, keeping only the tradi
tional iconography. Yet the purpose of creating such pairs was obviously the same - it 
is no accident that the statues of the two types are opposed one to another both in the 
chapel and in the burial chamber of Nhtj. 

18A. Nhtj, Siut, tomb 7, Dyn. X, dating by Delange [1987, 151] - early Dyn. XII - is 
hardly possible. Statues from the chapel 
a. Paris, Louvre E. 11937, wood, h. 179 cm [Chassinat, Palanque, 1911, pi. 6-7, Ca

part, 1920, pi. 24 top, right, Louvre, 1935, pi. 44-46; Vandier, 1958, pi. 53-4, 
Delange, 1987, 151-153]. 

Attitude: standing 
Garments: long. 
Wig: none 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: typical of the Siut school, but rather individual, with broad 

nose and characteristic form of hps. 
Body: the body is represented with the most possible craftsmanship 

for the period; however, all the features of corpulence are not 
individual, but purely iconographic. 

Name: present. 

b. Cairo, JE 36283, wood, h. 165 cm [Chassinat, Palanque, 1911, pi. 5; Capart, 
1920, pi. 24, top, left]. 3 6 

Attitude: standing. 
Garments: short. 
Wig: present 
Eyes: inlaid. 
Face: flat, with enormous eyes, little, if any, resemblance to 

[Stl8Aa] 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

18B. Nhtj, statues from the burial chamber (shaft I). 
a. Cairo, JE 36292, wood, h 48 cm [Chassinat, Palanque, 1911, pi. 11-7, left]. 

Analogous to [St 18Aa\ 
Name: none 

Numbering and measurements of the Cairo statues of Nhtj according to [Harvey, 1990]. 
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b Boston, MFA 04.1770, wood, h. 41 cm [ibid., pi. 11-7, third from left, 12-3] 
Very similar to [St 18Aa] 
Eyes: no inlay 
Name: none. 

c. Paris, Louvre E. 12002, wood, h. 45 cm [ibid., pi. 11-7, second from left, 12-3, 
Capart, 1920, pi. 24, bottom, right, Delange, 1987, 154-155]. 

Very similar to [St 18Bb] 
Name: none. 

d. Boston, MFA 04.1775, wood, h. 29 cm [Chassmat, Palanque, 1911, pi. 11-2]. 
Very similar to [St 18Bb\ 
Name. none 

e. Paris, Louvre E.12633 (?),3 7 wood, h. 26 cm [Delange, 1987, 160-161], cf 
[Chassmat, Palanque, 1911, 49]. 

Very similar to [St 18Bb] 
Name: none. 

f. Cairo, JE 36281, wood, h. 28 cm [ibid., pi. 11-7, second from right, 12-7] 
Most features: like [St 18Ab\ 
Garments: short («K6nigsschurz»). 
Eyes: drawn, but with a copper rim inlaid. 
Name: none. 

g. Paris, Louvre 12028, wood, h. 28,5 cm [ibid , pi. 11-7, third from right, 12-2, 
Capart, 1920, pi 24, bottom, left]. 

Most features: like [St 18Ab] 
Garments: short («K6nigsschurz»). 
Eyes: no inlay. 
Name: none. 3 8 

19. Mrj, El-Tarif, Dyn. XI [Vandersleyen, 1975-1, 233]. 
a. London, BM 37895, limestone, h. 58 cm [British Museum, 1904, fig on p 93, 

1964, fig. 66; Vandersleyen, 1975-1, Abb \49-a]. 
Attitude: sitting. 
Garments: short 
Wig: none 
Eyes: no inlay 
Face: little, if any, individual features 
Body: ideal. 
Name: present. 

3 7 Identification of J. Harvey [1990, 48-49:9]. 
3 8 Besides these, an alabaster statue of poor quality representing sitting Nhtj was found in the burial 

chamber (Brussels, MRAH E.5596 [Chassmat, Palanque, 1911, pi. 11-5]) 

file:///49-a
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b. London, BM 37896, limestone, h. 60 cm [British Museum, 1904, fig. on p. 93, 
1964, fig. 66; Vandersleyen, 1975-1, Abb. 149-6]. 

Attitude: sitting (arms folded). 
Garments: short («K6nigsschurz»). 

The Middle Kingdom revival of sculpture gave rise to excellent portraits of kings. 
As for the statues of private persons, although some samples going back to the Old 
Kingdom iconography «according to hfe» can be found among them, their quality is 
usually too poor to convey individual features. Moreover, since Middle Kingdom tombs 
with intact serdabs and burial chambers are scanty, while the names are often not in
scribed on the statues, the identification of the persons represented proves to be fairly 
embarrassing In the New Kingdom, imitation of the features of the ruling king re
placed individualization in private statuary, which put an end to the pairs showing the 
same person conventionally and in the individualized manner.39 

Let us present the main characteristics of the pair statues as a table (Tbl. 5). Like in 
the murals, the length of the garments and the presence or absence of the wig are the 
most important iconographic features. Statues «according to life» show a man wearing 
long garments 4 0 but no wig, whereas conventional statues represent him dressed in 
short clothes with a wig on the head. In extremely rare cases the statues «according to 
hfe» have wigs [St 6a, 16bc], and the conventional ones can manage without them [St 
8bcde[,4] but in these instances the statues of the other type have the same feature and 
never the opposite one. In other words, a pair consisting of a statue «according to life» 
without wig and a conventional statue in a wig is a norm, pairs including both statues in 
wigs or both statues without wigs are exceptions, while the pair of a statue ((according 
to hfe» in a wig and a conventional statue without wig is impossible. 

3 9 Brief renaissance of the old idea can be seen in a group of statues of the major of Thebes and 
Fourth Prophet of Jmn Mntw-m-hit who governed Upper Egypt under Ethiopians and Psmtk I [Leclant, 
1961, 171-186]. Most of them are conventional, but two render individuality with unusual strength 
(Cairo. CG 647 [Russmann, 1989, fig. on p. 173]; JE 42236 [ibid., figs, on pp. 170, 172]). However, in 
spite of quite obvious borrowings from Old Kingdom art, any following to ancient ideology is out of 
question First and foremost, a pair is constituted by two statues with individualized faces - one of them 
has an ideal archaized body and a wig, while the other has no wig and displays features of an older age; 
some more inconsistencies are quite obvious from the Old Kingdom viewpoint as well. 

4 0 With the exception of sitting (and, of course, squatting) statues [St la, 2a, 5a, 6a, 12a, 19a], for in the 
Old Kingdom private statuary sitting men were usually shown in short garments. 

4 1 In very rare cases characteristics of the two types are mixed. For example, the statue of Ph(f)-r-
nfr (Paris, Louvre A. 107 [PM III", 466] represents him with obese breast and abdomen, but he wears a 
wig, while his face is hardly individualized. On the other hand, the body and the face of an anonymous 
man in the family group Louvre A.44 [Louvre, 1935, pi. 37] are conventional, but no wig is shown on his 
head 

Wig: present, 
no inlay. Eyes: 

Face: 
Name: 

resembling [St 20a] 
present. 
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Table 5 
Main features of statues «according to I ife» 

and their conventional counterparts 

GENERAL 

Statues «according to life» 

Conventional statues 

Destroyed 
No informaion on the 
feature 
No information on the 
existence of the statue 

L2J 

m 
[_ j Statue never existed 

NAME 

Ml Present [ • ] No name 

GARMENTS 

Long f<2 Short 
Short (sitting or squatting 
statue) 

EYES 
Q Q Inlaid A No inlay 

WIG 

|Hj Present [Q| No wig 

MATERIAL 

Stone S Wood 
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So the iconography can be traced with confidence, while exceptions are very infre
quent and their range is limited. Of interest is also the attitude toward the eyes of the 
statues which in the best samples can be inlaid to make their appearance more ani
mated. Inlay can be found on individualized statues [St 2a(?), lOab, 18Ba] or on both 
statues forming a pair [St4ab, Sab, 6ab, 18Aab], but never on the conventional statue if 
its counterpart «accordmg the life» manages without inlay. This fact proves for certain 
that a special attention was paid to the statues «according to life»: whenever possible, 
the eyes of both statues were inlaid, but if it was not feasible, the Egyptians confined 
themselves with the eyes of the individualized statue which, thus, was regarded as a 
more vital one. However, although these are important characteristics of the pair stat
ues, they do not tell us anything about ancient understanding of these two types of 
statuary. 

First of all, we should clearly define whether the individualization degree of the 
statues «according to life» allows us to consider them portraits. Some of them (Rc(w)-
htp(-w), «Sheikh el-Beled», «Louvre scnbe», «Cairo scribe», Rc(w)-nfr(-w)) have been 
known for over a century, and from the very beginning they were regarded as portraits, 
respectively, such an interpretation was extended to other statues of the same type. Un
fortunately, the term «portrait» was used for many years quite uncritically. It was a short 
article by J Capart [1920] which marked the turning point in the development of the 
problems concerning Old Kingdom portraiture. Capart was the first to pay attention to 
the pair statues of the two types and to note some of their peculiarities in both iconog
raphy and the attitude toward rendering of individual features. The paper by Capart 
raised a discussion on Egyptian portraiture which spread in the 1920s and 1930s and 
was devoted mainly to private monuments of the Old Kingdom.42 

Subjectivism of the former opinions caused a sharp criticism of the interpretation of 
the statues wearing long clothes as portraits. R. Engelbach [1934] defended the extrem
ist point of view: proceeding from the results of his experiment with the statues of 
Rc{w)-nfr(w) (footnote 25) he refused to see any real difference in the conveying of in
dividual features in the two types of statuary. He was followed by A. Scharff [1940, 4 1 -
42] who cast this suggestion in absolute form and came to the conclusion that the 
Egyptians had no portrait as such. Accordingly, Scharff offered the theory according to 
which Egyptian art was entirely based on the same principles as the hieroglyphic script 
and operated only with conventional signs [Scharff, 1939, 491-497] Although this 
view is reasonable in many respects and is shared by many scholars (see [Bianchi, 
1988, 55]), it is good only for interpretation of conventional representations, but proves 
unable to explain the meaning of individualization 

" This was but natural, for the private Old Kingdom statuary proves to be the most convenient for 
such a discussion It not only reflects all the ideas in their purest state - the above-mentioned processes of 
the Middle and New Kingdom influenced first of all the individualization of features; Amarna and post-
Amarna art is a specific phenomenon having very indirect relation to the preceding tradition; late sculp
ture was not sufficiently studied by the moment of the discussion. As to the royal statuary, it imprints the 
mark of the notion of the dual - human and divine - nature of the king (for instance, in spite of indi
vidualization of the face, the body always remains utterly conventional). 
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Elucidating the meaning of the name twtlhp r cnh, H. Junker [Junker, 1951-2] 
demonstrated that the Egyptians considered some statues made ((according to life», i.e., 
rendering some real features of the persons represented. Although differing from Junker 
in some details, J. Vandier [1958, 116-143] and M. E. Matthieu [1961, 80-106] sup
ported his idea in their works summing up the discussion in a sense However, unre
servedly recognizing statues ((according to life» as real portraits, they failed to define 
the specificity of Egyptian portraiture. 

In the following years, the problems of the portrait were re-oriented mainly toward 
late (Saite, Ptolemaic and Roman) materials [Vandersleyen, 1982] In spite of great 
success in the field of «pure» art history (the name of B. V. Bothmer should be men
tioned first of all) and probably because of it, the ideology of Egyptian portrait was 
never touched in these studies 

The situation is paradoxical: the objective history of individualization in Egyptian 
sculpture is studied much better now than fifty or forty years ago, but as for the subjec
tive aspect of the problem - the ancient perception of the statues ((according to life» -
we have made almost no headway as compared with pre-war Egyptology. The tradi
tions of recognition and complete negation of portrait in Egyptian art do coexist, and 
we should agree with D. Spanel [1988, 1-3] that ((cogent arguments for and against the 
existence of portraiture have been made, the consensus being that we cannot be sure». 

This is no surprise. Portraiture is an extremely vague idea because of an impossibility to 
say how accurately a representation of a person we do not know conveys its features. As a 
rule, the criteria are of utterly emotional nature: the man is shown «as if he were alive», his 
face is ((obviously individual)), etc. Still all these definitions (apart from their subjectivity) 
can characterize only the skill of the master, the distinction of his creations from the works 
of other sculptors, but do not touch upon the main point - the personality of the represented. 
The craftsmanship is the most important factor making us regard some representations as 
portraits: «the spectator is confident in the likeness, he is convinced by the portrait itself that 
he looks at the image of a real person» [Zhinkin, 1928, 40]. Indeed, «as there is no other 
figurative evidence, we cannot judge how accurately the Leonardo's portrait of Mona Lisa 
renders the features of the wife of the Florentine Gioconda. Nonetheless, this work of art is 
one of the greatest portraits among European paintings)) [Tarabukin, 1928, 164] 

Thus, we should admit that representations do not have immanent objective charac
teristics allowing us to consider them portraits (cf. [Shaposhnikov, 1928, 77]). It is 
senseless to talk about an image being a portrait if taken by itself, apart from a specta
tor, but it «will come to be a portrait, if we wish it to be so» [ibid , 84] After all, of im
portance is not the likeness of an image to the reality, but only the desire of the specta
tors to see it as a portrait These general tenets are fully applicable to the Egyptian 
monuments with all their specificity. If looking at the face of rnh(w)-h?f, we distin
guish him among thousands of faces, recognize him as an individuality, this means that 
we are entitled to call his bust a portrait (the conventional character of the devices used 
by the sculptor does not matter at all, and so, for instance, the fact that the manner of 
treating the shape of the head used by the creator of the bust of cnh{w)-hjf was still 
employed in the Ptolemaic Period [Bianchi, 1988, 57-59], carries little weight here). 
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Of course, this approach with the stress on the outer likeness or, more exactly, on 
the readiness to see such a likeness, is far from exhaustive,43 but it is quite acceptable to 
pursue our object. Indeed, if we, people of quite a different epoch, cultural affiliation, 
mode of life and world outlook, cannot help falling under the charm of these monu
ments and involuntarily believe them, the same had to be true of the Egyptians for 
whom these monuments were created and for whom they were much more significant 
than for us. 

All the statues «according to life» of Dyn. IV-V and some later samples are very 
individual. Anyone who saw them once, will always remember and never confuse the 
energetic face of Hm(w)-jwn(w), the tired eyes of cnh{w)-hSf, the firm look of Kij, the 
impenousness of Kl(j)-Cpr{w), the weakness of Mttjj. However, starting from the 
middle of Dyn. VI, the conveying of individual features steadily comes to naught. The 
traditional iconography is kept, but the faces grow standardized and stoutness remains 
the only specific feature of the body to be shown - it no doubt becomes a merely con
ventional sign looking rather ridiculous sometimes: the breast and the abdomen are 
corpulent, while the arms and legs have the ideal proportions. Can it be that also in the 
golden age of the statues «according to life», the iconography was more important than 
individualization? 

This question must receive a definitely negative answer. Any decline of skill is in
jurious in the first place to the conveying of individuality, and the processes taking 
place in late Old Kingdom can be explained proceeding from merely technical reasons. 
In the times of decline, iconography was the only link between the new mediocre 
sculpture and the excellent earlier statues The very possibility of degradation from in
dividual traits to conventional signs is an important basic characteristic of Egyptian 
art 4 4 and we cannot help agreeing with Scharff in this respect, but in spite of the great 
significance of iconography, it would be wrong to explain everything proceeding only 
from it Thus, although Egyptian art could - and usually did - manage without any in
dividualization, we have no serious arguments against some representations being real 
portraits, no matter how rare or even exclusive these cases may be. 

So we must elucidate, why the portrait statues «according to life» were necessary in 
some cases, although the majority could do without them. We have a clue to the prob
lem which consists, as usually, in departures from the norm. The Egyptians created nu
merous standardized monuments, but sometimes, deviating from the rules, they «let out 
their secret» and unintentionally informed us on the considerations they were guided by. 
It is the attitude toward the names of the persons represented which gives us such a clue 
to the problem of portraiture. 

4 3 On the general problems of portrait see, e.g. [Buschor, 1960; Breckenridge, 1968, 3-14; Spanel, 
1988 ,3-17] . 

4 4 We have already discussed similar phenomena as concerns the murals. However, a serious dif
ference should not be disregarded: transformation into a sign occurs much more slowly in sculpture 
which has. so to say, a higher inertia. This is to be expected: being more conventional as compared to a 
three-dimensional statue, a flat picture is closer to a sign by its very nature 
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The fact that in most Egyptian representations the absence or smoothing away of 
individual features was compensated by inscribing the name(s) of the owner is obvious 
and generally accepted [Altenmuller, 1980, 560]. Egyptian representations are even 
qualified as «portraits by name» (Benamungsportrdt) [ibid , 581], but no proper inter
pretation of the phenomenon as related to the notion of the Double has ever been of
fered. As a result, the observations on the importance of the name have long ago be
come a commonplace without making any significant contribution to our apprehension 
of both Egyptian art and Weltanschauung.45 Meanwhile, as soon as we turn to the pair 
statues, we see that the attitude of the Egyptians toward carving on them the names of 
the persons represented was fairly specific and utmost deliberate. 

As a rule, the name is obligatory on the base of a statue (of course, there are many 
uninscnbed statues as well, but usually they are either unfinished or poorly executed, 
their number increasing with deterioration). Thus, we are dealing here with quite a 
natural situation when the presence or absence of the name(s) correlate with the quality 
of work. However, the greatest masterpiece of Old Kingdom art - the bust of cnh{-w)-
hi-f [St 3a[ - is uninscribed, although ready in full This is by no means a matter of 
chance. Turning to Tbl. 5, we can easily find a number of pairs where the statue 
«according to hfe» is uninscnbed, while the conventional statue bears the name [St 
5a<r+5b, 13a*r+13b, 16a<^16hijklmnor, 17a*-*17b\, it is also probable that the absent 
conventional statue of cnh(-w)-hl-f originally placed in the serdab was also inscribed, 
thus constituting an analogous pair. It is of utmost importance that there are no pairs 
with the inscribed individualized and uninscribed conventional statue - most probably, 
this was just impossible.46 

An interesting variant of this practice can be observed at Giza in the period of the 
«style of Hw{j)-f-w(j)» (see Chapter 1, § 7). The requirements of the style resulted in the 
reduction of the number of representations and, respectively, of the records of the tomb 
owner's name: as a rule, they were present only on the slab-stela. The risk of its de
struction was quite real, and therefore individualized «reserve heads» were placed in the 
substructure to compensate the lack of decorations in the chapel. Most slab-stelae were 
indeed destroyed, and as a result we know by name only four owners of the «reserve 
heads» (Nfr, G2110; Mr(jyt-(j)t(w)-s, G 4140; Snfr-w(j)-snb(w), G 4240, iht(J)-
htp(w), G 7650), still we know them all by sight. As for the owners of the traditional 
tombs with no individualized statues, we have no idea of their appearance, but instead, 
their names are repeatedly recorded in the chapels. One way or another, the Egyptians 
reached the eternal fixation of individuality which was their only aim 

Now Egyptian perception of the portrait comes to be obvious. Conventional repre
sentation is imperfect because of the absence of individual features, therefore it must 

4 5 For example, in one of the latest reviews of opinions on the Egyptian portrait, only two lines are 
devoted to the name [Vandersleyen, 1982, 1074]. 

4 6 In the pair [St 6ab\, the name is absent on both statues, but the tomb of the «Cairo scribe» was 
not completed. According to Maspero, the walls of the chapel were prepared to receive murals, but they 
were never executed for some reason [Capart, 1921, 190J. It seems likely that the statues also remained 
unfinished - uninscribed. 
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bear the owner's name compensating the lack of figurative information by information 
of a qualitatively different nature. On the other hand, an individualized representation is 
informatively self-sufficient and does not require inscriptions to identify the represented 
person. It is true that in order to provide additional guarantees, most statues ((according 
to life» were inscribed, but the exceptions to this rule are more significative: the best 
samples of individualized Old Kingdom statuary can manage without the name. Sadly, 
the bases of many statues are lost - had they survived, such exceptions would have been 
much more numerous. 

It means that the Egyptians regarded both conventional representations with the 
name and those uninscribed but exactly rendering individual features as enjoying abso
lutely equal worth and rights. From our everyday viewpoint, these two types of repre
sentations are different in essence, but the Egyptian ((portrait by name» is not so exotic 
as it might seem and modern man has not moved far away from the ancient perception. 
A nouveau nche decorating his residence with portraits of his non-existent noble ances
tors acted just as an Egyptian might have done: a picture of a man in old-fashioned 
costume became a portrait because his name was written on the frame or, at least, was 
implied, the fictious nature of the image and even of the name being of no importance 
[Shaposhnikov, 1928, 84]. The same ((Egyptian way» was and is used by our artists rep
resenting historical persons of whose appearance nothing is known. Thus, for instance, 
a bearded man with a sword represented at a battle-piece in the Versailles Gallery of 
War comes to be, say, Chlodwig due to this very name being mentioned in the title of 
the picture. Such ((pseudoportraits» are proper of various peoples and historical epochs, 
and if we believe that a ((real» portrait is ((better» than Benamungsportrdt, this is but a 
result of centuries-old European artistic tradition and not an eternal and universal rule. 

The name accompanying a conventional representation made it effective and 
permitted most Egyptians - even the richest and of the highest standing - to be content 
with ((portraits by name» In a conventional representation the Double was fixed young, 
which corresponded to its very nature (see Conclusion) and guaranteed even elderly and 
weak men an eternal existence in the most desirable condition. However, as we have al
ready seen, the Egyptians were never satisfied with the degree of their preparations for 
eternity and so they constantly improved them, sometimes even contradicting (from the 
modern point of view) to the original idea. 

The identity of the ki and the rn which secured the effectiveness of the ((portrait by 
name», was not in doubt in the ontological sense, but at the level of everyday life, the 
striking difference between the person and its conventional representation could have 
resulted in the desire to ameliorate it in some way. Under Dyn. IV a brilliant artistic 
school took shape accumulating great experience in both model studies and treating 
stone and wood, which allowed to solve the problem by means of «real» portraits de
picting humans just as they were alive 4 7 

4 7 Strange as it may seem, according to the measurements of the bones of iht(i)-htp(w), his height 
was to amount to 174,7 cm, while the height of one of his statues ((according to life» [St 8a] is 175 cm 
and that of the other (see footnote 27) is reconstructed by an anatomist as 175 cm [Batrawi, 1948, 493]. 
The height of the wife (?) of 1ht(j)-htp(w) is reconstructed after her skeleton as 156,4 cm, whereas the 
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The best statues ((according to life» exactly convey individual traits as well as those 
of age. At the same time, they do not affect the main property of the Double - its youth 
- which gives them the right to exist. Indeed, side by side with the individualized statue 
representing an elderly man, there always was a conventional one showing him as a 
person at the ideal age. The only case when the statue ((according to life» certainly had 
no conventional counterpart - Rc(w)-htp(-w) [St 1] - is also quite explicable: in spite of 
all the individualization, Rc{w)-htp{w) was shown young - as young as he was in the 
moment of making the statue, and so his real appearance did not contradict the age of 
the Double. 

It is fairly probable that the statues of the two types had some functional differ
ences, but it still cannot be proved. M. E. Matthieu [1947-1, 4 7 ^ 8 ; 1961, 82] suggested 
in her time that the material and size of some statues (wood, about 1 m high) were 
caused by their role in one of the funeral rituals when the relatives of the deceased lifted 
them upward several times, which is well documented by New Kingdom murals. It 
would be tempting to link this rite to the statues ((according to life», but facts do not 
agree with this suggestion. Although ((Sheikh el-Beled» [St 4a] meets this hypothesis, 
the statue of Rc(w)-nfr(w) [St 7a] which also stood openly in the chapel and, thus, had 
the same functions, is carved of stone and is almost 2 m high - it could not be easily 
lifted. The same is true of the statues of Rc(w)-htp(w) and Hm{w)-jwn(w) [St la, 2a]. 
Moreover, the pair statues were usually manufactured of the same material - either both 
of stone or both of wood (see Tbl 5); only in some exceptional cases, large series of 
wooden statuettes could be complemented by extra statuettes made in stone [St 16r[ (cf. 
also [Stl2abc] and footnote 38). Neither does the location of the statues of the two 
types allow us to establish some functional difference between them, for both could be 
placed in the serdab as well as in the chapel. Finally, we should not forget that the stat
ues ((according to life» are rather scarce among countless numbers of conventional 
statuary and so they cannot be regarded as obligatory attributes of some specific rituals 
Thus, the relation to the cult practice was far more complicated and indirect than it 
might seem at the first glance. 

All these problems could form the subject of quite another study. However, pro
ceeding from our interpretation of the two types of statuary, we can explain why murals 
are rather often absent in the chapels of Dyn. IV - early Dyn. V. The classical example 
is the chapel of Kl(-j)-cpr(-w) (Saqqara C 8) where there are no representations on the 
walls and on the false door which bears only one short line of hieroglyphs: ((Chief lec
tor-priest Ki(-j)-cpr(-w)» [Murray, 1905, pi 3] No other decoration was necessary since 
the pair statues of Kj(j)-Cpr(w) stood openly in the chapel [Capart, 1920, 232]. They 
offered exhaustive information on the owner's personality, and therefore it was possible 
to do without any murals. The case was the same in other chapels: in Kij (Saqqara 

height of one of her statues with rather individualized features [Zayed, 1958, pi. 7, 9, 11, 17; Batrawi, 
1948, pi. 2-3] was 156 cm [Batrawi, 1948, 4 9 2 ^ 9 4 ] . The statues of Rr(w)-htp(w) [St la], rnh(w)-hif, 
[St 3a] and Rr(w)-nfr(w) [St 7a] are also close to a possible height of a man. Unfortunately, the bone 
remains of these persons being lost, no comparison is possible here. 
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C 29) and in Rc(w)-nfr(-w) (Saqqara C 5) their pair statues were found in situ in the 
chapels without murals [Capart, 1921, Mariette, 1889, 122-123]. 

Thus, pair statues placed openly in the chapel could substitute other kinds of deco
rations. It is noteworthy that all these cases date to the period not later than early 
Dyn V. Could it be a manifestation of influence exerted on Saqqara by the «style of 
Hw(j)f-w(j)» which led to the reduction of murals and simultaneously required some 
compensation? If it holds true, some Dyn IV chapels having no murals could be deco
rated with statues which did not survive - as distinct from reliefs inseparable from the 
walls, free-standing statuary could perish or disappear tracelessly. Perhaps, all these 
chapels should be regarded as a specific type (and incidentally, typological resemblance 
of the chapels of Ki(-j)-cpr(-w) and of Rc(w)-nfr(w) was noted by Capart as early as 
1920 [227-228]) 

* 

Problems concerning Egyptian notions of the statues are very far from their final 
solution. Even the terms related to statuary are uncertain, and we cannot be sure how 
the Egyptians discerned various types of statues. Our study concerns only one, albeit the 
most important question - the conveying of individual features. Of course, the conclu
sions must be complemented from the viewpoints of both art historian and specialist on 
Egyptian ideology, but they are quite sufficient for the further discussion of the ki 
problem 
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T H E D O U B L E W O R L D 
OF THE O L D K I N G D O M T O M B 

W hile all the above conclusions are based on more or less direct evidence, 
now we are turning to analysis of much more indirect information, and 
some deductions offered in this chapter are more hypothetical than before 

(except § 2). Nevertheless, the manner how the results obtained fit the already shaped 
picture confirms to some extent their reliability, thus allowing us to include them into 
this book along with more tenable theses. 

Up to now, we studied the Double as an independent entity taken apart from any 
correlations, with this, only the Double of the tomb owner was treated, for it is best 
documented by murals and statuary. However, we should not disregard that the Double 
considered by itself, without some milieu, is a pure abstraction to be dealt with only 
within certain limits. Now we must overstep this boundary and try to include the Dou
ble into the context of its surroundings. 

Both we and ancient Egyptians can conceive existence only as existence some
where, absolute isolation of an object being nonsense not only from scientific or philo
sophical viewpoint, but also from that of common sense. In the final analysis, life is ac
tivity, and therefore most religions cannot manage without some - although described 
in different manners - environment for the dead (the idea of nirvana is the rarest excep
tion). «Existence in vacuo seems neither intelligible nor profitable. And, accordingly, 
the immortalists have usually given their imagination free rein in assigning to the future 
life surroundings ample for the most varied employments.. That environment is, of 
course, a necessity, for the surviving personality must do something and it cannot be 
expected to function as a doer in a total vacuum. Moreover, what it does and the gen
eral background of its doings must be described sufficiently to seem worth-while and 
imaginable to the average man For it is impossible to escape the fundamental consid
eration that the survival must be of certain kind if it is to be desirable, or even bearable» 
[Lamont, 1959, 31, 127]. 

The life of the Double with all its specificity had also to be inevitably imagined as 
life in a certain world This world had to exist at least because the Double had to eat 
and to drink something. The whole complex of needs could be satisfied only by an ex
tension of the milieu where the Double lived, through transferring into it a good deal of 
useful and pleasing objects and events. To describe the Double's world in the notions 
of the Egyptians we must reveal its basic characteristics, first of all its spatial and temporal 
parameters 
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§ 1. Spatial Characteristics of the Doubleworld: 
The Issue Stated 

Qualitative uniformity must be the most important property of the Double's world: 
all its components must be the Doubles of the respective objects in the earthly world, 
for otherwise it cannot exist as an integral whole. Thus, if there is, at least, a single ta
ble scene in a tomb, according to the well-known logical principle «if ghosts have gar
ments, garments must have ghosts», besides the owner's Double, the Doubles of the 
chair he sits on, of the table placed before him and of the food lying on it must exist as 
well. Does it mean, however, that all the objects on the earth plane have their Doubles? 

We have already touched upon this question in the preceding chapters and the an
swer quite logically following from our observations seems to be positive. It is quite 
evident that not only noblemen had Doubles, but also their servants, for the owner's 
Double can be attended only by Doubles of menials. This is supported by the interpre
tation of purchasing servants' representations as buying their klw, by people depicted 
addressing one another using «die Anrede mit k&r, by the fact that the Double eats not 
the food offerings themselves, but their kl-w, etc. Thus, it would be tempting to deduce 
that in order to produce food stuffs to feed the owner's Double, the kiw of peasants 
ploughed the kl of land, sowed it with the ki of corn and cut the kl of crop with the k?w 
of sickles, etc., the Doubles of craftsmen worked the ki-w of wood, stones and metals to 
manufacture the ki-w of tables, vessels, sickles and other objects. 

Besides this purely logical deduction, we have some expressive (although indirect) 
records, both written and archaeological. First of all we should pay attention to funeral 
monuments of animals (not sacred individuals, but usual pets favored by their owners); 
with this, Ptolemaic and Roman periods when entire species were adored and solemnly 
buried are of little interest as contrary to earlier epochs. Monuments of great importance 
are known as early as the very beginning of dynastic history. Among archaic Abydos 
stelae there are several dedicated to royal (?) dogs and exactly copying human monu
ments [Amelineau, 1889, fig. 53-54, pi. 34, 36-37, Petne, 1900-1, pi. 32:10-12]. If we 
admit that the emergence of stelae reflects the formation or, at least, manifestation of 
the notion of the Double's world, we must recognize that this idea concerns not only 
human beings, but also animals. Since both the names and representations of dogs are 
present on the stelae, their Doubles - as those of the people - are fixed twice, as rnw 
and ki-w. 

Old Kingdom provides us with another illustrative evidence - an inscription about 
the burial of a dog (JE 67573) [Reisner, 1936-2, fig. on p. 96; Fischer, 1966, fig. 2]. Un
fortunately, the block bearing this inscription was re-used in the mastaba G 2188 (late 
<?> Dyn. VI), and so both its original provenance and exact dating remain uncertain 
The inscription is devoted to the «dog who was the guard of his hm(w) l\. e., of the 
king/, cbwtjw by name». The king whose name is not mentioned ordered to construct a 
tomb for cbwtjw, to deliver a coffin from the treasury as well as incense, gum and a 
large quantity of linen. Although the tomb of this guard dog was never found, it is ob-
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vious that cbwtjw had been buried after the human pattern,1 which means that it could 
contain pictorial decoration, the Cairo block being its fragment.2 Interestingly, the cof
fin of cbwtjw was not ordered for the present instance, but offered from the treasury 
and, thus, a certain number of coffins for animals were kept there as a reserve, such fu
nerals of dogs (at least, of royal guard dogs) being a common occurrence. 

As contrary to the case of cbwtjw, where the burial goods are enlisted but no arti
facts are preserved, fragments of a wooden coffin made for a bitch have survived from 
the Middle Kingdom [Capart, 1908]. The bitch is called «blessed in front of the Elder 
God» and an offering-formula inscribed for her is analogous to those written for people. 
Of even more importance is the limestone sarcophagus in which the favorite feline of 
prince Phwtj-ms(w), the son of Jmn-htp(w) III, was buried (CG 5003). It bears an of
fering-formula and a representation showing it at a table loaded with food, the scene 
borrowed from human monuments [Borchardt, 1908, Fischer, 1977-2, fig. 5; Hild-
esheim, 1979, Kat Nr. 28, Eggebrecht, 1984, Abb. an S. 271; Berlandini-Keller, 1993, 
fig. on p 21, Gabolde, 1993, fig 1, Malek, 1993, fig. 101]. However, unlike the Middle 
Kingdom coffin, this sarcophagus mentions no name, the pet being called just a 
«blessed cat» (for more detailed treatment see Chapter 12, § 2). 

Strange as it may seem, in spite of the utmost clarity of these records (see [Fischer, 
1980; Brunner-Traut, 1980]), they were never used as a source for studying the problem 
of the Double. Only G A. Reisner [1936-2, 98] stated that the construction of a tomb 
for rbwtjw meant that animals were supposed to have kl-w, but his idea did not attract 
any attention, especially given that his understanding of the k? was oversimplified. Never
theless, it is obvious now that Reisner's idea is correct in general3 and the burials of ani
mals (principally dogs) should be interpreted proceeding from the notions of the Double. 

We can hardly find reliable evidence proving the same as concerns inanimate ob
jects, but nonetheless, some facts can be interpreted in that spirit. The custom of in
scribing the name of an object by its representation is most illustrative in this regard. 
This rule manifests itself particularly well in decoration of burial chambers of Dyn. VI 
and in the /rises d'objets on the coffins of the First Intermediate Period and Middle 
Kingdom. Fixation by means of both representations and the name no doubt should be 
interpreted as creation of the k? and the rn (see Chapter 8, § 5). 

One might well suppose that every human being, every living thing and every inor
ganic object have the Doubles of their own. If so, besides the earthly world there is its exact 
and complete duplicate - not simply a world of the Double, but an actual Doubleworld. 

1 The word iz - «tomb» is spelled with a determinative of mastaba: ^ f] / ~ \ . 
2 According to G A Reisner, although favored by the king, rbwtfn' had belonged to some of the 

courtiers and, accordingly, the inscription came from the tomb of that nobleman. This is not impossible, 
but more probably it comes from the tomb of rbwtjw. In any case, either interpretation does not radically 
change the point of the problem 

3 Reisner 11936-2. 98] rightly suggested that the ki of the dog would exist in a canine form, but he 
incorrectly assumed that it would serve the king as the «original» did. A king needs nothing earthly in his 
future divine life (see Chapter 12, § 2). and if he erects a tomb for his dog, it is just a beau geste of love 
and gratitude, but not a desire to resort to the service of its Double 
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That was how the Egyptian hereafter was understood by G. Maspero. In 1888, he 
summed up the results of his studies of the ki, stating that «...not only human beings, 
but gods and animals, stones and trees, natural and artificial objects, everybody and 
everything had its own double - the doubles of oxen or sheep were the duplicates of the 
original oxen or sheep, the doubles of linen or beds, of chairs or knives, retained the 
same appearance as the real linen and beds, chairs and knives» [Maspero, 1893-4, 389] 
It is noteworthy that his article is entitled «The Egyptian souls and their worlds» - Mas
pero had no doubts that the ki was a universal property of any object and the totality of 
the kiw formed an entire world. The resulting picture proves exciting, approximating to 
the philosophy of Plato, although Maspero himself never made such a comparison, it 
inevitably occurs to every reader of his works. 

Most probably, this consistency and philosophical completeness was especially at
tracting for Maspero who was notable for his strict logic and exactness of conceptual 
constructions At the same time, this was most characteristic of that stage of develop
ment of Egyptology, when it seemed that very soon a harmonious picture of Egyptian 
culture would be created, lying at least within the logic of classical philosophers, if not 
within the common sense of modern Europeans Nonetheless, all the attempts of such 
interpretation of the monuments were frustrated by the monuments themselves giving 
no evidence for the existence of a consistent and uncontradictory picture of the world in 
ancient Egypt. This may be why the followers of Maspero who shared his interpretation 
of the essence of the ki preferred not to treat the problem of the Doubleworld at all The 
more than a century-old article cited above is still the only attempt to approach it. 

It is obvious nowadays that the Egyptians' ideological notions are most specific 
and do not keep within any of our analogies, while their consciousness is very far from 
our philosophical generalization and development of logically perfect systems Thus, 
both imperfection of Maspero's theory and the reason of his delusion are evident, but it 
would be wrong to disregard his concept as a whole. Maspero had a very keen insight 
and, as we previously illustrated, his contribution to the study of the ki is of great im
portance. His gravest error consisted in an extremely radical stand (which was quite 
natural for the founder of a school), but it should not be regarded as devoid of a core 
sense to be brought up to modern standards. Of course, only that aspect of his concept 
should be dealt with, the quintessence of which is revealed in the above cited passage 
Later [Maspero, 1893-4, 389-390] he turns to the «density» of the substance of the ki 
and other very inconsistent matters, thus deviating from the core of the problem. 

We should proceed from the correlation between the Double of an individual and 
the Doubleworld as that of the particular and the general, extrapolating to the latter 
what we know of the former. As demonstrated above (Chapter 10, § 1), the ki is born 
with its «original», but exists in a very vague, almost imperceptible form. To become a 
reliable guarantor of eternal life, the ki must be revealed and fixed by means of repre
sentations. The ki and representations prove related to one another so intimately that, 
probably, the «second birth» of the ki could often have been apprehended as the princi
pal one. If the ki is not revealed, people forget the respective person very soon, no 
memories of him remaining after one or two generations. Therefore, although the ki is 

i 
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an innate property of any man, it remains forever only if fixed by representations, from 
the momentary viewpoint it is universal and natural, while from the viewpoint of 
«eternal» continuation of life it is exceptional and artificial. 

If the dependence of the ki of a man on representations is so considerable, it is 
needless to say about the kiw of other objects Indeed, the very physical and mental 
activity of man proves that his ki exists even if it is not revealed (although no special 
proof is needed in this case, for the presence of some immortal component in any in
dividual was always and everywhere regarded as a quite natural and undubious fact), 
as for other creatures and all the more inanimate objects, there can be no such proof 
and such a conviction Therefore we must be very prudent when telling about the ki-w 
of any objects besides people before their revealing - creation of the respective repre
sentation is practically equal to the emergence of their klw. The Doubleworld as a 
whole proves more artificial, much more dependent on the artist than the Double of the 
man itself. 

Thus, any object may have a k$, but this is not obligatory, the ki appears only 
whenever the relevant representation is present Maspero was definitely right when 
postulating that any object can be duplicated, no matter what its nature might be, but he 
failed to advance the conditions under which that probability could have been realized 
The Doubleworld of Maspero is too philosophized, it is absolutely disengaged from the 
man as a bearer of cultural tradition and so independent of him that if recognizing its 
existence, in order to be consistent one should suggest as the next step that it could 
have existed even if there were no here-now However, ancient man could never appre
hend reality out of touch with himself, he was linked to it by numerous unbreakable 
ties, both man and the world around him being impossible one without the other. Given 
the dependence of the Doubleworld on human activities - on the manufacture of repre
sentations - we must introduce an important amendment. 

Although the Doubleworld is a copy of the earthly world which is very exact in 
details, it is by no means a complete copy It comprises only the k?w of the objects 
wanted by the tomb owner, of the items represented on the tomb walls, of some frag
ments of reality The Doubleworld proves thereby to be «constructed» artificially, which 
might seem strange on the face of it; however, in any religion the notion of the future 
life is but an absolute expression of social ideals, the next world being built of real ele
ments selected to provide the man with all the goods appreciated in his culture and, at 
the same time, to avoid everything undesirable In spite of great differences, on this 
common principle are based paradises of Christians and Moslems, Valhalla of the Vi
kings and hereafters of most ancient and modern religions Exceptions to this rule are 
only some civilizations which do not see anything attractive in the posthumous exis
tence and do not pay much attention to its abode Aralu of Babylonians and the Hebrew 
Sheol, Greek Hades and Orcus of Romans do not imitate the earthly reality, but it 
should be explained by the fact that they are too featureless in general because of these 
peoples' pessimistic view of their next life On the other hand, whenever there is an 
optimistic interest in the posthumous being, it results in attributing to it some elements 
of earthly life selected according to the respective system of values, thus, any next 
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world is but «constructed». For this reason, although very specific, the Egyptian Dou-
bleworld is created according to the same universal rules, unusual being only the 
method of «constructing» it by means of representations 

Our conclusion can be postulated as follows now: the existence of the ki is not 
merely a property of any object, but a property of a wanted object, the Doubleworld 
created by representations consists of the kl-w of only those beings and things which its 
owner needs, which he liked in lifetime and wishes to keep forever4 As repeatedly 
stated above, only the household of its owner is depicted in the tomb. Now we may 
paraphrase this statement: the Doubleworld reproduces reality within the limits of the 
owner's household This is no wonder, for enormous Old Kingdom households pro
vided their owners with practically everything needed These were economically inde
pendent units rather faintly connected with the surrounding world. The cases when the 

4 An interesting parallel can be drawn between these notions and the doctrine of spiritualism. Ac
cording to famous British spiritualist Sir Oliver Lodge, the spirit of his deceased son Raymond described 
the nature of his world as follows: «Everything that is necessary to man, everything that man in a sense 
makes his own, has an etheric duplicate. Take a chair as illustration. It may be that the chair you see at 
home, your material chair, and the chair that we see, which is your chair on our side, the etheric chair, 
arc one and the same thing really... You can mold an etheric body of a thing - a piano, a clock, a desk -
by loving and liking to have it with you. You imbue it with a kind of etheric life, you provide the pattern, 
the mental pattern, which gives it etheric form. Your thought about a thing provides a kind of pattern 
upon which the ether is formed and molded» [Lodge, 1928, 104-106]. «People here try to provide every
thing that is wanted A chap came over the other day who would have a cigar... He thought that they 
would never be able to provide that But there are laboratories over here, and they manufacture all sorts 
of things in them It's not the same as on the earth plane, but they were able to manufacture what looked 
like a cigar» [Lodge, 1916, 197|. These ideas so witty ridiculed by Jerome Jerome in his «Told After 
Supper» are most vividly expounded in a message from the spirit of Lester Coltman, the chemist. In his 
story realism is carried to the point of absurdity: «My work is continued here as it began on earth, in sci
entific channels, and, in order to pursue my studies, I visit frequently a laboratory possessing extraordi
narily complete facilities for carrying of experiments. I have a home of my own, delightful in the ex
treme, complete with library filled with books of reference - historical, scientific, medical - and, in fact, 
with every type of literature... I have a music-room containing every mode of sound expression. I have 
pictures of rare beauty and furnishing of exquisite design... From my windows undulating country of 
great beauty is seen, and at a short distance away a house of community exists, where many good souls 
working in my laboratory live in happy concord» [Walbrook, 1924, 32-34] . It is enough to replace the 
«ethcric body» by the ki in these descriptions, and we shall obtain something very much like the Egyptian 
Doubleworld. This striking similarity of the concepts separated by five millennia is of typological nature. 
God played very insignificant role in theory and practice of spiritualism, and whatever Christian some 
adherents of that teaching could be. the creator was very distant from the future life as they imagined it 
(«Spintualism is a system of thought and knowledge which can be reconciled with any religion... Spiri
tualism alone supplies all that man needs» [Conan Doyle, 1926-2, 246-247]). Old Kingdom Egyptians 
also did not include gods in their Doubleworld. which, as a result, proved quite realistic Although the 
next world is usually constructed after the earthly pattern, the presence of the god or gods never allows it 
to be an exact copy - the nearness of the deity dramatically changes the status of the deceased as com
pared with the hcre-now and puts him in positions impossible in the lifetime. In absence of divinity, as in 
the cases of the Old Kingdom Egyptians and spiritualists, the next world can be a much more precise 
copy of reality, since it includes solely objects and phenomena the deceased was in touch when alive and 
his interests are the same as those of the living ones. 
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household was unable to provide some specific services (for instance, to build and 
decorate a tomb) were fairly infrequent. Thus it was quite sufficient to construct the 
Doubleworld as an imitation of the owner's household - it could guarantee the Double 
of the nobleman that it would be provided with everything needed. 

Being exact and minute, tomb representations are by right regarded as the most im
portant source for studying almost all the aspects of life in the Old Kingdom. Neverthe
less, although accurate even in slightest details, they often seriously deform many as
pects of key importance. The Doubleworld is not only narrower than the real one -
sometimes it also gravely differs from reality. Therefore we never will be able to un
derstand this world, unless we shed light on the admissible limits of these distortions of 
reality and reveal the rules they obey. 

§ 2. Distortions of Reality in the Doubleworld 

Specific interpretation of the artist's role in the creation of the Doubleworld led the 
Egyptians to a conscious improvement of their hereafter. Were the ki born with the 
man, were it exclusively primary as related to representations, the following picture 
could be outlined: an artist has no freedom in his creative work - he can but servilely 
reproduce the already existent ki, his «copy» only following the «original» However, 
prior to be represented, the Double exists in a very vague form in which it cannot con
siderably outlive the man. Representation reveals and fixes the Double, thus condition
ing it for an eternal life. When fixing the ki, some divergence of details as compared 
with the «original» is inevitable and quite natural, especially given that the ki cannot be 
an absolute duplicate due to the very nature of human psyche (see Chapter 11, § 1). 

Hence an intention to improve the «copy», to perfect the Doubleworld, which gives 
rise to numerous departures from reality in Egyptian tomb decoration. Strange enough, 
the consequences of that practice remained unnoticed for a long time, only O D Berlev 
[1978, 18] has demonstrated that «Egyptian artists created in tombs the world based on 
an indisputable and true reflection of reality, but not confined to it and not explainable 
exclusively by it. Thus, in order to understand this reality by means of the present 
source, one should look at it through the eyes of the people who created this in many 
respects precious source. We have tried to compare the objective and the subjective as
pects <of tomb representations:^., and immediately ascertained that the Egyptians did 
not equate them. Moreover, regarding the objective aspect as given, Egyptians were 
concerned about the subjective one as well. If he ignores this, the modern scholar 
overlooks an important historical and cultural phenomenon essential for the description 
of Egyptian society in general» These words are an excellent introduction to the dis
cussion of the problem undertaken in Berlev's book from the position of social history 
In our turn, we must scrutinize the ideological slant of the same problem proceeding 
from the notion of the Double (cf. [Bolshakov, 1987-1, 31-32, 1994-1, 25-29]). 

Distortions of reality may be conventionally subdivided in two groups. Distortions 
of the first kind leave unpictured all harmful, dangerous, unpleasant, or just useless as
pects of reality and, thus, exclude them from the Doubleworld On the contrary, distor-
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tions of the second kind consist in representing something, which, although absent in 
reality, can improve the Doubleworld, and so is transformed into its integral part. 
Combining these two groups of distortions makes it possible to essentially alter many 
features of the Doubleworld as compared with the real life 

Spatial scantiness of the Doubleworld is the most significant distortion of the first 
kind Since in life the nobleman needed almost nothing outside his household, he strove 
for eternal withdrawing within the limits of his domains: the rest of the world was so 
unnecessary that it was not represented. Consequences of vital importance follow from 
this attitude. 

State service is never shown in Old Kingdom tombs, although their owners were 
but officials;5 occupations of these men, positions they reached and success they scored 
are known only from the lists of their titles and sometimes from their (auto)biographical 
inscriptions However, biographies describe only the past events worth and pleasant to 
be recalled, but having nothing to do with the future life. As to the lists of titles, they 
were recorded to define more precisely the name of the tomb owner, but we have not a 
slightest hint that they reflect his desire to hold the same posts in the Doubleworld. 

Characteristically, we know a good deal of scribe statues, but mural reliefs never 
represent the tomb owner as a scribe. M. Eaton-Krauss [1984, 20] offered an excellent 
explanation of the phenomenon: «The attitude of the squatting scribe documents the 
tomb owner's service for some superior authority, but in the decoration of Old King
dom tombs, the tomb owner is the highest ranking person depicted. The scribe attitude 
is not in keeping with the rank of the tomb owner evinced in the reliefs and paintings of 
the tomb». Statuary portraying the nobleman as a scribe was possible since it was usu
ally isolated in the serdab and existed by itself; in the murals creating a whole world 
with some fragments of social structure, the scribe attitude had to be avoided 

State service which occupied the entire life of an Egyptian official was complicated, 
troublesome, sometimes even dangerous, and so a desire to get rid of it in the hereafter was 
quite natural6 However, only service gave the right to possess a household in reality, inde
pendent private property playing insignificant role in the life of even the richest people in the 
Old Kingdom Thus, a very serious distortion springs up - in his Doubleworld, the noble
man receives all the goods the state service can give, although he does not serve. 

5 Badly damaged representation of a pyramid and a temple (?) have survived near the entrance to 
the tomb of Jttj/Sdw at Deshasha [Petrie, 1898, pi. 24; Kanawati, McFarlane, 1993, pi. 44]. It might be 
interpreted as a unique scene of priestly service performed in a pyramid temple, but the poor state of 
preservation makes any definite conclusions out of question. Much more intelligible are the scenes of 
besieging fortresses in the tombs of Jntj (Deshasha) [Petrie, 1898, pi. 4; Capart, 1930, fig. 154; Ka
nawati, McFarlane, 1993, pi. 27] and of Ki(j)-m-hzt (Saqqara) [Quibell, Hayter, 1927, frontisp.; Ca
part, 1930, fig. 152). Since military actions could be undertaken only by the king's order, these scenes 
represent the state service. Probably, capturing these fortresses was such a great success in the life of 
both Jntj and Ki{j)-m-hzt, that in order to immortalize it they ignored the general rule of avoiding the 
scenes of official duties. 

6 Some analogy to this may be seen in the later practice of escaping king's works by means of 
ushabti statuettes. The method of improving the next life - making «deputies» - is different, but the sense 
is quite the same 
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Changing a single element - the attitude toward service - dramatically alters the 
life in the Doubleworld in comparison with reality. Almost in every book on ancient 
Egypt we are told that the Egyptians believed the dead highest officials to form the 
same court around the deceased king as in the lifetime. However, as we can see, they 
essentially preferred to give up their service in the next life The only argument in favor 
of a certain «posthumous court» is concentration of mastabas by pyramids. However, 
this pursued a purely practical object: it is much easier to secure a cult when the tombs 
are arranged in compact groups. Indeed, very often the metropolitan noblemen built 
their tombs far from the pyramids of their sovereigns Most probably, the choice of the 
place depended much on the holiness of certain localities and on their proximity to the 
domiciles of the descendants. For instance, near the pyramids of the kings of Dyn VI at 
the remote and uninhabited Saqqara South, mostly their priests are buried, whereas their 
more or less high ranking contemporaries (except the viziers of Pjpj II) preferred the 
populous region in the proximity of the city and the Step Pyramid, one of the greatest 
sacred objects of the Old Kingdom. Of importance were also some family traditions 
which are quite unintelligible now; for instance, many courtiers and even viziers of the 
kings whose pyramids stand at Saqqara were buried at Giza, their tombs constituting 
extensive family complexes 

This independence did not displease kings and was considered admissible. For ex
ample, when WiS-pth, the vizier and architect of Nfr-jr(f)-k3-rc(w) died, his son - by 
reasons unknown - erected for him a mastaba near the pyramid of S3h-w(f)-rc(w), and 
the king not only did not blame W^-pth for the «betrayal», but even made him a great 
favor granting him a sarcophagus and providing his cult [Urk. I, 43-45]. This is to be 
expected: after his death, the king does not need the former court anymore - upon los
ing the human component of his nature, he lives among gods in the realm inaccessible 
to the courtiers The noblemen's desire to get rid of their service coincides with the 
uselessness of the officialdom for the dead king Cemeteries around the pyramid of 
Hw(j)f-w(J) constructed according to a common plan cannot contribute to the theory of 
the «posthumous court», although they are repeatedly referred to by the defenders of 
that concept - having erected burial edifices for his retinue, Hw(i)-f-w(j) had to take 
upon himself also the provision of their cult,7 and compact accommodation of the 
tombs was the best way to do it, an aspiration to create an architectural framing worthy 
of the Great Pyramid should not be underestimated as well. Other kings preferred to 
manage without such expensive projects, therefore the ensemble of Hw(f)-f-w(J) re
mains unique.8 

Turning to the distortions of the second type, we should stress that the household is 
always depicted somewhat different from reality In life (of course, only in the case of 

7 It should not be forgotten that the offering-formula mentioning the king as a giver of the boon was 
introduced under Snfr-w(j) and its contents no doubt corresponded to reality not only under Hw(J).f-w(J), 
but at least during the whole Dyn IV 

8 It seems that an attempt to create something similar was made at a smaller scale by Ddf-rr(w) 
[Bisson de la Roque, 1925, pi. 1-3], but because of the brevity of his reign and the political situation 
unfavorable for Abu-Rawash, it was unsuccessful. 
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the elite whose tombs are our main source though) it consisted of numerous estates be
ing independent units located far from one another, which allowed it to produce all 
kinds of goods within its limits and which made it self-providing and self-sufficient 
Formulae of seeing and the titles of the delivery scenes frequently mention that offer
ings are brought to the tomb owner «from his estates of Upper and Lower Egypt». 
Sometimes these records are rendered concrete in the legends to representations of per
sonified estates mentioning the nomes where these estates are encountered - they may 
be spread all over the country.9 Nevertheless, within the system of tomb decoration, all 
these units form an integral and compact whole which never existed in reality. This 
distortion made it possible to show all the estates at once and, at the same time, did not 
deviate too far from reality - the world of representations eliminated solely the inessen
tial spatial remoteness of separate estates, but for it their much more important eco
nomical unity was stressed. 

The tightness of the Doubleworld and its artificial concentration results in a very 
significant distortion of the second kind, which, by the way, illustrates the conventional 
character of their division in two groups. This is the alteration of the owner's place in 
the Doubleworld as compared with the real life. Since the Doubleworld is reduced to 
the household of the nobleman, the latter is its absolute lord It was the same in reality, 
but there any man, no matter how high his position was and how unrestricted his power 
might be, was worthless in front of the king. When the limits of the household turn into 
those of the Doubleworld, the situation changes radically. The tomb owner becomes the 
center of an entire world where everything and everybody exist only for his sake - just 
because there is no other lord in it. 

With this, not only the king's power proves non-existent, but also any other 
authority over the tomb owner. The Doubleworlds of people standing at different levels 
in the official hierarchy are constructed upon the same model. Provided a subordinate 
was able to build and decorate a tomb, he occupied in his new world the same place as 
his superior did in his (the only difference is in the sizes of their Doubleworlds) Thus, 
inequality within the ruling class was leveled For instance, Whm-kl(j) was «overseer 
of the house» of prince K?(-f)-n(j)-n(j)-swt /, in whose tomb (G 2155) he was pictured 
as a servant [Junker, 1934, Abb 19, Taf l-a\ However, in the mastaba of Whm-k?(f) 
(Giza D. 117) placed by that of his lord, the Doubleworld is constructed according to the 
highest standards [Kayser, 1964, Abb. an S. 24-25, 30-33]. Whm-kl(j) is its central 
figure, his position not yielding to that of Kl{-j)-n(j)-n(j)-sw4 I in his world: the real 
status of Whm-B(j) is reflected only in the lists of his insignificant titles The latter is 
an excellent evidence proving that the presence of these lists does not reflect a desire 
for holding the respective posts eternally - in his Doubleworld, Whm-kl(-j) is quite in
dependent and at the same time has more goods than his service could give him. 

9 This is best recorded in the complex of lht(j)-htp(w) and Pth-htp(w) (Saqqara D 64) where pro
cessions of personified estates from a number of nomes of Upper and Lower Egypt are depicted [Davies, 
1901-1, pi. 4, 10-11, 14; Paget, Pine, 1898, pi. 34-35] . 
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Of course, the case of Whm-kl(-j) is not typical, for usually people of his social 
standing were unable to construct so imposing tombs, but nonetheless it is illustrative. 
Most probably, the mastaba of Whm-ki(j) was built and decorated at the expense of 
Kl(-j)-n(j)-n(j)-sw-t I as a reward to his faithful servant of modest means. If this deduc
tion is true (and it must be), it means that the lord did justice to the aspiration of his ser
vant for independence in the Doubleworld and could even contribute to the fulfilment 
of his desire. The state of affairs is nearly the same here as in the case of the king and 
his courtiers The lord was not disturbed by the fact that his servants found independ
ence, because it happened only in their own Doubleworlds, while in his world they re
mained still attendants Therefore, Kl(j)-n(J)-n(j)-sw-t I did not loose anything when 
creating the Doubleworld for Whm-kl(f) since representations of Whm-k}(j) showing 
him as a subordinate person were present in the prince's mastaba, K3(j)-n(J)-n(j)-sw-t I 
could eternally enjoy his services All these surprising «divarications of reality» result 
from the absolute autonomy of different Doubleworlds. 

Ridding himself of the need to obey, the owner of the Doubleworld retained the 
possibility to subordinate The Doubles of the people whom he takes to his world are 
related with him in the same manner as their «originals» were in the lifetime. Since the 
Doubleworld is created for its owner only, the others are taken to it only because they 
serve him Thus, their representations are usually uninscribed - the owner is only inter
ested in the power of labor, individuality of the servants being the last thing to think 
about The case was the same in reality - owners of enormous Old Kingdom house
holds just could not know the names and faces of all their men; these people were for 
them but a featureless and nameless mass, whose sole characteristic was a capability to 
work This attitude of the owner toward his men had to inevitably be transferred to the 
Doubleworld Among subordinate men, those honored with the record of their names 
were fairly scarce. These are mostly overseers of the household and of its separate units, 
as well as the «servants of the k?», i e , people whom their lord knew personally, who 
were close to him and engaged in activities requiring some initiative, who were, thus, 
distinguished from the mass and judged as personalities 

Analogous was also the attitude toward the individuality of animals: closeness to 
the owner played here a decisive part as well. Representations of dogs (starting from 
the Old Kingdom) and cats (since Dyn XII) are often in the tombs, but, as a rule, only 
the names of dogs are recorded As a result, over seventy canine names are known from 
all periods of Egyptian history [Janssen J M A , 1958; Fischer, 1961; 1977-2, Simpson, 
1977], but only one cat is mentioned by name [Davies, 1922, pi. 9, Fischer, 1977-2, 
fig. 4]. This is no wonder - a dog was «man's best fnend», a devoted helper for the 
hunt, while a cat, with its independent character, kept aloof and therefore a dog's indi
viduality was distinguished much better than that of cats. Accordingly, in the Double-
world the man wished to see the Double of his dog, his friend, which was achieved by 
inscribing its name, while cats remained but cats in general Even when prince Dhw-tj-
ms(w) buried his beloved puss (see above, § 1), the offering-formula on the coffin 
mentioned only the «blessed cat» without any name. Solemn burials of cats were still 
rare in Dyn. XVIII, the word «cat» itself being sufficient to identify the buried animal, 
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and therefore the boon provided by the formula could not fall into the paws of a wrong 
animal. Attitudes toward other pets (e. g., monkeys) were the same. Thus, the Egyptians 
recognized mainly individuality of the dogs, although the Doubles of other animals also 
could exist. All this re-confirms our understanding of the Doubleworld (Chapter 11, § 1). 

However, let us return to the representations of working people, who are always 
shown young, strong, healthy and similar as two peas in a pod. This is another distor
tion of reality predetermined by the fact that such was the appearance of the Double dif
ferent from that of man At the same time, it was fairly advantageous for the tomb 
owner: although among his menials there were old and weak as well as cripples, in the 
Doubleworld they were replaced by choice fellows capable of any work. Of course, 
artists could convey actual features, thus approaching reality, but it was never done, for 
any violation of the standard would mean a shortcoming of the labor. The only excep
tion to this rule are representations of bold men (e. g. [Dunham, Simpson, 1974, fig. 4, 
Moussa, Altenmuller, 1977, Abb. 10, 12, 24, Taf. 24; Steindorff, 1913, Taf 110-113, 
116-118; Wild, 1953, pi. 110-113, 115, 117, 119, 120-124; Simpson, 1976-2, pi C, D, 
Duell, 1938, pi 21, 52, Blackman, 1953, pi. 30]), but this defect was not critical enough 
to cause damage to the tomb owner. Real physical defects appear only in Middle King
dom representations (the famous shepherds in the Meir tomb of Wh-htp(w) [Blackman, 
1915, pi. 6]), but these cases are still extremely rare - tomb owners do not want to dam
age their eternal well-being.10 

It is probable that the featurelessness of the laborers sometimes might have urged 
people of modest means to show their servants more numerous than they were in fact 
Unfortunately, this cannot be verified since we have no alternative documents irrelevant 
of the Doubleworld to be compared with tomb representations. It also may be possible 
that the number of cattle sometimes mentioned in the legends to representations does 
not conform to reality, but here, too, we can but state our doubts (cf [Perepelkin, 
1988-1, 199-200, 202-203]). 

Absence of names by the pictures of servants, I. e., the lack of their individuality, 
caused another distortion, for this once not related with the original tomb decoration A 
man having no means to make a monument of his own constantly saw numerous repre
sentations of nameless people in rich tombs. Of course, he conceived a wish to add his 
name to one or several of such pictures, thus introducing his Double into the world of 
that tomb It was not impossible from the viewpoint of morals, since the tomb owner 
was not concerned at all about concrete people working for him, at the same time, ser
vants represented without indicating their names did not exist as personalities and add
ing names to such representations was not a crime These additions demonstrate very 
well how eager the Egyptians who were unable to create their own Doubleworlds were 
to occupy subordinate positions in the worlds of somebody else in order not to vanish at 

1 0 In the scenes of the boatmen jousting, pugnacious fellows are often depicted mutilating each 
other. Yet the quarrel arises when delivering offerings to the tomb owner, the crew of each boat trying to 
outdistance and push aside the rivals, thus displaying zeal in making their work. The advantage of picto
rial fixation of that zeal was regarded by the owner as exceeding the damage caused by it to the Doubles of his 
servants [Bolshakov, 1983-1 = 1993-2]. Characteristically, no other scenes of violence are shown in the tombs. 
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all. This practice is still to be scrutinized in both social and ideological terms, but its 
meaning is quite obvious in general. 

There was another way to penetrate into the Doubleworlds of other people The 
Double of a man who was able to make only a humble monument with a single repre
sentation was condemned to exist in solitude. On the other hand, if the same picture 
was placed in the sumptuously decorated tomb of a rich man, the Double entered that 
world as a subordinate person. Of interest in this respect is the tomb of the Meir 
nomarch Pjpj-cnh(-w) the Middle. It contains graffiti (representations with legends) of 
several men calling themselves his ((servants of the kh> [Blackman, 1924-1, pi. 3] 
These graffiti are not synchronous to the tomb: at least one of them, that belonging to a 
certain Ffj, can be dated to Dyn. XII [ibid., 32, note 4] when the cult of the nomarch 
had no doubt already ceased Thus, these people were never priests in real life - they 
just pretended to be so in order to enable their Doubles to join the magnificent Double-
world of Pjpj-Cnh(w) the Middle. As for the choice of the priestly position, it was made 
proceeding from moral reasons: making intrusive representations in a tomb is an act of 
misbehavior, and so in order to justify that act, it had to be made profitable for the 
tomb owner as well. Since within the framework of Egyptian notions any person 
bringing offerings performs priestly service (and this is the way the strangers depicted 
themselves), the nomarch obtains eternal priests for nothing and has no grounds to 
blame them for intruding into his Doubleworld 

Of course, any man of some wealth tried to provide himself with numerous priests, 
and here he also sometimes deformed the reality. Interpretation of the artists' remu
neration as the price of the Doubles of depicted people is just a distortion of that kind 
When Jir-tj states in his inscription that he bought the ((servant of the kh> Hnmtj 
(Chapter 8, § 2), he resorts to a deliberate fiction: actually such a transaction was im
possible for mortuary priests never were slaves, but since it could have provided the cult 
performance more surely than any ordinary contract and have tied the priest more 
closely to the tomb owner, it was considered feasible in the Doubleworld 

Distortions concerned also the outer appearance of the tomb owner Due to its very 
nature, the kl is eternally young and strong, even though in the moment of his death the 
man could be old and decrepit. Thus, the lord of the Doubleworld not only enjoys ma
terial goods, but also exists in the ideal and most desirable state. 

The number of illustrations can be increased,11 but it is already evident that the 
distortions of reality played a very significant role in constructing the Doubleworld. The 

1 1 Another distortion of the first kind should be mentioned, although its nature is somewhat differ
ent. Representations of the sun, moon and stars are absent in private tombs, which, of course, could not 
improve the Doubleworld. Most probably we are dealing here with the notion of the holiness of heavenly 
bodies not allowing them to be pictured besides the royal monuments (cf. stars on the ceiling of the burial 
chamber in the pyramid of Wnjs [Piankoff, 1968, pi. 4-7]). The properties of the Doubleworld, however, 
made it possible to do without such pictures The notion of representations as a source of light and that of 
the deceased as Jzt-jrt guaranteed the presence of light in the Doubleworld, thus compensating the absence of 
the forbidden luminaries. In contrast to this forced distortion, most of them concerned not natural phenomena, 
but social life - even m the Doubleworld the Egyptians had no claim on changing the laws of nature 
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whole complex of such distortions greatly improves the Doubleworld as compared with 
the real life Absolute isolation of the Doubleworld is the most important improvement 
transforming the owner of a household into the lord on a world scale (although the 
world itself is very tiny) and making him independent of any superiors. 

Let us sum up our observations Since the Doubleworlds of different people are 
isolated from one another, the hierarchy of their owners which existed in the real life 
disappears and both a chief and his subordinate hold the same position of unconditional 
domination in their tiny worlds. Social relations within the household remain un
changed in general, but they are also modified to strengthen the power of its lord Each 
world is isolated, but it is possible to penetrate into it - although at the cost of turning 
into a subordinate person. The practice of adding names to anonymous representations 
allows us for the first time in the human history to trace some elements of social psy
chology and to see not only the optimism of the lords whose position and wealth guar
antee them a happy eternal existence, but also the despair of the lower strata deprived of 
that eternity and striving for joining the worlds of wealthy people as their servants. 

Of course, all these distortions in social sphere do not mean a conscious desire of 
noblemen to get rid in their Doubleworlds of the supremacy of the king or of their su
periors. In the overcentralized country with the ruling class formed by rigorously strati
fied officialdom, such an idea was impossible, to say nothing of its embodiment in nu
merous monuments which most probably were built under supervision of the state The 
reason of this distortion is quite different When the system of tomb decoration was 
being shaped under Dyn. IV, the lack of space for murals was the decisive factor for 
selecting only the topics related to the feeding of the tomb owner The state service was 
one of the forcedly missing subjects, its deliberate elimination from the Doubleworld 
being out of question. The repertoire of representations was fixed and, as a result, in the 
later period, when the quantity of murals drastically increased, the tradition did not al
low to introduce new topics, the scenes of the service included In late Dyn V - early 
Dyn VI, tomb decoration started to imitate the whole household, and the advantages of 
the absence of these scenes became obvious. This main and unpremeditated distortion 
gave rise to most distortions of both the first and the second kind. With this, however 
grave the distortions could be, they gave much to their addressees without depriving 
anybody of anything Of course, this practice which was both advantageous for some 
people and harmless for the others could not help striking root in tomb decoration 

However, although the Doubleworld is not quite adequate to the real one, distor
tions have some limits which cannot be overstepped. A humble person probably could 
overstate the number of his servants, but, as far as we know, an unmarried or childless 
man could not represent a fictive wife or children. Such fiction was impermissible, for 
it should have meant creation of human beings having individualities - names in the 
first place which is radically different from making nameless and featureless servants 
Most characteristic is also the complete lack of chapels for the cult of infants who were 
sometimes buried in the tombs of their parents [Feucht, 1980, 428]. Chapels were made 
to reproduce the households of their proprietors, whereas infants could not have domains of 
their own, so that it would have been necessary to invent them in full. As a result, the 
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Egyptians confined themselves with picturing children in the chapels of their parents: 
children had no Doubleworlds as they had no households in reality, but, instead, they 
entered the parents' worlds.12 

Thus, it is indisputable that reality was deformed in the Doubleworld, but this was 
made according to certain rules and within certain limitations. So we cannot doubt the 
tomb representations being a reliable source for studying economics, social relations 
and ideology; moreover, if we know these rules and limitations, the distortions them
selves enable us to understand better the attitude of the Egyptians toward different as
pects of their life, to approach their - sometimes unconscious - life ideals they hoped to 
attain in the Doubleworld. 

§ 3. Spatial Characteristics of the Doubleworld: 
Conclusions 

In the course of our study, we have advanced a number of successive definitions of 
the Doubleworld. 

• The Doubleworld is a copy of the real world including the Doubles of all ob
jects existent in reality (interpretation by Maspero). 

• The Doubleworld is an incomplete copy of the real world, a copy of a part of it. 
• The Doubleworld is a part of the real world which is immediately related with 

the tomb owner. 
• The Doubleworld is a copy of the household of the tomb owner. 
• The Doubleworld is a copy of the household of the tomb owner improved by 

numerous distortions of reality. 

Thus, the Doubleworld is a tiny world including the Doubles of everybody and eve
rything in the household of its owner and existing exclusively for the sake of his Dou
ble. While in the religions of other cultures, the milieu of the posthumous existence is 
usually imagined as a certain world where all the dead live (at least all those pertaining 
to the same social status), the Egyptian Doubleworld is intended only for the Double of 
the tomb owner, the Doubles of other people may enter it only if they are close to the 
owner (his relatives) or if he needs their services (attendants). The same reasons of per
sonal attachment and comfort are involved when other objects are included into the 
Doubleworld. 

Like the Old Kingdom household, the Doubleworld is closed, but since everything 
is rendered absolute there, its closeness is absolute as well. In reality the household is a 
self-providing unit, but this does not mean, of course, that there are no other similar 
units around it. As for the Doubleworld, its detachment turns into negation of any envi
ronment which does not directly concern the owner - practically it does not exist at all 

1 2 Certainly, whenever a tomb was usurped and the usurper replaced the name of its owner by his 
name, he appropriated the respective household which did not belong to him in reality: fiction exceeds all 
admissible limits However, usurpation is not a norm, but a crime and impermissible is the very way of 
perversion - not its scale. 
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(of course, it holds true solely from the viewpoint of the owner, but in the Doubleworld 
this is the only possible point of view). 

Since a great number of tombs function in Egypt at every given moment, each of 
them having its own Doubleworld, such a negation means that all these tiny worlds are 
absolutely separated from and independent of one another.13 A man wishing the Dou
bles of his people to be near his Double, simply pictured them in his chapel, thereby 
including them into his world, even if the persons represented had tombs of their own. 
If for some reason a person erected and decorated several tombs, in each of them an in
dependent Doubleworld existed For instance, queen Htp-hrs II had three monuments: 
the northern chapel and the northern burial chamber in the mastaba of her husband 
Ki(j)-w(b(w) (G7110), mastaba G 7530+7540 which she granted to her daughter 
Mr(j)-s(f)-cnh(w) III who died suddenly, and, finally, mastaba G 7350 where she was 
buried [Dunham, Simpson, 1974, 7] Htp-hrs II is represented in all these chapels and 
so three Doubleworlds of hers function simultaneously, two of them having nothing to 
do with her burial place. 

Such instances are rather frequent, tombs could be constructed for the same man 
even in different parts of the country. For example, Mrjj-r%w)-nfr(w)/Pjpj-nfr(w)/Kjr 
built his tomb at Giza (BM 1319, 1330, 1341, 1342 [British Museum, 1961, pi. 32-34] 
+ Hermitage • 18233 [Bolshakov, 1983-2, fig on p. 37, 38]). Later, when he was trans
ferred to Edfu, he made there another decorated tomb [Daressy, 1917] in which he was 
buried [Bolshakov, 1983-2, 39] Similarly, the famous Wnj had a tomb at one of the 
Memphite cemeteries and another at Abydos (see Chapter 10, § 2). Since the first tombs 
were not intentionally dismantled in these cases, it is obvious that the existence of their 
worlds did not hinder their owners and was even advantageous.14 Of course, all these 
exceptions are not deliberate - they sprang up from personal affairs of concrete people, 
but even when following standards, the Egyptians sought for increasing their monu
ments in number, thus multiplying the Doubleworlds. 

This is well demonstrated by the practice of constructing cenotaphs which was ini
tiated in the Middle Kingdom by rapid development of the cult of Jzt-jrt at Abydos 
Everyone wanted to accommodate his Double near the tomb and the temple of that 
god, and it was possible to realize that desire due to the nature of the Doubleworld 

1 3 Proceeding from the fact that an entrance thickness of the mastaba of Hc(j)f-hw(j)f-w(j) I 
(G 7140) bears a representation of the tomb owner entering the chapel with his mother [Simpson, 1978, 
pi. 15c, 16a, fig. 26; bibliography PM III2, 188] who was buried elsewhere, H. Junker [1954, 171-175] 
suggested that the dead (i. e., their Doubles) were able to wander around the necropoleis paying visits to 
one another. This interpretation is probable (although being based on a single monument, it requires 
some extra corroboration), but even if Junker was quite right, the possibility of such visits means that 
only some worlds (those of close relatives) were linked and in a single aspect only (meetings of the own
ers). Moreover, we should bear in mind that going forth from the tomb can be a far more ancient idea 
adapted to the concept of the Double. 

1 4 Only tombs of princes who later became kings are an exclusion to this rule - human Double-
worlds of their chapels contradicted the divine nature of the king which manifested itself when he as
cended die throne. So diese worlds had to be destroyed by dismantling the chapels or, at least, by remov
ing representations and erasing names [Bolshakov, 1994-2; 1995-2]. 
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Egyptian cenotaph is a purely pictorial monument imitating a chapel. It is either an or
dinary stela or (very rare) three slabs put at right angle to one another thus modeling a 
room, representations are the same as on the true stelae. They create a Doubleworld of 
their own, bearing no relation to the body of the deceased or to the Doubleworld of the 
tomb chapel 

Since the Doubleworlds were so independent that they did not exist relative to one 
another, numerous monuments of the same person caused no problems (how one ki 
was related to another? which one of them was «genuine»? etc.), providing at the same 
time additional guarantees that at least one of the monuments and, respectively, one of 
the Doubleworlds would survive intact. 

An important evidence is provided by the first story of the demotic cycle about 
prince Hc(j)-m-wist Great sage Hc(J)-m-wist searches in the Memphite necropoleis for 
the magical book of Dhw-tj and finally finds it in the tomb of ancient sorcerer N(i)-nfr-
ki-pth. In the tomb he meets both N(i)-nfr-ki-pth and his wife, converses with them and 
even plays «draughts» (Ch I, IV .28-30). What is the hypostasis in which the deceased 
couple contacts him? Although the beginning of the tale and of the episode is lost, the 
situation can be certainly reconstructed. The text frankly tells us that only N{i)-nfr-ki-
pth is buried in the tomb found by the prince (Ch. I, IV25), whereas his wife and son 
he in Coptos (Ch. I, IV:/7, 16), 650 km away from Memphis. Nevertheless, according 
to N(i)-nfr-ki-pth, all of them are at the same time in the Memphite tomb: «They are in 
Coptos and also here, in this tomb, by the skill of a good scribe» (Ch. I, VI:4). There 
can be no doubt that they are the Doubles.15 F. LI. Griffith [1900, 38-39] believed that 
this had been provided by magic formulae of the Book of the Dead securing free trans
ference anywhere A M. Blackman [1935, p. 6, note 6] objected that rather representa
tions are meant («scnbe» = «artist»). His opinion seems to be preferable, because de
spite the vagueness of the notions of the Late Period, the main feature of the concept of 
the Double - relation of the ki and representations - remained invariable Thus, if rec
ognizing that the Doubles of N{i)-nfr-ki-pth, his wife and son are described, we must 
also admit that their life together was possible just owing to representations. So the first 

1 5 Some passages may seem to contradict this conclusion. In order to enter the tomb, the prince 
takes out a stone (Ch. I, W.36) and goes down somewhere (Ch. I, V:35), which can be regarded as a de
scription of entering the burial chamber. Another point which may seem to confirm this is the fact that 
once N(i)-njr-ki-pth is mentioned as «rising on his bed» (Ch. I, IV27) - he appears not as an active 
Double, but rather as a resting mummy. However, these contradictions should not confuse us. By the time 
the tale was written, the notion of the Double and its world had already lost its original exactness, and 
the Old Kingdom opposition of the burial chamber to the chapel had been forgotten (see Chapter 13), so 
that the author could well accommodate the Doubles not in the cult rooms, but in the substructure. But 
violent penetrating into the burial chamber contradicts to the image of the sage and, most probably, re
moving of the stone should be interpreted as the clearing of the tomb entrance buried under debris; in that 
case Hr(j)-m-wist entered the chapel. As to N(i)-nfr-ki-pth being in bed, it should not be understood too 
literally: the deceased - even in the hypostasis of the Double - is expected to be seen lying, such a con
tamination being quite possible in the late text. Finally, we should not forget that the tale appeared among 
people not aware of ideological conceptions and famtly imagining Old Kingdom cult practice, rough mis
representations being but natural here (it was A. G. Soushchevsky who called my attention to this detail). 
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story of the Hc(j")-m-w3st cycle vividly confirms that the Doubleworld is quite inde
pendent of the burial place and can include the Doubles of other persons, no matter 
where they might be buried, without getting in contact or merging with their Double-
worlds. 

Although the number of illustrations can be increased ad infinitum, we already 
have enough grounds for drawing conclusions concerning the essence of the Double-
world. This tiny world is a closed improved copy of the nobleman's household needing 
nothing beyond its borders. Its isolation is absolute and it has no ties with other similar 
worlds. Any amount of the Doubleworlds can be created for every person, besides, the 
Double can live in the worlds of other people as well, provided that their monuments 
bear representations of the «onginal». The total of these small worlds does not form a 
larger common world, however discrete by its structure; moreover, it is quite wrong to 
talk about them as a whole, for if looking from within one of them, the others do not 
exist at all. 

Thus, an Old Kingdom Doubleworld is qualitatively different from the next worlds 
of other cultures. First, it does not exist from the beginning of the Universe but is cre
ated anew for each person. Second, it is not a common abode for all dead people, but a 
domain created only for its owner, including his relatives and servants, but closed for 
strangers. Third, the Doubleworld is not exclusively posthumous - it usually starts 
functioning when its owner is still alive; it can be defined as parallel to the earthly 
world or, more exactly, to a part of it.16 

§ 4. Egyptian Designation of the Doubleworld 

The term «Doubleworld» is invented by the present writer to designate the realm 
created by means of representations, there is no exact analogy to it in the Egyptian lan
guage. Does it mean that our reconstruction has nothing in common with reality and is 
but a mere fantasy? 

It is well known that preference given by the Egyptians to certain terms was not 
function of their importance, exactness, degree of generalization, etc., but had different 
reasons making them more handy and vivid from their viewpoint. That peculiarity of 
ancient apprehension is distinctly revealed, for instance, in Egyptian social terminology 
The same phenomenon holds true also in the case of the Doubleworld. 

1 6 Apropos of this concept, A. G. Soushchevsky remarked that the miraculous island of the «Taie of 
the Shipwrecked Sailor» (pHermitage nl 115) is constructed after the pattern of the Doubleworld. First, it 
is isolated from the outer world. Second, it has only one inhabitant excluded from any social relations. 
Third, it is a realm of abundance, where there is everything which might be ever desired (and which is 
offered and represented in the tombs). Fourth, it is somewhat artificial, which results in its disappear
ance predicted by the Snake. This observation does not exhaust all the problems related to the nature of 
the island, but allows us to approach the « Shipwrecked Sailor» proceeding from qualitatively new posi
tions and demonstrates that the ideas of the Doubleworld were fairly efficient and could be used as a 
pattern for modeling other worlds (I am indebted to my colleague for a kind permission to refer to his un
published idea). 
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The place of eternal existence was usually designated in the Old Kingdom as Jmnt 
- «West». This term came from deepest antiquity when it had a concrete geographical 
contents, but by the period under study that meaning had been forgotten (see Chapter 8, 
§ 2) and Jmnt became a general term for the next world reflecting no spatial character
istics. Thus, Jmnt includes what we call Doubleworld and partly corresponds to it. 
However, «West» is wider and more general in comparison with the «Doubleworld». 
We shall demonstrate below (Chapter 13) that the Doubleworld was not the only «next 
world» of the Egyptians and there were other worlds in the tomb as well. The term 
Jmnt makes no difference between them, being related in the same measure to each of 
these worlds. The case is the same as concerns the term hr(j)t-ntr frequently synony
mous with Jmnt (Chapter 8, § 2). 

Special word for the Doubleworld was absent, perhaps, because in the Old King
dom that notion was so prevailing over other concepts of the next life that there was no 
need in a specific term - whenever the hereafter was treated, everybody understood that 
the Doubleworld was meant Therefore traditional ancient terms Jmnt and hr(j)-t-ntr 
deprived of their original meaning satisfied the needs of Old Kingdom Egyptians. 
When serious changes which could require some more exact definitions took place in 
Weltanschauung in the First Intermediate Period (see Chapter 13), the concept of the 
Doubleworld already lost its original purity and started mixing with the notions of an
other nature - hence no further need in differentiation of the terms. 

§ 5. Doubleworld and the Earthly World 

The problem of the size and borders of the Doubleworld logically turns into that of 
interrelation between it and the earthly world. In the most primitive manner it can be 
formulated as follows: where is the Doubleworld situated? what place does it occupy? 
As demonstrated above (Chapter 8, § 2), the West has no definite spatial location 
within the human world. Now, when we know that the West and the Doubleworld are 
the same to a great extent, the usage of these terms becomes absolutely clear The 
Doubleworld created by representations is qualitatively different from the earth plane 
and, therefore, it cannot be located anywhere within its limits. These two worlds lie in 
what might be called ((different dimensions)), and although components of the former 
have their Doubles in the latter, they are not linked The fact that when recollecting a 
man we see his Double is not such a link, for without representations the Double is too 
elusive and subjective to be in contact with it However, there are some individuals 
who can see Doubles better than other people do and reveal them in the here-now 
These are artists An artist can see and contour the Double, he can fix some part of it in 
our reality, reveal it for the spectators Representation is a kind of projection of the 
Doubleworld onto our reality, a point where the two worlds are contiguous to one an
other This property of representations is reflected in their designation as «doors». 

Since representations are arranged in the tomb, it - being a point of contiguity of 
the two worlds - is a very specific place, the same holds true in respect with the whole 
necropolis In a sense the tomb and necropolis belong to both worlds, which manifests 
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itself in the ambivalence of the term hr(j)-t-ntr The dual nature of the chapel is appar
ent in the rite jn(j)t rd. Known by numerous representations coming from various peri
ods of Egyptian history, this ritual was the last episode of the priestly service in the 
chapel. Its meaning is fully reflected in its name - ((Cleaning /lit. 'removing'/ the foot
prints /lit. 'the foot7».17 The last priest leaving the chapel wiped up footsteps left on the 
floor with a reed brush. This action is most reasonable. The Doubleworld and the world 
of men must be separated, should not be mixed together. In order to eliminate every
thing earthly left after their visit to the realm now passing to the Doubleworld, people 
must remove the traces of their being in the chapel, namely their footprints 

It must be stressed again that the belonging of the chapel to both worlds should not 
be understood in the sense that the Doubleworld is placed in it The planes of our hu
man world and of the Doubleworld are qualitatively different, therefore it is senseless to 
say that the latter is located somewhere: it would mean to be somewhere in this world 
The Doubleworld no doubt exists, but it is impossible say where. As for the specific 
attitude toward the chapel, tomb and necropolis as the places where the two worlds are 
contiguous, it is quite natural, but it has not an ontological, but rather an emotional 
character The place somehow linked to the next world must be apprehended as sacred, 
however it is senseless to search for any concrete definitions here. 

§ 6. Temporal Characteristics of the Doubleworld 

Temporal characteristics of the Doubleworld inevitably follow from the above ob
servations. Since it is created as an environment for the tomb owner's Double and has 
the same nature, both of them should coincide in time. Indeed, it is impossible to con
ceive that the world existing only for its owner can vanish first, thus leaving him in a 
vacuum. On the other hand, nonsensical it is to think that this world could have last af
ter the owner's disappearance, for in this case it would be of no use anymore. Thus, the 
Doubleworld must exist as long as tomb representations are intact 

Of course, representations of the tomb owner can perish prior to the destruction of 
other scenes, and vice versa. However, this is not a norm, but a tragic accident, and the 
Egyptians were hardly interested in such a casuistry. Moreover, the tomb owner was 
represented repeatedly, and so with the normal state of things, at least one of his im
ages had to survive as long as the auxiliary scenes. The only instant when all the 

1 7 This understanding going back to A.H.Gardiner [Davies, Gardiner, 1915, 93] is generally ac
cepted. However, H.Altenmuller [1971] offered another interpretation, according to which jn(j)-t rd 
should be translated as «Herbeibringen des rd», where rd denotes «Weihwasser» According to him, the 
rite consists of splashing water to secure a magical protection of the chapel from evil-makers. His opin-
ion can be easily disproved by the spelling of the rites name as J\ on a fragment of the coffin of Hwj t 
(Akhmim) dating to the First Intermediate Period (Moscow, PMFA I, la, 5310) [Livshits, 1966, fig. 2]. The 
J% sign is used here instead of J| , [ibid., 17], while the word t = f l , r - <(footprint» \Wb. I, 159:4-5; Livshits, 
1966, 16-17] replaces the traditional {[ . Thus, there is no doubt that in the normative orthography Jj 
must be understood as rd - «foot» > «footprint», Gardiner's interpretation remaining unshaken. 
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owner's representations disappeared first is their deliberate destruction by enemies or 
usurpation when the Doubleworld passes to the usurper, but these situations are the 
gravest violation of the norm. So the Doubleworld exists during the same conventional 
eternity» as its lord does. 



CHAPTER 1 3 

T H E P L A C E O F T H E D O U B L E 
I N E G Y P T I A N O N T O L O G Y A N D A X I O L O G Y 

N otions concerning the Double were among the most important components of 
Egyptian culture and played a very significant role throughout its history. For 
this reason, it is expedient now to review briefly their transformations in the 

general context of the three-millennia-long development of the country. To do this, we 
should trace back dynamics of the spreading of representations within the tomb as a 
system and project the results obtained onto the picture of history and spiritual life of 
Egypt in the third to first millennium B. C 

The history of the Doubleworld began in the Old Kingdom. That was an epoch 
amazing in all aspects, and its specificity exerted great influence on the whole Egyptian 
Weltanschauung, the notion of the Double included. Rapid growth of productive forces 
enabled the achievement of wonderful successes in many different fields, thus making 
the upper strata of the society apprehend the world around and their place in it with the 
utmost optimism. At the same time, it was an epoch of simple archaic ideals, the at
tainment of material welfare being the main criterion of success and happiness. State 
service provided the high-ranking official with everything he might have dreamed of, 
and absolute dependence on the king when not a single nobleman was secured against 
corporal punishment [Urk. I, 75:14] was not seen as humiliation - punishment coming 
from the god could not humiliate. As a result, aspirations for the simple joys of life 
came to be self-contained, leaving behind any doubts of moral or ethical nature and any 
thought of abstract character. «Good service secures good hfe» - this was the main 
wisdom of the epoch 

Efficient organization of social life led to a striking stability maintained over cen
turies This unprecedented stability along with the bureaucratization of all aspects of 
life deprived the Egyptians of the heroic ideal which played such an important role in 
the earliest stages of other cultures - a lucky careerist arose instead who was content 
with his position and life [Bolshakov, Soushchevski, 1991]. Nevertheless, this did not 
eliminate strong and energetic characters: the man could become just a cog in the huge 
mechanism of the state, but he might start from the lowest steps of the official hierarchy 
and reach unattainable heights owing to his personal merits 1 Life itself urged him to 
fulfill exactly the orders of his superiors, but at the same time to rely upon himself, to 
display initiative and not to rest on his laurels. This dualism of striving for content and 

1 For instance, the famous Wnj who made an excellent career with his own hands. 
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comfort by means of tireless lifelong work is reflected fairly well by Old Kingdom art -
numberless conventional representations exist alongside portraits that brilliantly convey 
these active characters and enable us to realize how much passion the Egyptians put in 
their service in the guise of outward coldness. 

Everyday life was so balanced and stable that gods were of little importance for it, al
though this cast no doubt on their great role in the Universe. «Yes, they were off there 
somewhere, and they had made this good world, to be sure; but the world was good because 
man was himself master, without need for the constant support of the gods» [Frankfort et 
al., 1946, 96 = 1951, 106]. Being entirely dependent on the king and on every superior offi
cial, man was not a supplicant before gods, for his aims were simple and prosaic, and they 
could be attained without the intervention of supernatural forces. Such was the relationship 
of the individual to the god; as to the world around, it no doubt was submitted to the divine 
will. However, the function of making the world work was in a large measure transferred to 
the king, a being of superhuman nature and so sacred that even his highest courtiers had no 
right to contemplate him. The king, whose principal function consisted in securing and 
bringing offerings to the gods, i.e., in providing them with sight and life, was in the final 
analysis considered the organizer and regulator of the world order, the supreme deity excel
ling and substituting other gods to a certain extent 

Accordingly, the Doubleworld did not require the presence of the gods, more than 
that, man became independent in it of superiors and the king. Thus, a paradox of earthly 
life - combination of the universal hierarchical subordination with comprehension of 
the individual's value - was solved in the ideal world. As a result, eternal life could be 
not only equivalent to the earthly one but even more joyful. As to the very fact of death, 
the Old Kingdom Weltanschauung almost ignored its existence owing to the lifetime 
character of the cult of the Double. In fact man did not die at all because long before his 
death the Doubleworld started its eternal functioning in the properly equipped tomb. Of 
course, this was an outlook of wealthy people whose optimism was paid for hundred
fold with the sufferings of the lower classes; unfortunately, the notions of the poor are 
concealed from us and hardly are likely to become more intelligible one day 

Thus, the nature of the Doubleworld conformed entirely to the cheerfulness and 
optimism of the Old Kingdom noblemen and in turn supported this optimism by guar
anteeing an eternal continuation of the ideal existence The Doubleworld may seem to 
secure the needs of man so completely and to meet his dreams so closely that nothing 
could compete with it. However, as already stated time and again, down to late Dyn. V, 
representations could be arranged only in the ground rooms of the tomb, but never in 
the burial chamber. This fact is of key importance. Whenever the Egyptian had enough 
means, he tried to fill all the chambers with representations. Murals tended to occupy 
all «ecological niches», and so if there is a place without them, it means that something 
did not allow them to be arranged there, that the «niche» had already been taken. In
deed, when murals finally appeared in the substructure, they were treated most cau
tiously The fact that originally only inanimate objects were depicted, while the hiero
glyphs of living beings were avoided, mutilated or «killed» can have the sole explana
tion: representations which were quite indispensable in the cult chambers endangered 
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something in the hypogean rooms. This diametrically opposed attitude toward the two 
main parts of the tomb should be attributed to some particular notions related to the 
burial chamber. A great number of monuments demonstrate that another world - spe
cific, independent and essentially different from the Doubleworld - was placed in the 
burial chamber. It is O D. Berlev who has recently postulated the need for singling out 
the notions concerning it and formulated its basic properties [Hodjash, Berlev, 1982, 
14-15]. 

While the Doubleworld was quite realistic and linked to religious theory and prac
tice only by bringing offerings, the world of the burial chamber was the utmost tran
scendental, fantastic and mysterious. Therefore, it could be described only by texts and 
not by representations, since nothing fantastic could be depicted on private monuments 
in the Old Kingdom. 2 Description by means of texts means creation of this world in the 
same measure as making representations means creation of the Doubleworld Regret
tably, the character of the publication in which Berlev has set forth his concept (a mu
seum catalogue) did not let him offer a detailed picture, but for our current purposes it 
would be enough to mention three main characteristics of this world according to Ber
lev: its location in the burial chamber, 1 its transcendental nature and, finally, its creation 
and fixation by means of texts. Berlev has called it the world of the corpse, but more 
accurately it could be qualified as the world of bi, since this notion was connected not 
with the mummy as a physical entity, but with man's manifestation which was related 
to the substructure - with the bi. This term will be used hereinafter. 

The above peculiarities of the world of the bi and even the very fact of its existence 
are obvious only proceeding from the later monuments (beginning with the Coffin 
Texts), while the burial chambers of the Old Kingdom containing no religious texts 
produce the impression that the second «tomb world» was not characteristic of that pe
riod. Hence the commonly recognized opinion is that in the Old Kingdom the notion of 
the bi originally concerned gods and kings, and only after the fall of the Old Kingdom 
did the bi become an attribute of every man (e. g [ztabkar, 1968, 58-61, 90]). 

This deduction is without doubt inconsistent. First of all, on the entrance lintel of 
Hr(J)-mr-w/Mrrjj dated to late Dyn. VI, the bi is mentioned along with the ki [Hassan, 
1975-3, pi. 56, fig. 39], so that the link between its «emergence» in private tombs and 
the so-called «democratization» of the First Intermediate Period is obviously forced (cf. 
[Altenmuller, 1993]). Second, in the Coffin Texts describing for the first time the world 
of the bi, it springs up at once in such a sophisticated form that we should suppose its 
long but concealed existence in the Old Kingdom Probably, the bi of private persons 
was kept in silence in order to avoid profanation of biw - «power» which was an at-

2 Presence of deities in the temples was not a miracle but an everyday reality, and therefore repre
sentations of gods were possible there and nowhere else. 

3 Localization of the worlds in the tomb should not be understood literally. As stated above (see 
Chapter 12, § 5), it is senseless to speak of any arrangement of the Doubleworld; the same holds true for 
the world of the bi. So when a certain world is mentioned as placed in a certain tomb chamber, it signi
fies only that the means of its creation - representations or texts - are arranged there. 
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tribute of gods and kings. 4 Thus, the world of the bi belonged in the burial chamber al
ready in the Old Kingdom and did not let the Doubleworld in. However, it most 
probably did not play any significant role - the colorful, intelligible and perceptible 
Doubleworld moved it to the background. 

The two worlds of the Old Kingdom tomb were qualitatively distinct in nature, 
therefore they were originally separated from one another, each of them having its own 
location and no contact with the other.5 Only at the turn of Dyn. V and VI did a radical 
change occur which manifested itself in the written fixation of the Pyramid Texts by 
Wnjs and in the simultaneous emergence of murals in the burial chambers of private 
persons. The late Old Kingdom tendency of drawing the serdab closer to the burial 
chamber (see Chapter 6, § 3) lies in the same channel. All these innovations had a 
purely practical reason - the necessity to compensate the unreliability of the pyramid 
and tomb cult which became evident by that time. 6 As to the burial chambers of private 
persons, this innovation marked the beginning of the decline of the harmonious and op
timistic Weltanschauung of the Old Kingdom: confusion of the two distinct worlds be
gan, which in the later periods defined to a great extent the trends of evolution of the 
notions concerning the transcendental. 

Initially there was still no real confusion: representations traditional for the chapel 
were just transferred to the substructure, the Doubleworld was enlarged to some extent 
without any radical changes and probably, without any influence on the world of the bi. 
This process reached its height in the burial chamber of Ki{j)-m-cnh (G 4561) contain
ing all the groups of scenes from the ground part of the tomb. Subsequent expansion of 
the Doubleworld to the burial chamber might have exerted a great effect on the further 
development of Egyptian Weltanschauung given a protracted political and economical 
stability of the country. But this did not happen - the First Intermediate Period began. 

The collapse of the Old Kingdom, which was later regarded by the Egyptians as the 
greatest catastrophe in the history of their country (for the very world order going back 
to the epoch of the gods had been destroyed) exerted great influence upon the notions 
of the afterlife. Because of the general impoverishment of Egypt, almost nobody was 
able to afford a great number of representations in his tomb, so that its decoration was 
usually reduced to a small stela. Of course, even a single representation was sufficient 
for providing eternal life of the Double, but such a drastic reduction of its world after 

4 This explanation was repeatedly expressed in personal discussions by Yu. Ya. Perepelkin and it 
seems to be the most consistent. 

5 To be precise, one point of intersection of the two worlds did exist - it was the body of the de
ceased. In the Old Kingdom, the Egyptians still could not preserve corpses and make real mummies, but 
it did not trouble them at all. The unembalmed body was wrapped by bandages with linen pads inside 
giving it lifelike appearance, or was covered with a layer of plaster in which the facial features were 
sculpted The corpse decomposed under bandages and plaster, but the shape of the body remained. Thus, 
in both cases not a mummy but an imitation of the body, i.e., a representation was made So we deal here 
with a penetration of the Doubleworld into the world of the 6?. Unfortunately, we cannot assess the sig
nificance of this contact of the two worlds. 

6 However, it is uncertain why the need for such a compensation arose exactly at that time. It must 
be admitted that we are very far from understanding the details of these processes. 
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the luxuriousness of Dyn V-VI required some compensation and led to focusing atten
tion on the world of the bl which could be created without considerable expenses. On 
the other hand, as always happens in difficult political situations, the disturbances of the 
First Intermediate Period gave a powerful incentive to thought and greatly promoted the 
development of the ethical element in religion. The so-called «pessimistic literature)) 
which expressed first what we may call a kind of doubt or at least uncertainty in the 
traditional values, is the most striking manifestation of this process. In the Doubleworld 
with its utterly pragmatic orientation, there was no room for spiritual life, and so it was 
possible only in the world of the b?. The effect of these two factors resulted in the 
domination of the world of the b? over the Doubleworld. As a consequence the Coffin 
Texts arose to describe that concealed world for the first time coming to the foreground.7 

This world has not been studied properly yet, but the characteristics which interest 
us are quite distinct As compared with the Doubleworld, it has two main specific fea
tures. First, it was destined not for a single person but for everybody; second, the super
natural was possible there, contacts with gods included. As a result of the first circum
stance, it imitated the Egyptian state, as a result of the second it had a king - Jzt-jrt. 
This function of Jzt-jrt was predetermined by his very nature. Due to his radiant char
acter, Jzt-jrt was identified with the sun, but as he was a living dead, that sun was the 
sun of the beyond. Since the real sun and the king were of the same nature, the other 
sun - Jzt-jrt - had to be a king as well - the king of the next world 

Emergence of Jzt-jrt in the world of the bi dramatically changed the status of the 
deceased. In the Old Kingdom Doubleworld, its owner had been absolutely independ
ent, while in the world of the bi every man became but one of the subjects of Jzt-jrt. 
Therefore, good and evil deeds acquired importance for the next life which later would 
give rise to the idea of retribution. 

These notions belong entirely to the domain of the world of the bi, but this latter 
did not exist anymore in its pure state as it did in the Old Kingdom Confusion of het
erogeneous elements is especially obvious in the presence of representations (/rises 
d'objets) and religious writings (Coffin Texts) on the same coffins. 

Kings of the Middle Kingdom managed to stabilize the situation in the country and 
the times of ancient prosperity - although with a new coloring - returned to Egypt. 
Decorated tombs revived with ancient decorative pattern reproduced in the richest of 
them, and the Doubleworld restored its rights Coffin Texts useless in such a milieu 
generally disappeared, but remained in undecorated tombs. The fact that the developed 
pictorial decorations could not go with the Coffin Texts is most significant 

However, the world of the bi only retreated and did not vanish in full. This may be 
clearly illustrated by the rise of the ushabti statuettes in the Middle Kingdom. Since the 
ushabtis were «deputies» of the deceased at the king's works of the afterlife, they could 
make sense only in the next world having the scale and structure of the Egyptian state 

7 The first Coffin Texts were recorded in the almost undecorated Dyn. VI mastaba of Mdw-nfr at 
Balat [Valloggia, 1986-1, 74-78; 1986-2, pi. 62-63]. This should be interpreted as a provincial phe
nomenon 
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Only the world of the bi had such characteristics and ushabtis functioned in it, although 
due to their figurative nature they pertained in full measure to the world of the ki. So 
the two worlds had been mixed and that confusion was already regarded as natural. 

Reinterpretation of the offering-formula resulting in the emergence of the version 
of it which was in use down to the end of Egyptian history, also testifies to serious al
terations in ideology. If in the Old Kingdom the king and some god (usually Jnpw 
and/or Jzt-jri) bringing offerings to the deceased had been mentioned in parallelism 
and thus had been equal benefactors, in the Middle Kingdom this parallelism was 
abolished Henceforth the formula stated that the king brought offerings to the god who 
in his turn would give them to the addressee of the formula. Although the king re
mained the original giver of the offering, he transferred the function of the immediate 
provisioning of the deceased to the god. This reinterpretation could occur due to mis
understanding of the ancient formula, but this is next to impossible The very tendency 
of this change - stress on the relation of the man and gods proves that we are dealing 
with a manifestation of a general turn of the culture toward transcendental explanations 
of the world. 

Nevertheless, the Doubleworld of the Old Kingdom still persisted in the chapels of 
the Middle Kingdom. The crucial change occurred later owing to serious alterations in 
the life of the country Expulsion of the Hyksos and the subsequent conquests in Asia 
radically renewed social morale and mind. Alterations in the attitude toward the gods 
were one of the most serious results of these changes. While in the Old Kingdom the 
king was a recluse hidden from people, who could not be seen and still less touched, 8 

in the New Kingdom he became a military leader heading his troops. The pharaoh 
leading his warriors inevitably came close to his subjects: every soldier could see him in 
the battle not as a god but as an ordinary mortal with human weakness and human vul
nerability. This circumstance could not affect the concept of the king's divinity in gen
eral, but it seriously changed the accent, which was important by itself. Moreover, dur
ing military campaigns which in the first half of the New Kingdom were almost perma
nent, the king spent much time outside Egypt and when coming back, he often did not 
return to his sacred capital - Thebes - preferring to stay in Lower Egypt. 

Thus, administration of the country was carried out by his orders but without his di
rect participation This also did not damage king's prestige as long as the economical 
basis of his power was stable, but as a result the picture of the world was gradually 
changing. At the same time, a considerable part of huge spoils was distributed among 
temples increasing their wealth and thereby winning more authority; the same object 
was also achieved by purposeful politics of the priesthood 

As a result, the role of the gods in the life of the Egyptians greatly increased. This is 
manifest, for instance, in a wide introduction of the practice of judicial oracles at all 
levels of the society: earlier such a direct applying of a man to gods concerning every-

8 In the famous inscription of Rr(w)-wr(w) [Uriel, 232; Hassan, 1932, pi. 18] we are told about 
apologies (= ritual expiation) which Nfr-jr(j)-ki-rr{w) had to present to the man whom his scepter had 
touched by accident. 
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day matters had been quite unimaginable. Along with the rise of the role of gods, the 
attitude toward them became much more personal. In the New Kingdom, social activity 
of the lower classes increased and monuments of their representatives appeared for the 
first time in abundance, some of them bearing appeals to gods (e.g. [Gunn, 1916, 
Matthieu, 1926]). For the lower strata oppressed by the perfect system of exploitation, a 
god with mainly defending function was indispensable. The warriors fighting barbari
ans in remote and hostile countries also needed such a defender, even the king himself 
called for god's help when he was in great straits in the battle. Consequently, the con
cept of god acquired new aspects in the mind of the Egyptians: the god regulating the 
world order acquired the features of the defender. The first could be revered and feared 
because of his superhuman might, while the second could be addressed personally and 
asked for something with a hope that the appeal would be accepted. 

Such a change in the place of gods in the earthly life of the man could not but af
fect the concepts of the afterlife. The god started to be depicted on private monuments 
entering at last the Doubleworld. This gradual process lasted for many centuries. First 
representations of gods on private stelae are dated to the Middle Kingdom, yet they did 
not play any significant role. 9 Only in the New Kingdom did they start gaining in impor
tance step by step. In Dyn. XVIII, representations of gods dominated only in the tombs 
of queens, while on private monuments they were placed near daily life scenes of Old 
Kingdom type. In the Post-Amarna epoch, representations of gods and religious texts 
began to prevail, perhaps as a reaction to the ideas and drastic practice of lh(j)-n(j)-jtn, 
and although some traditional everyday scenes were preserved, an irreversible reorien
tation is quite obvious in the second half of the New Kingdom. 

The following events consolidated the ideological volte-face. Egypt was not the 
greatest force at the Near East anymore coming to be a plaything in the hands of foreign 
conquerors. The bitterness of the lost and humiliated grandeur was softened by Egyp
tian ideology postulating that there could be no illegitimate king and, accordingly, that 
any crowned stranger was a divine ruler destined for reigning Egypt, but objectively this 
humiliation was felt and thus, it greatly influenced the social mind. A tendency toward 
transcendentalism was natural in this situation, and it marked the last millennium of 
Egyptian history 

As soon as representations of gods arose in private tombs, the man's afterlife suf
fered a radical change. Formerly his Double had lived in its own world with no su
preme force over it, while beside deities he became entirely dependent. Man could be 
pictured in front of a god only in the posture of praying, and in the Late Period (except 
the Saite Dynasty with its archaizing tendencies) the scene of adoration came to be al
most the only component of pictorial tomb decoration. 1 0 The original independent and 
self-sufficient Doubleworld vanished forever All boundaries became uncertain, con
cepts of different origin mingled together, thus creating a mixed picture of a syncretic 

9 In a number of cases it is uncertain if the god himself or his statue is worshipped which makes a 
great difference. 

1 0 Ptolemaic tomb of Pi-dj-jzt-jrt (fle-cooipu;) at Tuna el-Gebel with murals going back to the Old 
Kingdom tradition [Lefebvre, 1924] is a unique and strange monument. 
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posthumous world which remains hitherto misunderstood in terms of ontology because 
of its being treated separately from the process of the preceding development. 

One of the major results of the changes was a plain formulation in Chapter 125 of 
the Book of the Dead of the previously vague and unelaborated conceptions of the 
posthumous judgment and retribution. In the New Kingdom they came to the fore
ground and played a great role in the Egyptian world-view Such a strengthening of the 
ethic component in religion was based on the changes in the life of the society, but on 
the other hand, it followed from the internal logic of evolution of the Doubleworld. 
Some elements of the posthumous judgment can be found already in the Coffin Texts 
and even in the Pyramid Texts, but the very existence of the independent Doubleworld 
prevented their development: providing the man with another variant of afterlife, it de
prived the judgment of inevitability and, accordingly, of any ethical value. It was just 
the increasing fluidity of the Doubleworld and its mixing with the world of the bi that 
transformed the judgment into the most important element of the concept of the hereaf
ter, for in the absence of any alternative it became inevitable. This great achievement of 
Egyptian thought most vividly reflected in the second story of the demotic Hc(j)-m-wis-t 
cycle (Ch. II) and having much in common with the biblical fable of poor Lazarus (Lk 
16:79-27) [Gressmann, 1918] gave everybody, regardless of social status and means for 
erecting tomb, a hope for retribution, but at the same time it meant the final fall of the 
Doubleworld. The world of the bl now offered more hope than the Doubleworld and 
overcame its old rival at last. 

However, the turn to the new was not without serious losses - forever gone were 
ancient optimism and joyfulness possible only in the Doubleworld with absolute inde
pendence of its owner. Tiny, comfortable and friendly, the Doubleworld where every
thing was clear, easy and commensurate to the man was replaced by an enormous post
humous universe with gods to be begged for mercy and demons to be rendered harm
less by respective spells. In that universe, the man was little and worthless, finding his 
place and mode of operation only with the help of special «guidebooks» like the Book 
of the Dead and numerous later compositions of funerary character. Magic, the only 
weapon which could be used by the deceased against his mighty enemies, became all-
embracing Preponderance of magic resulted in domination in the late Egyptian religion 
of an extremely sophisticated but highly formal piety which stroke Greek and Roman 
travelers with its scale and hfelessness. Moreover, erosion of the Doubleworld influ
enced the attitude toward death. In the Old Kingdom, when the Doubleworld repro
duced the earthly life in a detail, death was no tragedy and it was treated quietly and 
with dignity The late next world radically differed from the earthly one, it was uninvit
ing, mysterious and even dangerous, so that transition to it was a collapse of everything 
around the man, death being an enemy to be struggled with [Zandee, 1960] This cir
cumstance predetermined the tragic coloring of the late Weltanschauung not character
istic of the Old Kingdom." 

11 Only notions of the hereafter are meant - in their everyday life the Egyptians remained quite 
normal cheerful people not inclined to melancholy. 
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Nevertheless, it would be obviously wrong to believe that at the late stage the 
Doubleworld died away tracelessly: although being suppressed by the world of the bi, it 
influenced the new concepts in its turn. This can be well illustrated by the spreading of 
representations in the tomb: with the course of time they approached more and more to 
the owner's body. Before Dyn. V, they could be located only in the superstructure and 
were absolutely separated from the world of the bi. In late Dyn. V, representations ap
peared in the burial chambers, but only on their walls. The First Intermediate Period 
witnessed the appearance of representations on the coffins (frises d'objets). In the 
Middle Kingdom anthropoid coffins appeared for the first time, and thus, the coffin it
self became an image of the man In the New Kingdom, anthropoid coffins with pic
tures of gods covering both their outer and inner surfaces were prevalent. The sky-
goddess Nw-t giving birth to the sun was often depicted on the cover making the coffin 
a model of the world for the deceased. This idea belonged entirely to the world of the 
bi, but was expressed by means of the Doubleworld 1 2 The same epoch offered another 
innovation - the Book of the Dead could be laid into the coffin by the mummy, so that 
representations (the «vignettes») came closer to the corpse. Finally, in the Roman epoch 
painted mummy shrouds became widely spread depicting the deceased and gods. These 
shrouds mark the deepest penetration of representations into the world of the bi, so that 
in the final analysis there remained no domain free of them. Thus, even though the 
Doubleworld perished in the New Kingdom, the world of the bi proved filled with its 
elements - representations - constituting a mixed and utmost intricate next world of the 
Late Period differing to a great extent from everything we can find in the earlier times. 

Such is the brief outline of the three-millennia-long history of the Doubleworld. It 
is obvious that its principal stages coincide with the most important landmarks in the 
history of Egypt, while the whole development of the concept follows the main trend of 
evolution of Egyptian Weltanschauung Of course, this outline does not claim to be 
complete, but it is the first attempt to examine Egyptian outlook proceeding from quite 
a new viewpoint: to isolate the Doubleworld at the stage when it existed in its pure state 
and to trace back its further development with regard to other groups of notions. The 
making of a more complete picture is a future task, but in any case it is impossible 
without strict discrimination of Egyptian «tomb worlds». This differentiation was one of 
the most important problems raised in the present book and, at the same time, the meth
odological principle of our study 

1 2 In the Old Kingdom, the notion of the sarcophagus as a mother of the deceased, i.e., as Nw-t, was 
recorded twice: in inscriptions of rnh(J)-m-r-hr(w) [Firth, Gunn, 1926-2, pi. 60-7,2] and of Hnt(f)-
ki(f)/Jhhi [James, 1953, pi. 31 J. Difference from the late practice is striking: since the Doubleworld and 
the world of the bi were still separated in the beginning of Dyn. VI, the concept could be only put into 
words without any representations 



C O N C L U S I O N 

The problem of the ki is so enormous that one cannot hope to work it out within 
the framework of a single book, however ample it might be. Properly speak
ing, it cannot be solved by a single scholar, for its utterly complex and versatile 

nature requires not only vast knowledge in all fields of Egyptology unattainable in our 
epoch of specialization, but also individual characteristics incompatible in the same 
person - different scientific temperaments, different interests, different views, different 
cultural affiliations, and last but not least, different dispositions, different convictions 
and different life experience. In short, the ki problem can be successfully treated as an 
integral whole only by a team of scholars having various views but working in a well-
coordinated joint project. The present writer can hardly imagine such a team, and thus, 
any study of the ki will inevitably remain fragmentary and incomplete. 

All these deficiencies are inherent in this book The author has chosen one of the 
most significant aspects of the ki which is documented best of all by Old Kingdom 
tombs - the connection of the ki with representations. However, even this single aspect 
cannot be elucidated in full measure, for almost any Egyptian monument can be used 
here as a source. As a result, the present study is shaped as a number of essays linked to 
one another by common subject and logic. Each of them taken separately does not 
claim to be complete, but along with the others it allows us to trace the main features of 
the problems. This way is far from ideal, but it combines at least a thorough examina
tion of details with a relative broadness of the approach. Many subjects remained en
tirely untouched, and some problems we came close to were only outlined in a few 
words, but the author makes bold to hope that his main task - finding a new approach 
to the old problem - is fulfilled in general 

Now, regardless of the tradition obliging to devote the conclusion to summing up 
the results of the undertaken study, we would like to turn to those problems of key im
portance which were not treated at all here, but the way of elucidating which can be 
paved by our work. 

Any reader slightly aware of ancient Egypt must inevitably feel that our picture of 
the ki concept is not only incomplete, but also too rational, consistent and artificial - al
ready because no other ancient culture is known to engender such ideas. The author en
tirely concurs with this, only bearing in mind that this artificial picture was created not 
by him, but by the Egyptians themselves 

The plurality of the modern theories of the ki is routed in the discrepancy of the 
ancient notions whose different aspects never conformed to one another. By the epoch 
of the Old Kingdom when we can for the first time reconstruct the notion of the ki, sev
eral genetically different components proved to have merged in it. Two main constitu
ents can be distinguished, both predetermining the specificity of the ki at that chrono-
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logical section One of them was studied at length in the present book. When treating 
the problem «ki and representation)), we exposed the role of the ki as a subject of eter
nal life This aspect of the ki was external regarding the man, for here the ki acted as 
quite an autonomous creature dependent not on its «onginal» but on statues and mural 
pictures Let us call this creature the ((figurative ki». However, not a bit less important 
was the internal aspect of the ki which was paid special attention by A. Erman and his 
followers This ki which can be called «non-figurative» constituted the very basis of the 
man's existence, regulated his mental and physiological processes, enabled both psy
chic and corporal activities No accurate study of the ki is possible without careful di
vision of these two intricately interlaced components, and it is the lack of attention to 
their heterogeneity which predetermines insufficiency of all existent interpretations of 
the ki On the contrary, if adhering to this division, we can draw closer to the essence of 
many problems, first of all of the early history of the ki concept. 

Appearance of representations on the palettes and other votive objects of Dyn. 0 
and in the tombs of Dyn. I is an indicator of the notion of the ((figurative ki» coming to 
existence. Proceeding only from the material used in this book, one might feel that the 
ki category and the relevant ideas were a relatively late phenomenon which arose due to 
complication of social life at the stage of a rapid development of the state. However, no 
concept of such a basic importance could have sprung up in a trice; this a priori state
ment can be supported by the existence of the ancient root *ki having a wide range of 
meanings of multitude and augmentation, which is at least as old as the fifth millen
nium B C Moreover, the fact that representations do not create the ki but simply fix it 
forever, proves that the notion of the ki could have been in existence long before the 
emergence of tomb representations 

This is but to be expected The notion of the «non-figurative ki» could and had to 
be much earlier than that of the ((figurative ki». The idea that there was something se
curing the work of the organism was quite natural and arose all over the world in the 
depth of antiquity. To assume its function of enabling the man to operate, this 
((something)) had to be both opposed to him by its very essence, and at the same time 
remain most intimately related to him. Such is the «non-figurative ki» as the author un
derstands it. 

The ancient mind, which is in general inclined to personifications, easily trans
formed this ((internal operator)) into a certain being (its extremely personal nature 
counted most distinctly here) This role could be easily assumed by the placenta which, 
on the one hand, is a part of the man, but, on the other hand, exists outside him. An 
analogous idea is recorded for the Baganda people in the Central Africa: they kept the 
placenta and the umbilical cord of the king in a kind of ((reliquary» and believed them 
to ensure his life, after his death, both of them became cult objects As early as the be
ginning of our century, A M Blackman [1916-1; 1916-2] suggested that a similar no
tion existed in Predynastic Egypt as well, thus coming close to revealing the link of the 
king's ki and his placenta Later on, his idea was developed by H. Frankfort [1948-1 = 
1978, 69-78], but unfortunately, it still remains a hypothesis. Meanwhile, it can be re-
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liably corroborated, and most probably the kl was originally conceived as the placenta, 
1 e , as the man's twin born with him and then securing his life activities (cf. the prac
tice of determining the newborn child's vitality by his reaction to a drink made of his 
placenta in milk [Demes et al., 1958, 291]). 

Since the mentality of the primitive man is entirely mythological, we should sup
pose that the ancient most «non-figurative kb> was included in the general mythological 
picture of the world This can be indirectly confirmed by the fact that the bi, the notion 
of which must also have been shaped in the deepest antiquity, always appeared in Dy
nastic times in quite evident mythological contexts. This is the basic difference of the 
«non-figurative kh> from the Old Kingdom ((figurative ki» which, as we could see, had 
been absolutely extra-mythological and non-mythological The way of the transfer from 
the oldest internal kl to the quite different later external Double can be understood only 
considering these conceptions not as such, but within the context of the entire Weltan
schauung of the Old Kingdom, the royal ideology included 

The rise of the unified and centralized state marked the turning point in the evolu
tion of Egyptian mentality [Bolshakov, 1993-1] First of all, the idea of king's divinity 
going back to the All-African cultural substrate was peculiarly transformed. Suppres
sion of all non-state structures by mighty bureaucracy led in the Old Kingdom to the 
unprecedented concentration of power in the hands of the king. At the same time, ow
ing to the fact that in the Old Kingdom Egypt remained practically isolated from other 
Near Eastern civilizations, his power over the country was interpreted as power over the 
whole world One can easily feel that this interpretation was not unfounded when 
looking at the endless desert from the edge of the Nile valley. As a result, the king oc
cupied a unique place in the picture of the world (see, e. g. [Posener, 1955, Goedicke, 
1960; Barta, 1975]). 

The king was not only deified as happened in so many other cultures - he became 
the only inhabitant of the Earth who, due to his divine nature, could associate with gods 
and bring them offerings, only impossibility to be present simultaneously in all temples 
of the country made him transfer the trust of performing the cult to priests. Since ac
cording to the Egyptian notion, the Universe existed in unstable equilibrium on the 
brink of chaos and inevitably slid into it when left to its own devices, while the world 
harmony - mict - was maintained by bringing offerings to gods, the king grew to be 
the key figure on whom the very existence of the world depended (e.g., Pyr. 265c, 
17756) Properly speaking, his role in the Universe was more important than that of 
most of the gods, for he - and only he - prevented the cosmic catastrophe. 

Transformation of the king into a Supreme Being 1 and his estrangement from 
people had inevitably to be accompanied by similarly significant but diametrically op
posite changes in the interpretation of the man's place in the world. Within the limits of 
this tendency man had to be deprived of any contacts with gods and with the supernatu
ral mythical world And indeed, that is how it was Prior to the Middle Kingdom, per-

1 This term proposed by O. D. Berlev [1981] seems to be the most suitable for describing the spe
cific - both human and divine - nature of the Egyptian king. 
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sonal prayer and bringing offerings to gods by man on his own behalf were impossible. 
In the Middle Kingdom we know only two records of such actions, both in literary texts 
describing extraordinary situations. In the «Story of Z?-nht» it happened in a foreign 
country (pBerlin 3022,11. 156-173) and in the «Shipwrecked Sailor» - at a desert island 
(pHermitage 01115, col. 54-55), I. e., outside Egypt, outside the only possible world or
der, in the places where the Egyptian system of social roles did not exist and where the 
man was forced to act on his own. 

This conversion of the man into a creature devoid of any relations with the gods 
had to be promoted in every way by the supreme power, for it was an ideal method of 
separating itself from the people masses. However, the entire desacralization of man 
which would be the logical completion of this process, was prevented by the circum
stance that no matter how secularized the earthly life might have been, the notions of 
the next life existed, where - due to its very nature - man inevitably came into imme
diate contact with the supernatural. Since the notions of the posthumous life took the 
central place in almost every ancient culture, they always excelled in perfect stability 
and did not yield to modifications that either could destroy the entire culture or proved 
unstable themselves (as in the reign of ?h(j)-n(j)-jtn). However, an ideal substitute for 
the original notions of the posthumous life was found in the Old Kingdom, which en
abled to make absolute the isolation of the humans from gods. 

Most probably, this was incited by the specificity of Egyptian art. Development of 
the hieroglyphic system gave rise to a rich artistic tradition which for the first time in 
the world history, already in the epoch of the early state, enabled artists to make repre
sentations close to reality (on the correlation of figurative arts and hieroglyphic see, e g. 
[Wolf, 1957, 95-97, 203; Smith, 1958, 4; Miiller, 1959, 715; 1970, III; Fischer, 1986]) 
Since the ancient k? was a man's twin, while representation raised the image of the de
picted person in the mind of the spectator, thereby also creating his «twin», it was more 
than natural to link the kl to representations With this, representation repeatedly repro
duced in eternal stone could ensure the future life much more reliably than the placenta. 
This discovery amazed the Egyptians and gave impulse to evolution which shaped the 
notion of the «figurative ki» defining to a great extent the main features of the culture 
of Pharaonic Egypt. Representations turned into the focus point in securing immortality. 

Thus the notion of the Doubleworld appeared, entirely based on the figurative 
decoration of monuments and possible only due to the existence of a powerful artistic 
school and enormous material sources allowing to create them in abundance 

As soon as the idea of the unbreakable link between the ki and representations 
arose, it became possible to revise the basic ideological concepts. An entire world re
producing in general the earthly life and sometimes even improving it could be made 
for the Double by means of mural decorations. Of course, in its world the Double re
mained isolated from the gods just as man was in his everyday life, but this was not dis
astrous Since in contrast to the posthumous worlds of other cultures, the Doubleworld 
was destined to its owner only and was not in touch with other similar tiny worlds, the 
owner grew to be the central figure around whom the whole world rotated and for 
whom alone it existed. The man received an entire world as an eternal properly and 
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within its limits his power was absolute, while there was no human, royal or divine 
power over him. Surely, such a combination of well-being and absolute independence 
more than compensated for the lack of a link with the gods 2 

So the Doubleworld was the best possible substitute for the supernatural posthu
mous life and its creation made it possible to finally disjoin the man from the king and 
gods without undermining the very foundations of the culture Moreover, it not only 
satisfied the aspiration of every separate person for the ideal eternal life, but was also 
most beneficial for the society as a whole. This world was feasible only if considerable 
means were involved into construction of the tomb and, since in Egypt with its all-
embracing system of ranks only the state service could enrich the man, striving for im
mortality in the Doubleworld was the most effective stimulus for honest service and 
thus, a powerful stabilizer of the whole social structure and of the state 

Of course, the emergence of the «figurative k?» neither abolished the «non-
figurative k&> nor was able to do so, the latter still went on controlling man's vital proc
esses, but due to the specific nature of Old Kingdom monuments its role remains al
most entirely concealed from us. Only some slightest hints revealed by Blackman and 
Frankfort are traceable, but mostly in the conservatively inclined royal ideology. Per
haps the only but very important relic of the notions concerning the placenta in the 
Doubleworld of private persons is the eternal youth of the Double which cannot be ex
plained without considering the concept of the «non-figurative Ic3». The placenta was 
born as a man's twin, i. e., as an «infant», but man aged, while it remained the same 
keeping the original «childish» nature, when the kl was associated with representations, the 
idea of the eternal youth and invariability of the Double was transferred onto them as well. 

The notion of the ((figurative kS» ousted in the Old Kingdom the concept of the bl 
which was not recorded by private monuments until the end of the period Most proba
bly, this was not a result of deliberate prohibition: the Doubleworld so perfectly substi
tuted the posthumous world of the bl that the latter simply lost its significance. 

Let us sum up some results. As a rule, only the concepts concerning the king are 
seen as the state ideology because of their direct relation to the substantiation of the 
state and power Now, when in the notion of the kl of the private person we see an arti
ficial construction, the substitute compensating for the deliberate isolation of the man 
from the supernatural in order to make absolute the king's divine nature, it comes to be 
clear that this concept is the reverse of the royal ideology and, respectively, a compo
nent of the state ideology. 

2 It is appropriate to recall the dispute of Mustapha Mond and the Savage in Huxley's Brave New 
World: «'You can only be independent of God while you've got youth and prosperity; independence 
won't take you safely to the end'. Well, we now got youth and prosperity right up to the end. What fol
lows? Evidently, that we can be independent of God. "The religious sentiment will compensate us for all 
our losses'. But there aren't any losses for us to compensate; religious sentiment is superfluous. And why 
should we go hunting for a substitute for youthful desires, when youthful desires never fail? A substitute 
for distractions, when we go on enjoying all the old fooleries to the very last? What need here we of re
pose when our minds and bodies continue to delight in activity? of something immovable when there is 
social order?» 
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The fact that the Doubleworld was constructed artificially can be corroborated by 
the three following observations. First, since only dignitaries were able to erect tombs, 
most people had no «figurative ki». The notion depriving the overwhelming majority of 
the eternal life could not have arisen in any natural way, and thus, everything we have 
dealt with above is but a theory developed especially for the upper class, whereas the 
lower strata must have had some notions of their own, which no doubt were the legacy 
of Predynastic times. Second, any concept of the next life presupposes struggle against 
death, while the Doubleworld, even though fulfilling the functions of the hereafter, had 
nothing in common with decease. This also cannot be a result of natural evolution of 
ideas, but our interpretation of the Doubleworld as a substitute of the original posthu
mous world solves the problem at once. Third, after the fall of the Old Kingdom, when 
erection of large decorated tombs became impossible because of the general economi
cal decay, the significance of the ki declined and the world of the bi described in the 
Coffin Texts came to the foreground Such a sudden change can hardly be imagined, 
unless it was the return from an artificial ideology to the original Weltanschauung. 

Adoption of the concept of the «figurative ki» created a factually non-mythological 
domain in the very center of Egyptian Weltanschauung, that is unique in the ancient 
history. With this, we must admit that the state of things was far more intricate than de
scribed in this book The Doubleworld was extremely realistic in what concerns the re
production of reality, but its many aspects which can be regarded as quite ordinary had 
a second - symbolic - side For instance, slaughtering was intended to achieve purely 
practical ends in the Doubleworld: to provide the tomb owner with food, with those 
very pieces of meat which were enumerated in the offering-list. However, besides this, 
the slaughter symbolizes the victory over evil forces embodied in the animals 
[Eggebrecht, 1973] (for bibliography see [Altenmuller, 1975-1, Anm. 12]). Similarly, 
libation had to quench the owner's thirst, but on the unique offering-stone of Stw 
(CG 1330 [Borchardt, 1937, BI. 5, Mostafa, 1982, Taf 12]), three water levels are 
marked imitating the levels of the Nile in different seasons. Thus, libation proved re
lated to purely mythological notions concerning the Nile's floods. All these ideas con
tradicting the concept of the Doubleworld, evidently had come from the times preced
ing its emergence, but were ousted by it and manifested themselves only as hints, thus 
proving to be relatively unimportant in the Old Kingdom At the same time, their vital
ity and revival in the epochs-to-follow testify to their primordial nature. 

So the obvious non-mythological nature of the Doubleworld does not mean the 
demythologization of Egyptian mentality The Doubleworld and the mythic world coex
isted, but almost did not touch one another. In any case, the very possibility of more or 
less purposeful creation of an utterly important ideological concept at such an early 
stage is highly remarkable. 

Of course, the above observations are not even a scheme, but only a preliminary 
outline, so that a comprehensive and laborious study should be made in order to under
stand the essence of the problems concerning the «non-figurative ki» at least to the ex
tent of understanding the «figurative ki» offered in this book (to say nothing about the 
extremely specific theory of the royal ki). Many points of this outline are rather inexact 
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and speculative yet, but the author ventures to publish them, since they explain his ap
proach to some problems of great importance which have not been broached upon in 
this book. Faciant meliora potentes. 
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